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Bye-Day 

 

 

April 1917 

 

A gaunt hare hurled itself out of No-Man’s-Land and into the trench. It tumbled into a wreck of fur 

and little bones across the duckboards. It tried to run again, but hit a pair of putteed legs. Alex Pebury 

leapt after it as it turned. He caught it with a lunging tackle, clutched it by the back legs, and lifted it 

into the air to a round of cheers. 

The hare arched its back and twisted, but without strength. The muscles of Alex’s hand 

showed definition as he gripped, but the purpose in his hold was not matched in his expression. 

Another living thing that had survived this far was about to die. He clenched his jaw against his train 

of thought. Eyes were on him. 

‘You have to let them be at peace,’ he said. ‘They have to calm down and accept it, or there’s 

panic left in the muscles when you come to cook them. Ruins the meat. Well known.’ 

‘It won’t calm,’ said the gunner beside him. ‘Come on, Pebury - put it out of its misery.’ 

‘Aw,’ said someone else. ‘Are you worried for the rabbit?’ 

Liar, the captain’s terrier came around the trench with a yap and, without pausing, made a 

leap for the hare. Alex gave her a kick as she landed. She rounded and came back to him then sat, 

hungry-eyed, at his feet, quietly whining each breath. The hare rolled ineffectively. 

Another soldier rummaged through a sack that leant against the trench wall and produced a 

length of root. Alex took it and struck hard against the back of the hare’s head. She vibrated for half 

a moment, not quite dead. A guilty rush of blood rose through Alex’s neck. Liar whimpered, her legs 

started shaking. Alex whipped the root around in an arc and struck the hare again. She went still. 

Alex dropped the root for the dog, who gave it a dismissive look. 

‘I hate that you shit when you’re killed,’ said Gunner Tom Thomas, appearing from around 

the dog-tooth in the trench, rolling a cigarette. 
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‘Not always. Anyway, it’s less to push out of this one when she’s gutted,’ said Alex. 

‘I bet I will when I die. I’ll get shot in the head going over those duck boards and fall in the 

mud. People will watch me sink saying, at least we don’t have to bury Gunner Thomas’s body 

ourselves, ‘cus look, he’s shit himself.’ 

Alex flicked a warm, half-liquid hare-dropping at Tom, who jerked his cigarette out of the way 

of danger. 

‘I’ll take this dog back,’ said Alex. He took a ball of string from his bread-bag and bound up 

the hare’s hind legs. Tom sniffed his cigarette, checking for shit, and lit it. Alex slipped a finger under 

the knot he’d tied and carried the miserable dead hare along the trench. Liar skipped along at his 

heels. 

‘Back in a tick,’ he said. 

The other soldiers fell back to the repair of sandbags and duckboards. 

There was no real eating on the hare. She was thin and balding outside, she’d be tough and 

sour inside. In death she was wretched. Alex thought about the march to Cambrin - they’d passed a 

mass grave being dug by the men who were about to go forward from the reserves. A day or so later 

those men would start coming back to fill it – he stopped himself. He tried to think about Gladys 

instead. 

 

Captain Houghton’s moustache covered the turned-down corners of his lips. He was a man of the 

old regular army. His tendency to hum when distracted or nervous had earned him the nick-name 

Captain Canary. 

‘Thank you,’ he said, as Alex bundled Liar into her crate in the corner of the room. ‘That 

wasn’t her catch, was it?’ He nodded at the hare. 

‘No, Captain. Mine. It bolted into the trench.’ 

‘What will you do with it now?’ Captain Houghton laid the pen he was holding in the middle 

of his open book. 

‘If you’ll give permission, Captain, I’ll cook her.’ 

‘What duties have you been assigned?’ 

‘Sandbags, trench-walls, and duck-boards.’ 

Liar whined in the back of her throat then swallowed, still eyeing the hare. 

‘And this evening?’ 
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‘Unassigned as yet.’ 

‘Complete your dailies. After stand-to this evening you can take her to the kitchens on your 

way to fetch back water rations. If they don’t want her there, you can cook her.’ 

 ‘Thank you, Captain,’ said Alex. 

‘Now, Gunner, if you don’t mind, I have a certain amount of correspondence to complete 

today.’ 

Alex carried the hare with him out of the dugout. As far as he could see, they had been 

pushed forward to wait. It was mostly boredom save for a bit of morning hate. There were worse 

things. 

But correspondence. Correspondence could mean moving, or fighting, or both. They had 

spent two weeks making the dug-outs and reserve trenches to support the lines to the north of the 

town, as well as assisting the R.E.S.S. in laying telephone lines so that orders from Head Office could 

keep them in one dark corner or another. For those two weeks, it had rained. Two weeks of fusiliers’ 

work in the absence of fusiliers - shovelling wet mud, making holes to crawl into, lying under wet 

canvass, dreaming of dry sod. Then they had pumped and drained and repaired. That was supposed 

to have been their period of rest. Now that the rain had lain off Vermelles, perhaps it was time to 

follow the wet front a hundred miles over the border - down to Flanders Fields. 

 

He turned into the communication trench that ran back to his lines and collided with Corporal Gibson 

Reid. He dropped the hare. 

‘Jesus, Pebury, watch where you’re going,’ said Reid. 

‘Sorry Corp.’ 

‘What are you doing over here?’  

Alex bent to pick up the hare, but Corporal Reid stopped him, gripping Alex’s shoulder. He 

raised his eyebrows to reiterate his question. 

‘Been to see the Captain, Corp.’ 

Reid began rating at him about leaving duties. Alex let his thoughts wander. The trenches 

gouged any choice out of the landscape. Further back, behind the town, in the sprawling wild-

mustard, a man could choose where to step. He could look out all around him and choose where to 

go. But here direction was pre-ordained. There was no choice – not even the illusion of it, which was 

all there had ever been for the hare. 
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‘You want permission to hunt - you come through me. You want permission to cook - you 

come through me. You don’t waste your captain’s time with bollocks, understand?’ Reid was 

unsteady. 

‘I was taking his dog-’ 

‘And you don’t talk back.’ Reid kicked the back of Alex’s knee, letting his weight fall forwards, 

sending Alex to the ground. ‘Are you listening to me?’ 

Alex forced himself to be calm. Corporal Reid’s brother had died two weeks ago – you made 

allowances. From the ground Alex hooked his fingers back through the string that bound his hare’s 

legs together. 

‘Well?’ said Reid. 

Alex waited. He tried again to force himself calm. He would make himself a lucky-hare’s-foot. 

Hang it on a string beside his tags. 

‘Well?’ said Reid again. Then he spat. A glob of tobacco-chewer’s phlegm landed on Alex’s 

hand and stuck. There were no choices. If there were, he would swing the hare like a club. He would 

push Gibson Reid up and over the trench wall. Then Reid could choose where to step, he could run 

and leap the wire, like a hare that jumps the heath-fire, and drop into a trench to be beaten to death 

with a length of root. You don’t mean that, he told himself. He glanced up at the Corporal’s sunken 

eyes, then back down. He couldn’t remember ever seeing a hare blink. His hare’s eyes were still 

open – she would have been born with them open – and there was mud over the gloss of them, 

never to be blinked away. He waited, on all fours. Mud spread between the fingers of his free hand. 

Reid was breathing heavily, whispering something with each breath.  

Alex slowly came to stand. 

‘I’d better get back, Corp,’ he said. He turned his shoulder and stepped past his Corporal. 

‘Wait,’ said Reid. Alex walked on. ‘Wait I said, damn you!’ He took hold of Alex’s collar. The 

tunic-front snapped tight. Before he could think, or stop himself, Alex turned and swung the hare. 

He felt one of her brittle ribs break on Reid’s right ear. Reid let go and put a hand to his ear as if 

checking for blood. 

‘Corporal,’ said Alex, but Reid was backing away. ‘Corp.’ He wiped the remnants of the 

phlegm from the back of his hand and wondered whether Reid would be rash enough to demand a 

Court-Martial. 

‘You nasty little -’ Reid didn’t finish. Alex hoped the hit would bring him to his senses. 
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Whether Reid would feel vengeful or guilty, he didn’t know. 

 

No one came to drag him away, and by the evening, after stand-to, he thought it all might have 

passed. Tom was rolling a cigarette. 

‘Got duties on?’ Alex said. 

‘Not yet.’ 

‘Fancy a walk?’ 

‘Yeah, I don’t mind.’ Tom put the cigarette in his mouth. ‘Where to we going?’ he said. 

Alex smiled at the Welsh phrase. 

‘What?’ said Tom. 

‘Kitchens.’ Alex held up the hare. ‘Got a note from the Captain. Then fetching water.’ 

 

‘I think this mud’s worse when it’s drying,’ said Tom. He lifted his helmet and wiped his forehead. 

His old cloth cap had left a red circlet around his forehead, now deepened by the tin hat. He had a 

matching red scar on his neck from his khaki collar. Scars always stood out in failing light. 

‘Be careful what you wish for,’ said Alex. ‘I think we’re on the move again soon. Back to the 

action. Down in the deep mud.’ The hare was intermittently held out as a balancing aid. ‘Captain 

Canary says he’s got correspondence to do. Then, when I left, I swear I heard him start on It’s a Long 

Way to Tipperary.’ 

Tom huffed and stroked his twice broken nose, twisting his thin moustache. 

 ‘I hate marching. I’m not too keen on that song either, a bit too Irish for me,’ said Tom. He 

kicked his foot out, sending mud flying from his boot sole. ‘Makes me nervous.’ He started to 

sing, purposefully out-of-tune and high pitched. 

‘But the sweetest girl you know is your own cousin and she’s virtually the weight-lifting 

champion of the valleys from what you’ve told me!’ said Alex. 

‘I reckon I’ve seen a few sweet ones in France,’ said Tom. 

‘You’re so vulgar sometimes.’ 

‘Says you – the man talking ill of our Bethan, who you’ve never even met.’ 

‘So you know which cousin I mean then?’ 

‘Shut up. But yes. And she’ll make someone a good wife one day, so long as anyone ever 

meets family approval. And don’t start putting yourself in that bracket - we’d never have the likes of 
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you. You just stick to your Gladys. She’s a good girl – not a patch on my cousin, but she’ll do you all 

right.’ 

‘Yes. Well...’ Alex stood still for a moment. ‘Is that smell you?’ he asked. 

‘No.’ Tom carried on walking. 

‘It is. It’s that burnt toast smell you get.’ 

‘I don’t smell of toast.’ 

‘You honestly do.’ 

They walked in silence for a short while. The hare hung from Alex’s hands, swaying in time 

with his march. Tom stuck his hands deep in his pockets and hunched his shoulders up to his ears, 

like a slouching school-boy. He seemed to Alex like something from another time, or perhaps like 

something timeless. Despite his love of complaining, Tom never appeared to struggle with any 

situation. It was like he’d experienced everything before. 

There was a pair of dead mules just off the mud-track around a hundred yards behind them. 

Alex had only partially noticed them. He looked back. They were certainly there. He’d caught Tom’s 

smell over theirs. That was some progress at least. 

‘What do you think happens when you catch one?’ asked Alex. 

‘Like those mules? Not much. Don’t think I believe there’s a God who made us out of clay. I 

think we’re more like coincidental parts of our ancestors.’ 

‘You mean we’re our forefathers reborn?’ Alex asked. 

‘Not really, no. So we look like our parents because our bodies are essentially made from 

their bodies. The rest - your soul – I think that’s more like all the things we learn, combining to make 

us who we are.’ Alex left the sentence to grow heavy. ‘The Devil only knows where they’ll have us 

trudging next,’ Tom said. ‘I hope it’s somewhere as boring as here – not to sound a coward.’ He 

kicked a clot of mud. It splattered into the water at the bottom of a crater. ‘Better - send us way back 

home. Stop fannying about.’ 

‘Back to Hettle?’ asked Alex. 

‘I suppose so. Back to hunting. Give me a good horse and cry gone-away,’ said Tom. ‘Dad’s 

hunting hounds off a pony. A Dales. I hope someone takes a photograph.’ 

Alex held up the hare as if it was a trophy of some great hunt. Tom kicked the mud from the 

sole of his other boot, but missed the hare and Alex. 

The ground around them was undulating, thorned with the burnt-out trunks of match-stick 
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trees. They hadn’t passed a single other person on their walk so far. Behind the lines seemed as 

much of a No-Man’s-Land as in front of them. Further North and West lay ruined farmland up to a 

comms trench that drew a near-straight line North-East across the landscape to the canal, then 

Givenchy. The thought of a trench called Banbury Cross made Alex think of home. The trudge 

continued in silence. Tom gave a sigh which turned into a series of coughs. He soothed himself with 

a pre-rolled cigarette from a pewter case. The whole area was a trenched, cratered, burnt, and 

broken product of war. The wild garlic north of the cemetery was the land’s last piece of itself. At 

home, the blossom would be falling. It would cover the road out of Bourne village like scented snow. 

Tom’s mouth smoked as he made to speak again, but he was cut short by the harsh zipping 

sound of air being torn in two. They spun around. There followed a boom and wave of mud and 

timber. Alex dropped his hare. Tom lost his cigarette. The dugouts they had so recently left burst up 

into the air in jagged stabs of black and brown as another shell hit, then another. The thrown earth 

crashed to the ground. 

 

 

 

 

July 1919 

 

On a train from Paddington that stopped at Hettle, Alex sweated. He went to scratch the armpit of 

his uniform with a broken fingernail but caught himself in the process of habit and stopped. The 

routine of it all had fallen away. He felt sick. A shudder started in his stomach and worked its way up 

through his chest and into his limbs. A pair of women in the seats on the other side of the aisle 

turned to look at him. He smiled at them and they turned away. How must I look to them? he asked 

himself. How must I smell? He felt like a dog that had run away from home and returned whining 

and dishevelled. He pressed his right heel onto his left foot to distract himself from the shudder. 

Then he reached into his tunic pocket and found his cigarette case. The two women began to chatter 

in low voices. Alex caught the odd word of their conversation – Sunday. Happen. Nineteen. 

‘When’s my Roger coming home? That’s what I want to know,’ said one, raising her voice and 

looking across the aisle as if Alex had returned at Roger’s expense. 

The shudder erupted back through his body. Alex gritted his teeth and slammed the side of 
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his fist against the window. The outburst dissipated from his system, and he raised an apologetic 

palm to the two women. He lit his cigarette. 

When the train began to slow. Alex took his kit bag and greatcoat from the rack above his 

head. The train pulled to a halt. He nodded to the two women, shouldered his bag, and alighted. 

 

The road felt strange under Alex’s boot-soles, more so than the streets of Dover or London had; the 

changes seemed harsher. The town spilled out – new houses, a new factory – like a burst-banked 

river. Alex put his hand to his chest to feel his identity discs, but they were no longer there. He 

discarded the dog-end of one cigarette and started another, manoeuvring around the great-coat 

draped over his arm. There was a constant sound in his ears, no longer drowned by the animal growl 

of the train. A sound like falling rain as he unconsciously strained to hear the guns. He gritted his 

teeth behind his cigarette. He marched on, only stopping to watch a woman push a pram, which he 

could see was empty, up the hill. 

There were military vehicles on the streets. There were also military model vehicles, still 

being made in factories and auctioned off. Now they bore the names of new freight companies, or 

furniture makers. 

Alex knew the names of many of the families who lived along the road – Hitchins, Collier, 

Benson. The Benson boy had lied about his age and joined up at sixteen, Alex had read about it in 

the letters Gladys had sent that had made it through the censor. Before he broke off the engagement. 

The boy had used a false name to make it difficult for his parents to track him, and then he died a 

few months later in his first action. The parents would have received a letter full of generic terms, 

Alex knew. He kept his head down as he passed the house. 

He stopped in at a store to exchange a fifty-two-shillings-and-sixpence voucher for a factory-

made, plain suit. 

 

He reached the edge of town and turned onto Porro Road. He glanced periodically at the blackthorn 

hedges that walled the road. Their long thorns were like so much natural wire. He reached out to 

the hedge, his hand trembling. He took hold of a thorn and snapped it from its parent limb. A coal 

tit flew out, crossed the road, and dived over the opposite blackthorn, where it sat and sang. Alex 

listened – over the bird he could hear a motor-bus in the town, the wind in the poplars, his own 

breathing as it slowed and calmed. He looked behind at the road he had come down. 
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In Bourne Village, people – old familiar faces – waved to him, or clapped, or shook his hand, but did 

not stop him. 

He arrived home to find the door unlocked. Perhaps it had been since he was last there – two 

years before, on compassionate leave to visit his mother’s grave. 

Alex pushed open the door. The house had been cleaned recently. The cobwebbed, heavy-

with-dust vision he had expected was replaced by a swept, dusted hallway. His old coat and hat were 

hung inside the door. A new umbrella was in the stand – navy blue with a cane handle. Alex felt tears 

prick the corners of his eyes. His nostrils closed, and he had to gasp for air through his mouth. He 

tore his bag from his shoulder and threw it, with his great-coat and his suit, into the hall. He turned 

to see a passing cyclist look quickly away. 

Once inside, he closed the door gently and locked it. He picked up his belongings, hung his 

coat and suit, and took himself to the kitchen where he sat at his little table. He covered the table 

top with postcards from a bundle in his bag. He looked first at the picture sides, then turned each 

one over and read its message. The first was from Gladys, written in a tight hand. 

My Darling, it said, I know it’s terrible out there – we all read the papers. But everyone says 

it’s almost over. I’ve been taking on plenty of your work here and looking after your mother, who is 

better this week. We’ve just been sent three new land girls and I have to say they’re marvellous. I’m 

actually rather jealous of the uniform. There’s not much money about for them, but they don’t seem 

to mind. Prices have been guaranteed for corn, but that would mean losing ground for grazing and 

fodder. 

Love always, Gladys 

The message filled the correspondence box, but a cramped post-script was angled in to the 

left-hand side. 

PS I’ve nearly used up all of the space on this card, but I wanted to ask about us. Tell me what 

you want to do. 

It was dated June ‘17. He couldn’t remember the letter that had prompted her question, but 

he could remember every word of his reply. 

Gladys, I don’t know what the reports say. I’m sure they just write what they like. It is still 

hard out here. I’m glad that you are able to look after mother and that I am easily replaced at the 

farm. It is hard out here, so I can’t make promises about the future. I am not the same man – I’m not 
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sure who I am at all anymore. I am not the man you agreed to marry. We will both find this easier 

with less to lose. We can no longer be engaged. I’m sorry I had to write to tell you this. Alex. 

He picked up and read a few cards at random. He thought his way through the dislocated 

story of his abandonment of his relationship with Gladys and the difference in their communication 

since then. He read how Fred Rover had bought the farm and Drywell Cottage from the landlord, 

and how Alex’s mother would be kept safe and looked after. He read the letter that had informed 

him of his mother’s death. It had come with a packet of biscuits. Tom had asked him what was wrong. 

‘I’ve broken things off with Gladys,’ Alex had said, finding those words easier to relay than 

the news of the letter. It was a good few minutes before he broke and sobbed, ‘Oh God, Tom, my 

mum died.’ 

He thought of the pictures his imagination had provided of his home while he had been in 

the trenches, trying to decide what his memory had omitted. He let himself picture France from his 

place of safety at the kitchen table, wondering what he would omit from there. His imagination 

rolled turbulently inside itself. It told him that he would wake up soon, with his legs blown off, his 

lungs full of gas, his arms rotting in their sockets, his heart beating his thick, red blood out into the 

open air, breathing bullets and wire and shells and shrapnel, Tom lying beside him. Tom Thomas’s 

hand touching his cheek. Tom’s voice under his thin moustache saying, ‘I’ll be home in a month or 

so, old bud. Hang on another month and we’ll have got through it together.’ 

Alex breathed. He sucked in air as if he had been drowning. Then he put down the post card 

he was still holding and put his shaking hand against his chest, ‘No discs, Alex,’ he said aloud. ‘You’ve 

come home.’ 

 

 

 

 

April 1917 

 

Beginning to sweat with anticipation and fear, Alex broke into a run. 

‘That won’t be the last of them,’ shouted Tom. ‘You won’t help anyone by exploding yourself!’ 

Alex ran on towards the dugouts. Tom clapped a hand over his shoulder to stop him and both 
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men fell. A second shell hit. 

‘We’ve got to get back to the horses - that’s where everyone’ll go,’ said Tom. 

‘Everyone?’ 

‘From the dugouts.’ His voice was cut out by a coal-box explosion. They covered their heads 

instinctively. Then, together, they allowed themselves to focus on the remains of the dugouts. A 

small forest of smoke and ashes bloomed up. The mobile guns would certainly have been destroyed, 

taking with them any form of counter which might have been launched from those lines. The static 

guns alongside the horse-lines were starting their response, but they had to aim long, or risk hitting 

their own. Alex and Tom huddled together, open-mouthed and alone, as shells flew overhead. Wet 

mud soaked into their trousers. Tom straightened his helmet. 

The whole area was clotted with rain water and mud, even so, a few fires had broken out 

around the reserve trenches. Something arced out of the darkness, like a cricket ball going for six. 

Alex looked down, away from the cloud, telling himself it wasn’t a pin-wheeling body, waiting to rain 

down again. 

A soldier, disorientated but alive, staggered into view. 

‘Captain Canary!’ Tom said, still from his position on the ground. 

The Captain’s nose was broken and bleeding. The blood was beginning to congeal in his 

moustache. His jacket was torn and muddied. He had loosened his tie and pulled open the top 

button of his shirt to ease his breathing as he ran. In his left hand, he held an unscathed bottle of 

whisky. He made his way to the grounded pair with a broken and swaying, but swift gait. 

‘Still alive, the pair of you?’ His question sounded like an accusation. 

‘Yes, Captain,’ they confirmed together. 

‘Well then, up you get. No time to faff.’ 

With his words came the sound of a cart from the opposite direction. Some wonderfully 

unafraid pair of horses, barely more than ponies, still pulled their load towards the falling bombs. 

The field kitchen had found them. 

‘No ambulances available,’ said a cook, ‘so you’ve got us.’ 

Alex had forgotten his hare. It lay alone, sad, and sodden in the mud. 

 

Houghton wrote a swift message and sent it with one of the three kitchen staff to carry back on foot. 

Alex found himself staring at his captain’s loose tie. 
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The three dugout soldiers, Houghton, Pebury, and Thomas, with the two remaining cooks, unloaded 

the kitchen Soyer-Cooker from the two-horse cart and abandoned it.  

 

The shells stopped. 

They followed the track that Alex and Tom had taken, past the dead mules and back to the 

collapsed dugout. Once on site, they left the horses harnessed and standing alone with a single prop 

to take the weight of the cart and ease the burden from their collars. 

With the rest of his makeshift company, Alex climbed down into the back of the bomb-

ploughed pit. It was a short descent into darkness and silence. Dust clogged the damp air. 

‘You’ve obviously no need for us down here,’ said one cook to Alex. ‘It’s destroyed. There’s 

no one to get out.’ He was a lean man. Alex’s mother had told him, he recalled, never to trust a thin 

cook. 

‘I think you’d be best to complain to the Captain, really,’ said Alex. ‘Anyway, I’d have thought 

you’d relish the idea of getting out of the kitchen.’ 

‘We’re doing our bit just like you,’ said the cook. He rounded his shoulders and turned to 

Houghton. ‘Captain – might we be relieved in order to continue with our evening’s duties? There's 

no one here to cart out.’ 

Captain Houghton was standing on the collapsed wall of sandbags at the trench side of the 

dugout. 

‘They must have suspected an attack,’ he said. ‘Otherwise hitting our artillery and fall-back 

first doesn’t make sense.’ The cooks looked up at him without understanding. ‘Unless they thought 

they would overrun our trenches and wanted to pre-empt a retaliation.’ 

Alex joined his Captain on the broken fire-step without thinking of rank or formality. ‘Is there 

any sign of life from the front lines?’ he asked. Tom came behind him and put a hand on his arm, 

warning against questioning the officer. 

‘Not yet, but there’s a rat-run out, which gets them to what’s left of the woods,’ said 

Houghton. ‘Lieutenant Connor was leading a retreat that way from here. If they can make it back 

and through, then they’ll join up and get back to comms at Sackville. No chance that anyone would 

try to use this position to fall back on when it was already being shelled. Even if they would, I’m sure 

snipers would watch for it. I imagine they’re over there in force, the snipers.’ The range of the snipe-
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scope was an invisible wall somewhere out over the mud. Alex placed a hand over his stomach as 

the feeling of being herded came over him. Tom released his arm and stepped back from the old fire 

step. 

‘You don’t think they suspect the rat-run, or have snipers watching the woods?’ he said. 

‘I bloody hope not, but that’s all I can give you there,’ said Houghton, changing his tone. ‘Look 

here, are the lot of you just going to ask me question after question until morning, or can we start 

looking to see if we actually have any men left alive?’ 

They set to work with what few tools they had from the cart, or could improvise, but any 

friends they did manage to uncover were dead. 

 

The light of the waning moon picked out seventeen bodies. They lay side by side – regimented, 

covered with blankets. Somewhere under the rubble and rock and sandbags and splinters lay dozens 

more. For all Alex knew, some were still alive and waiting to suffocate. 

‘I put in a complaint about these pit-props, you know,’ said Tom as he shovelled. 

‘That I passed on to the Major by telephone the very same day. There’s a record of it in my 

log, which you’re welcome to check, once it’s been dug up,’ replied Houghton, red-faced. ‘He 

suggested you should go and ask the Germans very nicely for a loan of theirs.’ 

 Tom was silenced. Houghton turned away and looked, once again, to the front-line trenches, 

or over the top to No-Man’s-Land. In places the ground still shone silver, where the reflection of the 

moon caught puddles not smothered by dust, or muck, or swallowed down too deep in a shell hole. 

Alex followed his Captain’s gaze. With the moon like this, he half expected to hear the cattle of the 

Rovers’ farm. The flashes of silver could almost have been from the pot holes in the tracks that 

brought him home from the fields. Then there was another flash, a steel glint. Alex felt Houghton 

stiffen beside him. 

The bayonets of the advancing German raid were blackened by mud to prevent them shining. 

One caught the moon in a clean spot. Houghton pointed. Once his eyes had picked out one scurrying 

Hun, they soon found the others. 

‘Dugout, fall back to the horse-lines, on me,’ whispered Houghton. ‘And kill the lamps.’ 

There was a crash that made Alex tense, anticipating another explosion. Then the sound of 

a horse in distress. 

Tom sprang to the top of the slope. 
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‘The bloody horses have turned the wagon over!’ he called down. 

They left the bodies of the soldiers and started to scramble out of the trench. Alex pushed a 

cook up ahead of him. There was the possibility that the corpses they left might be buried by the 

Germans, or that the advancing army would leave them for the British to collect in front of the new 

lines the following night. The other possibility was leaving the collapse as a vast and anonymous 

mass grave. There was half a dark second of silence in which these thoughts dropped through Alex’s 

mind. The silence was severed by a low, feral groan. One of the men they had pulled from the 

collapse was alive. Houghton was the first to turn. After him, Pebury and then the cooks stopped 

dead. Any man alive would be slow, he would damage their chances of survival, Alex knew. Tom 

looked down from his place by the horses. 

‘Can we not even tell who’s dead anymore?’ Alex said. His collar was hot, itchy with sweat. 

‘Go!’ commanded Houghton. ‘I’ll see to this.’ 

The cooks turned and started away to join Tom at the top of the trench. Alex did not follow - 

he shook his head at Tom. 

‘We aren’t getting these horses up quickly,’ Tom whispered down, just loud enough for the 

two in the trench to hear. 

‘Broken necks?’ asked Houghton. 

‘No,’ said Tom. ‘One’s just winded, but she’s useless for a while. The other is dead. Heart-

attack I think – it took her sudden. Must’ve gone down heavy and stiff and pulled the other down 

with. I’ll let the living mare free, but she’s no use.’ Alex heard a chink as his friend unhitched the 

quick release from the living mare’s harness. He would cut the reins, and get the traces off the 

swingletree in under a minute. 

‘We’ve got to go,’ said Tom. 

‘Then go,’ said Captain Houghton. ‘Go!’ 

‘Good luck,’ whispered Alex. Then there was silence - Tom and the cooks had gone. 

Alex felt a pellet of bile in his mouth. Gibson Reid gave another groan.  

‘If he dies,’ Alex said, ‘his last moments will have been spent as a corpse under a blanket.’ 

Sweat flowed freely down his back. He drew a deep breath and tasted earth, lime, cordite, and iron. 

The taste brought an image of the fine pink mists of blood that burst from bullet-hit heads and hazed 

in the air for too long. He squatted beside Reid. Houghton had drawn the blanket back far enough 

to reveal the Corporal’s head and shoulders, but save for the mud, some grazing, and a tear in his 
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jacket, he looked to be in good shape. Only a slight purpling raise showed on his cheek. Alex thought 

it must have come from him, rather than the shells He remembered his poor hare. Its reason for 

dying had been forgotten. It might even be passed over by the rats and crows who had their pick of 

men to eat. 

Reid’s limbs all seemed to lie straight under the grey woollen blanket and, if damaged at all, 

were certainly not badly broken, or mutilated. Alex felt a surge of hope and shared it in a glance with 

his Captain. Then Reid opened his eyes. There was a cadaverous sheen over them, reflecting the 

moonlight. The fallen soldier focussed laboriously on Alex. He opened and closed his mouth twice 

before speaking in croaking tones. 

‘You hit me with a rabbit.’ 

‘He’s delirious,’ said Houghton. 

‘No, he isn’t. We scrapped earlier, after I’d caught the hare, Captain.’ Alex looked back down 

to Reid’s cold eyes, ‘Can you walk, Corp?’ 

Reid rolled his neck and looked woozily at the Captain, his head floating from side to side like 

a balloon on a long string. He turned once again to face Alex. His eyelids danced wide, as if in sudden 

recognition, 

‘You hit me with a rabbit,’ he said again. Alex’s throat constricted at the thought of being 

stuck in time, imprisoned in a memory. 

‘He’s been struck witless,’ said Captain Houghton. ‘We’d be better off ending it for him now 

– by friendly hands – rather than letting The Hun have another pop at him.’ He slipped the brass 

catch of his holster. He drew his Webley and cocked it with his spare hand. Grasping for an escape, 

Alex grabbed his arm. 

‘No, Captain,’ he said, trying to ignore the instinct to run and survive. ‘The Germans are too 

close, they’d come straight here if you shot, wouldn’t they?’ 

‘You’re probably right, but I’m damned if I’m going to stick him with a bayonet. They’re 

coming here either way.’ 

‘The clearing station, behind Sackville Street – if we could get him there…’ 

The Captain moved his left hand to Alex’s shoulder, bridging a gap above the fallen corporal. 

He returned his revolver to its sling, squeezed the trigger and eased the hammer back down with 

his thumb. The rope which leashed him to the gun still hung around his neck like a hangman’s noose. 

His eyes, like Reid’s, reflected the moon. 
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‘I don’t think that this man is about to recover,’ Houghton said. ‘He certainly won’t walk, let 

alone run with us. By all logic and kindness, I should probably shoot him. Put him out of his misery 

and give us a fighting chance. But we’ve excavated enough solid boarding along with these poor 

sods.’ He glanced to the row of corpses. ‘We could stretcher him out. We won’t be quick, and we 

won’t be quiet, but we will live or die together, the three of us. That’s our choice. Tell me that this 

man is worth risking our own lives for and I’ll do everything up to the point of a fire-fight in the open 

with a full Bosch raid to get him out. Do you understand?’ 

‘You came out alone before, without any of your men.’ Alex’s voice was low and weak. He 

had the impression that the Captain wouldn’t be unhappy to shoot Reid. 

‘There was nothing I could do about that. I promise you, I tried. I was lucky. Don’t think my 

dog even made it.’ 

‘You had a bottle of whisky.’ 

‘It was by my hand. No sense in leaving it. Even so, I’ve lost it somewhere now,’ said 

Houghton. He gave a stare in which Alex thought he saw something like pleading. 

‘I know you’re not a coward, Captain.’ 

‘Say that again and I’ll have you on a charge.’ The Captain smiled. ‘Now move.’ 

 

Gibson Reid wailed when they lifted him onto the six-foot board. He began quietly, but his volume 

grew. Alex pulled out a filthy pocket handkerchief and stuffed it between Reid’s teeth. Then, with 

Houghton, he counted to three and lifted the stretcher. It was heavier than either of them had been 

prepared for. Reid was a dead weight on the boards and awkward on the slope of the collapsed 

dugout side. 

‘You’ll have to get your end a little higher than that, Pebury, or he’ll slip down on top of you,’ 

said Houghton. 

Alex heaved his end of the stretcher above his head and strained out of the trench. 

‘Right,’ said Houghton. ‘As if your life depended on it – go!’ 

Alex flicked an apologetic glance to the winded mare who still lay with her cart. Her breathing 

was steady, but whether because of resignation or recovery, Alex couldn’t tell. 

The soft clay earth was every bit as heavy and sucking as it had been on the journey 

towards the field kitchens. This time, he had the body of a man, rather than that of a hare, to deal 

with. The word ‘body’ unearthed itself in his mind, only to be quickly reburied. 
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He’s alive, Alex reminded himself. Gibson Reid is alive. But the memories of the other men 

pulled from the dirt were lying across him and hanging from his heels, covered by the sandbags 

they’d repaired that day. 

 

There were no shots fired behind them. To Alex, that meant two things – that they hadn’t been 

spotted, and that if anyone else in the dugout had been alive, they hadn’t been given a coup de 

grace by any German guns. If there were any more left alive, buried or otherwise, then it could be 

better to be P.O.W. than K.I.A. 

 

Alex and Captain Houghton found themselves working well in unison, able to cover ground quickly. 

Sackville Street, and the communications trench that led to a track, and eventually to the clearing 

station, was only two hundred yards away when the makeshift stretcher split along its length. It had 

survived nearly ten minutes of bouncing between the Captain in front and the Gunner behind. Reid 

dropped to the ground, inanimate as a boot. A loud, sharp voice floated through the still air behind 

Alex. Confirmatory shouts followed from behind. 

‘We’ve been spotted,’ said Houghton. The lines had changed. They were in the new No-

Man’s-Land, but at least the wire in front of Sackville Street was on individual props, designed to 

funnel the enemy towards the Lewis guns, rather than string them out along its length. They could 

get through without cutting, and even the most nervous observer would be able to identify - Alex 

hoped – three British soldiers. 

Reid lay like a fallen tree in the mud. 

‘It’ll be easier for me alone,’ Alex said, warding Houghton away from attempting to lift the 

fallen man. ‘I know I struggled up the sides back there, but I’ll get him home on my shoulders. He 

doesn’t weigh much more than my webbing, anyhow.’ He lifted Reid with a grunt of effort and 

started with a wide, staggering gait towards the safety of Sackville Street. Houghton called ahead 

with muted cries of ‘We’re British. Don’t shoot.’ There were men on the fire-step. There were 

impatient rifles sniffing for blood and revenge. The first shot they heard, however, was not the clap 

of a rifle, but rather the deep report of the static artillery. Somewhere by the horse lines, away to 

the westernmost corner of Sackville Street, the counter-attack had begun in earnest. Alex stumbled 

at the noise, but kept a tight hold on his cargo. He felt movement on his shoulders and heard a brief 

sigh. Reid was alive. Alex grinned at the miracle as his Captain made the edge of the trench and 
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called down a message to the Corporal who met him. Alex found reserves of strength and increased 

his pace for the final twenty yards when behind him he heard the burst-fire of a machine gun. It 

grew louder. It was so unlike the rat-a-tat of the British guns, but it was not the diesel-engine rumble 

of the German guns either. It was a rhythm of three short pops in a burst. It was the hoof-beats of 

the winded horse, still half-harnessed, with her snaking traces lashing the ground behind her. She 

managed a steady canter through the clinging mud; ears pricked and looking for home. 

‘There’s a girl,’ Alex called with a grin. ‘There’s a girl.’ 

 

 

 

 

July 1919 

 

Alex presented himself at the Rovers’ farm the morning after arriving home. Rain was drifting lazily 

about, and he sheltered under the new umbrella he’d found in his house. Gladys answered his knock 

at the door. The sleeves of her masculine jumper were rolled up above her elbows. Behind her, the 

handle of a cream separator rocked to a halt. She had cut her curls short since Alex had last seen 

her, like the hair of the girls who had been over there. She stood in silence, wiping her hands on her 

apron. She held Alex’s gaze from her elevated position inside the house. Her look was stern, but also 

contained something Alex thought of as mischief. He waited in his own bubble of silence until she 

had thoroughly wrung her hands through her apron and then placed them on her hips. He took his 

cue and removed his hat. 

‘Gladys,’ he began. 

‘What on earth d’you think you’re doing here?’ Gladys pushed back her shoulders, built 

solidly from years of milking. Her spine gave a crack between her shoulder blades, but she didn’t 

seem to notice. 

‘Gladys, I’ve come home. I was still allowed some priority, as an agricultural worker.’ 

‘Where?’ asked Gladys. ‘Where are you an agricultural worker?’ Alex kept quiet. ‘Your house 

– your home, rather – is yours to live in for now, even though it’s on my father’s plot, but there’s no 

job for you here. I couldn’t have it. Is that understood?’ 
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‘Of course. Of course I understand. That’s for the best, I’m sure.’ 

‘You’ll have to speak with the county executive. There’s still work about.’ She paused, 

studying his expression. Alex was silenced. ‘But thank God we were excuse enough to bring you 

home early.’ The severity fell from Gladys’s expression. She threw out her arms and smiled broadly 

as she stepped down into the rain to embrace her former fiancé. 

Alex’s first instinct was to recoil from her touch. His second was to embrace her tightly and 

not let go. He raised his umbrella to make room for her, then slid a respectful hand, with his hat 

pinched between his fingers, to the back of her shoulder and kissed her right cheek with the corner 

of his mouth, as the French did. 

Gladys turned and went back into the house. She bowed her head under the edge of the 

umbrella. Alex felt himself blush a little. Hoping she wouldn’t notice, he followed her in. She sat 

down at the heavy oak table. He put his hat, coat, and umbrella on the stand alongside a range of 

others. He filled the kettle and set it on the stove, then emptied the leaves of the last brew from the 

tea pot. 

‘Tea was odd over there,’ he said. ‘Depending on where you got it, it could be thick, almost 

like treacle, or it could be horrendously thin, where the leaves had been used over and over.’ Gladys 

turned on her seat. ‘It could taste of horse meat, if it was from a soup cooker, or petrol, or curry. I’m 

not sure if I can remember what it’s like with real milk rather than condensed.’ 

‘Well you won’t find milk fresher than ours,’ said Gladys. ‘I read your postcards only 

yesterday.’ 

‘I did the same.’ Alex set new leaves in the pot. ‘I brought all of my correspondence home. I 

should think I’ll buy a book to keep it together.’ He reached above the best cups, which were hanging 

from hooks beneath the cupboards. He opened the cupboard doors and brought down a pair of plain 

white mugs. His palms were sweating. 

‘A bit of a tragedy, wouldn’t it be?’ said Gladys. 

‘Sorry?’ 

‘The book.’ She looked down. ‘How long since we’ve seen each other?’ 

‘I don’t know. I hadn’t really thought about it. It doesn’t seem so long at all, but I suppose we 

carried on writing.’ 

‘Carried on after what, Alex?’ 

A wisp of steam rose from the kettle. Alex gave it a look, but it was a long way from whistling. 
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‘Please, Sweethea- Gladys, I let you lose me softly.’ He gripped the mugs. He didn’t turn to 

face her. ‘There was a harder way.’ 

‘I lost my brother the hard way. You know I’m strong.’ 

‘But those were the only things I could see. Lose me soft, or lose me hard. You shouldn’t have 

had to do it. I don’t know how to tell you what it was like out there. It was difficult.’ Alex hung his 

head, as if in reaction to some great exertion. He swept a hand to the edge of the counter top, 

clipping one of the mugs as he did. The mug slid and spun to the edge, but didn’t fall. 

‘Nearly two years it’s been,’ said Gladys. Alex raised his head and looked at her. A softness 

had come over her face. ‘You were just a youth when I last saw you. Hardly even a man.’ 

‘I was man enough for everything I’ve had to do.’ Alex tightened his fist around the edge of 

the counter-top. Sweat began to tease his forehead. He pinched the corners of his eyes. He moved 

the mug in from the edge of the counter. 

‘And I’ve been strong here. With no brother. And him dying before the War? His was a nothing 

death to most of the people here,’ said Gladys. ‘My working in his place, and in your place, don’t 

you think that was hard?’ 

‘It was a different kind of hard.’ 

‘Oh? And how do you know that? How on earth would you know anything about it? You only 

know what I’ve sent you in letters, and then I was always protecting you.’ Her voice remained calm, 

but then she stood up with a jerk, from her place at the table. ‘And it’s been lonely. Do you 

understand?’ 

‘I know. I understand. But you must understand that I was trying to protect you too.’ 

‘I’ve had to kill things,’ Gladys said. 

‘But did you have to hate them?’ 

‘What do you mean? That you had to hate the Germans? We all hated the Germans. That 

wasn’t difficult.’ 

‘It was when you heard them singing.’ 

‘People will call you coward if they hear you speak like that.’ 

‘Not anyone who knows a bit about it.’ 

One of Gladys’s sleeves had slipped down. She rolled it back above her elbow. 

‘Would you’ve run away if you thought you could?’ she said. 

‘No,’ said Alex. He thought of two boys marched away in bonds. One had wet himself, they’d 
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said. 

‘But you wanted it all to be over.’ 

‘Of course.’ 

‘I didn’t.’ She put a hand to a locket that hung around her neck. Alex remembered the feeling 

of his tags in his hand. ‘Oh, the War, the killing, of course. But – no. I shouldn’t think I’m making any 

sense. It’s only that I seemed to know what to do.’ She looked at her hands. The joints were bigger 

than they ought to be. 

‘I think I know,’ said Alex. The kettle began to whistle, and he turned to take it off the hot-

plate, still steadying himself. 

‘We had three land army girls, too. Do you know where they are now? Two in domestic 

service, one in a shop.’ Her voice was still calm and level. ‘What on earth are we supposed to do?’ 

‘I don’t know. I – we all have to adapt, I think.’ 

‘You’d say we’d be good at that by now, wouldn’t you.’ She stroked a thumb over her locket. 

‘I don’t know.’ 

Gladys sat back down. One of Alex’s knees buckled, and the sweat on his palm let him slip. 

He caught the mug again, which spun across the counter and into the air. Alex’s legs refused to hold 

his weight. The mug spun as it fell. It hit the floor at the same moment as Alex. He sat, sprawled like 

a baby in its first attempt at walking, on the kitchen floorboards. He was stunned for a moment, as 

if unsure of what had happened. Then, seeing the broken mug next to him, he leapt up to fetch the 

broom and dust-pan from the corner beside the door. Gladys remained seated and stunned. 

‘Sorry, Sweetheart,’ he said, forgetting to keep his words in check. ‘I’m not sure what came 

over me.’ He swept up all the shards of ceramic mug and collected them in a dust-pan. ‘It’s beyond 

sticking back together, I’m afraid.’ 

Gladys’s mouth was open. Alex returned the broom to its corner, and took the broken mug 

to the bin outside the door. He fetched another one down and poured water from the kettle to the 

pot. Gladys hadn’t moved. 

‘We would have you back, you know,’ she said, calmly now, her voice with a slight croak. 

‘We’ve lost a lot, but you know us, and you know the farm. You just have to realise that that’s not 

easy for me either, but we’ll need someone. And I think you need us now.’ She rolled down her 

sleeves as if she suddenly felt cold. ‘And you were never afraid for me, so don’t fool yourself. You 

were just afraid, and that’s all fine. You would’ve never had to worry for me. I was always strong.’ 
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Alex lifted the kettle from the stove and filled the pot. He went back to the overhead cupboard and 

brought down another mug. He set the tea at the table. ‘But surely, for you, there’s nothing left to 

be scared of now?’ said Gladys. 

Alex remained standing. They used to swim together – Alex and the two Rover children – 

naked, where the brook came wide and deep, two turns before the mill. They had been inseparable 

as children. 

‘But I am scared,’ he said. ‘I don’t think I can quite so easily slot into the life I led when I was 

nineteen now that I’m twenty-one. God, only twenty-one. I feel about fifty!’ Alex laughed, but Gladys 

didn’t join him. She cocked an eyebrow as if that wasn’t what she had expected, as if she had heard 

his thoughts as well as what he’d spoken. He blushed again, regretting that he hadn’t apologised. 

‘Everyone has to find a new role,’ he said, ‘and my old life won’t let me back so easily. I would have 

to learn to be myself again, before I learn to be myself with you. Does that make sense?’ 

Alex glanced to the door. The rain was coming in squally waves now, they sounded like 

irregular raps against the wood. 

‘With me?’ Gladys said. She put her hands flat against the table. 

‘What I mean to say is,’ Alex paused. ‘What is it that you want? I know we’ve carried on 

writing, but in two years haven’t you – haven’t we all – changed so much?’ 

She looked at her hands. 

‘For God’s sake.’ She said. Then she waited, watching him for a long time. ‘Of course we’ve 

all changed. I’m not sure you’ve listened to a word. I’m only trying to help you. And I for one always 

believed you would come home – you should know that. But I thought perhaps you’d understand 

when you did.’ 

‘I never knew at all,’ said Alex. He clutched at something on his chest that wasn’t there. ‘I 

was quite sure I was going to die.’ He opened his hand and ran his right thumb over his left palm, as 

though reading the lines. ‘I had thought of maybe asking Carwyn Thomas for work at the kennels.’ 

Gladys pushed back her chair, ‘I need to go to the cellar for milk.’ 

‘Please,’ said Alex, thinking of the cool of the cellar and the relief of leaving the kitchen for a 

moment. ‘Let me.’ 

Gladys tucked her chair back in and put her elbows on the table with a resigned exhalation 

that was almost a laugh. 

‘I’m only trying to help you,’ she said again as Alex turned away. 
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He lifted the cellar hatch at the corner of the kitchen furthest from the stove. Once below 

the kitchen floor, he heard the door above open and close. The first bolting thought was that Gladys 

had left, but no, there were footsteps. He wondered whether there could be another man, and he 

found himself jealous at the thought of sharing her, but she wasn’t his to share. He heard a mumbled 

greeting. He took the closest bottle of milk and then the first two steps back up to the kitchen, so he 

could peer over the lip of the hatch, edging himself up as if over a trench parapet. 

Henrietta Rover, Gladys’s mother, had brought out another white mug from the cupboards 

and was pouring herself tea from the pot, still in her wet clothes and boots. She brought the smell 

of the milking shed with her, and it filled the kitchen. Alex checked his fingernails and straightened 

his collar. He climbed the top stairs. 

‘Good morning, Mrs Rover,’ he said. 

‘Jesus wept!’ said Henrietta. She half-dropped the teapot on the table, then stepped back, 

displacing a chair. ‘I saw the tea in the poor mugs and thought that it was my Fred down there. 

Gladys, that was rotten of you, not telling me.’ She cocked her head to one side. ‘Can it really be Alex 

Pebury?’ 

‘He’s come home,’ said Gladys, standing. ‘They’ve let him come away as he’s an agricultural 

worker.’ 

‘Thinks he’s coming back to work here, does he? After how he treated you? That’s a nerve, if 

ever I heard of one.’ 

‘Please, Mrs Rover,’ said Alex. ‘I would never have presumed to come back here and into my 

previous position.’ He stepped forwards and poured milk in to all three mugs. 

‘Good-good,’ said Henrietta. ‘I’m glad you’re not presumptuous. But you know, too, there’ll 

be places need the men back now. You can’t leave girls in fields, pretending they’re boys while you 

get up to I-don’t-know-what.’ She untied the scarf from around her head, put her coat on the back 

of her chair, and sat down heavily. Her overalls were still tucked in to her boots. The straps over her 

shoulders pinned down her collar and had worn a hole in the blue, home-knitted jumper at the 

shoulder seam. 

‘Alex wants to work for the Thomases at the kennels,’ said Gladys to her mother. 

‘Surely he’ll go to the County Executive, won’t he?’ said Henrietta. 

‘He was always going on about Tom Thomas in his letters. I should think he doesn’t want to 

let go.’ 
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‘Never worried him much before,’ said Henrietta. 

Both women turned in their seats to examine Alex head on. 

‘I’m – I haven’t made up my mind,’ said Alex. 

‘Well then,’ said Henrietta. 

‘I had said that Drywell Cottage would remain his to live in,’ said Gladys, keeping her eyes on 

Alex. ‘For the time being.’ 

‘Did you? Keeping it clean doesn't make it yours to give away.’ 

Alex thought of the swept and dusted hallway. He realised that the umbrella had been a gift 

from Gladys. He gripped his mug. His hand started to burn. It was late to thank her now. 

‘If it's not acceptable, I can look for somewhere else,’ he offered. 

‘No, it's fine. Of course it’s fine,’ said Henrietta. 

He knew of men who had loved the War, who had never wanted it to end – perhaps it was 

the same for them as it was for Gladys, the knowing what to do. There had been some of that in 

everyone. But then there were men who had become addicted to it, relying on the routine and the 

singularity of their situation to survive. It would have been torture for them to go back home. He 

had never understood before. He drank some tea. The fresh milk in it tasted strange and bitter. He 

rubbed his hands together against the discomfort of the heat. 

‘They say that the Duke of Beaufort kept hunting going single-handed through the War,’ said 

Henrietta. ‘The Hettlebourne was hunting with a half pack through here. Of course, we opened up 

our land to them as much as we could. Fred took down a lot of wire just so that they could draw 

through, which we didn’t particularly want. Let them terrify the herd too, but you’ve got to do your 

bit, haven’t you? And we made no claim or fuss when we lost hens.’ She took a swig of tea and 

relaxed down into her chair, which creaked as if in pain. 

‘Things should start looking brighter now, though,’ Alex said, not knowing how else to reply. 

‘They might,’ said Henrietta, glancing across to Gladys. ‘When we work out how to make 

money again, they might. War, it would seem, is an expensive thing. It has cost us all very dear.’ She 

pulled in her chin and lifted her head, holding it like a swan’s. Alex felt as if she was daring him on. 

He knew they’d done well enough to buy their land. 

‘Gladys says they’ve guaranteed corn prices though,’ he said. 

‘Yes, but to meet the demands of the plough-up, we’ve missed a root cycle, and now the 

soil’s lost quality. On top of that, it’s not what we wanted to do anyway.’ 
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He felt himself flush. He leaned across to his left, trying to stretch the feeling of panic out of 

his muscles. Henrietta mirrored his movement, tilting her frame down to the table, where she 

pinned a lace place-mat with a sharp elbow. 

‘But we had to do our bit,’ said Gladys. 

‘I remember,’ said Alex. ‘When I came back here on a weekend pass from training, you told 

me it was your milk and cheese we were eating over at barracks. But of course I recognised it 

anyway.’ He looked at Henrietta, as if for permission, then sipped his tea. ‘Although it seemed like 

we ate mostly biscuit, thinking about it. I came over in my uniform. You saw me in khaki for the first 

time and I was so proud.’ He looked up to the peg where he had hung his cap. It now held a cloche 

with an extravagant flower crocheted on in mauve. Alex’s plain-clothes-form was in his pocket, an 

official release from uniform. 

‘You were beating all the other boys to pieces in the physical training,’ said Gladys. 

‘And I was shocked that you weren’t too short to join up,’ said Henrietta, chuckling throatily. 

‘But that was done with a long time ago.’ Her voice became stern. ‘You’re done, Alex, understand 

me, you’re done playing at soldiers. Gladys is done playing at farm boy. Things can go back to being 

proper.’ 

‘Yes,’ said Alex. He thought again of swimming as a child, of the cold water, of the mud 

between his toes. ‘You’re right, of course.’ He took a long swig of still scalding tea. He felt lost. They 

sat then, quietly, for some time. ‘Thank you so much for the tea, Gladys. I can’t tell you how good it 

was to see you again.’ Alex coughed into his hand, worsening the tea-burn in his throat.  

‘You’re not retreating so soon are you?’ asked Henrietta. 

‘Yes, Alex, stay,’ said Gladys. ‘There’s still a lot to talk about.’ 

‘No. There is, but I really must go.’ Alex rose and picked up his coat and hat from the stand. 

‘Will you not just be sitting on your own in that house?’ said Gladys. ‘It can’t be much of an 

evening for a returning soldier.’ 

‘You’re very welcome to stay here and eat with us,’ said Henrietta. 

‘Thanks awfully.’ Alex put on his coat. ‘I have so much to get in order, though. I think I must 

make a start tonight, or I might not ever get around to it.’ 

‘Don’t you be going down that pub and spending your savings, mind,’ laughed Henrietta. 

Gladys stood and gave Alex what seemed to him a look of deep grief. He picked up his 

umbrella, put on his hat, touched the brim affectionately towards Gladys, and said, ‘Goodnight.’ 
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In the second week of August, the postman handed Alex a card. Alex was sitting on his doorstep, 

smoking a cigarette, and waiting for water to heat on the stove inside. He turned the card over and 

read - 

I shall be home Wednesday evening and thought to pop round Thursday. Tom. 

The ink over the halfpenny stamp marked it as being from the one o’clock post in Folkstone, 

but the card itself was of the French sort they had both collected when they had a mind to. Lumbres 

– La Gare, was etched into the photograph. It showed a train guard standing, hands on hips, in front 

of a train that had just puffed in to the station. Alex thanked the postman and drew heavily on his 

cigarette. He blinked as the smoke scratched his eyes, turned the card over, then over again to re-

read the message. Then he went inside, taking his water from the stove in the kitchen to the front 

room, where the tin bath was waiting, almost full. He emptied the last of the water into his bath, 

took off his clothes, tested the heat, and stepped in. Tom probably wouldn’t remember what he 

looked like clean. There had been a time when they had covered themselves in mud and charcoal to 

hide themselves from German eyes in No-Man’s-Land; Alex hadn’t felt clean since. His hair had been 

shorter then. He had styled it to the side or, more often, by wetting it and strapping a helmet on to 

it. Now, with a little extra length, he thought he looked more of a man. He ran a wet hand through 

his hair, letting the heat bring his skin to life. He leaned over the side of the tub and dried his hands 

on his towel. He then pulled his discarded trousers towards him and fished in the pockets for his 

cigarette case. He found a cigarette and lit it. He played a game with himself, lowering his body and 

head into the water, until only his nose, mouth, and chin were exposed. The cigarette stuck up from 

between his lips like a single tree on a little desert island. He did this three times before water got 

into his nose, causing him to suck for air through the cigarette and then cough it out into the bath 

water. He looked around, like a schoolboy who has something to be guilty of. There was no one there 

to chide him. The sound of lazy hooves on the road reached him from somewhere distant. He lit 

another cigarette and played the game again. 

When the bath water cooled, he stood. He blew water from between his lips and stepped 

out. He enjoyed the silence of the house. There was security and peace in the walls. He wrapped 

himself in towels and lay on the floor until he was dry. 

He remained naked once dried. He looked at himself in the same mirror which had shown 

him his reflection all his life. 
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‘I think I’m all right,’ he said to his reflection. ‘Is this what I do when I’m all right? Is this what 

people do?’ He leaned forward and rested his elbows against the wall, one either side of the mirror. 

He clasped his hands behind his head. ‘But what am I doing? Am I all right?’ He knocked his elbows 

in a rhythm against the wall. He increased his pace, knocking harder and faster. The mirror rocked 

on its nail. He gripped hard to the back of his head and rocked his whole body to the rhythm. The 

mirror rattled. The string broke. The mirror dropped to the floor. Alex gasped, standing back to see 

what he had done. He crouched down and picked it up, cradling it like a found child. It was unbroken. 

He brought it to his face and kissed the reflection of his own lips. 

‘You are all right, Alex,’ he said to himself. ‘Now go and put some clothes on, then rehang 

this mirror.’ He watched his eyes for a few moments more, then obeyed his own direction. 

 

 

 

 

August 1919 

 

Alex watched through the lace-covered kitchen-window as Tom pushed open the gate. His hands 

began to tremble. He placed the glass he had been wiping over on the counter top beside the 

porcelain sink. Now that Tom was out of uniform it was difficult to picture the scar on his left 

shoulder from the bullet that had missed his heart. Tom paused, one hand still on the gate, stopping 

it from closing behind him. Gladys had kept the garden from becoming overgrown, but nothing had 

been specifically planted or cared for. The only real colour in it came from the lavender that had 

always grown along the fence line – it would have been at its best in June. Still, perhaps the scent of 

it was what had caught Tom’s attention, or perhaps he was looking for the place where Alex’s father 

had fallen from the roof and died. That didn’t seem so awful anymore. 

There was a stir in Alex’s chest. He wasn’t sure how to talk to Tom at home, now that neither 

of them were soldiers. The protection of being in a role and knowing his duty had gone. Tom’s 

postcard was on the narrow kitchen table. Alex no longer knew what to make of it. 

There was a fox-head knocker on the door, but Tom rapped with a knuckle. Alex counted to 

ten before opening the door. Not wanting to seem as though he was waiting for Tom to call. The two 

of them stood facing each other. Neither was quite able to smile for a moment. The red line from 
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Tom’s uniform collar sat a little higher than his new shirt. He wore a green tie, knotted too tightly, 

and a sandy-brown cardigan. Tom took off his panama hat. The narrow imprint of his helmet was 

still there. The scar on his shoulder would be there too, forever. 

‘Tom,’ said Alex. 

 

‘What happened after I left?’ Alex asked. He had brought two chairs and some bottled beer from the 

kitchen to the back garden. Gladys hadn’t tended to this side at all – not that she bore any 

responsibility towards it, Alex reminded himself. Brambles grew along the fence. A fox had made a 

stalking route through the grass and had killed a wood-pigeon there. The vegetable patch further on 

had grown over. The only areas Alex had got around to clearing were the piece of lawn beside the 

house and the path to the outhouse, and that only out of necessity. 

Tom had rolled a pair of cigarettes, ‘We brought in as many volunteers as we could out of the 

locals who returned to where their houses had been. Mostly, they just wanted to get on and rebuild. 

We made an account of all our remaining kit, weapons, and ammunition. Tried to clear out bits and 

pieces. Auctioned off the horses we hadn’t eaten. Some regiments went off to Germany to keep 

their heads down over there and make sure no one kicks up a fuss. Some are escorting POWs. It’s all 

part of the long wind-down. I had a written job offer from the kennels, so I wasn’t ever going to 

Germany. There were some very nice young ladies filtering back into old towns too.’ He lit his 

cigarette. ‘We missed you, once you’d gone.’ 

Alex went to light his cigarette from the end of Tom’s, but Tom was already striking a match. 

‘I missed you too,’ said Alex. He leant back in his chair as he inhaled smoke, looking at the 

hazy sky. He blew the smoke through pursed lips, imagining shooting down a cloud. ‘How do you 

feel now you’re back?’ 

‘I don’t know. I’ll miss the nice young ladies. Heavy price they come at though.’ 

‘Don’t be vulgar.’ 

‘I don’t mean in shillings and pence. I mean the War. God. What about you, then?’ 

‘I feel strangely empty. Hollow, perhaps. Like a ghost, or something that doesn’t quite 

belong.’ 

‘Alex, please,’ said Tom. 

‘Sorry,’ said Alex. He looked at Tom’s cardigan. It was new. His mother must have made it 

ready for his return. ‘Now that you are home though, would I be able to speak to your father?’ 
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Tom sank into his chair, ‘I should think so,’ he said. ‘What did you want him for?’ 

‘I was hoping he might be able to give me some work. I know hunting has struggled, but it 

should pick up now the War’s over. Gladys said I could go back to the farm, but they don’t really 

want me working over there, I don’t think.’ 

‘I’m not surprised, what with the engagement going sour. You weren’t considering asking for 

her back, no?’ 

A breeze rippled the long grass. 

‘No,’ said Alex. 

‘But there’s no other bloke?’ said Tom. 

‘No. Did you think there would be?’ Alex put his beer on the floor by his foot. 

‘There’s got to be at some point. If her brother had lived, then she would’ve had a family 

home no matter what – that or married someone with land of their own. With him dead, she would 

need to marry to inherit. No one’s going to let a woman manage a farm alone.’ 

‘I’m not sure she thinks like that. 

‘She’d be a fool not to. Would you not consider trying to patch things?’ 

‘I never thought that far ahead before,’ said Alex. 

‘But now?’ 

‘Now I can’t go back to normal, not when I don’t really know what normal is. I feel like-’ 

‘Alex. Bud. You should stop that before it becomes a habit. Trust me.’ Tom put a reassuring 

hand on Alex’s shoulder. They sat in silence. The scent of lavender mixed with the cigarettes. 

 

Half way through his second bottle of beer, Tom said, ‘Dad and Mr Gosherd stayed at the kennels 

but, other than that, it’s been girls working, and then for nearly nothing. Very young. Sylvia 

McAlistair rode astride and whipped in after young George joined up and died.’ 

‘I’ll come and see your father tomorrow if I may?’ 

Tom made a noise of agreement, then laughed to himself. 

 

Carwyn Thomas, Tom’s father, was a large, solid man. His face was usually bare, but that morning 

red stubble was beginning to show on his cheeks. His eyebrows were turning from red to grey and 

had deep wrinkles between them. He walked with Alex over the land belonging to the hunt. Horses 

grazed to either side of them. Alex recognised Granny, a short, stocky bay mare. She had been lucky 
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not to be called up. He smiled. She raised her head from grazing as they passed, lifting it just high 

enough to eye them with an air of suspicion. Then she turned around – purposefully, Alex thought – 

showing a short, well-kept tail with a streak of grey through its middle. 

‘Tom says you’ve no work at the Rovers’ Farm,’ said Carwyn. His voice came from deep in his 

broad chest and gave the impression of purposeful rise, fall, and rhythm. 

‘I couldn’t very well carry on there,’ said Alex. ‘They had petitioned the county executive to 

bring me home before the ruling changed in January. I think it was taken into account when I was 

allowed my final leave. Perhaps they fully intended bringing me back into work, but they don’t seem 

to have that intention now.’ 

‘But they must’ve signed papers, nevertheless. Was there a formal job offer?’ 

‘In the first instance?’ 

‘In any instance.’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘They’ll have to be careful. If they’re investigated, they could be in proper trouble. That’s 

trouble for me too if I employ you and the authorities don’t think it’s what you’re supposed to be 

doing.’ Carwyn bent down and picked up a sharp flint that lay in the grass. 

‘I think the authorities have bigger things to worry about at the moment. At any rate, I’m 

sure Gladys will be fine. And I’ll support any excuses they make for me,’ said Alex. 

‘They’ll have to go and hire. And make it known.’ Carwyn threw the flint in a long arc. It hit 

the hedge at the side of the field. A pigeon shot out in clumsy panic. 

‘It’s nothing anyone would pay mind to at all, I’m sure,’ said Alex. 

Carwyn breathed in deeply, as though taking in his surroundings and cementing them as part 

of himself. He pursed his lips and deepened the furrows between his eyebrows. ‘The County 

Executive is a hunting man, though not with us. I’m not sure he thinks much of me.’ 

‘Mr Thomas,’ said Alex. ‘Tom will tell you how hard I work. As will Mr Rover. I’m good with 

the horses.’ Alex looked back at Granny. ‘I’ll be a benefit to you here, I promise it.’ 

‘That’s as may be,’ said Carwyn. ‘But I can’t save you at risk to the hounds – not now. I can’t 

call you an employee.’ He scratched a cheek. ‘But a volunteer, perhaps. We’ll begin slowly. Are you 

able to remain in your own house?’ 

‘I am,’ said Alex. 

‘Good. Well, if you can be here to muck out in the mornings. There’s a girl, Jennifer, she 
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knows where everything is. The horses need exercising too.’ He cast a glance towards the stables, as 

if looking for clues as to what else Alex might do. ‘That’ll do to begin with. We’ll feed you as well as 

we can, and we’ll help you where we can, but I can’t risk a wage. Not yet at least.’ 

‘I still have a little to draw from the post-office,’ said Alex. 

‘But I want you to appreciate,’ Carwyn went on, ‘that I’m doing this because you served with 

Tom. I wouldn’t have you if it were only down to me – I’d prefer those girls back; they knew what 

they were at by the end – but there’s a certain amount owed to – well, you understand, I'm sure.’ 

Alex’s chest tightened. 

‘How much has Tom told you?’ he asked. 

‘Not a lot. He sent the odd letter. I know a few places and dates.’ 

‘It was bad,’ said Alex. 

‘I’d gathered that much.’ Carwyn scratched his cheek again. Alex couldn’t see his eyes. 

‘Do you know that he saved my life?’ 

‘I know he has that scar on his shoulder, and it was something to do with the pair of you,’ 

said Carwyn. 

‘That wasn’t the first time he’d saved me. We were-’ 

‘Stop,’ said Carwyn. ‘That’s done. There’re enough people have lost loved ones. They won’t 

want to hear stories of how bad any of it was. Least of all will they want to hear gripes or ingratitude 

from them that survived. Understand?’ 

‘Of course.’ Alex’s vision darted around, searching for something with which to ground 

himself. He settled on Granny again. ‘I’m sorry.’ 

‘You’re to let that lie while you work for me.’ 

‘I will.’ 

‘But the summer will be quiet enough. It’s all about recovery now.’ 

 

Alex left the kennels after thanking Carwyn and dropping in to see Tom. He walked back to Bourne 

Village, taking a longer route to pass along the brook. He came to his home, Drywell Cottage, but 

wasn’t ready to stop walking. He stepped through an alley at the end of his road, then turned along 

a track and carried on through the village. Alex said a ‘Good morning’ to someone he recognised, 

but couldn’t quite name. Along Green Road he nipped over a bank, through a small thicket, and 

down a slope, taking him to another footpath. He thought he heard someone else follow him 
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through, but he couldn’t see them if they had. He circled the Bakehouse pond. The day was 

becoming hot, but there was a breeze that weaved between the willow-tendrils hanging over the 

path, bringing them intermittently to life. 

Talking about any part of the War, Alex thought, only seemed to highlight the parts 

unmentioned. He touched the wood of the bandstand that had been erected for a homecoming 

concert that never happened. It was already a relic of the time when peace was fresh; the time that 

bridged between then and now that no one seemed to know what to do with. That was what had 

made Carwyn uncomfortable – there was a No-Man’s-Land in time, and it was getting too late to 

decide to whom it belonged: the dead or the living. 

A voice drifted over the lake. The man he had half-recognised had followed him and was 

calling something out. 

And the horses had been eaten. 

Alex stumbled away from the bandstand, almost into the pond.  

He thought of the mass-slaughter of horses. He thought of the little mare who had come past 

him with her gun-fire hoof-beats, the leather traces bouncing behind her like snakes striking at her 

heels, on the night of the dugout collapse. Her tail was clipped short to the dock, her mane hogged 

down to keep it free of mud. It gave her a hardy appearance, in contrast to her small, pretty head. 

When they had washed her down, they found green-oils over the cuts on her legs. There were home-

made leather circles – biscuits, they called them – attached to the army-issue driving bit, to save the 

corners of her mouth from chafing. Someone had loved that horse, and if she hadn’t loved them 

back then she might just have stayed in the mud and been taken for whatever use by the Germans, 

but she came back. She had pulled herself up and galloped home for a reason. Alex was sure that 

her reason had been the person who had cared for her cuts and scrapes. Still, there would have been 

no saving her at the War’s end. 

 

It was Gibson Reid. 

Stop, thought Alex. He knew that no one had followed him through the little thicket. It had 

only been a cat or something crossing his track. Reid was just a feeling that crept up, like the fear 

that slowly rose on lookout. It was a primal fear of the dark that clutched at the throat.  

‘Corp,’ he said. ‘Is that you?’ He looked around to make sure no one was watching him. 

‘Not Corp,’ said Reid, his voice was strange and nasal. He spoke with difficulty. 
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‘No, of course. Mr Reid then.’ Though Alex could see now that Reid was still in uniform. It 

was cruel, he thought, to keep him stuck in his war uniform, but that’s how Alex had known him. 

Perhaps it would have been stranger to imagine him in civvies. Alex took off his hat and put out his 

hand. Gibson didn’t take it. ‘What brings you here?’ 

‘Had to find you. Had to see you. What you are. That was all.’ Alex’s vision swam. He 

couldn’t quite make out Reid’s face. He tried hard to remember it, but all that came was the 

thought of the man on the stretcher in cold moonlight, grey from his injuries. Alex put down his 

hand. He looked around again. He didn’t want to be seen holding his hand out as if to greet the air. 

He was indulging something that he thought he would be better of repressing, but the thought of 

Gibson Reid was compelling. He wanted to follow the waking dream, to see where it would lead. 

‘Why?’ 

‘The day of the dugout collapse.’ Alex closed his eyes and the voice came more clearly. He 

let it come. ‘You struck me. I was angry – that’s all I remembered when I woke up in the field 

hospital.’ He spoke as if his tongue was half-numb. ‘You’d been moved to a mobile gun. I wrote to 

Captain Canary requesting that you be brought up on a charge.’ Alex opened his eyes and closed 

them again. The shape of the trees and the pond stayed red on his vision, the shadow of Reid was 

black and central. ‘He came to see me. Told me what happened – that you carried me out of the 

collapse when he was prepared to shoot me. I told him that what you’d done was neither here nor 

there – I pushed him again. But it was me sent to the RCM. Reduced to the ranks for conduct 

unbefitting. Transferred to an infantry regiment. Told I should be grateful.’ 

‘But you made it through.’ 

Reid looked out over the pond. 

Something in Alex cried for the hardships and the routines of life on the other side of that 

No-Man’s-Land in time. He remembered knowing what to do. Or, if not, at least knowing his 

routine. ‘Where are you staying?’ 

‘Not far away.’ 

‘I don’t think you should stay any longer. I think you should go home.’ 

‘That’s more like it,’ said Reid. ‘You should talk like that – like you won.’ 

‘None of us won,’ said Alex. 

‘That’s what everyone thinks,’ Reid put his hands in his pockets. ‘That’s what everyone 

thinks who didn’t lose.’ He walked away. Alex sat on the bank beside the pond, with his hat still in 
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his hand, and pushed his middle knuckle against his temple. 

‘Why do you do it?’ He whispered to himself, again and again. 

 

He took himself to his little house and cleared out the back garden. Over the weeks that followed, 

he spent most of his days at the kennels. He was loaned a bicycle for exercising hounds, he re-

made old acquaintances - with the McAlistair’s field hands; with Mr Gosherd, the kennelman; with 

the knacker-man; with the old earth-stopper, Mr. Vincent, who had seemed old since Alex was 

young. He fell into a way of things. The hounds enjoyed his company – since Carwyn Thomas had 

come in, their bloodlines had been mixed – to widespread disapproval – with those of Welsh 

hounds, making them smaller, faster, kinder. There were only enough of them for a single mixed 

pack, but that was plenty to be getting on with. Hands and money were short. He learned their 

names quickly. He learned their individual reactions to how they were fed and watered. He 

disapproved when Tom let them run on through the villages, during bicycle exercise, giving them 

more freedom than he thought would keep their respect. 

He met Jennifer, who was not one of the young girls who had worked the kennels during 

the War, but a munitions-factory worker with no home she cared for, who could always pre-empt a 

horse or hound. 

A new motor-bus service was put in place, running between the villages and into Hettle, 

then further on, to Banbury. 

He went to the Rovers’ farm, avoiding Henrietta and Fred Rover, instead talking with Gladys 

in the open dairy. He skirted, for a long time, any reference to their engagement, or to his work 

there. He wanted to talk about the War, to exorcise some of what was clinging to him, but what 

she had already said of her own war silenced him before he started. There were marks on her face 

like the ghosts of tears on the day her father picked up a new hand from the hiring fair in Banbury. 

Alex apologised to Gladys for not coming back to work, and thanked her for the umbrella, and for 

keeping his house. 

When Carwyn started giving him money – coins slipped into his hand at the end of a week, 

never the same amount – he offered all the army-pay he had left in the post-office to Gladys for 

her pains in letting him have the house to use, but she refused. 

 

The cubbing season began and, although he still held a good role at the kennels, Carwyn would not 
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let him be presented as outwardly employed when it came to hunting days. Instead he became a 

faux-subscriber until they returned in the afternoons, muddied and exhausted, when he and 

Jennifer would put to bed horses, clean tack, and valet coats, while Mr Gosherd saw to the hounds. 

 

He dreamed of the fox that stalked through his garden and of Gibson Reid. 

 

 

 

 

November 1919 

 

The hounds met at the kennels for first meet of the season after cubbing. Fog delayed hunting and 

forebode a bad scenting day. 

Figures grew out of shadows. They spoke in whispers as though afraid of eavesdroppers in 

the mist. The song of quiet, disembodied chatter was punctuated by the voices of the hounds that 

cut through the whispers like a sting of brass in an orchestral movement. Their rich voices rose, fell, 

and were reprised. 

Jennifer meandered through the mix of fog, breath, and steam with refreshments. A single 

curl of blonde hair had made a tactical escape from her beret. Her hands were still yellow from the 

munitions factory. Alex was astride Granny. He accepted the glass of port Jennifer offered up to him. 

He half-laughed a ‘Thank you,’ smiling at the foolishness of riding like a subscriber, and he doffed his 

second-hand bowler with his glass-holding hand. Jennifer rolled her eyes at him sarcastically. 

‘Lucky sod,’ she said. She winked and put an affectionate hand to Granny’s shoulder before 

moving away through the fog. 

Granny, made smart in a trace clip, her mane tightly platted, rather than hogged as the staff 

horses were, didn’t dance with excitement at the noise of the hounds. In place of over energetic 

skittishness she made the occasional concession of snatching her head forwards and up, even 

though her reins were slack. Alex had already spilled port over his white string gloves. 

The field filled by degrees and Alex was joined by Tom, who was to forgo whipping duties for 

opening meet. 

‘Morning,’ said Tom, even though they had spent much of the morning together already. Alex 
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touched his hat brim. 

‘Morning.’ 

 

As the fog began to lift, the volume of the community rose. 

He surveyed the faces of the men around him – the sum of their grey moustaches. They were 

mostly old, or artificially old – wizened by the other life that had only just ended. Or else they were 

disfigured. 

‘His name is Sergeant Major Anthony Pushly,’ said Tom. ‘And it’s rude to stare.’ 

‘I wasn’t! I mean, I was thinking. I hadn’t realised I was-’ said Alex. 

‘I’ll introduce you, if you like.’ 

‘I know him,’ said Alex. ‘Or at least I sort of did know him – he owns most of Clevesly and the 

farmland around it. I almost didn't recognise him. He had a nephew, who ran half the estate – I think 

he fought with -’ 

‘Best not mention that. Ever seen the girl who’s with him?’ 

‘Can’t say I have.’ 

‘Then we’d better get ourselves introduced, hadn’t we?’ 

Sergeant Major Pushly had appeared, at first glance, to be riding side-saddle, but he was 

astride - his right leg was missing from above the knee, and his saddle had been adapted to 

compensate. His injured leg disappeared into a leather holster, like a rifle bucket. That, in turn, was 

supported by a hook, like a leaping-head. 

Granny made a low whickering at the man’s horse. She stretched her head towards him - a 

solid-looking, dapple grey gelding. Steam rose steadily from its muscular quarters, mingling with the 

fog. The horse’s bullish neck was rounded, so that its chin was almost on its chest. Anthony Pushly’s 

double reins flowed down in long arcs. The kind-eyed gelding smacked his bottom lip repeatedly, 

anxiously, fish-like. 

Tom made an introduction. S. M. Anthony Pushly made a show of remembering Alex and, in 

turn, introduced his niece, Christabel. 

‘Good morning,’ said Christabel. Her bay thoroughbred stamped spasmodically at the ground 

behind it. 

‘Good morning,’ said Alex. 

‘Charmed,’ said Tom. 
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‘She’s down from Oxford, aren’t you Christabel?’ said Anthony. Christabel’s cheeks were red 

with cold. Her deep-green habit fell in at her slim waist. She looked at them, stiffly. 

‘Yes,’ she said. ‘Just for the season.’ Alex thought she was tensing her body to prevent a 

shiver. He’d seen it before. It seemed strange for it to be used against a shiver of cold, instead of 

fear. 

‘Perfect,’ said Tom. Alex thought he saw Tom wink, but he couldn’t be sure. 

‘And this is Byron,’ said Anthony. He began to talk about how he was first united with the 

horse, but Alex was drawn back to the niece and lost most of what was said. He supposed her to be 

around eighteen. The Victorian cut of her habit, alongside hat and veil, seemed an unlikely choice 

for a girl nowadays. Perhaps she was older. She cracked her horse down the shoulder with her whip, 

bringing Alex back to himself. 

‘Artemis,’ she said. ‘Will you give up.’ The horse stopped its kicking and raised its head high, 

as if looking across the field for the cause of being hit. 

‘…mind you, we all made it through, didn’t we?’ Anthony Pushly said. 

‘We did indeed, Sergeant Major. We did indeed,’ said Tom in the tone he only ever used when 

speaking to the upper-classes. 

‘Although I managed to leave my leg behind. I lost it in Irbid when a horse came down on 

me. Still, I was one of the lucky ones again.’ 

‘Uncle,’ said Christabel. ‘You’re starting it again.’  

Granny was reaching her nose toward that of the large dapple grey, Byron. Alex reined her 

back. 

‘Sorry,’ said Anthony Pushly. ‘Ignore me. Please.’ 

 

The fog was retreating rapidly. Already Alex could see to the hedge, where the older men of the 

country who knew every break and spinney, and every earth, burrow, and form, and every run a fox 

could choose, leant on sticks, and shared the odd word. A terrier poked his head through where the 

buttons were missing from Mr. Vincent’s coat. Beyond the hedge was the farmland of the McAlistair 

family, which stretched out to the south and west. 

Jennifer appeared once again beside Alex with a tray of glasses and a bottle. He gave her his 

empty port and thanked her, but refused another.  

‘Thank you, Jennifer,’ said Tom. ‘The fog’s about up now – we’ll be off shortly. Perhaps you 
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would go and see if my mother needs help, then start on with second horses.’ 

 

There was a good turnout for opening meet, or what Alex thought of as good, at close to eighty 

mounted – mostly capped non-subscribers, or those coming back to hunting after a war-time hiatus. 

Carwyn Thomas stood in his saddle. 

‘I would like to thank you all,’ he began, then paused as the general chatter died away, ‘for 

being with us today. Needless to say, we’ve relied on a great amount of generosity to keep on going. 

Many of the people we owe our livelihoods to are here amongst us, and I hope we can collectively 

show them that their support has been, and continues to be, worthwhile.’ 

‘Hear, hear!’ said Anthony Pushly. 

Tom lit a cigarette as his father continued. Alex caught the eye of Anthony Pushly, who was 

smiling like a child. 

When Carwyn finished someone started a round of applause that sent several horses 

wheeling. A toast was raised, but Alex, Anthony, Tom, and Christabel found themselves empty-

handed. Anthony found a hip-flask from somewhere. Tom lifted his cigarette in the air then took a 

good, long drag. 

Julian McAlistair, the Master, then stood in his stirrups and gave a brief summary of the 

intended route, and the promise of a quick jolly to welcome hunting back before they reached the 

first draw. Then Carwyn picked up his pack and led out. 

The hunt had made it off kennel’s land. They passed over a wide stone bridge, grass-topped 

and moss-sided, and moved on into the green, open country that bordered several hectares of 

plough to the east. The horses and riders spread out and picked up pace. 

Alex preferred to keep to the middle of the field of riders. He had heard people describe 

hunting as all the excitement of a cavalry charge without the danger. Excitement, he thought, was a 

strange word to use about a charge of any sort. He had always seemed to lose himself when there 

was fighting. His training, or, perhaps, his baser instincts, would take control. Almost experimentally, 

he allowed himself to slip into the feeling of a battle.  

 

A moment of cognisant reawakening, of becoming self-aware after a battle he knew he had been in, 

but which escaped the prying fingers of his memory, like an evaporating dream. His crotch was wet. 

Embarrassment bled into his cheeks as he wondered whether they shot men as cowards for - there 
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was no urine though. It was blood - some other man’s blood. 

 

That must have been early on in the War, he thought. They had been a fresh soldier’s worries. But 

often it all blurred together. 

‘Stop,’ he told himself aloud. ‘Don’t bring that here.’ 

Alex came back to himself within the roaring music of massed hooves. He looked around. 

Anthony Pushly was a few yards away, looking in his direction. He had the feeling that Anthony had 

seen the vision of the blood on his uniform, that the old man knew everything about him. He looked 

again, but Anthony’s focus was now elsewhere. 

 

Tom moved between all points of the crowds, spying someone he wanted to talk to further back 

then charging through like a jockey riding a finish when he saw decent jumping country approaching. 

Alex thought it gave the effect of a horde of Toms all around, and he was surprised that the MFH, 

Tom’s father, allowed him to flit about so erratically, like someone who hunts purely to ride. Alex 

tallied the red ribbons in the tails of the horses ahead of him - fresh, kicking horses were in 

abundance for the first day of the season-proper, as were young, green-ribboned horses that had 

never experienced anything like hunting before. 

Tom rode strongly up between Alex and Miss Amelia Hansen-Smith - a squat, bowler-hatted 

woman, known as The Bachelor. Miss Hansen-Smith rode with her back hunched, her jaw set and 

determined, and her elbows flapping like wings. As Thomas passed on her off side, her sturdy cob 

threw up its tail, launched forward almost onto its nose, and hurled out a kick with both barrels, 

with an accompanying fart. The kick missed Tom by no more than an inch. Miss Hansen-Smith rocked 

backwards against the momentum of the kick to keep her balance, but, as the horse righted itself 

and stumbled, she was thrown out of the saddle and almost over the shoulder. 

‘You bastard, Ivan!’ cried Miss Hansen-Smith, still cantering on with the field. Her legs stayed 

on the near side of the saddle with her left foot, now stirrupless, catching the slightest of grips on 

the lower pommel. She wrapped her arms around Ivan’s thick neck and attempted to pull herself 

back into the saddle. Tom came through, between Alex and the floundering Bachelor.  He reached 

down to her elbow with his left hand in an attempt to lift her, but the motion of the two horses 

together, alongside Miss Hansen-Smith’s violent attempts to shake him off, squashed his ideas of 

chivalry. It took her two hundred yards, almost a furlong, to regain her seat, but she managed it, 
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sacrificing only her elegance in the process. 

‘Dreadfully sorry,’ she said to Tom, off-hand, as if she had bumped into him in a crowd at a 

party. 

‘Think nothing of it,’ Tom replied before spurring his horse on, further through the crowd. 

Miss Hansen-Smith took a grip of her crop and gave Ivan a smack behind the saddle. He bucked in 

response, but she was ready, locked in tight to the pommels with her crop in hand, to give as good 

as she received. 

‘Bastard hasn’t had me off yet,’ she said to Alex with a smile. The gap between them was 

breached once again as a young boy of ten or so in a smart blue cord suit came flying through on a 

slight, grey, Arab-looking pony, already spattered from head to hoof in mud. His toes were pointed 

forwards, pushing at the stirrups, his hands were on his chest as he pulled at the reins like a rower 

pulling at oars. 

‘Sorry, can’t stop,’ he shouted and was gone. 

A look of hellfire overcame Miss Hansen-Smith. Her wrinkled brow tensed into 

determination, she re-hunched her hunch and jutted out her jaw. 

‘If that bloody boy overtakes the hounds-!’ she said, shaking her head as if dislodging insects. 

‘Please excuse me.’ With that she was away, chasing the little boy through the field, with cries of 

‘Blakely!’ as the front runners, behind Julian McAlistair, reached the first set of hedges. The hedges 

marked the boundary of the McAlistair land. They acted to provide a rush of exhilaration before the 

first covert. The air vibrated to the pounding of hooves. 

Alex was surprised to see Anthony Pushly still on his right, but close now, his course set for 

the hedges. The Sergeant Major did not seem to notice the odd comedy of the situation, or the 

unladylike language of Miss Hansen-Smith. 

‘Was Tom Thomas a cavalry boy?’ he asked, calling loudly over the sound of the horses’ 

hooves and breathing. ‘I’m sure his father told me, but there are so many young men and ranks.’ 

Unable to lean forwards and out of the saddle in the hunting style for much more than a moment 

or two, Anthony sat and thrust wildly with his seat whilst holding on tightly to the breast plate where 

it connected to the D-rings of his saddle. Alex was surprised that he was able to speak at all whilst 

riding so energetically. Anthony’s reins were still loose arcs, but his horse, Byron, seemed happy to 

roll along beside Granny at the general pace of the field. 

‘He was artillery, but no less hell-for-leather.’ replied Alex. He thought of Carwyn Thomas’s 
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warning about discussing the War. Anthony glanced at him, as if expecting him to continue, then 

looked back to his line. 

‘I see.’ The Sergeant Major was out of breath. 

 ‘He’ll be up towards the front through this jumping country.’ 

‘I should think my niece is at the front somewhere, too. She likes to arrive at any post-and-

rails before the tops get taken off.’  

Post-and-rails were now few and far between, however. The country was criss-crossed with 

deep ditches and tall hedges – field thinners, sure to unhorse more than a few. Already they were 

beginning to slow on the approach to the first obstacle as those in front were held up. Some horses 

refused at the hedge, some ran out, and one jumped his rider straight out of the saddle, depositing 

him in the hawthorn. 

‘First casualty of the day,’ noted the Sergeant Major.  

Alex smiled to himself as he caught sight of the muddy little Arab flying over the hedge with 

his chord-suited young jockey, Blakely, staying defiantly on board. 

The riders in front were fanning out to test other parts of the hedge. The alternative route at 

the far right of the field was through a gate that led to a track that would re-join the main group two 

fields further on. Beside Alex, Anthony Pushly was eyeing up the obstacle ahead. They had 

decelerated considerably to a slow canter as those in front pulled up to either give themselves a 

better run, or to avoid those who circled and re-present at the hedge. 

‘Left looks best,’ said the Sergeant Major. 

‘Right you are, Sir,’ said Alex. 

The pair of them wheeled left. As one they picked a spot and turned to face it; neither Granny 

nor the Sergeant Major’s horse were in need of any encouragement, both had obviously judged the 

obstacle from some way back. They fell into stride together, then sailed over the hedge in perfect 

unison. Alex lifted with Granny and gave her plenty of rein, letting her judge the hedge and do the 

work. Anthony Pushly, who always seemed to leave his rein loose anyway, gripped grimly onto the 

top part of Byron’s breastplate with his left hand, his right hand flailed out behind him. He was 

thrown dangerously around the saddle on take-off and landing, but kept his seat and his smile. 

‘Hailed a cab over that a bit,’ he called as the two rolled onward with the field. ‘Damn good 

horse though, this Byron. Keeps me safe.’ 

‘Glad to hear it,’ said Alex, smiling himself and scanning the field for any sign of Tom. 
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Three hedges later they reached the first covert of the day. The fog was a distant memory now, and 

there were cracks of gold in the overcast sky. Already some of the side-saddle women were lying 

along their horse’s quarters, resting their backs. 

The covert was vaguely diamond-shaped. Its closest point marked the beginning of a steady 

gradient, which increased around a hundred yards in, then rounded off evenly, capped by woodland. 

It stood alone, like a castle mound, and marked the transition from flat, open farmland to hills and 

coverts. Bracken carpeted the woodland floor and tufted out on all sides before giving way to tall 

grass, then to sheep-cropped grass, resigned to stay short for the winter. 

The field was spread evenly along the sides of the covert. Inside, in the deep shade of the 

squat trees, the hounds began to speak. 

Alex stood beside Anthony at the side of the covert. At the meet, and then again when asking 

about Tom, Anthony Pushly had tried to talk openly about the War. Now his glove was held between 

his teeth, and he was taking a snuff box from a concealed pocket. He took a pinch, seemed to notice 

Alex watching him, and offered the box over. Alex removed his glove and took a pinch himself. He 

passed the box back. The fizz and bitter tang hit his sinuses as he replaced his glove. 

‘Thank you,’ he said. 

Further up the hill, several horses were dancing and spinning, unable to stand and wait. 

Granny took it upon herself to make a half step sideways, towards Anthony’s horse, Byron. The two 

of them watched the covert, ears pricked to the sound of the hounds, nostrils wide to take in all the 

smells they could find. Each was the silhouette of the other. 

‘Nothing quite like dressing hedges to cement a friendship is there?’ said Anthony. 

‘No, I’m not sure there is.’ 

Alex wondered whether Anthony had been referring to the horses and decided he must have 

been. He must have known what cemented the friendships of men. 

 

The pop and whistle of a mortar, the shared anticipation. Carrying a stretcher in range of machine 

guns when the medics were in short supply. The hand that finds yours in the ambulance when you’ve 

been blinded by gas. But the horses, too. Those familiar hoof beats as the ambulance finds a track 

at last. The unquestioning loyalty. The horse off the side of the duck boards – that picture was 

everywhere. Those Blue Cross post cards - Goodbye Old Man. 
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And stop. Stop. Don’t bring it here. Alex chided himself silently. 

When Anthony Pushly had tried to speak about the War, his niece had stopped him. She’d 

said he was starting again. Stifled him mid-thought. When Alex had thought of speaking to Gladys, 

she had tried to make him understand her war and he hadn’t been able to. Perhaps he was acting in 

the same way as Christabel, or Carwyn in that sense. What did Gladys see then, when she looked at 

him? Just a key to an inheritance, Tom thought. But all of this talk of war – all the sentences he had, 

ready formed, in his head. He felt like a champagne bottle that someone had forced a cork back into.  

‘What’s the name for drilling out a piece of skull?’ Alex thought aloud. ‘The Roman’s used it 

for headaches.’ 

‘Trepanation,’ said Anthony. 

‘Trepanation. Yes. Thank you.’ 

A hound gave tongue – Alex recognised the voice as coming from Cactus. 

‘Here’s a card,’ said Anthony. Both men were keeping their eyes forward, on the border of 

the covert. ‘Did you know they hunted behind the lines in France?’ 

Alex gave a small shiver of excitement at the Sergeant Major re-approaching the subject of 

war. 

‘How on earth did they manage that?’ Alex asked. 

‘It was Lord Knutsford, if you know of him. He and a few other officers bought up some boar 

hounds from the French. I heard it from Joe Dudgeon-’ 

‘The show jumper?’ interrupted Alex. 

‘That’s the chap. He showed me the post-card, in fact, from the Chateau Mielen, giving 

permission to draw their coverts. I think they did as well over there as anyone did here.’ 

‘It wouldn’t have taken much.’ 

‘There’s a photograph too. The French, apparently, were overjoyed to see the English officers 

working their hounds,’ said Anthony. ‘There’s always joy to be found somewhere, if only you look 

hard enough. But in the sorry state of hunting five years ago, I don’t think anyone would have 

predicted this resurrection.’ 

Alex broke eye contact with Anthony. His attention was caught by Tom, who he saw up-field, 

behind the Sergeant Major. Tom was making a round of the covert and ordering people about as he 

wished. Currently he was rearranging a group of youngsters and seemed to be in the process of 
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spreading them more evenly along that section of the covert’s perimeter. Tom, like Anthony, seemed 

to find joy just by searching. It seemed a strange thing to Alex. 

‘Do you know anything of Eostre?’ Anthony Pushly continued. 

‘As in hot-cross buns and battling eggs? Christ risen and all that?’ 

‘Yes,’ said Anthony. ‘I suppose so. Well, that was how it was adapted for Christian culture – 

resurrected, if you will – but Eostre was the name given to a Pagan goddess who represented rebirth 

in Celtic culture. Always accompanied by a hare. I’ve been thinking about her. Thinking about rebirth, 

resurrection of the land and what-not, now that the War’s over. Silly of me really, thinking at all 

about long-dead gods. I must sound such a bore. Ignore me, please.’ 

Alex felt a notion of panic and searched for the reason. 

‘No, not at all. Go on.’ 

It was the memory of his hare. Of Reid unburied. 

‘So many people alive and happy,’ Anthony was saying. ‘Healthy even and, before you ask, I 

do count myself as healthy. You would simply never have believed it could be won back.’ 

‘There are plenty who wish this hadn’t survived, of course.’ 

‘It didn’t,’ said Anthony. ‘It was like a fire that had burned down to its last ember. It was 

nothing more than an ash-covered coal, but it has been nurtured again after years of dormant 

meagreness and started to burn anew.’ He cleared his throat, ‘I would point out to you that young 

Blakely chap on his Arab pony - we saw him jump the first hedge. I know for a fact that he doesn’t 

have a papa. He knew him for a time, but may well not even remember him a few years from now.’ 

He spoke excitedly of legacies. Alex thought of Gladys in the open dairy. Of resurrection. ‘But it’s 

boys like Blakely we’ll need when the time comes,’ finished Anthony. 

‘And boys like Tom we need now,’ said Alex, nodding in the direction of his friend who was 

making his way down the side of the covert. 

‘Well said.’ 

The pair shared a polite laugh, which was broken, abruptly, as a fox darted between their 

horses. Tom gave the holloa and was upon the pair, red-faced, in an instant. 

‘Why didn’t you turn it?’ he cried as he passed, though Alex knew he would have been just 

as angry if they’d tried and failed and crossed the line. 

Carwyn Thomas broke covert from the other side of Alex and Anthony, spotted the fox, and 

doubled the horn. The fox, a bright red, almost golden-coated thing, reached the hedge at the 
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bottom of the field. It was running in the direction of the kennels over rutted ground, which must 

now be saturated with the smell of horses. It followed the line of the hedge for twenty yards, before 

ducking underneath and out of sight. 

Carwyn kept his eyes fixed on the fox’s point of entry as he raced past Alex in a flash of pink 

coat and polished leather. Behind him came the hounds. Cactus broke first, owning the line. Two 

more hounds followed, then another five, and then the rest of the pack together, giving tongue in 

pursuit. Granny watched them, her nostrils flared. Julian McAlistair came into view behind Tom and 

led the mounted followers parallel to the huntsman’s line as the hounds soared ahead in the 

turbulence of their own music. 

 

They renegotiated the last hedge they had jumped only twenty minutes earlier from the opposite 

direction. The fox was seen - it broke the cover of another hedge to the right, moved over by one 

field, cleared a ditch in one joyous leap, and crossed over onto plough. It was soon out of sight, but 

the hounds owned their line and ran a three-mile point. They came up to a spinney known as Anne’s 

in memory of a McAlistair who had been killed under her horse there years ago. Just in sight of the 

field, the hounds plunged into the bracken and into the dark. 

 

Alex and Anthony reached the covert and settled again. Anthony reached back to an inside pocket; 

Alex assumed it was to bring back his box of snuff and was surprised to see a hip-flask produced. 

Anthony Pushly cocked an eyebrow. 

‘A gentleman’s coat, well-cut,’ he said as he slowly unscrewed the flask, ‘will conceal all 

manner of corruption.’ He then grinned widely at his own explanation. He took an aggressive swig 

at the flask, re-topped it, and tossed it to Alex, who caught it unthinkingly and dropped his reins as 

he did so. Granny reacted instantaneously, as if she had spent the whole morning in anticipation of 

such a moment, and made a snatch for the grass. The reins, which were balanced on her neck, 

dropped forwards and onto the ground. Granny made a single step and placed her off-fore straight 

through the trailing loop of leather. Alex reached forwards with the antler-hook of his crop, but 

couldn’t reach and had to dismount to rearrest control of his horse. 

‘Jesus, sorry, what must you think,’ he said. As he went to take hold of the reins, Granny lifted 

her head. The reins snapped taut against the back of her knee and, in a sudden panic, or faux panic 

- Alex could never be sure with Granny, she bolted. Alex made a futile attempt to grab at her reins 
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and at a stirrup as she whipped around, but it was useless; she was away. 

‘Bloody hell!’ cried Anthony. ‘No need to worry.’ So saying he put spur to Byron and made 

off in pursuit, pumping comically with his backside at the saddle to make up for his inability to keep 

a hunting seat. 

‘Jesus,’ Alex said again, before tipping his head back and taking a long pull from the hip-flask. 

Someone asked if he was all right and he thanked them, before walking back across the hoof-

torn ground, blushing and gripping tightly at his whip. 

As he trudged, he was reminded of a poem, and he spoke it out loud to the empty world in 

general. 

‘Two gentlemen met, both unhorsed, in a lane 

‘(Hare hunting on foot is but labour in vain). 

‘“Have you seen a brown horse?” “No, indeed, Sir, but pray, 

‘In the course of your ramble, have you seen a bay?”’ 

He couldn’t remember who had told it to him. Someone dead, most likely, he thought. 

 

The voice of hounds bowled around the air as if the sound were a living thing. He supposed they had 

put up another fox, or re-discovered the original. The field was moving away from Anne’s. 

 

The only clouds that remained, following the burning away of the fog, were a few stringy wisps. They 

skulked, objectiveless in the cold autumn-blue of the sky. The grass was an unusually dark green 

following the wet summer. It stretched out in uneven, irregular blocks of pasture and plough towards 

the kennels, and beyond to the village of Bourne, bordered by Porro road. 

The earth was recovering from the damp summer, and the second summer that often came 

at the end of November was, perhaps, making an attempt at fruition. 

His boots, which fit so well for riding, began to bite all the parts of his feet that his army boots 

had. There was a row of dark scars just below the ankles on both of Alex’s feet; underneath them 

was a sort of bruise which he wasn’t sure he would ever recover from. His brown-tops began to lean 

on the bruises and prod at the scars. Alex held his mind steady. He refused to be swept into memory 

again, especially when he should be concentrating on finding his horse and on what a complete arse 

he had made of himself. 

He could still hear the hounds, but the covert behind him was now empty. He heard the horn 
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double again – they were travelling on. Alex decided that it was for the best; at least no one would 

be passing him. 

A clot of mud stuck up enticingly in front of him. He thought of Tom, and despite the pain in 

his feet, he took a leaping stride and kicked it as hard as he could. It landed at the foot of the closest 

hedge and, as it did so, there came a call from over to his left. 

‘Ho there!’ Anthony Pushly was coming through the small knot of woodland, three hundred 

yards over. Anthony, Byron, and Granny were all together. Alex was sure, even from a distance, that 

Granny was smirking at him. 

Alex smiled through his shame and thanked Anthony. He wanted to ask how on earth the 

man had managed two horses and the gates with only one leg for balance, but stopped himself 

before the question was formed. Anthony might have detected something of it, however. 

‘I’m afraid you’ll have to shut that last gate for me,’ he said. ‘Your mare became a tad strong 

once the horn started up again. Hope you don’t mind.’ 

‘No, not at all, I’m entirely grateful to you. How did you catch her in the end?’ 

‘Well, that’s the other thing – I’m sorry, but I caught up to her when she got down to roll, just 

across the next field there. In the plough.’ As Anthony said it, Granny spun on the spot revealing her 

off side to be caked in mud from nose to tail. A smear of it ran up Anthony’s boot and across his 

white chord breeches. 

‘I’m so sorry,’ said Alex. ‘What must you think.’ 

‘One dirty leg is better than no legs at all, I’m sure,’ said Anthony. ‘Oh, and she’s broken a 

rein. I have my knife and some string if you want to make a quick fix?’ 

Alex swapped back Anthony's hip flask and took Granny. To his relief, he was able to cut a 

new hole and re-buckle the reins without the need for string. 

 

The incident cost Anthony Pushly most of his hunting day. When he and Alex reached the covert 

again, they saw that the hounds had run on. The pack had already made almost a mile’s distance. 

They were still running well. 

‘I think that might just be it for me,’ said Anthony. ‘That little blast back and forth had me 

about done-for anyway. I’m not sure I’m quite up to the chase here. I get tired so quickly now.’ He 

touched a hand to his leg. 

‘I really am sorry,’ said Alex. 
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‘No need to keep repeating it. Let’s just use this hill and reappraise the situation.’ 

The hill marked the boundary of a rolling country. The north side was flat and, past Bourne 

village and Porro road, became arable farming land. To the south it rose and undulated in a series of 

irregular hills. A number of brooks and ditches ran through it, diving into spinneys and breaks. There 

were tall hedges, rich with elderflowers in August, which protected each other when the wind came 

down the hillsides like a spectral army. Then, away from them, there were lonely, bent-backed old 

trees, unprotected, and twisted by the south-westerly blasts. It seemed at once a harsh and a lush 

land to venture in to. Perhaps that was something more of the excitement that people had spoken 

of. 

Once at the hilltop, Alex and Anthony could see the distant hounds, with the masters and 

followers behind them, tearing through hedge and blind ditch without slowing. They moved from 

field into lane, another hedge, then into the next field. The lane they had crossed could be followed 

back to the kennels. 

‘It was a four-mile hack to the meet this morning. It’s not too far if I start on my way back 

from here,’ Anthony said. Both horses were growing impatient at being able to see the chase and 

having to stand. 

‘What about making it to the cross-roads and hacking back along the lanes? I could join you 

if you like?’ said Alex. ‘I hate to think that I’ve ruined your day.’ 

‘Actually, rather than that, I wonder if you could do me a favour?’ 

‘Of course, anything you like.’ Granny started to dance underneath Alex, any pretence at 

being peaceful and relaxed had been abandoned. He gave her a smack down the shoulder with his 

whip. 

‘If you were going to catch the field, I would appreciate it if you would stay out a while and 

bring my niece home when she’s ready. I’m at the manor at Clevesly – do you know it?’ 

‘Yes, I know it.’ He turned Granny in a circle. ‘I’m grateful to be able to make a repayment of 

sorts.’ 

‘Good. Well done. I think I’ll hack back the way we came from the kennels. I fancy taking the 

path back through Church Woods rather than using the lanes today. I feel somehow that the roads 

aren’t ours any more, don’t you?’ 

‘I rather think I do. Thank you. I’ll see you tonight.’ 

Granny was torn as Anthony made his way across country to the kennels. She still fought Alex 
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to start towards the chase, but then napped to follow her new friend, Byron. A sharp smack with the 

whip on her quarters sent her on towards the running hounds. 

‘Come on, Granny,’ muttered Alex, as they got underway. ‘I’ve had about enough of you now.’ 

 

The hounds, and the field, with Alex behind, followed their fox through a trio of spinneys in the 

McAlistair land, where it would most likely have found all its earths stopped. Alex caught the field 

all gathered around an open barn and silage store. The fox was on top. Alex couldn’t see how it had 

managed to find a way up the straight iron supports and onto the corrugated roof. He smiled. 

Altogether the fox had run a decent seven miles after breaking from the first covert. Alex searched 

the field for Christabel Pushly. 

Carwyn Thomas had dismounted. His horse remained on its spot, tossing its head. Carwyn 

held one hand up to shield his eyes, planting the other on his hip as he stared up at the fox. Alex 

picked his way, politely and cautiously through the field, now numbering fewer than fifty, taking care 

to avoid any suspected kicking horses. He tried to keep from barging Granny’s muddy sides against 

any of his fellow field members. All eyes were cast up to the fox. Alex glanced up as it yawned, 

stretching back the corners of its mouth then shaking its head. 

Alex went back to his search. Ahead of him, Blakely, the boy who had been out of control on 

the Arab pony that morning, threw a stone. It flew well and clanged on the metal roof a yard or so 

from the recovering fox. Alex felt half a memory of soldiers catching and torturing rats. He caught a 

glimpse of Christabel Pushly’s thoroughbred, Artemis, still stamping at the ground, just as the fox 

made the brave leap down from his roof, on to a pile of rubbish and old silage beside the barn. 

Christabel was swept up with the field as all ran on. The fox dashed a further half mile to Porro Break 

where he was caught and killed just inside the treeline. Appropriately, Alex thought, Blakely was 

blooded from the killed fox. Children could be so unthinking. The thrown stone had reminded him 

of an old thought, and of soldiers. 

It took the pause after the kill for Alex to talk Christabel. She was at the edge of the covert, a 

short stretch from where it was bisected by Porro Road. Although it had thinned through the day, 

there was still a large field of followers – all grins and chatter. 

‘Miss Pushly,’ Alex hailed her, out of breath. 

‘Hello,’ she said. ‘I thought you were with my uncle. Is he still out?’ 

‘No, but he asked me to escort you back when you were ready. I hadn’t planned to be out for 
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second horses myself.’ He trailed off. His attention was caught by the distinctive high voice of the 

first whip, David, which rang out over the volume of chatter from the field. He was calling ‘Hamlet.’ 

‘Looks like there’s a hound astray,’ said Alex. 

‘I don’t think a chaperone is necessary,’ said Christabel. 

‘Hamlet! Whoa-up together.’ The shout rolled across again. 

‘He’s a devil, that hound,’ said Alex. 

Then there came the ‘parp’ of a motor-car horn, a high-pitched squeal and a crunch. The 

hunt followers stopped talking all together, the car engine cut out with a pathetic phut-phut-phut, 

then it clicked into silence. Alex’s reaction was to jump down from Granny’s back. He threw his reins 

to Christabel who caught them without question. He rushed into the break on foot, then through 

and onto the road. The driver was still in the car. The horse was dead. David, the whip, lay in the 

ditch at the other side of the road yelling out, ‘My leg! My leg!’ 

His right leg was snapped below the knee and bent across his left. He tried to reach down 

to it, to clutch it. His breeches were turning slowly scarlet to match his coat. His cap was, somehow, 

still on his head. 

 

 

 

 

July 1917 

 

‘What I mean to say,’ said Gunner Tom Thomas, ‘is that it’s never good to be moved over to fill a 

gap left by people being dead. I hear they’ve been hitting artillery and aid-posts as if they were 

front-line trenches.’ 

The last syllable turned into a grunt of effort as he braced his shoulder against an iron 

rimmed wheel. Alex did not reply. He bent low, facing towards Tom and the barrel of the gun they 

were moving. He pulled against his wheel spoke like a competitor in a tug-o-war. He dug his toes 

hard into the bottoms of his boots which slid over the mud nevertheless. The gun moved another 

inch, or two inches, up the edge of the crater. One or two, it didn’t matter. His uniform strained 

over his shoulders. Another inch towards the Canadian controlled high-ground. It didn't matter 

where they went. They were incapable of directing their own movement. They were only stones 
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being thrown in anger. 

 

Alex rarely registered the sound of explosions, unless he needed to identify guns, even on windless 

days like today, under dark clouds which seemed as though they should echo the sound back to 

earth. Unless it was important for him to listen out, he seldom heard the Lewis-Guns which had, at 

first, created a noise which made him feel as though his teeth were shattering, one by one, in his 

head. He still sometimes picked up the sound of a faraway shell, its muted blast like the thud in the 

throat of a wind-sucking horse. The rest was just a constant hum, background noise, but 

sometimes that one, the faraway windsuck-burst, took him home. 

They heaved again. The gun and limber faced backwards down the hill, gazing at the gentle 

gradient of pock-marked mud and at the remnants of walls in would-be towns and villages. Other 

guns were following behind them, then the marching infantry, a snake of men, stretching back into 

the distance, marching towards Flanders and the dawn. 

They wouldn’t turn the gun around to face the enemy lines until it was in place. Alex 

thought of it as a fighting dog, a pit-bull, bred for purpose, blindfolded until its master was ready 

for it to kill. He smiled at the comparison as it entered his head, then grimaced as he pulled against 

his spoke again. There were two men to each wheel, three alongside the gun barrel - either braced 

against the front-side of the gun’s shield, or manning ropes attached to the hoop under the 

muzzle. At the head of the team, and leading the slog, were four horses, none of them mounted, 

instead they were pulled along by their reins. Four more men heaved on ropes which ran between 

the horses to the lunette on the gun, or the harness, or wherever a fastening could be found. 

Alex looked over his shoulder. One by one, the horses were beginning to arch their backs, 

taking the lead from one another, powering through their hind quarters and letting the ill-fitting 

breaching slip down towards their hocks. One of the men at the reins, a Gunner Bailey, stopped 

pulling from the front. He moved to his horse’s side and took hold of the harness instead, pushing 

forwards in time with the horse’s front legs. He called for the others to do the same. 

‘You mustn’t stretch their neck out now. They’re knackered on their front ends, let ‘em use 

their backs. Get a-hold of the harness.’ 

The officer at the front said nothing but a rhythmic ‘Heave!’ as he took the strain of his own 

rope. Alex took up the officer’s chant, as did Tom. Soon all the men around the gun were calling 

together, ‘Heave-two-three. Heave-two-three.’ 
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They moved on another inch, then another two. Then they were out, over the lip of one 

shell-hole, ready to tackle the next. 

The soldiers’ webbing was scattered around the sides of the gun. When they had advanced 

enough, someone would peel away from his position, grab each set of gear and toss it as far as he 

could, further up the route. None of the horses would ever flinch at anything as insignificant as a 

thrown bag any more. And some of them, once-upon-a-time, thought Alex, probably spooked at 

odd-shaped sticks in hedges. Now they had a grim, soldierly pride. They worked and toiled through 

mud and blood and the bodies of other horses. Not one of them complained, or let another pick 

up his share of a heavy load. Alex doubted whether they had any idea of what their hardship was 

for. Then he decided that he didn’t know either. 

 

The gun was in position by midday. They turned its eye on the enemy instantly. Alex had not 

thought that the world could look any greyer, or any more like hell than the ground he had just 

traversed. No man’s land here was a deep hedge-row of wire. Some of the men from that morning 

still hung wetly in its coils. There were no fighting trenches, just shell-holes to bound from and to, 

or to wait in with water up to your waist and a ceiling of bullets flying above. The gun was on a 

slight elevation some way behind the fighting ground. The previous summer, over a glass of port, a 

pilot of the Royal Flying Corps had told Alex never to repeat a route to his gun, as the trail of 

flattened grass could be seen from the air. That wouldn’t be a problem here. Their position might 

even have been visible from enemy lines. The existing sandbag defences made miniature castle 

ramparts in a regular pattern. Alex wasn’t surprised that the previous unit had been destroyed. He, 

Tom and the other replacements scattered old barrels and bits of debris around nevertheless to 

create a false mirror of the detritus and offal that covered the land ahead of them. They dragged 

the camouflage netting through the wet mud several times before slapping it over the gun. 

The lieutenant directed Alex, Tom, Bailey and another gunner, Young, to take the horses 

from their place - ground-tied beside the gun - to the makeshift horse-lines, which consisted of a 

few lengths of knotted ropes stretched between rows of stakes driven into the ground. It began to 

rain, suddenly and very hard. The four men tied their horses apologetically. Alex took off his 

helmet and filled it with rainwater, using his oilskin as a funnel. With it, he offered each of the 

horses a drink in turn. 
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The rain did not stop. By mid-afternoon in the dugouts it felt as though night was falling. More 

light whistled murderously through the air from the constant barrage than came from daylight. The 

clouds were unthinned by the rain. The sun was sad and dismissive. 

‘Gunner Pebury.’ The inquisitive voice was high-pitched but authoritative in that public-

school way. 

Alex dropped his spoon into the dregs of his thin stew, stood up and saluted. 

‘Captain.’ He didn’t know the man, but his rank-badge was polished and stood out on his 

sleeve. 

From the semicircle of men still seated on makeshift stools - kit bags, stumps of trees, 

halves of decimated cart-wheels - came a suppressed huff of a chuckle at Alex’s speed of response. 

The captain sneered at the chuckler and told him to ‘shut up.’ Very much a schoolboy, thought 

Alex. 

‘Pebury.’ He turned back to Alex. ‘I’m told you’re as strong as any man we have here. Is that 

right?’ 

‘Well –’ Alex hesitated, wondering what task they had which required a strong man. What 

would he be letting himself in for? 

‘No time for modesty. You look strong, and you’re just back from leave. Correct?’ 

‘Compassionate leave, Captain. My mother died.’ 

‘Never mind that. You’re strong and well rested, that’s all I need to know.’ 

The Captain was straight from the academy, as likely as not. He had watery eyes and the 

downy beginnings of an attempted moustache. 

‘Should’ve seen him on the guns this morning, Captain, he’s as strong as you like,’ said the 

man who had chuckled. 

‘Fuck you, Taylor. Keep your mouth shut,’ said Tom from the other side of the half-circle. 

‘I could have you up on charges of insubordination for language like that in front of an 

officer.’ The young Captain’s voice had started to shake. Alex remained standing with his bowl in 

his left hand, keeping as quiet as he could. 

‘With all due respect, Captain,’ Tom began, ominously, ‘it wasn’t you I was cursing at. I was 

talking to Gunner Taylor over there. Nothing insubordinate about being rude to a gunner, Captain.’ 

‘With me now, Gunner!’ the young captain exploded with rage at Tom. His high voice was 

like the bark of a small dog, and just as full of spit. ‘You too, Pebury.’ With that he tucked his cane 
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stiffly under his arm and marched out of the digs like a huffy caricature in a magazine. 

Both Alex and Tom put their bowls on their makeshift seats and followed him out. Tom 

showed his fist to Taylor on the way past. 

The young captain’s office was deep underground. Two officers were already there, 

consulting a map on the neat desk. One was Captain Houghton, the other was a major. They both 

wore their rank badges on their shoulders instead of their sleeves. 

‘Captain Stock-Brine, you seem to have brought me two men,’ said the major. 

‘Yes, Major. I believe these are the two for the mission. I know you only sent me specifically 

for Pebury, but I think you’ll agree –’ Stock-Brine, the young captain, stopped mid-sentence as if he 

expected an interruption. The muffled sound of guns and shells crept into the moment of quiet. 

The Major picked up a pipe from the table and lit it. The blue smoke he blew stuck to the ceiling, 

clinging thickly to the boards. 

The office was large enough to take the five men and allow for comfort and the distance of 

respect. Alex wondered if it had previously been used for storage, which would also account for its 

depth. It was generally neat. A gas mask, spare rain cape and water bottle were hanging from hob-

nails driven in at uniform height along the wooden boarded walls. The silence became 

uncomfortable. 

‘I’m sure I would,’ said the Major with a patronising air. ‘Do you know why you’re here?’ He 

addressed Alex and Tom. 

‘No, Major,’ they said in unison. 

‘Not to worry. I asked for a man of both strength and integrity. Captain Houghton suggested 

Pebury here and –’ He paused and looked at the two gunners with what seemed like confusion. ‘At 

ease, gentlemen, at ease,’ he said eventually. They stood at ease together, but neither relaxed. 

‘And young Stock-Brine seems to have chosen a second. Err –’ He paused again. 

‘Gunner Tom Thomas, Major,’ said Tom. Stock-Brine smiled a nasty little smile. 

‘Good. Gunners Pebury and Thomas, selected by my Captains as men of strength and 

integrity. Here’s the business; the Hun have been employing some rather underhand tactics along 

the front lines here. I’ve had several reports from the Canadians of kidnappings.’ 

‘Kidnappings?’ Alex spluttered. Stock-Brine moved as if to redress him, but the Major raised 

a calming hand. 

‘Kidnappings, yes,’ he said. ‘They’ve been sending fellows under the wire in the dead of 
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night to kidnap and carry away lookouts and sentries. The Canadians managed to capture one of 

these kidnappers. He was painted in black and carrying a long club, like a savage. He apparently 

told them that they were not killing men, only taking them quietly across the trenches, but of 

course he wasn’t believed, and they stuck him with bayonets where he stood. Now there's the 

possibility of charges against them if it's thought that this chap either surrendered, or had more to 

tell. They’re not happy about it, not happy about it at all. And now we’re wondering whether one 

or two men we had taken for deserters whilst on watch were nothing of the sort and were actually 

spirited away by these savage raids. The Germans are always looking for ways to play dirty. To cut it 

short - the only real option of retaliation in a war like this is to fight fire with fire, as it were.’ He 

puffed contentedly at his pipe and another moment of uncomfortable silence seemed to suggest 

that he had finished his explanation. 

‘Permission to speak, Major,’ said Tom. 

‘Granted.’ 

‘Am I correct in thinking that you are asking us to kidnap a German?’ 

Houghton spoke next. ‘Not quite,’ he said, with a little chuckle, as if Tom’s suggestion had 

been ridiculous. ‘It’s more an exercise in showing that we can better them. You’re going to give 

them a good panic, rather than go kidnapping. You see, a sniper is preparing to move to position as 

we speak, he will be ready to shoot as of midnight if all goes to plan - less than eight hours from 

now. We want you to quietly disable the German sentry closest to our lines – I’ll take you through 

the map in detail once I’ve explained - and plant a device in his place.’ Houghton took a khaki 

knapsack gingerly from under the table. Alex expected a complicated mechanism of wires and 

clockwork, but what Houghton drew from the bag was little more than a Khaki Kombination 

Kandlebox with a small wooden hinged box on one side, a Mills bomb on the other, and a row of 

metal spikes along the bottom. 

He read their expressions. ‘Now it might not look like much, but this thing is a work of 

simplicity, and more than a little cleverness. If you open this wooden door, then you will reveal a 

flare.’ He demonstrated as he spoke. ‘You will also find a box of matches wrapped in cloth and 

oilskin. The flare has been re-set to a fuse and so can only be let off with the matches. It is also 

angled so that, if the box is kept upright, the flare will go up straight and illuminate the German 

front lines.’ 

Stock-Brine shifted uneasily beside Tom. He must know that we’re not expected to survive 
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this, thought Alex. Alex suspected that those precise expectations had been given to the young 

captain earlier, and that he had armed himself with them to deal out a death sentence and give 

succour to his ego. It was strange that they should use a strong artilleryman, especially one who 

was doing such a good job at keeping horses alive, for a job like this. But he also knew that there 

were a lot of infantry privates who had been stationed here for far too long and had seen so many 

friends’ lives thrown away. The top-brass would have risked a refusal if they had asked infantry 

here. The resulting death by firing squad wouldn’t have helped anyone. 

‘You will also find a pair of adjustments, one on either side, at the bottom,’ said Houghton. 

‘They’re the same as the sight adjustments on your rifles and will control the grip plate here.’ He 

gestured to the row of spikes. ‘This will allow you to make alterations for terrain and for wind, but 

tonight should be still. The fuse will give you forty seconds to get as far away as possible before 

setting off the flare. Although light will be shed beyond the front lines, we believe that the panic of 

the situation will draw attention to the look-out post itself, and away from your escape.’ 

And that snotty captain pulled Tom out, too. Alex was torn between anger at so relaxed a 

dealing of death, and relief at not having to go alone. His hands were folded behind his back, but 

they ached to reach out, just to touch Tom’s sleeve. 

‘Once the flare has fired, the top of the box will break open and prime the grenade. You 

should expect an explosion four seconds after the flare. The sniper, Wetner, will be watching out 

for any uniforms which present themselves, preferably machine-gunners. We hope to draw them 

in towards the initial point of attack and create a killing zone within their own trenches. We judge 

that he should be able to make at least half-a-dozen shots in the commotion before his position is 

compromised, then he can move slowly back to the lines. We won’t take masses of soldiers out of 

the game, but it should hit their morale hard and open the door for an attack before dawn. Sunrise 

is at 05.18. We will begin bombardment at 02.30, giving you and our sniper two and a half hours to 

get out of there, which shouldn’t be any problem for you, or Wetner. Stock-Brine here assures me 

that the wire has been sufficiently cut. Any questions?’ 

Alex wanted to ask what would happen if they were caught but of course it would be no 

different to getting caught at any other time. The best you could hope for was a quick dispatch, or 

to be sent to one of the better POW camps. All in all, the mission seemed ridiculous. The Germans 

had started using a new kind of gas which stuck to your boots and got to all of your bunk-mates as 

you slept - now their infantry wore gasmasks in any defensive positions. They always seemed ready 
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for the retaliation and Alex didn’t think that this would be any different. If they know that we’re 

aware of how they’re sneaking into our lines, then surely they’ll take measures against us doing it 

back to them, he thought. It would be as easy as pairing up the men on watch. A profound despair 

fell coldly across his skin like rain. 

‘Permission to ask a question, Captain,’ said Tom. 

‘Granted.’ 

‘What’s the Kandlebox for?’ 

 

The Kandlebox turned out to be nothing more than a buffer to prevent the launch of the flare from 

setting the grenade off at once. It was filled with rags from the dressing station. Alex was unsure 

they had any bandaging material to spare. 

Both Alex and Tom were covered in mud and black from top to toe. Black-dyed trench caps, 

black shirts, black trousers. Mud had been suggested for their faces, but so many men had gone 

down with ague already that they opted for charcoal instead. 

Alex flexed his muscles slightly. He had always felt, somehow, that they didn’t quite fit him; 

he was like a knight in someone else’s armour. So many strong men were defined by their strength, 

Alex never wanted to be. He could still be damned by it though. And Tom with him. 

The two of them had been left alone in the store room where they had been dressed and 

painted in mud and black. A nurse had come over to assist them. Not many women were seen this 

close to the front and she had seemed rather alien to them. She had touched each of their faces 

with cold, but caring hands. She had called them ‘Poor Things’ when she saw that they hardly 

needed darkening – the dirt of war was engrained in their hands and faces anyway. They didn’t tell 

her that she was the same – mud and dirt all over, except her hands, which were clean, but hard, 

callused, and cold. 

‘They’re expecting you in ten minutes, boys,’ she said when she left. 

This is it, thought Alex. He had seen Gladys at home. She hadn’t wanted to speak to him. 

This was what he had to save her from. ‘I’m sorry, Sweetheart,’ he whispered. He ran a thumb over 

his identity discs. 

Eight long minutes of silence passed. Second upon second of silence built up until both men 

spoke at once. 

‘This is ridiculous,’ said Tom. 
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‘I’ve never killed a man up close,’ said Alex. ‘It is ridiculous, you’re right. Of all the stupid, 

pig-headed, arse-brained ideas, this is the worst. To imagine that we can crawl under the wire 

and… there are men still hanging on it from yesterday.’ 

They broke back to silence, and moved slowly together. They held each other for a long 

time, each making fists which clung to the other’s back. Then they stepped out into the night 

where the rain made the charcoal run into their eyes. 

 

 

 

 

November 1919 

 

‘What a way to end the first day of the season,’ said Christabel. ‘What an utter farce.’ 

‘It was awful,’ said Alex. Granny didn’t like walking beside Artemis, and kept drifting out 

towards the middle of the road. 

‘Do you know the man who broke himself?’ 

‘Yes. David – he’s first whip.’ 

‘He should look where he’s going.’ She had taken off her veil. Her features were long and 

elegant. 

‘I don’t know,’ said Alex. ‘I don’t think anyone really thinks of cars when hunting. They’ve 

never come into it before. I feel like they don’t really belong here.’ Birds in the hedges layered their 

song over the sound of shod-hooves on the road. 

‘Who will whip-in now?’ said Christabel. 

‘Oh, Tom will, I should think. He introduced himself at the meet.’ 

‘Yes. Was he cavalry?’ 

‘No, artillery. Your uncle asked the same thing.’ 

‘It’s the way he rides.’ Christabel looked off across the patch-work land. ‘Why didn’t he pick 

up duties today?’ 

‘He went to flag a motor or an ambulance for David.’ 

‘You could have done that, couldn’t you?’ 

‘I suppose I could, but your uncle had asked me to –’ 
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‘Yes, of course.’ She jabbed at her reins as her horse broke into a jog. ‘I should have had the 

car come out and wait for me.’ 

 

Anthony Pushly’s groom was waiting for them when Alex and Christabel arrived at Clevesly Manor. 

The colour of the stone was like that of a light wood, the pillars and steps in front of the doors 

reminded him of an older time. The stables were built from the same stone as the house, except for 

an extension at the far end which was slightly mismatched, and had doors more like those of a 

carriage house – Alex thought it to be an extension built for a motorcar. 

‘Thank you, Jack,’ said Christabel to the groom. Jack was short and stocky, like Alex. They had 

been in rival gangs as children 

Jack took the reins of both horses, and Alex and Christabel dismounted. 

Alex took off his hat. ‘Morning Jack,’ he said. 

‘Pebury,’ said the groom. ‘You hunting then?’ 

‘Having a go.’ 

‘That’s a fair little horse. I can’t believe she stayed behind.’ He glanced to Christabel. ‘Beg 

your pardon, Miss.’ 

‘Not at all.’ Christabel raised an eyebrow to Alex, and strode to the house. The door had been 

opened for her. 

Pushly’s horse, Byron, threw his head over the nearest stable door and called out with a 

great, booming voice. He scattered whatever mix of food he was eating on the floor outside his 

stable as he shouted. For her part, Granny tensed up and raised her tail, before delivering as loud 

and as shrill a whinny as she could muster. Christabel’s thoroughbred remained quiet, but began 

pawing her hoof at the gravel on the drive, as if she was a bored child. 

‘Her name’s Granny,’ said Alex. 

‘Granny, is it? I reckon I know her. Don’t you worry, I’ll make sure she’s warm and happy.’ Jack 

made as if to carry on to the stables, but he stopped himself. ‘I should just ask – has she had a tumble 

today? Only I see she’s covered in mud down one side, and I wondered if you might want her trotting 

up, or her back having a look at?’ 

‘Thank you. She did come down, but she's as sound as you like.’ Alex couldn’t bring himself 

to tell the man that she’d got away from him and rolled. ‘It’s good to see you.’ 

‘You too.’ 
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Anthony Pushly’s Gentleman, Todd, showed Alex into the front reception room, where the Sergeant 

Major sat in a deep leather chair, in front of a huge fire. Alex could feel the heat of it from the 

doorway. 

He stepped into the grand room, bootless and hatless. His hunting coat and breeches were 

relatively clean – Jack would surely have seen that, however Granny had gone down, Alex hadn’t hit 

the ground with her. 

Grey wallpaper decorated with line-drawing scenes of autumnal trees – slashes of colour on 

the trunks and on the leaves – covered three walls. The room was long and seemed as though it 

couldn’t quite decide what it wanted to be. There was a large globe in one corner, almost hidden 

behind the huge open door. There was an ornately carved Victorian grandfather clock in another. 

The carvings that wound around it made it appear as one of the line-drawn trees from the wallpaper. 

The room also housed a small drinks cabinet, a bookcase, a writing desk and a Welsh-dresser which 

had a large, mesh-fronted gramophone cupboard at its centre. There were several small portraits of 

various figures, but the only grand image in the room was hanging above the fireplace – Byron was 

immortalised in oil, portrayed in front of Clevesly Manor. His noble neck was bowed and rounded 

cobbishly. Light caught his quarters from somewhere and turned dapple-grey to gold. At first it 

appeared like the light from a sunset, but then, as Alex looked, he was struck by the thought that 

the painting appeared to be lit by the fire below it. He wondered if that had been the artist’s 

intention. Byron’s replicated eye was perfectly kind, and his brow was angled upwards, as if he was 

searching for approval of his pose from someone standing off-canvas. Following Byron’s eternal gaze, 

Alex’s attention was drawn back to Anthony Pushly’s chair. A long crutch rested against its side. The 

crutch was carved, not elaborately like the grandfather clock, but more rudely, with characters who 

looked like those of a medieval tapestry. Alex became aware that he was staring, and began striding 

across the room. 

‘Sergeant Major, I have escorted, or, rather, I have come back with Christabel, as you asked. I 

just wanted to thank you again for everything today. You must think me a complete bloody fool.’ 

‘Not at all,’ replied Pushly, grinning. ‘And thank you for bringing my niece home safe and 

sound. I assume she is safe and sound? She didn’t come in here. You weren’t long behind me, in fact. 

You’ll excuse me if I don’t get up.’ 

The crutch was of the long, inverted-fork style, with a cushion for the armpit at the top, 
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covered in dark leather. The carved figures were huntsmen on horseback. They began at the bottom 

and spiralled around and up the shaft of the crutch; ahead of them, and higher, were the hounds 

and then, at the point where the crutch broke into a V, there sat a fox, his tail curled around him, 

watching the huntsmen and hounds as happily as if he were in the bows of a high tree and they were 

passing obliviously by far below him. 

‘Of course, Sergeant Major,’ said Alex. 

‘Call me Anthony.’ 

‘Of course, Anthony. And your niece is perfectly safe and well, although she might be a little 

shaken, perhaps. There was an accident – one of the whips was hit by a motorcar.’ 

‘Good God,’ said Pushly, ‘I’ve never known them stop a day’s hunting for any injury. I’m glad 

I left when I did. Is he all right, the chap?’ 

‘His leg was broken quite badly, and his horse killed on the road.’  

‘Poor chap,’ said Anthony. ‘You needn’t worry about Christabel. She isn’t flustered by these 

things.’ 

‘Yes,’ said Alex. ‘I did get that impression, actually.’ 

‘She’s away to Oxford to study next year. The girls live in squalor, but I don’t think she 

particularly cares.’ 

‘What did she do,’ Alex said, then swallowed before continuing, ‘during the War? If you don’t 

mind me asking.’ 

‘She studied at the new school in Headington. Her mother’s in Oxford. When her father died, 

rest his soul, she and her mother moved in with her uncle – the uncle on her mother’s side that is – 

my brother-in-law, not me. Do sit down, won’t you?’ 

‘Thank you.’ Alex took a seat at the other side of the fire from Pushly, the heat already 

beginning to make his face feel dry. 

‘Although she seems to live here as often as not these days. Her other uncle is something of 

an academic, and she took up the study of mathematics from him. Norman, his name is. Better yet, 

would you mind getting up again and pouring a drink? Would you like a drink?’ 

‘Thank you, yes.’ 

‘A port, I think, to go with the fire. Would you mind terribly playing host? The cabinet is well 

stocked.’ 

Alex found three bottles of port in the drinks cabinet and chose the most modest looking of 
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them. 

‘And what did Norman do during the War?’ asked Alex as he poured. 

Anthony talked of Norman’s war, and his own. Anthony had fought in Palestine. Alex thought 

that the war in the sand and the war in the mud would be two altogether different things, but the 

War was the same everywhere. Anthony told a story of a horse of his that had died in the desert. 

The sand had stuck to her eyes after she died. It reminded Alex of the mud on his hare’s eyes, but 

he was afraid to talk of that story. 

‘I remember losing a horse,’ said Alex. ‘She slipped in the gun team. Her leg gave a terrible 

cracking noise as a tendon went - and then she could barely lift her off-hind. We were pulling uphill. 

She was in the middle pair, on the off side, so we couldn’t stop and get her out of harness. The other 

horses would have been pulled over by the weight of the gun.’ It was like stepping into deep water. 

He felt clean, weightless. ‘We got a rope around her nose-band to pull her from the front, and we 

screamed at her and beat her and whipped her on. The mud was pulling down at her legs – I 

remember feeling the pain of it in my own leg as I pushed beside her. We could see the horses around 

her picking up her load. They knew, and they stood up strong into their harness, so that she only had 

to get herself up there, and not her share of the gun as well. When we reached the top of the hill, 

they dropped the rope from her bridle and she stayed standing until the traces were off her. Then 

she lay carefully down and looked at us. We shot her where she was, and the other horses in her 

team didn’t flinch.’ 

‘Two inches above the eye, with a finger’s breadth between the barrel and the head,’ said 

Anthony.  

‘Uncle, please.’ 

Neither of them had noticed Christabel come in. 

Alex stood up with a jerk, then automatically looked to Anthony to see if he had done the 

same. He winced, thinking of both his slip in manners and his uncouth appearance. Christabel’s short 

hair fell into perfect waves, they swept across her forehead and back behind her ears. She had 

already changed into a blouse and skirt, and patent leather shoes. 

‘I didn’t expect you down so quickly,’ said Anthony. ‘Did you enjoy today?’ 

‘I had expected to, certainly,’ replied Christabel. Alex remained standing, waiting for her to 

take a seat. ‘But it turned out abominably. The hounds needed the assistance of a little boy throwing 

stones to get their fox, and the whipper-in got his horse cut in half by a motor-car. I can’t see how 
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they expect to last a season.’ 

‘They survived the War,’ said Anthony. 

‘They came here to beg you for money when you’d only lost your leg five minutes.’ 

‘I shan’t talk of money in front of guests.’ 

‘Thank God there will be the university drag hounds next season.’ She fell silent. The fire 

crackled away joyfully. 

‘May I offer you a drink, Miss Pushly?’ said Alex, still standing. 

‘In my own uncle’s house? How novel.’ A log shifted on the fire and sent a swirl of sparks up 

the chimney. Alex looked to Anthony for assistance, but saw that the man was grinning. ‘I should 

think I’ll have a glass of port, if that’s what you’re drinking,’ Christabel said. 

Alex refilled Anthony’s glass and his own. Christabel watched him pour with a heavy stare, 

and cocked an eyebrow when he handed her a glass. He gave Anthony his, then raised his own glass, 

‘Seeing as David, the first whip, had an accident today, is it fitting that we drink to his health?’ 

said Alex. 

‘Hear, hear,’ said Anthony. 

‘To David,’ said Christabel. ‘And l’invité audacieux.’ 

Christabel did not sit, but moved over to the fireside and stood, resting her glass on the 

mantelpiece, underneath the painting of Byron. Alex thought it a wonder that her stockings didn’t 

melt, but she seemed impervious to any discomfort. He stayed on his feet and moved so that there 

was equal distance between the three of them. 

‘Do you think hunting will die now?’ asked Christabel. 

‘Not at all,’ said Alex. ‘There were meets of three hundred mounted this week.’ 

‘But not here.’ 

‘You have to give it time,’ said Anthony. ‘This has always been a small pack, and a small 

country. Time is the key, you’ll see.’ 

‘Time is veritably not the key, as the rest of society has shown – anything that doesn’t move 

with the times dies. Look at the Russians who refused to change. Or, rather, don’t, because they’re 

dead. You say “Time is the key,” but you, and every other hunting man of your generation, wishes 

every New Year would be 1908 again. It’s damning for packs to have three hundred mounted 

followers – they’ll think it’ll be fine to just carry on, and it won’t be.’ 

Christabel looked over her shoulder at the painting which she must have had a thousand 
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chances to study. The sound of a horse calling came through the window from outside, as if to bring 

the image to life. 

‘I thought you loved to hunt.’ 

‘I do, but the world gives about as much of a damn about what I love as it does about what I 

have for breakfast.’ 

Alex sipped his port, not knowing what else to do. 

‘That’s a joke,’ said Anthony, turning to Alex, ‘Christabel never eats breakfast.’ 

‘If uncle thought it was a joke, then he wouldn’t be selling farmland to tenants, and investing 

in road freight.’ 

‘Christabel,’ Anthony held up a hand. ‘Not in front of guests. Thank you.’ 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Christabel. ‘But if you make arguments based on what you will and will not 

allow me to say –’ 

‘I don’t think anyone is making arguments but you.’ 

‘We all should be, though. That’s the point.’ 

 

When Alex left, Christabel followed him to the hall. A maid hurried out of the way. 

‘Thank you for obliging my uncle,’ said Christabel. 

‘Not at all. And it was a pleasure to meet you.’ 

‘Well. Thank you. But I must ask you not to wind him up with war stories. They upset him.’ 

‘I see.’ 

‘You’ll leave him be.’ 

 

Alex rode back to the kennels. Jennifer was scraping mud from boots over a bucket of cold water. 

‘God,’ said Alex. ‘Please leave that now. I’m so sorry – I’ll see to what’s left.’ 

Jennifer wiped her forehead, where her blonde curls were stuck with sweat, on the roll of 

shirt-sleeve at her elbow. ‘There isn’t all that much,’ she said. 

The clock atop the arch that led into the stable yard was a reminder of his shirking of duties. 

‘It was rotten of me, leaving you to all this.’ 

‘I thought so, yes. David’s all right, by the way. Tom fetched Mr. Gosherd with the motor, but 

the Doctor had already splinted him where he was by the time they got back to Porro Break.’ 

Alex apologised several times. He took Granny back to her stable, brushed her down, and 
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took her tack away to wash and soap. He convinced Jennifer to let him finish the evening yard, and 

she went inside to put the kettle on. When Carwyn arrived back, he shouted until his cheeks went 

purple. 

 

 

 

 

July 1917 

 

The mud was a wet, grey cocktail of shrapnel, bullet casings, tins of faeces thrown over the trench 

sides, and saturated chunks of meat, all invisible but palpably present in the depth of the night. 

Poison below, explosive shells above, bullets and bayonets either side, and dark all around. An 

umbrella of cloud kept the starlight away. Alex felt Tom’s presence next to him, felt the reality of 

him in the dead nothingness as they crawled away from the camp where they had been blackened 

with charcoal, and turned into part of that diseased No-Man’s-Land. Alex’s eyes did not adjust, and 

he was unable to find the whites of Tom’s eyes or his teeth in the dark. The rain softened and 

slowed into a rhythmic plop. 

Alex and Tom crawled. At incalculable intervals they found each other’s hands and held on 

momentarily. It happened with increasing regularity until, together, they stopped letting go. They 

crawled through the wet craters as one coordinated being. Then the rain left off. It left them 

soaked and freezing and without the sound of raindrops on the mud to protect them from being 

heard. 

They took a long time to get to the wire. Tom felt it first and flinched, gripping harder at 

Alex’s hand without a sound. In terms of precise position in No-Man’s-Land, they were lost. 

Houghton had explained the intended route to them in detail using the map in the dugout, but his 

explanations were useless in the dark. Alex felt for the bag at Tom’s back and brought out a set of 

wire-cutters. Holding them in his right hand he reached forward with his left, waiting to find the 

sting of the wire. He touched it on an unbarbed curve, but his arm recoiled nonetheless. He 

reached out once again and managed to grasp it. He closed the jaws of the cutters around the wire 

and squeezed. There was a snap, and a long clanging hum, like wind-chimes along the length of the 

coil. Both men thumped their heads deep in the mud, jaws clenched, waiting for a trigger to be 
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pulled in reaction, or for a flare to go up – Alex saw in his mind a picture of No-Mans’-Land under 

crimson flare-light. The Masque of the Red Death he thought. He had known a soldier who kept a 

copy of Poe’s Tales with him at all times. It had fitted perfectly into his tunic pocket to replace his 

khaki bible. He mouthed the silent words Mystery and Imagination. He put a hand on Tom’s 

shoulder as a silent instruction to wait. Then he took off his boots and socks, and replaced the 

boots over his wet bare feet. He tied the toe-ends of the socks onto the wire an inch apart, then 

tied the calf-ends together. He cut the second strand of wire. The sound was muffled. No shots. No 

flares. 

After seven further cuts, and now working quickly, the wire sprang away with a metallic 

bark and a spatter. The tension pulled the socks apart, and they were lost amongst the vanished of 

No-Man’s-Land. Alex and Tom carried on more slowly through the next sections, until the wire was 

sufficiently cut, and they could pass through the entanglement. 

They re-joined hands. Alex noticed how cold and how wet Tom’s were, and wondered if 

Tom noticed the same of his. They carried on their crawl. 

Alex had been trying not to think of killing at close range. But if there has to be a time… he 

thought. The War had, in a roundabout way, killed his mother, and he had been away doing his 

own killing when she had died. He, the soldier, had been the one to receive the letter informing 

him of his loss. He felt revulsion at God. Or not at God, but rather at the War, which was far 

stronger and far more real, and at the hideousness of the role-reversal. If there had to be a time 

when anger was stronger than fear, then this time was better suited than any. If there has to be a 

time, let it be now. He said a silent goodbye to Gladys. He repeated it in his head to the rhythm of 

his crawl. 

After almost another hour of slithering over shrapnel and through craters, they came 

through a little ankle-breaker ditch Tom squeezed Alex’s hand and they both stopped. Alex 

stretched his left hand forwards and found what Tom had managed to see, or sense, in the dark. 

The empty air over the German trench had a singular quality, different to the craters they had 

come through. It felt colder. 

Even knowing where it was, Alex couldn’t make out the edge of the trench. He and Tom lay 

still, keeping their heads low, listening. Somewhere distant, a few miles to their right, to the south-

east, Alex supposed, a barrage was beginning. Perhaps that accounted for the quiet in this part of 

the trench. A few more minutes bled out of the night. There was no wind - no noise except the 
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familiar echo of battery and the pumping of Alex’s heart. Tom let go of his hand. Alex went to the 

pack on Tom’s back and found the box. He set it on the side of the trench, using the spiked 

underside to hold it fast in the mud. He groped for the match box,  

But Tom put a hand over his as he went to draw a match. He felt Tom’s finger gently touch 

his ear. He closed his eyes, even though the dark was almost absolute, and listened. There were 

footsteps on boards. He pulled the Kandlebox away from the lip of the trench and tried to steady 

his breathing. Tom tapped the back of his hand with the flat of a knife. Alex reached to the back of 

his belt and drew his own trench-knife. He put the side of his head to the ground, trying to judge 

the distance of the footsteps. They were significantly clearer now. Whoever was walking must have 

rounded a defensive corner. 

Alex gripped his knife, changed hands to wipe the sweat from his palm and gripped it again. 

There were three men. The footfalls of one were louder than the others. Alex felt as if he could 

sense their approach as something warm in the cold. Tom touched his hand again. He tried to relax 

down into the mud. The approaching men were speaking in low voices. Alex thought he heard the 

German word for wire – der stacheldraht – he didn’t know how he had come to learn it. He 

wondered if there was a listening post nearby, if the word had been put out that the wire was 

being cut. The voices, still low, seemed to be arguing as they came closer. One sounded afraid – the 

one with the louder footfalls, Alex thought. Other than the party of three, the trench seemed 

deserted. Whatever barrage had begun must have demanded all resources. They came close, and 

stopped within six feet. 

The whispered argument came to a head. There was a hiss. Tom pushed Alex’s head into 

the ground, as a flare was set off from the parapet. Alex half opened his eyes. Tom threw himself 

forwards at the German soldiers from the now-exposed position above the trench. The group 

spread in shock, now half blinded by the light of their own flare, but Tom still landed with his knife 

in a man’s neck. Alex moved to follow him, but he was grabbed from his left and pulled down into 

the trench. The bag and Kandlebox toppled down with him. His attacker came down over the top 

of him, but Alex’s knife found its way into the man’s temple, where it lodged fast. He tilted his 

head back and saw Tom, pushed halfway out of the trench by a German soldier, a rifle-butt against 

his throat, crushing his wind-pipe. Alex rolled the dead body away from himself. He pulled the 

Kandlebox open and clutched the Mills bomb. He saw Tom trying to hammer his knee into the 

German’s ribcage, but his strength was failing. Neither man noticed Alex. They were in their own 
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world. Alex tried to pry his knife out of the skull where it was lodged, but it wouldn’t move. The 

German soldier pushed Tom down below the lip of the trench, standing over him, putting his 

weight against the gun. Alex broke the Kandlebox apart and pulled the pin from the Mills bomb. As 

he did, the German soldier’s head exploded. Tom leaped away, over the lip of the trench. Alex 

threw the bomb along the walkway and climbed out, after Tom. The burst of the grenade seemed 

pitiful. It was hardly louder than Tom’s breathing. 

‘What happened?’ Asked Alex. 

‘The sniper,’ said Tom. 

‘I can’t see. Is the flare still up? I can’t see.’ 

‘It’s up.’ Tom’s voice sounded like words etched into metal. 

They started to crawl, hand in hand. Alex’s vision was a red blur. He was crying, but couldn’t 

understand quite why. 

‘Tom,’ he whispered, clutching at Tom’s sleeve now, rather than holding his hand. ‘Tom, I’ve 

gone blind. What if it’s gas?’ They slowed their crawl. Alex could feel Tom shivering where fingers 

and forearm touched. 

‘Keep hush now,’ said Tom, as if he were talking to a child. They sped up again. 

Another flare rocketed away, but travelled along the trench, not out of it. Alex and Tom 

stopped. Alex turned, numb, to face the sound. 

They wouldn’t be difficult to find, but no further sound came from the trench. 

‘They must have been pulled down for an attack,’ said Tom. ‘This trip might’ve saved our 

lives.’ 

‘Tom, I can’t see. I can’t stop shaking, and I can’t see. What if the trench was full of gas? 

That new gas. What if something went wrong?’ 

‘There wouldn’t have been any Hun there if it was gassed, bud,’ said Tom. ‘One moment.’ 

Alex sensed the action as Tom undid two of his braces buttons. He took Alex’s trousers by the 

waist-band and buttoned the single brace on. ‘There,’ he said. ‘Can’t lose me. We’re fine.’ Then he 

took off both Alex’s cap and his own, put a hand at the back of Alex’s head, and gently pushed 

their foreheads together. Two flare-lit men, kneeling together in No-Man’s-Land on the wrong side 

of the wire – an easy target. No shot. Not even from the sniper. Even soaked to the skin and 

covered in mud, Tom still smelled ever so faintly of burnt toast. 

‘All right, bud?’ 
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‘All right, Tom.’ 

 

November 1919 

 

He had told Carwyn that he had been trying not to seem like an employee. But others had come to 

help David – just followers. 

‘I’m so sorry, Tom,’ said Alex. 

‘I don’t understand it,’ said Tom. They had come out to the back fields, beyond the stable-

yard. ‘It shouldn’t matter whether you’re employed or not, it’s just common kindness to help if a 

fellow breaks his leg. In fact, it was common kindness for those who did stay and help, it should 

have been duty to you. How could you think it all right to leave?’ 

‘I don’t know.’ He hadn’t given it a second thought. ‘I had promised Sergeant Major Pushly I 

would take Christabel home. I thought – I don’t know. Maybe I was just sticking to task.’ He 

wouldn’t have let himself leave someone the previous year, when he was still at war. 

‘Could you not face up to seeing someone injured like that, was that it? I don’t want to 

think it was just the chance of riding home with a pretty girl.’ Alex didn’t know what to say. ‘We 

had a devil of a time getting the horse off the road.’ 

Alex leant his elbows against the fence and let his head drop. ‘I’ve made a fool of myself, 

haven’t I?’ The rail smelled of creosote. 

‘You didn’t act like I expected you to,’ said Tom. ‘But would you – I don’t know – would you 

be better to look at what you had before?’ 

Alex cringed. ‘I don’t know.’ 

When they had crawled out in the dark, covered in mud and charcoal, they had been part 

of the same thing. They had blended into the earth just as well as old bodies. But the earth, the 

soil, the land was something else at war; it wasn’t like any earth it had ever been before, not like 

anything it would ever be again. Tom’s braces buttoned to him. They were the same person in that 

moment. Not before, not after – not outside the War. 

‘I think you do know. I think you were trying to protect Gladys at your own expense,’ said 

Tom. ‘But they’d have you back there, wouldn’t they?’ 

‘Sorry?’ 

‘The Rovers. I know they’ve hired again, but they could match what father gives you 
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without blinking. You’d be far more benefit than cost.’ He put his right hand on Alex’s shoulder. 

Alex looked up to see that he was offering a cigarette with his left. 

‘Has it not been any good?’ said Alex. 

‘I just want you to think about what you might have.’ Tom lit both cigarettes. Over the fields 

something set the horses off, and they cantered, bucking and farting, until they had to stop in a 

series of popped skids at the fence line. Then they turned and bolted again – Roman, Anglia, 

Quicksticks, Wilbur, Toffee – all in one flight. 

‘Can I confess something?’ 

‘Go on.’ 

‘I wouldn’t want your father to know.’ 

Tom smoked. 

‘I couldn’t think of anything when David was hurt. I ran through – I couldn’t see what I 

could do, I couldn’t see it at all, but it was nothing to do with Christabel being pretty, or with shying 

from duty. It was Anthony Pushly – he kept going back to the War. I wanted to - I had to talk with 

him.’ 

‘Are you saying that you didn’t want to ignore the request of a Sergeant Major who has 

been an essential benefactor to the hunt?’ Roman brought the flight of horses to a close, breaking 

away from the group and trotting, his legs thrown forward into extension, through the centre of 

the field, snorting, with his tail lifted high. 

‘No – I had to, I don’t –’ 

‘I think you are.’ Tom was looking at him kindly. ‘I think that’s what I’ll tell my father you’re 

saying. You thought, seeing how people rushed to the scene, that you should follow this request to 

help uphold the image of the hunt in the eyes of the man who kept it financially alive these past 

years.’ 

‘Tom, I’m so sorry.’ Alex reached a hand down towards Tom’s, but Tom was raising his to 

lean on the fence. 

‘Don’t worry about it, old bud. I’ll fix it. Ignore what I said about Gladys; it was a fool’s 

thought.’ The horses were settling back to grazing, taking a nip of grass, looking up, trotting on, 

and stopping for grass again. ‘I won’t stop you though, if you want to see how the land lies. Maybe 

you should, just to check.’ 
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In the garden outside his cottage, Alex sat with a cup of tea. The fox had been back. There was a 

patch of flat grass in the middle of its stalking trail, as if it had been lying there. Alex liked the idea 

of his own fox – except that the birds might stop coming to his garden. 

 

He went to see Gladys the following week. The Hettlebourne were only hunting Tuesdays and 

Saturdays, and Carwyn allowed him time away from the kennels, given that the animals were seen 

to. 

‘Are you happy with the hunt?’ Gladys asked. They were sitting in the open dairy. 

‘I am. I thought I might have seen you or your father in the field.’ But he knew that the 

Rovers’ horses had been acquisitioned by the army a long time ago. They now had a team of stocky 

ponies, and it was difficult to find half-decent hirelings. 

‘I think we’ve outgrown it,’ said Gladys. ‘Pop wouldn’t want a hunter. Not now.’ 

‘And your new employee?’ 

‘Young. A lot to learn.’ 

‘Like all of us, then.’ He did miss her. There had been the reward of sweat and ache from 

work before the War. It seemed simple and natural. He had always felt what was wanting, because 

he was part of it. Clearing hogweed from the dairy herd’s grazing was no different to washing dirt 

from his hands. But he had seen the land die at war. The connection had been torn out. Perhaps it 

was that he missed his old life, or knowing what to do. He missed something. ‘I’m sorry.’ 

‘You said.’ 

‘Will you give up land-work?’ 

‘Not if God comes down from heaven and tells me to get indoors.’ 

I’m glad that I’m easily replaced at the farm, he had written on a postcard, or words like 

those. They seemed so petulant now. 

‘It’s not what you hoped for, is it? I mean the hunt,’ said Gladys. 

‘I just made a mistake. I was unthinking and unprofessional. I can’t quite forgive myself yet.’ 

He had been the same with her. 

‘You don’t have to punish yourself. We can still help you. You’d be helping us, too.’ 

‘I have to go,’ he said. ‘I have to see Tom about something.’ 

Gladys stood up. ‘What did I say?’ 

‘No – no it’s nothing.’ 
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She rolled up her sleeves as he left. 

 

July 1917 

 

They couldn’t find their hole in the wire, and had to cut back through again. Alex’s sight returned 

in blurry waves as his tears receded. Once on the home side they quickly reached Allied lines, 

where they waved their darkened khaki caps – plenty of people still shot at white flags – and called 

a quiet ‘Hallo.’ Habit did not let them raise their voices, even after seeing the silence of the 

German trenches. 

Alex’s vision had slowly returned. His mind was swept back three months to the last time 

he had come back to British lines from No-Man’s-Land. Reid would be in a hospital if not a 

convalescent depot, possibly back on active service - if he had survived. Most were buried under 

their own dugouts – up until then he had thought of himself as lucky for making it through, or 

damned for missing out on the relatively quick death of having tons of earth crush the air from his 

lungs, but maybe there were unseen consequences. What if they were an inconvenience now? 

What if they wanted rid of him and Tom? They slid to the home trenches over dead mud and tins 

of shit. 

‘Hallo. Don’t shoot. We’re British.’ 

The rifle disappeared from the fire step. A steel-helmeted head popped up to replace it. 

The soldier still held the upper part of his parapet rifle with its long z-shaped stock and periscope. 

He fumbled it awkwardly, intermittently glancing between Alex and Tom, and back down into his 

own trench. 

‘This isn’t a trick,’ said Tom, shivering. ‘We’re British. We were sent over No Man’s Land.’ 

The fire step sentry half dropped his parapet rifle with a clatter. Then he bobbed down and 

came back again with a regular Lee Enfield. 

‘How do I know? You don’t sound English-’ The sentry’s accent was Canadian. 

‘I’m Welsh, you arse.’ 

‘Yeah? Well stay there. I don’t trust the look of that flare. And we’ve heard of Germans 

sneaking in and kidnapping of a night – in black, like you.’ 

‘Do they come waving hats and calling hallo? Just let us in before we get shot.’ 
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‘You might have known I’d spotted you. I’m going to move these rifles back so you can’t get 

at ‘em, then you can come down, so I can keep an eye on you. Then Lance Corporal Haddock, 

who’s with me just in here, will come and have a look at you.’ 

Alex watched him sink back into the trench. They waited until he had made enough noise to 

seem as though his parapet rifle, his scoped smilie, and his bayonets had been moved. Then they 

inched and creaked down into the trench where they both collapsed, overwhelmed, violently 

shivering from cold and covered in mud, against the wet wall. Now back on British turf, the last of 

Alex’s energy left him. He put an arm across Tom’s chest with his hand on Tom’s shoulder. 

‘Jesus, Tom,’ he said. ‘I wish I hadn’t lost my socks.’ Then he fell deeply asleep, and forgot 

the Canadian soldier who still had them at gun-point. 

 

Alex woke in the candlelit sentry’s dugout, wrapped in a blanket. His crotch and legs were wet, and 

he wondered, in a moment of panic, whether they shot men for incontinence, but it was just blood 

– some other man’s blood. 

As his eyes adjusted, and not knowing who was with him, he asked, ‘How long?’ 

‘Only half an hour or so,’ said Tom. ‘Here, take this. Warm up.’ Tom handed him tea in a 

muddy hand-printed white mug. ‘It’s fresh off the fire. They’ve got condensed milk, but no sugar.’ 

Alex blinked the blur out of his eyes until he could see the mug clearly. He had slept seated 

against the boarded dugout wall. A blanket had been tucked behind his shoulders with an oilskin 

rain-cape over the top. Tom was sitting at a table beside him with his own dirty mug and a pile of 

five freshly rolled cigarettes in front of him. Alex took heart – they still had tobacco in this part of 

the lines, and they hadn’t burnt the chairs for warmth. They weren’t doing too badly. 

On the wall opposite Alex, a picture postcard was fixed, about six feet up, with a hob-nail - a 

soldier in private’s uniform, his hand on the shoulder of a seated woman. The woman wore a dark, 

old fashioned dress. Alex had a postcard of his own. His hand was on a plinth in his photograph, 

rather than the shoulder of his sweetheart - Gladys had been working. Alex’s postcard was now on 

the mantelpiece above the living room fire in his mother’s empty house. A little over a week ago, 

he had cleaned the grate of ash and scrubbed the cold stone in the hearth. Gladys had promised to 

keep the house in order and to stop her father from bringing in tenants. The postcard in the 

dugout was just waiting with its owner for the move, the push, or a shell. It might be the only 

picture he had of his girl, so of course he wanted it close, but it seemed unfair to Alex for a man to 
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keep his own image with him. What would be left when he was wiped out? 

They had brandy out on display, a book of matches, and a tin of Burdall’s Gravy Salts. 

Alex noticed Tom was watching him. 

‘Well off here, aren’t they?’ said Tom. ‘They’ve offered us a cigarette each if I help them to 

roll. The trench up here’s in uproar and they don’t know what to do with us. Our post and those to 

the south were under bombardment – that’s the shelling we heard. We must have drifted a fair 

way down the lines. They’re pulling back and beginning a counter. A wave of relief is heading south 

along the lines in ten minutes, give or take. I reckon they’ll send us with them regardless of – well, 

regardless. Want your smoke with your tea?’ Tom hardly paused for breath between his sentences. 

‘Yes,’ said Alex. ‘Please.’ 

‘I’d be surprised if they didn’t send us to the gun we should’ve been on. That’s assuming it’s 

still there. It was in a good position to shell our own trenches if they’re lost – it’ll be important if it 

comes to it. Someone suggested we might be deserters. They decided we wouldn’t desert into No-

Man’s-Land, or do it with wire-cutters and whatnot, so we’re safe, I think. For now.’ Tom coughed 

at the smoke from his cigarette – Alex didn’t remember him ever coughing before. Tom seemed 

uncomfortable. Unusual for him, even in the darkest situations of the War. Alex thought he 

recognised the root of the discomfort. 

‘Are you thinking of Taylor?’ asked Alex, thinking himself about the man Tom had cursed at 

when he and Alex were being picked out of the company for their mission. 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Remember Corporal Reid?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘It’s hard to think they might be dead. More with people you insult than it is with chums in 

some ways. No hope of reconciliation.’ 

‘Those two little lads were worst,’ said Tom. Alex knew who he meant. Those lads. They had 

been neighbours to each other all their lives. They had probably lied about their ages to get in. 

Then they were rushed through training and sent out to the front. After two weeks, they were told 

they were going over the top. They were afraid, and they ran. They were picked up by the Red-

Caps and shot by those in the regiment who drew the short straws. Their mothers would never 

know. 
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Tom and Alex were lent dead men’s helmets, tunics, belts and bandoliers. 

The private who had been on sentry duty when Alex and Tom arrived back at Allied lines 

had a spare pair of socks which had been sent to him from home. 

‘I’ve been saving them for when mine get beyond repair,’ he said. He did not offer the fresh 

socks to Alex, but took off the damp ones he was wearing and offered them by way of charity. He 

wore his new pair and had his boots and puttees back on moments before his Lance-Corporal 

called them out. 

 

There was a truck with a driver for them, but the truck wheels quickly became stuck fast in the 

mud. Twenty soldiers were on board – the ranking officer was a Captain. He sat behind the cab, 

looking out, through the corridor of soldiers, to the camp he was leaving. He was not a recent 

commission as far as they could tell. Some months before, Tom had explained to Alex his theory of 

Captaincy Timing. He thought that the ones from the old regulars, like their old Captain Canary, 

were too disenchanted with war. Newly commissioned officers felt the need to stamp their 

authority on those below them – Stock-Brine had just proved that rule – and to separate 

themselves from the ‘rabble.’ It was only when a new officer had been in charge for more than six 

months, according to Tom’s theory, that he became fit for purpose. 

‘Everybody out,’ said the Captain, as the wheels spun again, and the truck entrenched itself 

a little further. Then he banged his fist against the back of the cab. ‘Give over, will you?’ he shouted 

at the driver. ‘We’ll march it the rest of the way.’ 

They jogged rather than marching. The ground was heavy and difficult to move over, but 

the landscape was becoming visible now as morning drew nearer, polishing the dullness out of the 

night. Alex was struck by a recollection. 

‘Tom,’ he said. ‘Houghton told us there was going to be an attack, or a raid to follow us. He 

said sunrise was at five-eighteen – that’s when they were going to move. Wait. I’ll be right back.’ 

Alex stepped up his pace and moved through the line of soldiers. He began to sweat which made 

his borrowed tunic itchy and prickly, as if the ghost of its old owner was trying to ply it from his 

back with needle-like nails. The mud clung on. He ran through the line of men, being careful not to 

trip any of them as he passed in the darkness. 

‘Captain,’ he called as he reached the front, breathing heavily, but not yet panting. ‘Captain, 

they were planning an attack from my trench. I was sent out across No-Man’s-Land on a pre-raid.’ 
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‘Yes, we know about the attack,’ said the Captain. ‘We were coordinating from up here as 

well, but it looks as though we were expected.’ He wasn’t panting at all, Alex noticed. The Captain 

briefly touched a hand to his collar, which was still fastened tightly, even though it must have been 

hot and uncomfortable to run in. ‘There was a flare. We think it was a warning,’ the Captain added. 

Alex was about to claim responsibility for the flare. He opened his mouth, but then he 

remembered why he thought that he had been designated for that mission; surviving at Cambrin. 

They must have suspected an attack – that was what Captain Canary - Captain Houghton - had 

said. They had just been lucky then. And now. So far. Luck could draw attention. Luck could draw 

suspicion. Suspicion could sometimes be enough for the Courts Martial. Alex closed his mouth, 

then re-opened it to say, ‘Just thought you should know, Captain.’ He wondered if his mission had 

been constructed to make him look as though he was warning the enemy. Or perhaps he was just 

an inconvenient leftover from the dugout collapse. They must have expected him to die – to send 

him out over such a wide stretch of No Man’s Land. There were better places for that mission. He 

would never have survived alone. It might have seemed too far-fetched if Tom hadn’t reminded 

him of those two young lads. 

 

One man, one soldier, fell and cried out. No doubt he had gone over on his ankle, not seeing where 

he was treading in the pre-dawn murk. No one stopped; they just ran past him, left him. He might 

have been safer where he was, or he might have died of exhaustion, infection, pneumonia, 

explosion - Alex was sure he would never know. He let the memory of the man’s cry sit in his mind, 

like a pip between teeth. 

 

Alex and Tom’s gun was still un-hit. The barrage from either side was at least partially a guessing 

game in darkness. The horse lines had been hit so there was no hope of moving to another 

location. The smell of flesh and offal was almost unbearable. 

Houghton had come back and taken charge of the gun – its standing officer had been killed 

outright by a huge splinter from the explosion at the horse lines which had gone through his neck 

from back to front. It was still there, visible, as no one had time to clear away a dead man in that 

sort of situation. Alex couldn’t remember his name. 

‘We need water,’ Houghton shouted. ‘The gun’s running hot. It’ll crack and blow up on us if 

we don’t stop it jumping.’ The gun was fired again. It was evident that it had been far over-used, 
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the weight of it was thrown, crazily back, rocking almost to the point of tipping. Alex grabbed at his 

pockets for his wax, forgetting that he was wearing a borrowed tunic. Finding nothing of use, he 

went to the corpse of the standing officer and took the wax pellets which had been shoved into his 

ears to prevent deafness from the guns. Alex rolled them in his hands and gave one lump to Tom. 

They each split their portion in two and blocked their own ears as well as they could. 

 

The gun team had resorted to urinating on the barrel, like they did with machine guns, in an 

attempt to cool it down. The smell mixed with the stink of innards and mud. They had then set up 

a water feed from a Lewis-gun, but it had done little to quench the gun’s thirst. 

Alex and Tom fell into their places in the team. 

‘You’re alive?’ asked Houghton, only then realising that it was Alex who had arrived with 

the relief. ‘But we were expected.’ 

‘Yes, Captain.’ 

Another shell hit the raised ground to the south. Dirt burst like a black firework. 

‘Well let’s keep it that way,’ said Captain Houghton. He smiled – he’s genuinely happy to see 

us alive, thought Alex.  

 

Around them, the world leapt and spun like a hare stuck in death-throws. The sun had risen behind 

the clouds, but failed to burn through.  Squalls of rain came and went and came again, hissing into 

vapour on the gun-barrel. The gun leapt violently with each firing. The heat of it baked the mud 

dry beneath the barrel. Houghton gave orders to lower the aim.  

In Alex’s mind was the image of a ploughed field, a tired horse, and buckets of water drawn 

from the pump under a hot sun. Mud blotted and burst over him. He spat when it touched his lips 

and leaked the taste of rotting, of cordite, and of something bitter and metallic onto his tongue. It 

mixed with the charcoal left from the previous night’s mission. He squinted against the pain in his 

eyes and gritted his teeth against the angry flavours of the War. 

Alex could not doubt the life of the gun. Its blood was up. It was angry and unpredictable. 

 

The day was now bright, and he hadn’t noticed the transition. It always seemed to be the way. It 

was the same with hunting – he could be at the stables at three o’clock in the morning, preparing 

his and the farmer’s horses for the day, working by the lamps he would hook over the fence, then, 
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at some point, usually whilst hacking on, he would notice that the day had dawned. 

He could hear the different guns. The howitzers, the eighteens. Down below, the close-up 

fighting was from shell-hole to shell-hole. His arms were heavy. His stomach felt as if it was full of 

sand. Spots came and went from his vision. 

 

And the barrage stopped. The advancing Germans had given up the waterlogged craters that made 

the fighting zone and had gone back to their makeshift trenches and pillboxes. The British guns 

finished their last few shots at German backs and let the infantry continue with their counter-

attack. 

‘Good job,’ said Houghton. ‘That’ll do for now.’ He patted the rump of the gun with a 

leather-gloved hand, which came away blackened. 

Tom sat back on his haunches, staring at his helmet which was coated in stinking mud. With 

it removed, he showed the little red circlet that circumscribed his head. His short hair was a mess. 

Alex attempted to imitate his squat, but something like a wave of euphoria came over him, and 

when it had passed, he was asleep once again. 

 

 

 

 

November 1919 
 

The winter of 1919 began warm. The frostless nights seemed colder for their drop in temperature 

from the day. Alex whistled thinly against the darkness of the pre-dawn early hours as he walked 

away from his home. Bourne village slept around him. He glanced briefly back along the road to his 

house, being careful not to overbalance the three suitcases in the wheelbarrow that he pushed 

ahead of him. He felt as though he was setting out on another mission into No-Man’s-Land, except 

that a breeze caught in the poplars, and the sound of it had none of the metallic slant that wind 

took from the wire. He mimicked the gusting of the wind in his whistle. He came to the end of his 

road. He had left as early as he could, but still he wondered whether he had given himself long 

enough to get his things away and prepare for the day’s hunting in time. He should have prepared 

last night. 
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 He had the idea that he was being followed. He stopped whistling and tried to prick his 

ears, but couldn’t hear anything except the wind in the trees. He lowered his barrow and looked 

behind. His fox, he knew it was his – the fox from his garden, was sitting in the centre of the road. 

He watched it for a long while. It remained still. He whistled a note, and it cocked an ear. He 

walked towards it. His heart tripped. She let him know he was too close by raising herself to a 

crouch and flattening her ears. He lowered himself to one knee, not far from the fox. She seemed 

almost black in the moonlight – a slight vixen. Her eyes were wide and curious, with dark flicks at 

their corners, like the eyes of Egyptian hieroglyphs. He had the idea that he could reach out and 

touch her, but before he could raise his hand he was repulsed, as if touching would tarnish her. He 

watched her. After a moment, she relaxed. She trotted past him, just out of reach, her right ear 

angled down towards him. She lifted her bullet-shaped muzzle to smell the wheelbarrow, decided 

it wasn’t of interest, and loped away, out of the village. He sat, cross legged, in the road for a 

moment and pictured the fox. 

 

The verge of the road, the trees that dotted the village, windows, and roof tiles were all edged by 

moonlight. The moonlight could be such a friend – it had saved his life the night he’d carried 

Gibson Reid out of the dugout collapse. Would you have done that later in the War? he thought. 

The question seemed to hang ahead of him as he walked. It became so solid in the air that he 

almost thought he could see it catch the moonlight. He hadn’t stayed for David, the whipper-in. He 

turned left off Main Street and came on to Porro Road. He liked Porro Road, he had followed it to 

go berry picking in Porro Break when he was a boy.  

Something of the question came back to him as he passed the village sign. The sign had 

been repainted in 1918, perhaps to reinforce a sense of home to those who lived there by making 

the word ‘Bourne’ stand out clear and strong. The new paint – the new word – was still alien to 

Alex. It had come while he was away, and he felt as if it did not recognise him. That feeling 

reinvigorated the question. I hope I would always have carried that man away, whenever he had 

fallen, he thought in answer. But I wouldn’t have let Tom go away without me again. Not ever. He 

had carried a stretcher again later in the War, but it hadn’t been the same – Tom had been shot. 

The bullet had hit just on the edge of his shoulder. The scar was pink and white. 

Alex looked at the suitcases that rattled on ahead of him, filled with all of the pieces of life 

he wanted with him at the kennels. His jacket, cap, boots, and best breeches were already in his 
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new room above the stables. Those clothes were now more like work tools, or a uniform. In the 

suitcases he carried his civilian clothes and shoes, and a few trinkets of life – his razor, his father’s 

watch, and a copy of The Secret Sharer that he had read before the War, and now felt drawn to 

again. 

He walked to the junction that came before Porro Break, and took the left-hand fork. Then 

it was an even half-mile to the kennels. The new bus-service came this way and swept people out, 

into the towns. 

 

By the time Alex arrived under the archway of the stable yard, a sickly pale light was beginning to 

ease the darkness. Yellow electric lights were on in two of the stables. Tom came out of one to 

greet him, reaching over the door and sliding the bolt back with a bang. 

‘Do you want to shove that stuff in a corner inside? It’s about time to get your horse ready. 

There’s breakfast after,’ said Tom, by way of hello. He wiped his hands on his overalls before 

shaking with Alex. 

‘Morning Tom,’ said Alex. ‘I’ll put this in the feed room out of the way for now, shall I?’ 

‘Sounds a plan.’ Tom turned to go back to his stable. 

Alex could smell the asphalt paint, where the lower sections of the red-brick yard had been 

recently re-blackened. He took in the stables, which bordered the yard on three sides, with their 

green doors, and blacked iron bolts and hinges. Tom slid the top bolt back into place from inside 

his stable. Alex heard the giggle of a woman’s voice from behind the same door, then a hurried 

hush. From his left, Granny murmured a greeting, craning her neck into the yard from her stable. 

‘I know,’ Alex said to her, nodding his head towards the stable Tom had re-entered. He 

turned away from Granny, closed his eyes, and breathed a deep sigh. Tom could always find a girl 

when on leave as well. Alex took off his hat and pushed back his hair. 

Somewhere else on the yard, a horse was kicking rhythmically against its own door, 

impatient to get out and get underway. Alex took his wheelbarrow to the left of the arch he had 

come through and into the feed room, which had once been a carriage house. The wheel grooves 

that had been used to position a vehicle were now used to keep the room drained. Alex tucked his 

wheelbarrow in a corner and went back out to say a proper hello to Granny, keeping his ears 

pricked for any more sounds from Tom’s stable. As he reached across to scratch Granny in front of 

the withers, Tom pulled the bolt again. Jennifer came out, wearing overalls of her own. Alex raised 
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a hand in greeting to her. She said a hasty ‘Good morning’ then hurried into the other lit stable. 

After that, the yard came quickly to life. The horses were all fed; they shouted and kicked at 

their doors, as if each thought a show of aggression would get their manger filled first. The clock 

on the entrance arch showed just after seven by the time the sun was up. Once they had decided 

that day was upon them, the hounds started to speak. Their voices rose together. Alex felt as 

though they made shapes in the air with their song, painting pictures for each other to see, all of 

them adding their own colour, or curve, or shape to the collage of sound. At ten-past-seven, 

Carwyn Thomas strode through the yard and called Alex in for a quick coffee and a slice of toast 

with thick bacon. As soon as he had eaten, Carwyn pushed his chair back and made his way, 

without a word, to the yard. Horses were pulled out for half-past-seven. A number of followers had 

already gathered outside the kennels, ready to follow on to the meet. 

 

Mr. Gosherd, the kennelman, brought out the pack, and they filed out into the road behind Carwyn 

with military precision. Carwyn looked back to Alex, giving him a small nod. Alex imagined that nod 

being given from Captain Houghton. The image didn’t quite work. The gesture meant safety. The 

staff horses were followed by the field, they flowed out through the gate and spread across the 

road. 

Alex trotted along beside Tom, aware of the presence of Jennifer, bringing second horses 

behind them, riding one and leading another. There was movement, life, and noise all around 

them – horses’ hooves on tarmac, the hounds periodically speaking, voices chattering, a motorcar 

approaching from the town-end of the road. Tom asked him what was wrong, and it took a 

moment for him to realise that anyone had spoken at all. He had been thinking about his fox in the 

quiet darkness. 

‘l was just thinking about the Rovers.’ 

‘Well don’t. You’re not going back, are you? You shouldn’t have paid me any attention 

before. They’ll never have anything new for you. You’d as likely as not just end up being part of 

Gladys’s ambitions. Look after yourself a bit, I say.’ 

Alex let them trot on for a while.  

‘It never used to be like that,’ he said. 

‘What?’ said Tom over the noise of trotting hooves. 

‘We all used to be in it together, so to speak. You know - then.’ He didn’t want to say at 
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war. 

‘Better off now than then,’ said Tom. ‘Food’s only a little better, mind. I always wondered 

how, when everyone was hungry, and food never lasted, how the pastry was always stale.’ He 

smiled. 

The motor car that Alex had heard in the distance pulled onto the verge in front of them to 

let the hounds and horses pass. Tom hummed in thought. 

‘Poor David,’ said Tom, distracted by the motor, and raising a hand to his hat in thanks to 

the driver. ‘A couple of years ago he would have loved an injury like that broken leg of his. It would 

have been a good, solid Blighty. Now it just means he can’t work, or ride.’ 

‘But he wasn’t a coward.’ 

‘No, of course not. I don’t know how you can say such a thing. Of course he wasn’t a 

coward. When you thought you were shot –’ 

‘Tom!’ 

‘When that bullet ricocheted off your helmet, what was your first thought?’ 

Without warning, the light of the sun rising behind German lines blinded Alex. Tom was 

next to him – he said something Alex couldn’t make out. There was a burst of shell fire. The 

machine guns rattled into action with a sound like endless snapping jaws, tearing at the air and at 

flesh. He heard one burst of fire above the others. He thought, as the bullet struck, that he had 

heard it because it was his. The one shot that was fated for him. 

Granny half-reared and spun. The car backfired for a second time as the engine popped and 

rattled back into life. She tried to bolt but Alex held her, and she came back to him after a stride. 

One or two others leapt around to look for the source of the noise, but all quickly settled. A tide of 

relief flowed through Alex, but not at having held his horse, it was for Tom talking about war. 

‘Well sat,’ said Tom. ‘Anyway, my point is this – first we check that we’re alive, don’t we? 

Then that we’re not in too much pain. Then we hope that we’ve been injured just enough to go 

home. It’s not a cowardice thing, it’s a tiredness thing. And it’s an accepted reaction.’ 

‘I think we look at the War very differently.’ Alex patted Granny on the neck where she had 

come out in a sweat. 

‘Now on that we can agree. I think you need to let it go a bit. Maybe live your life in the 

present. Look, it’s a lovely day, we’re out with the hounds, we’re on good horses, even if yours will 

pop in a cheeky spook at a car backfiring – funny old girl. This is a good life. We’ve come out well.’ 
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Alex wondered whether Granny, who had spooked just at that moment, had shared some 

of his vision, or whether she was living entirely in the present. Maybe she had even been trying to 

snap him out of it, in her own way. He patted her neck again. He didn’t ask Tom if he felt guilty for 

coming out well. 

‘I saw Corporal Reid, you know.’ Alex felt his chest swell as if a balloon were being inflated 

inside it. ‘He came to find me.’ 

‘I don’t believe you.’ Tom laughed, but his eyes were serious. 

‘We only spoke for a moment, but he had tried to put me on a charge for fighting before I 

saved his life.’ 

‘You’re not making it up? You didn’t dream it?’ 

‘I don’t think so.’ But then, no. What did he remember. He must have dreamt it. He 

shouldn’t have said anything. He pushed forwards with the momentum of the conversation. 

‘Jennifer,’ he called behind. ‘What do you think of this life? Are you enjoying your new position?’ 

Jennifer blushed to the brim of her bowler. She was riding astride - her saddle and horse 

would be passed on to Alex for second horses. She glanced at Tom, as if for a cue. 

‘Yes,’ she said. ‘I do like it. I didn’t much like my home.’ 

‘Were you at home during the War?’ Alex knew that she had worked in a munitions factory, 

but that was all. 

‘My brother went missing in action at the Somme. We got stuck in the not-knowing. 

Though of course we did know, really. That he died, I mean.’ 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Alex. ‘I didn’t know that you had a brother.’ He glanced at Tom, and saw 

him give Jennifer the faintest of nods. He knew how consoling that could be from Tom – just a 

small nod of knowing, which was the undercurrent of his bravado act. He must have inherited it 

from Carwyn. The nod given to Alex as they left the yard may have been the one that Tom had 

always striven to earn. Now it was his to bestow on others. Strange, thought Alex, the way people 

pass parts of themselves down the generations, just as they might pass on blue eyes, or long 

fingers. If, one day, Tom had a child, then that child would surely inherit the same nod. It was Tom 

who had first suggested that idea to him, years ago. 

‘His name was William,’ said Jennifer. ‘He was a little older than you and Tom.’ She pushed 

her horses forward and came in between Alex and Tom. ‘He wasn’t proud to go, or anything of that 

sort – he wouldn’t mind me telling you – he didn’t trust it, or like it at all. He was sure he was going 
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to die when he went, but he signed up and went anyway – to get away from my father, I think. He 

left a letter on the mantelpiece in case he did die, and we had to look at it every day, wondering 

what it said. Sorry, I shouldn’t go on about it.’ 

Ahead, the hounds gave a rousing call. The horses pricked their ears. They were 

approaching the rail junction where the hunt-special-car was waiting. 

‘Don’t be sorry,’ said Alex. ‘It’s important that we talk about the things on our minds. It’s 

cleansing.’ Tom gave Alex a little shake of the head that Jennifer couldn’t have seen. ‘How did you 

come to be at the stables? I don’t think I’ve asked you.’ 

‘I’ve always worked for rides with the Matlocks, on their farm. I’ve been riding with them 

ever since I was young. When my brother went off – it was his letter that did it really. I couldn’t 

stand looking at it all day – I joined the munitions factory in Banbury, N-double-F-9, and made 8-

inchers for the rest of the War. Once it was all over, they closed the factory. I ran into Carwyn. Just 

happened to see him on my way to the farm to ask for work. We talked, he watched me ride, and 

he offered me a job. I was lucky. There were some other girls who were working for the hunt, but 

their families stopped them once it was all over. I’ll point them out to you when we see them.’ 

 

The pinks, browns, and tweeds of coats bobbed between the violet edges of the blackthorn hedge, 

either side of the road. The naked reaches of the silver-birch trees beyond had turned to violet as 

well. The excitement of the hounds rose to something beyond sound as they reached the hunt-

special-car. 

It was already hitched onto an engine and the tracks were clear. Everyone dismounted. The 

staff loaded the hounds first, then drew a partition across and loaded the horses. 

Once all the animals were happily loaded and each horse hitched and ready for travel, the 

hunt staff took their places on the seats at the front of the car, followed by the subscribers. Carwyn 

held Alex back. 

‘Someone’s just had a word in my ear,’ he said. His voice, even when lowered, bore a sense 

of power. ‘You will not talk about the War when you’re working for me. All right? I have asked you. 

I did not expect to have to ask you a second time. If it’s brought to my attention again, I will 

consider it a breach of trust. Understand me?’ 

Alex nodded. He was shaking. Carwyn went further up the train to speak to the driver. 

On board, the car quickly filled with smoke as its occupants lit whichever was their 
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preferred form of tobacco. Tom passed a roll-up to Alex, and offered one to Jennifer, but she shook 

her pack of Woodbines to show preference. 

The flasks followed the cigarettes and pipes, and the ride along in the pokey car became 

quite enjoyable. Alex pretended that he was feeling motion-sick, rather than guilty after his telling-

off, cigarettes and port were the cure either way. The countryside rolled past the window in a 

sweep of purples, browns, greens, and reds. A window pane rattled in its frame, and the volume of 

the train restricted conversation to brief calls. Alex watched Jennifer and Tom as they tried to 

communicate without speaking. They were facing each other, Jennifer on Alex’s left and Tom one 

seat further on. Alex could feel the pressure of Tom’s eyes, even from the other side of Jennifer. He 

felt his seat move as she braced against hers. Jennifer rested an elbow on her knee and stretched 

out her fingers towards Tom’s, but never came close to touching. Tom looked down and away, then 

lifted his flask to his lips. Jennifer sighed. Between her head and Alex’s, a butterfly pattered against 

the window, no doubt stirred to life by the warmth and movement of the train. It battled against 

the invisible barrier until the train came to a halt at Churchwall. As the vibration of the window 

stilled, the butterfly landed on Alex’s shoulder. I can let you out, Alex thought, but I don’t think 

you’d survive the day. He undid the clasp of the window and opened the pane outwards. He 

shooed the butterfly from his shoulder, saying under his breath, ‘Go on then, be free for a little 

bit.’ 

 

The meet was at Churchwall Farm. A huge farmhouse and yard over-looked dozens of square miles 

of sectioned country. The banks of the railway ran across it like the raised edges of a long wound. 

Carwyn Thomas spoke to the farmer, no doubt about where they were permitted to go and where 

sheep were to be left unworried. Alex watched him. Carwyn’s face was far rounder than Tom’s, but 

the movement was the same. There was little similarity of form, but much was the same in their 

manners, more than just that nod. Tom must have learned his movements from his father, just as 

he learned language. Alex wondered whether his own movements and mannerisms were a match 

for his father’s, but he would never know. He couldn`t even ask his mother now. Carwyn raised an 

eyebrow. Alex imagined the farmer feeling more uncomfortable the longer the eyebrow was 

raised. Tom did the same. Alex had even caught himself doing it a few times. There were things he 

had lost when his own father fell from the roof of Drywell Cottage. Unknown, unaccountable 

things had been lost. He decided to make a conscious effort to avoid the subject of the War whilst 
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hunting. He would try to make Carwyn proud of him. This was his choice, though his mind was 

splintered into too many parts. Even if he had thought the Rovers’ farm was where he should 

belong, he couldn’t burden Gladys with himself. It was Tom who would keep him right, of course it 

was. Nothing could be like before the War, or like the War itself, he knew, but here he was, and 

here was Tom, and that was something. 

The hounds were kept together in a bouncing, speaking, spill. Alex smiled to himself as one 

cocked a leg against his fellow. Jennifer’s pair of horses kept quiet, knowing that their chance to fly 

with the herd was still hours away. Granny settled into her usual routine of lulling Alex into a false 

sense of security then snatching her head. Tom’s mount, Wilbur, was a tall, solid bay with the look 

of a Yorkshire Coach horse. Alex watched Tom as he flitted from person to person, keeping the odd 

hound in check, waiting impatiently for a moment or two, then beginning to flit again. Despite his 

apparent restlessness, Alex saw in him the silhouette of a Cavalry Captain – young and dashing. 

Any signal given to his horse was imperceptible. His brown-top boots, which he always complained 

were impossible to get on or off, were polished until they looked like spilt ink. His thin moustache 

was a dandyish antithesis to his authority of bearing. His perpetual cigarette was always the 

narrow-roll of a Tommy. 

Jennifer came to stand quietly beside Alex, still mounted with the reins of the second horse 

in her left hand. 

‘He’s quite a force to observe, isn’t he?’ she said. Alex hummed his assent. The morning 

was warm, but he felt prickles on his skin, like those of a cold frost. ‘It’s rather like watching a 

picture, don’t you think? He’s so,’ she put both sets of reins in her left hand, ‘so fictional. Does that 

make sense?’ 

‘He plays a lot of characters,’ said Alex. 

A hound broke away from the pack to smell the droppings left by a hunt servant’s horse. 

Tom called its name and it whipped around without pause, re-joining the pack. 

‘Be careful, Jennifer,’ Alex added. He felt heat in his ears, embarrassed at acknowledging 

the need for care. ‘Of course you think the world of Tom, of course you do, but you shouldn’t be so 

obvious.’ 

‘I’m not sure there’s too much the matter with it,’ said Jennifer. ‘You only say that because 

this morning you saw that we can be close at the kennels. He hardly talks to me in public, unless 

he’s asking me to fetch him something.’ 
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‘Things sometimes get carried away,’ said Alex. 

Jennifer smiled to herself. 

‘Are you laughing at me?’ 

‘No, not at all. Just – fetching things, and things getting carried away. And Tom is such a 

closed shop when it comes to actual emotion, I don’t think anyone would see anything he didn’t 

want them to.’ She was looking over to him. ‘He’s too methodical.’ 

‘I suppose you’re right.’ 

‘And you wanted to move to the stables. You shouldn’t expect anyone to tip-toe around 

you.’ 

Tom and girls. Alex had assumed it’d just been some product of war. He had always tried 

not to think about the times on leave when Tom would go off in search, like a dog-fox prowling.  

‘Listen,’ Alex lowered his voice, though he was sure no one could hear them anyway. ‘I 

really don’t mean to stick my nose in, and I don’t want anything to change for my sake. It’s only 

that I’m not sure he’s the type to think of settle down. I don’t mean to be so forward.’ 

‘Then don’t be. It’s quite all right. I don’t intend to be the type to be jealous either, if it 

comes to that. I don’t want to get married or anything. You’re out of touch if you think that’s all a 

girl is ever after.’ 

‘Of course,’ said Alex. ‘Of course.’ 

What Tom thought about the wants of women, Alex didn’t know. He had judged Gladys as 

single-minded though. Single-minded and ambitious. 

 

The field filled out by degrees until the yard was half-full. The attendance was disappointing. Alex 

had seen Miss Hansen-Smith somewhere, but she had come without the boy who had flown 

through the field and over the hedges on his little Arab pony. 

The farmer’s wife circulated the meet with cooked sausages and glasses of whisky. The 

volume of people and horses gathering rose as if to make up for the noise of the ones who were 

missing. The Pushlys arrived. Alex and Jennifer remained quiet until the hounds began to stir, and 

Carwyn’s horn was raised. 

‘Look, I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have said anything,’ Alex said to Jennifer. 

‘But you do understand now?’ 

‘I do.’ With that, Alex pushed Granny forward. The hounds followed Carwyn as he left the 
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yard. Alex followed at the front of the field. Tom slipped quickly into an easy canter and jumped 

the gate out of the yard, not waiting for it to be opened. Alex couldn’t believe Carwyn let him 

behave like that. He glanced back to see Jennifer waiting patiently with the carts, carriages, and 

motorcars of the foot-followers and second-horse-grooms as the hunt moved off. 

 

The hounds had a way to run on to the next draw. Alex manoeuvred his way to the side of Anthony 

Pushly who was attacking each stride to keep himself balanced. Byron rolled cosily along, taking 

the ground with long, easy paces. 

‘Morning, Sergeant-Major,’ said Alex. 

‘Good morning,’ said Anthony, already panting. Most of the horses were warm from a long 

hack to the meet and now relished the stretch of fast open country. ‘Christabel is with me 

somewhere. I think she’s found her way to the front again.’ Anthony caught Alex’s focus, then 

looked forwards. Ahead, riding her Artemis, Christabel’s slender form was rising and falling with a 

long, reaching canter. Tom was close-by, and Alex couldn’t help but feel suspicious after his 

morning with Jennifer. The dark of Christabel’s Victorian-style suit made her look like a mourner. 

The layers of skirt flowed liquidly back to her heel. 

‘Good to see her out,’ said Alex. 

They were running along the edge of a long spinney that widened as it curved away from a 

track. Alex relished the air on his face and the exhilaration of speed. Next to him, Anthony Pushly 

was gritting his teeth against the effort of moving in time with Byron. Other riders passed them, 

either struggling against strong horses, or pushing forward to reach the front of the small field. 

‘You could catch her up when we stop to draw the next covert,’ said Anthony, fighting to 

catch his breath and speak at the same time as pushing hard at his saddle with his seat.  

‘Yes, well, it might be nice to get together.’ 

From a rider further up the field they heard the cry of ‘Hole on the right!’ The two of them 

saw it in plenty of time to avoid it. It looked as though a badger set had recently collapsed in on 

itself. ‘Hole!’ they both called as they passed the obstruction. 

‘It makes you wonder,’ said Alex, ‘how stable the ground is beneath us. It’d be a bugger to 

go straight through the surface and into a set, or a warren.’ Anthony made a noise of agreement. 

Nevertheless, they were natural traps and trenches in the world, sets and warrens. They had a 

right to be there. Alex thought he would have better understood that years ago, but then, years 
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ago he would have had no alternative with which to compare it. 

The spinney widened and angled off as they reached the hedge border of the field. Horses 

were coming to a halt ahead. Some riders were holding up their hands like those of a postilion, 

warning of his intention to stop. One or two put their hands behind their backs to signal to riders 

behind them that their horse had it in them to kick. As Alex and Anthony slowed to a stop, a 

riderless chestnut passed them with its stirrups flapping, and reins caught up in its rolled plaits. It 

passed Alex and Anthony, whinnying and calling manically, before they had the time to react. 

‘Loose horse!’ Alex called out, but the animal had already spotted a stable mate. His reins 

were grabbed up, and he was wheeled around to head back up the spinney and find his rider. The 

man was muttering something under his breath as he passed Alex, and was obviously not 

impressed with having to catch the horse. 

‘Remind you of anyone?’ asked Anthony. 

‘What’s that?’ said Alex. 

‘That poor devil having to lead a clumsy fool’s horse around. You did amuse me, that 

opening meet. God, I should apologise. I felt sorry for you, of course, but it was quite a thing. The 

way that mare snatched her reins. She reminded me of a little horse called Imp who I rode in Africa 

– a real spirited thing.’ 

Alex felt sick. A blush rose up from his stomach and chest. He seemed to revert to being 

naturally inadequate so often. ‘I did feel an utter fool,’ he managed to say. 

‘Oh, don’t mind what I say,’ said Anthony, evidently noticing Alex’s upset. ‘I like to make a 

joke sometimes, but you mustn’t take it to heart.’ 

‘No, of course,’ said Alex. 

Part of the field was being taken through the wooden gate at the hedge corner. Another 

part was filtering through the edge of the spinney and past the field shelter on the other side, 

ready to draw the copse that stretched out to the west. Anthony and Alex were lined up to follow 

through the spinney and take the line on the northern edge of the copse. They were silent as they 

made their way under the boughs, as if the place was sacred. Once they re-emerged into the 

sunshine, Anthony carried on as if there had been no break in the conversation. 

‘I have the greatest respect for you. I would like you to know that. You were a soldier.’ 

‘A lot of people were soldiers,’ said Alex. 

‘But you were, I think, a lot like me. You did right by your duty, and you cared for those 
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around you, I can tell. I know we’re very different in terms of rank, but I’m not sure how much that 

matters when there are no more orders to give or take.’ 

‘Thank you, Sergeant-Major. That means a lot, especially from a man like you.’ He wanted 

to say more, but he daren’t risk Carwyn hearing of it. 

‘Well, further than that,’ said Anthony, ‘I might have a proposition for you. I hope we’ll be 

able to speak privately soon.’ 

‘Of course. I’ll come to you at the earliest opportunity.’ 

‘Very good.’ 

Byron turned his head in towards Granny’s. She aimed a bite at him. Alex made an apology 

for her, but was sure she was only being affectionate in her way. 

 

Christabel had been manoeuvred to the other side of the covert. Tom had followed Carwyn into 

the copse itself. 

‘We won’t catch Tom and Christabel here,’ said Alex. He felt uneasy with Tom out of sight. 

There was a discomfort that crawled on him, like an itch on the foot when there are hours to go 

before boots could be removed. They trotted on down the edge of the copse. Granny threw her 

head up and locked her jaw open. Alex wasn’t sure whether she wanted to gallop through, 

submitting to the instinct to charge, or whether she just wanted a bit of a fight for the sake of 

interest. That was so often the way with Granny. Then again, thought Alex, it could be that she’s 

trying to distract me, and he wondered, for the second time that day if, perhaps, she was 

sympathetic to his moods. Next to him, Anthony was bouncing heavily on the saddle. Byron took 

up the canter. It was a slow, rolling movement, like that of a gently rocking ship. He didn’t fight, like 

Granny did, rather he accelerated into the transition using the freedom of his long rein. Anthony 

began to follow the rhythm of Byron’s big, easy paces, visibly relaxing as he did so. 

‘Does he do that for your comfort, do you think?’ asked Alex, still struggling against Granny 

and the foot-itch worry for Tom. 

‘I’m not sure if he does it for me, or to stop the weight bouncing on his back. Either way, I’m 

sure he’s a kind heart, old Byron.’ 

Granny tucked her head in to her chest and changed the nature of her fight, this time 

anchoring herself low, as if she was competing in a tug of war, but not breaking out of the trot. 

There was something particular about Alex’s unease. A trickle of internal cold ran down his 
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fingers. He wondered where Jennifer was. At least she was a way behind, and not in the copse, out 

of sight with Tom. Christabel was somewhere too. He had seen her with the part of the field that 

went to the other side of the covert, but still she was untraceable from here. There was a different 

sort of discomfort that came from Christabel. Alex thought of her face behind its veil. In his 

imagination, she was stern – she was judging him for calling her to mind. He snapped back to the 

present as the horses in front of him came to a sudden halt, causing him to squeeze between two 

in an effort to stop Granny without a warning. ‘So sorry,’ he said, putting his whip and reins in his 

left hand and raising his right to apologise. He turned to see the judgement on Anthony Pushly’s 

face. 

The hounds raised their voices and the masters led the field on. They jumped a post-and-

rail, the top rail knocked off by the second horse to face it, making an easy obstacle. To his left, 

Alex could see glimpses of scarlet through the trees. The hunt servants were cantering through the 

paths of the copse, bracing past trees and tearing up the bracken. He imagined Tom there, only 

separated from him by a thin veil of tree-line. He hugged the edge of the copse as the field took 

another fence. There was open country beyond. The hounds had already broken cover. Alex looked 

beyond them to the extension of the line they had chosen and saw a shape drop into a hedge 

further along, heading west. Carwyn broke out of the copse, leaped the small, fern-covered fence 

and tore after his hounds. Tom was close behind him, emerging with determination. Alex passed 

the end of the copse, where the two halves of the field re-joined each other. Christabel’s lithe form 

on her thoroughbred was ahead of him. She pushed on harder, away from Alex, coming close 

behind the masters. She rode aggressively, swinging across to the right. She came as close to Tom 

as she could without overtaking the masters. There, Alex saw her relax into her stride. Alex thought 

once again of her face, but this time he couldn’t make out her expression. He put heel to Granny, 

and pushed her forwards, leaving Anthony mid-field without a word. 

 

 

 

 

July 1917 
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Alex woke up on a stretcher. Glare from the grey sky hurt his eyes. He could hear guns, but they 

sounded distant. He waited, letting his hearing adjust. Closer sounds were clear. His eardrums 

were fine. He judged the closest guns at six to seven miles away as far as he could tell without 

knowing how strong the wind was, or from which direction it was blowing. He could identify four 

individual guns, all relatively low calibre. He took a moment to observe himself. It was good that 

those had been his first thoughts. They were thoughts that kept a soldier alive.  

His next thought was one of guilt – where’s Tom? The last time he’d seen him was beside 

the guns. The barrage had finished, and he had crouched down in relief. Alex had mimicked him, 

squatting to relax his muscles and his mind, but then – no, he hadn’t been hit. The same thing had 

happened when he and Tom had returned from No-Man’s-Land – he had just given in to 

exhaustion. And now he was here. His heart started beating faster. He sat upright, making his head 

throb. He squinted through the pain in his head and his eyes. There were other stretchers around 

him. There were medics busying themselves with bandages and dressings. Beyond the edge of the 

stretchers, more men were being brought down from a motor-ambulance – he judged that they 

couldn’t have been too close to the front, as the motor wouldn’t ever have made it through the 

mud; the only way in or out was horse-drawn. On his other side was a red brick building with 

sandbagged walls. The end section of the roof had fallen in and the glass was missing from the 

windows, but other than that the building was in a good way. It was a strong, reassuring presence. 

Alex thought he might recognise it from the previous day, when they were shifting the gun into its 

new fighting position. He judged himself to be at the regimental aid post – less than a mile from 

Tom. He sighed, the volume of his breath made him realise how quiet it was. There were the 

sounds of the guns – too far away to hurt Tom – and there was the engine of the ambulance. 

Under those noises were a few mutterings of reassurance from medics, but no cries of pain. No 

calls for mothers. Many of the soldiers around him were in a bad way. There were a few laboured 

groans. One soldier panted with sticky-sounding breath. But there were no cries. Someone must 

have taken the balled-up wax from his ears, just as he had taken it from the dead standing officer. 

A few stretchers down the line from Alex, a medic was holding a soldier’s head so it was 

slightly raised. Another held a pencil in the man’s hand, helping him to fill out a post-card – 

crossing out options to tell loved ones if he was hurt, and how badly, without the censors having to 

worry about your wording, and without you having to be able to write. It would be something for 

the man’s family, even if the medics had to check his tags to copy his name, at least it would be 
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something. In that moment Alex was very aware that he didn’t have a family to write home to. 

There was only Gladys, and he didn’t think she really counted any more. Tom was who he wanted 

to talk to. Tom was who he wanted to tell that he was all right.  

‘You awake there, mate?’ said the man beside Alex, even though Alex was sitting. The 

man’s arm had been put in a sling then bandaged tight to his body. He motioned as if he was going 

to sit up but thought better of it. Alex looked from him to the injured soldier being helped to write 

a card, then back to the soldier in the sling. He wondered what the question could have meant as 

he was obviously conscious. 

‘I’m awake,’ said Alex. He felt sick. 

‘Good,’ said the soldier. ‘Couldn’t nick a fag, could I?’ 

Alex thought of his cigarette case. Tom had rolled most of the cigarettes in there – they 

were narrow, elegant, almost artistic. Alex went to his pocket but came out empty-handed. 

‘Sorry,’ he said. ‘Actually, this isn’t even my tunic.’ 

‘Not to worry,’ said the soldier, before turning his head and calling for a medic. He didn’t 

seem to mind about whose tunic it was. 

Alex began to wonder if he did in fact recognise the building – there must be lots of them 

around with red bricks and sandbagged walls. He had borrowed the tunic after going for a crawl 

under the wire with Tom, but he had never checked it for any ID. What if they had identified him as 

someone else? They could have sent him anywhere, with any unit. What if they had identified him 

as a soldier thought to have died? They could be cancelling telegrams as he lay there. He could be 

inserted into someone else’s life, swept along by momentum – perhaps even sent home to the 

family, unable to answer for himself. They might think he had lost his mind in some blow to the 

head. He had heard of people believing that they were someone else after some great trauma, or 

neurosis – what if some of them weren’t mad, but had just had their identity assumed? He began 

tearing at the buttons of the tunic, trying to pull the alien thing from his back. There was a splinter 

in one of his fingers. He ignored the pain which felt more like the claws of the tunic trying to hang 

on to him. He felt as though the ghost of the dead soldier was about to crawl out of the louse-

infected seams and through his skin. He pushed the final button though and tried to pull his arms 

out of the sleeves, having to stop and unbuckle the forgotten belt before trying again. Once the 

tunic was off, he reached into his shirt and clutched hold of his identity discs. Gnr. A. Pebury was 

stamped into the leather. This was him. This was him in the world. Beside a red brick building, on a 
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stretcher on muddy ground, under a sky that rolled and boiled with cloud and darkness and hate. 

This was him. He felt alone. 

He lifted his tags to his forehead. 

 

 

November 1919 

 

Alex worked his way forward, through the field of horses, being careful not to cut in front of, or 

barge into anyone. He touched his cap to the few people he knew but hadn’t greeted that day. 

Granny seemed to enjoy pushing forward. She felt happy and energetic underneath him, but after 

gaining a few places further in the field, she cocked an ear and came to the realisation that she had 

left Byron behind. She slowed, rounding her back. Alex pushed his heels in, forcing her forwards. 

He checked behind him to see if he was likely to cause a problem for anyone behind by slowing 

down. As he checked, he saw Anthony. He looked ahead again. Granny complained at being forced 

from her friend. Around them, the field surged on. The hounds raised their voices, invigorated. 

Alex pushed harder at Granny, she felt heavy underneath him, but he pushed regardless. 

Ahead, the hounds dropped down under a hedge, turned left and followed the border of 

the field southwards. 

 

He caught Christabel and her wide-eyed thoroughbred. 

‘Good morning,’ said Alex. ‘Your uncle said I’d find you at the front.’ 

The crop she held was short, thin, and elegant. The antler on top, set in a silver hoop, 

curved like a talon. 

‘Hardly enough out to have a front. But yes, here I am,’ she said, raising her voice over the 

noise of the galloping field. ‘You’ve found me.’ She gave her horse a quick crack down the shoulder 

with her crop for a reason unapparent to Alex. 

The hounds came out of the hedge ahead. The field, as a whole, spread across the open 

land to follow them. 

‘Have you had a good morning?’ asked Alex. Christabel seemed not to hear him, her eyes 

were fixed ahead. After a couple of long strides, she said ‘I’ve hardly had time to start enjoying 
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myself.’ She didn’t turn her head. 

‘Yes. We’ve a good, long day ahead of us, I’m sure,’ said Alex. ‘Will you need escorting back 

again today?’ 

‘I daresay I’ve never needed escorting anywhere in my life.’ This time she turned her head 

and pinned Alex with a momentary glare which was, though intimidating, not unattractive. She 

gave her horse another clap down the shoulder with her crop. ‘Anyway,’ she said, turning her 

attention forward to Tom, who was a few lengths ahead. ‘People might talk. Don’t you have a little 

wife or something?’ She spoke sternly, but then laughed as if she’d made a joke. 

‘Gladys?’ Alex spluttered. ‘Rather, I mean, no – not at all. Where did you hear that?’ Though 

she could have heard it from any number of places. He wondered if he had made a mistake by 

going back to the Rovers’ farm so soon, and so often, after his return. 

‘Actually, Tom told me.’ 

‘I didn’t realise you were close,’ said Alex. 

‘No. Well, you wouldn’t,’ said Christabel. Jennifer had said the same thing. And, of course, 

Tom couldn’t just be stabled and waiting whenever Alex wasn’t with him. 

Somewhere at home, Alex had a picture of his father. There was a peculiar expression on 

his face - not smiling, but obviously happy. He was standing in front of a ploughed field, his shirt 

sleeves rolled up high. His hat on an angle which might have been incidental, or might have been a 

nod towards fashion. He had his horse’s collar over one muscled shoulder, the reins in his hand. 

The image of it absorbed Alex’s vision and he struggled to imagine the horse next to his father. He 

found himself replacing it with Byron. The gap in sound of horses taking off over the hedge in front 

brought him back to the present with a shock. Granny was beginning to fight again as they 

approached. 

He watched Tom jump the hedge, clearing it with an easy grace. Beside Alex, Christabel 

took the hedge smoothly. Granny jinked to one side then the other, she dug her feet in hard, in an 

attempt to refuse, but Alex brought his whip down behind the saddle. Granny cat-leapt, throwing 

Alex back. He hung in the air a moment longer than her, and fell back into his seat. Christabel had 

sped away. He dropped back through the field. Behind him, horses and riders spread out to 

address the hedge, coming back together intuitively on the other side, like a flock of starlings. 

Alex half-turned in the saddle to watch Anthony jump. He cleared the hedge happily, if not 

elegantly and carried his pace to the other side. He soon caught Alex and Granny. Granny laid back 
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her ears and made a deep, chuckling grunt at Byron who simply bowled along without seeming to 

notice. 

‘You shot off like a stung cat,’ Anthony half panted, half shouted. 

‘Yes, sorry.’ 

‘I saw you’d moved up to Christabel though.’ 

‘Yes.’ Granny and Byron fell into step beside one another and Alex realised how tall 

Christabel’s horse was compared to either. It seemed strange that it shouldn’t have crossed his 

mind before. 

‘She’ll be away to take her entrance exams in the spring, you know.’ Anthony lowered his 

reddening face as though looking over the top of spectacles, even though he did not wear any. 

 

Within a quarter of a mile, the fox had been caught and killed. Next to Alex, Anthony panted. 

Sweat streamed its way down his forehead, around his nose and cheeks, and gathered in his 

moustache, which channelled it to the edges of his mouth, from where it dripped onto his chin. He 

pulled a brown handkerchief from an inside pocket and wiped his face. 

When they set off again, the field disturbed a hare. Two hounds rioted from the pack and 

gave chase with voices raised – Alex knew them as two hounds that had always run on during 

exercise in the summer. The hare bolted across the land, ears back, darting like a bird. Carwyn 

Thomas blew a long note then repeated it. Tom rated at the remaining hounds, his voice like an 

animal growl. He started off after the two that had broken away. Alex put his whip to Granny again 

and she came forward with her hocks underneath her, accelerating in pursuit of Tom and the 

hounds, jumping with surprise at herself as she did so. 

Alex felt the eyes of the field on him as he followed Tom. He felt them waiting for him to fail 

or fall. This wasn’t his place, but he couldn’t help himself. Tom’s voice reached him, tearing 

through the sun-filled air. 

‘Hamlet! Haverford!’ Tom barked the hounds’ names. ‘Get up together.’ 

The hare made a duck to the right, all the time stretching out its lead over the two hounds. 

It came around, heading back for the hedge that the field had jumped a few minutes previously, 

Alex turned and managed to cross its tracks ahead of Hamlet and Haverford. He came in line with 

the hounds, and brought the crack of his whip down in front of them, dispelling whatever instinct 

had hold of them. He turned again, towards the spot where the kill had been made. He drove the 
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hounds back to the pack. Tom joined him on the other side of the hounds, still at the canter. Alex 

could feel Granny’s heart pounding underneath him. Her neck was slick with sweat.  

‘Get on, will you,’ Tom called at the hounds, still growling. His horse reacted and rounded to 

leap forwards, but Tom had him firmly on the bridle, and the horse eased back into his canter. 

‘Well done, Alex,’ he said. ‘And you, Granny, you old fatty. The mare’s doing all right, isn’t she?’ 

‘Well she’s the only girl for me, you know that,’ said Alex. ‘Listen, Tom. Can I ask you 

something?’ 

‘What’s that?’ asked Tom, cracking his whip behind the hounds, but they were too close to 

the field for Alex to say any more. 

 

Anthony was full of praise when Alex returned. He talked of cavalry days gone by, and of the old 

school of the armed forces still being alive in the hunting community. By one o’clock they were 

making their way back to the road for second horses. 

‘It’s that natural reaction to a situation,’ Anthony Pushly was saying, ‘that can’t be taught. 

It’s something the British have always had, and which stands as quite unique among nations. 

Without it, there would never have been an Empire, and without the Empire, the War would never 

have been won. I can see it clearly in you, Alex. You’re on your instincts and, more importantly, 

they are the right instincts.’ Anthony drew out his snuff box and took a pinch. Alex put a hand up 

to refuse. ‘If it had been up to me, I’d have made sure you got your commission.’ 

‘That’s kind of you to say, Sergeant Major, very kind indeed. Will you stay for second 

horses?’ They were nearly at the road. Alex spotted Jennifer making her way to Tom with his 

second. 

‘No, I won’t. I’m sure Byron’s had enough of lugging me about for the day, and there’s sure 

as bloody hell no other horse who would take the job on. No. Jack, my groom, will take Byron 

home. He’s brought a second for Christabel. Todd has brought the motor for me. You won’t forget 

to come and see me, vis-à-vis my proposition, will you?’ 

‘No, of course. Thank you.’ 

Christabel came up alongside Alex, sandwiching him between the Pushlys. 

‘Had a good morning, Uncle?’ she asked, looking through Alex. If she had craned her neck, 

she could have looked over him. 

‘I’ve had a fair one. Will Jack and Todd know where to meet you at the end of the day?’ 
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‘Actually, you can tell them they’re not needed until late. I’ll be heading back with the 

hounds. I’ll stable Nutcracker in a hunt box there and telephone, that way I’m practically on the 

doorstep instead of having to wait for someone to come back out for me. Will Todd collect me in 

the motor from the kennels?’ 

‘By all means,’ said Pushly, ‘and Jack will come along for the horse.’ 

‘Yes. Lovely. Thank you, Uncle.’ 

‘That is, so long as Carwyn is happy for you to do so?’ 

‘Of course.’ 

‘And that way the two of you can travel back together again.’ 

Alex stuttered for a moment, but failed to find words before Anthony started his inelegant 

process of dismounting, aided by his old batman, Todd. Alex turned away to allow him some 

privacy and jumped down from Granny, ready to change onto another horse for the remainder of 

the day. 

‘Look here,’ said Christabel, stepping around Granny while the tack was changed between 

her horses. ‘My uncle seems to have it in his head that we are rather soft on each other.’ She 

tapped her crop against her leg, more nervously than in threat. 

‘Where would he have picked up that idea?’ said Alex. 

‘I was hoping that you could tell me, seeing as the two of you have been spending time 

chatting away to each other.’ 

‘It’s certainly nothing I’ve suggested.’ Alex scanned the mass of people and horses for help, 

but none was apparent. Tom had already changed horses. 

‘I should hope not, because people have tried to prey on my uncle before, and I for one 

don’t take kindly to it. He is not to be taken advantage of. He is not an asset for the hunt to blindly 

draw against. Do you understand?’  

‘I wouldn’t dream -’ 

‘Good. Well in that case, it’s also important to me that you shouldn’t pander to his 

whatever-he-thinks about us – it makes life more difficult for me, do you understand?’ 

‘Absolutely.’ 

‘Thank you, Alex. Good.’ She brushed down her habit. ‘Sorry, but it needed to be said.’ 

 

Nutcracker, Christabel’s second horse, was tall and lean. His chestnut coat was trimmed into a neat 
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hunter-clip. His tail was clipped severely short. 

Alex moved away from her as she took a leg-up into the saddle. He found Jennifer who had 

given Tom his new horse and was waiting patiently with Alex’s. He handed her Granny and took 

Roman. 

‘Thank you, Jennifer,’ he said, mounting. 

‘Did I hear Miss Pushly say she was going to head back with the hunt staff?’ asked Jennifer. 

‘Yes,’ said Alex, ‘I think so.’ 

Jennifer lowered her voice to a whisper. ‘And will there be room for her animal in the car? 

And will it kick the hell out of the horses I have to look after? And will it need a fresh bed putting 

down, and need feeding?’ 

Alex laughed. ‘I dare say it might be yes to each one of those questions.’ 

 

Hunting continued for another two hours. The hounds picked up a scent from the off and they 

gave chase for half an hour, before losing their prize. At the next covert, a fox came up almost 

underneath Carwyn Thomas and was caught and killed before it made a hundred yards. There 

were only a few people out now. The meet had been at the edge of the Hettlebourne country, and 

only a hard-core of supporters and the hunt servants remained. Christabel was on Alex’s right, but 

had put a decent gap between them. Alex moved over to her.  

‘Everything’s a battle of one sort or another,’ he said. ‘Doesn’t it seem so to you?’ 

‘I’m sure I have no idea what you mean,’ said Christabel. The remnants of the field were 

taking a chance to have a cigarette, or a pull from a hip flask. Carwyn Thomas was taking the brush 

from the fox. The voices of the hounds began to boil. 

‘Hunting more than most things, obviously. You have your field marshal, your general. The 

captains, lieutenants, and corporals rather roll into one. The hounds become the infantry privates. 

The fox is like a spy – he creeps into foreign territory and starts killing off the young.’ Carwyn 

Thomas threw the fox back to the hounds. Christabel’s gaze was locked and unflinching, as if she 

was imagining an enemy in the midst of the multitude of grinning red chops. ‘Do you remember 

when they bombed the north-east? Shelled it from out at sea? I remember. I was too young to join 

up when they first did it, but I remember the posters after Scarborough, Hartlepool and Whitby. I 

don’t know why I didn’t think about it more when I was over there, that they sneaked over and 

killed our children. That’s why the hunt went to Belgium. And all over the rest of the world. It was 
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to protect our -’ 

‘Oh, for God’s sake,’ said Christabel. ‘I would like to remind you that I am veritably not my 

uncle.’ 

Alex wondered why Anthony had supposed that he and Christabel might have been close. 

To his annoyance, the idea intrigued him now. He found himself looking at her – perhaps she had 

done or said something. After all, she was coming back to the stables. Actually, she was very pretty 

in a tall, forceful way. 

 

Carwyn blew for home. They began the march back to the railway. A train was due to pick up the 

carriage at four o’clock, by which time it would be almost dark. The colour was already starting to 

leak out of the sky towards the horizon. The sharp cold that follows a clear day seized those who 

had sweated into their shirts. 

Jennifer re-joined them at the road. Formality dropped, and she slid in between Tom and 

Alex. Christabel found herself moved by the tide and by the unfamiliarity of circumstance, to the 

outside, on Alex’s left. Alex could feel the eyes of the fifteen-or-so who were left, watching them – 

two young men and two young women hacking home together. In the hunt gossip was like 

birdsong, constantly spreading through the forest of staff and supporters, with the odd note 

changing here or there and a few embellishments added along the way. Perhaps that was why 

Christabel had asked him not to escort her anywhere. Her distance may well have been a well-

meaning attempt to protect both of their reputations. It was commendable really. He was taller 

now that he was on Roman. Her Nutcracker brought her eyes level with his. There was a riderless 

horse next to Alex. A sweaty, too-hairy, fat thing, covered in mud. He smiled at Granny, sure that 

she would never know quite how much she was loved. 

 

They had to be quick to load the hunt special car or they would have to wait for the London-bound 

train to pass before leaving. Horses were crammed in and tied to rings. It wasn’t too difficult to fit 

Christabel’s Nutcracker in, but they put him at the back. He was slotted in next to Granny, just in 

case he decided he wanted to kick, or tip himself over. Granny would keep him in check. Christabel 

said she doubted he had ever been in a railway car before. Jennifer and Alex, with the help of the 

train driver, lifted the ramp, locking the horses in. Christabel was climbing into the carriage as the 

bolts slid home. The driver put his head around the door to check that they were ready to leave. 
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All was well. Alex and Jennifer climbed on. 

Tom had saved the space beside him, but it had been filled by Christabel. Alex watched 

Jennifer’s eyes, seeing something of himself in them. She might not intend to become jealous, but 

she might not have expected a potential rival, either. 

Tom looked back and touched his forelock. He was smiling, but not happily. Christabel 

didn’t seem particularly happy either – perhaps this run-down train-car that smelled of damp and 

sweat was not what she had imagined. She had taken off the veil she wore for hunting to keep 

mud or anything worse away from her face. She was perfectly made-up underneath. She was not 

like a person, but more like a portrait. Her own features, but somehow more. It was as if she had 

captured her character and was able to project it. Alex put a hand to his neck. Christabel looked 

around, there was a split second in which their eyes met, but he moved his head to look out of the 

window. He felt ridiculous – Anthony had made a suggestion and, in questioning it, he felt that he 

was now confirming it to Christabel. 

‘People don’t stare at me like that,’ said Jennifer. 

‘Oh, come on,’ said Alex. ‘Of course they do. Just look at you now, why wouldn’t they?’ 

Jennifer was bedraggled. She had come out in breeches, rather than bringing a side-saddle for 

herself to change with Alex when they swapped horses. They made her look like a boy on his first 

day’s hunting. A few curls had broken free and pushed their way through the gaps in her hair net. 

There were flecks of mud on her face. Her lipstick had faded for the most part, and now sat in the 

cracks of her dry lips, accentuating them so they looked like veins. 

‘You’re supposed to say that you weren’t staring,’ she said. 

‘Well, there is that. But no, I was trying to work something out. Something her uncle had 

said to me about her.’ 

‘When people look at me,’ she said. ‘It’s to weigh me up.’ Alex thought she might cry and 

make even more of a mess, but her features were resigned rather than upset. Her eyes flicked to 

Christabel. Alex followed her line of sight. Not to Christabel then, to Tom. Tom met her gaze and 

knitted his brow in a submissive, or playful gesture. When Jennifer turned away, he looked to Alex 

and raised an eyebrow. 

‘You are staring,’ said Jennifer. ‘People do talk you know – especially with you going over to 

Clevesly Manor to see her.’ 

‘I go to see Anthony,’ said Alex. ‘You know very well I do. I don’t like to think you’d suggest 
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otherwise.’  

Alex wanted to ask her about the stables that morning, but he couldn’t find a way without 

seeming hypocritical. 

 

Once back at the kennels, he set about washing horses, mixing feeds, scraping boots, and all the 

cold, dark, post-hunting tasks. Jennifer was with him, but he still couldn’t bring himself to ask 

about her and Tom directly. As curious as he was, he didn’t think that knowing anything specific 

would make him feel better in any way. He made sure that Jennifer did not have to see to 

Christabel’s horse. 

 

Over the following days, he spoke to Jennifer about Gladys instead. He felt almost angry at her, but 

couldn’t determine why. She had done so much for him, but he resented it. Jennifer listened and 

worked as he confessed. 

‘You should go and look at your cottage again,’ she said. ‘That way you’ll be reminded of 

what she’s done for you and you won’t feel so – what’s the word?’ 

‘Just guilty, I think.’ He swept the loose straw he was pushing ahead of him into the pile 

that Jennifer had already made. 

‘There’s a French word for it.’ 

‘Gweeltee?’ offered Alex in mockery of a French accent. 

‘You know what I mean.’ Jennifer took a shovel and positioned it, ready for Alex to sweep 

the straw and muck into. 

‘I do. And it’s a good idea. I’ll go next week.’ He swept, Jennifer slid the shovel forwards in 

unison. 

‘Good. Well that’s that then.’ 

 

 

 

 

December 1919 
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The sun caught the brass of the fox’s head knocker as Alex put his key into his own front door to 

find it unlocked. He pushed the door open. 

‘Is there someone there?’ he called. ‘Gladys?’ 

‘I’m baking bread,’ came the reply. ‘In the kitchen.’ He could smell that she was. 

Despite the sun the house was dark. It was only slightly warmer than the world outside, 

which was still and full of sunshine. 

The curtains were drawn in the kitchen. Gladys was sitting on the countertop. There was 

flour was in her hair and on her apron. 

‘What are you doing here?’ 

‘Well I still need to keep the place in sorts, and you had a few things that needed using up. I 

didn’t think it would hurt the oven to be used either. They don’t like to be left alone.’ 

He thought how unlike herself she seemed. He went to her, and took her by the waist. She 

put her hands on his shoulders and hopped nimbly down from her perch. She stayed up on her tip-

toes, bringing them to the same height. He didn’t give her quite enough room, and their bodies 

were forced together. She had done so much. She had given so much. 

Jennifer must have told her he was coming. 

‘How could I dare let you do this?’ he asked. 

‘Do what?’ She didn’t move, he could feel the breath in her chest against his. 

‘Be a home-maker. It’s the most. God I’m so sorry. You’re making a home for a ghost, 

Gladys. I might as well have been killed. I can’t tell you how – oh God, I am so sorry.’ 

She let her weight lean into his hands, still at her waist. He took half a step back and caught 

his heel on a loose tile. They fell together in a puff of flour. When they hit the floor, his arms were 

around her, protecting her. 

 

They sat in the living room, side by side. The fire was burning well even though the grate had been 

neglected for the past few weeks. 

‘Did you know I’d be home today?’ asked Alex. 

‘No, it’s not that.’ She put a hand on his knee. ‘I wasn’t honest before. It’s me that should 

be sorry. It’s the new hand. He has a fiancée, and the girl’s parents will let her go once he has an 

income and a home. I’m just being a help to them. And of course, you’re living at the kennels now.’ 

‘Oh,’ said Alex. ‘I didn’t even think. Gladys, my parents both died here.’ 
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‘I know. I know.’ She squeezed his knee. ‘But we can’t hold on to it indefinitely. I was going 

to talk to you about it before anything was confirmed.’ She took her hand away from his knee as if 

she hadn’t realised it was there. ‘I had still hoped you would come back, but I know, when you talk 

about Tom and that raggedy pony, that you’re where you want to be. Drywell cottage will need 

new tenants.’ 

‘Granny,’ said Alex. ‘The raggedy pony is called Granny.’ 

‘I know that, of course.’ 

A little of the wintery sunlight picked out Alex’s picture postcard on the mantelpiece. It was 

like a bony finger, accusatory. In the picture, he stood with his hand on a plinth, as if the stone was 

waiting to be carved into whichever form he would choose to love. 

‘Gladys?’ 

‘Yes?’ 

‘What am I supposed to do?’ 

‘God only knows. As for me, I’ve left that bread in the oven.’ Gladys leapt up from her seat. 

‘I’ll be quick as a flash!’ Alex put his chin on his chest. 

 

They ate the bread at his little kitchen-table. Gladys had brought some cheese from the farm. 

‘I’ll bring Granny and a cart to collect anything I’ve left here,’ said Alex. 

‘There’s no rush, honestly. Nothing’s set in stone,’ said Gladys. She was acting as if it was a 

simple matter of business. 

‘Well I’ll do it when I can get around to it. I’m to go to Clevesly Manor tomorrow.’ He was 

the same. 

‘I know you’ve been up there a bit.’ She sucked a little butter from the end of her thumb. 

‘How do you know.’ 

‘Come off it. People know. People watch and talk. It’s only natural.’ 

‘I suppose they do.’  

‘It was suggested that you were stepping out with the niece, but I thought that was 

ridiculous.’ 

‘It’s Anthony Pushly I’m going to see.’ He didn’t ask why it would be ridiculous. ‘We just 

talk, really, but he said he had a proposition for me. It’ll be something to do with hunting. I’m 

probably not supposed to say, but he’s given a lot of financial backing to the Hettlebourne.’ 
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‘Someone told me he had, yes. I was surprised – we know he’s sold land. We thought he 

must have been hard-up.’ She broke apart a piece of steaming bread. ‘So you just talk about 

hunting, do you?’ 

‘Not just hunting, no.’ 

 

‘Why do we not talk about the War?’ Alex asked. 

 ‘Because it would lead us to places we cannot, and would not want to, re-visit,’ Tom 

answered calmly and soberly, as if he had expected the question and rehearsed the answer. 

They had driven out on Tom’s insistence. Grass was growing well in the field where they 

stood. It danced in the breeze, the field seemed ablaze with tongues of green flame. The hedges 

around it were tall but well kept. In the North-East corner was a stone barn that lay unused and 

had stinging nettles growing up to the windows. To the West, a road wound towards Stoke Lyne, to 

the East it carried on to Stratton Audley, where the hounds of the Bicester hunt were kept. In the 

field, just far enough away from the road to be obscured from travellers by hedges, was a fifteen-

foot high monolith. 

‘Take a look here,’ said Tom, nodding to a stone plaque on the South side of the monolith. 

‘Erected in 1812 by Sir Thomas Mostyn Bart., M.P., M.F.H. Bicester Hounds 1800 to 1830, in 

memory of his favourite hound, “Lady”,’ Alex read. 

On the opposite side of the monolith, tied to the post-and-rail fence that skirted the tall 

hedge, Granny picked at the grass. Her name was etched onto the brass plate on her head collar. 

Her bridle was hooked over the cart, a hundred yards or so behind her.  

‘She’s under there, you know,’ said Tom. ‘Lady was buried in that exact spot in 1812, back 

when we were fighting Napoleon. They even brought the Bicester hounds up from the kennels for 

the centenary eight years ago – I think there’s a photograph somewhere.’ 

‘Why did you bring me here?’ Alex asked. 

‘It’s just a good place to think.’ 

‘Of what?’ 

‘Home, I reckon. He was a North Wales boy, Sir Thomas, but home is where the hunt is. This 

hound, Lady, she used to follow him and his carriage back from the old kennels at Swifts House – 

off the road you can just see over that way.’ He gestured to the East. ‘All the way to Mostyn Hall, in 

Llandudno. They say she dropped a litter of pups once, on the journey, and they rode with her and 
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Sir Thomas in the carriage the rest of the way. I’m told there was once some disaster in the kennels 

over here and she broke out of Mostyn Hall kennels and made her way home on her own. They 

found her at the Bicester Kennels when they got back. They say Mostyn was never worried, that he 

knew exactly where she would be. She had the run of the house as well. She lived with him like a 

child, or maybe a wife, or – well, like you, really!’ Tom laughed to himself. An unfelt breeze moved 

the treetops nearby. ‘This is the exact spot where she died. He wouldn’t move her. You can still 

trace her line – we have a couple of hounds ourselves of the female line from Sir Thomas Mostyn’s 

Lady.’ 

‘It’s like The Tomb of the Unknown Warrior,’ said Alex. 

‘Oh, for Christ’s sake!’ Tom barked, throwing up his hands. 

‘Except that she’s known, of course.’ 

‘Alex, do you have to do this?’ 

‘No, I don’t mean it like that – it’s a lovely thing, truly. This is what we were coming home 

to. This land, and everything that makes it up. That hound has fed these fields, just as we care for 

them and tend to them, or at least I did on the farm. And they feed us in return, and care for us in 

return. Over there the ground was angry, wasn’t it? We had blown it up and filled it with men and 

machines. We took away its woods and fields and sowed it through and through with gas and 

mines, and in return it made us ill, or drowned, or...’ Alex stopped. He felt Tom gripping his 

shoulder and he felt the stare from under Tom’s narrow eyebrows. There was still the faint line of 

his little red circlet, no doubt reinforced by his hunting cap, in the concerned creases on his brow, 

and there was some sheen over his eyes, making them marble-like in the winter sun. Alex was 

struck with the idea that a thin moustache, like Tom’s, didn’t look quite right unless the wearer 

was smoking. ‘Sorry,’ said Alex. 

‘Cigarette?’ 

‘God, yes.’ 

They sat down together, looking towards the distant eastern villages, their backs against the 

headstone of Lady’s grave. Alex threw his coat over his legs. The blue smoke from their cigarettes 

made its own path through the air and dissipated into nothingness, or near nothingness, by the 

time it drifted far enough to be picked up by the faint South-Westerly breeze. 

The sharp pip p’ pip call of a robin shot, like a reel of bolts, through the loitering coo of a 

wood pigeon. Then both fell quiet. A motorcar passed by on the road and distracted Granny 
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momentarily from her eating. 

‘Alex – there’s something I wanted to say to you,’ said Tom, cupping his cigarette in both 

hands, letting the smoke out a bit at a time, as if sending smoke signals. ‘It’s also why I wanted to 

bring you here – it’s a bit of a special place, it’s quite out of the way, and it shows the best of what 

we came home to, just as you said.’ He picked at a blade of grass with his free hand. 

‘What do you want to say, Tom?’ 

‘Now, this is just an offer. You can say no, or you can say yes and that will be that. No one 

will judge you either way.’ The pigeon spoke up again. Tom took a pull at his cigarette. Alex could 

feel his pulse in his throat. 

‘What do you want to say, Tom?’ he asked again. 

‘It’s just an offer, and I wasn’t even sure if I was going to make it, but you know how you 

can remember, how you see what we did in everything – even here. Even this place seemed to you 

to have something to do with the War, and plenty of wars have come and gone since this hound 

died. Well, if you really want to talk about it, and if you need to get all that that’s inside, out, then I 

think there might be a way. Do you know Ashurst War Hospital?’ Tom made to continue as if he 

didn’t expect an answer. 

‘It used to be the asylum,’ said Alex. 

‘I don’t know about that. It is busy, though, since the War – they’ve been treating war-

neurosis. As busy as they are, my father has said he would be able to sponsor you through, seeing 

as you’re working for us now. You wouldn’t have to live there full-time, but you could board if you 

wanted – there would be a room for you with everything you could need. We would still want you 

helping. Perhaps even whipping in once a week – you did a fine job with Hamlet and Haverford – 

so you’d still have your exercise, and you could go to-and-fro on the train. They use the talking cure 

there, and hypnosis. It’s all perfectly dignified.’ 

‘It would bankrupt the hunt.’ 

‘We’d be fine.’ 

‘Thank you, Tom, but I’m not sure I want a doctor. I rather think I want a friend.’ 

Tom leant his head back against the stone. Alex could see how this hound’s grave was 

reassuring to him – it was something that persisted, unchanging, just surviving. Something that he 

could take as much pleasure in as his father could, and no doubt his children would learn to be the 

same one day. 
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‘I did a bit of investigating. I need to tell you this. Gibson Reid, our old Corporal.’ 

‘I know who he is.’ 

‘He died of wounds in 1917.’ 

Alex took off his hat and took his hair in his fist. ‘No. No. I know – I know.’ He started to 

gasp for air. ‘I shouldn’t have said I saw him. I knew it wasn’t him.’ He closed his eyes tight. ‘It’s not 

just the War, Tom. In my heart I knew it wasn’t him, it was just like a memory that I had to play out. 

I think they were trying to kill us.’ 

‘Of course they were trying to kill us, we were at war, for God’s sake.’ Tom stood up. Granny 

jumped, even from across the field. 

‘Not the Germans. They didn’t want us to survive after our company was broken up. We 

were a loose-end, and I’d fought with Reid – that was insubordination. They wanted us gone, I’m 

sure of it. I think about it all the time. The stretchers – remember the stretchers, when we were 

sent out in front of the guns?’ 

‘That wasn’t them. It was you! Don’t you remember? It was you.’ 

‘And when they sent us crawling into No-Man’s-Land?’ 

‘I swore in front of the Captain. He pulled me out for that. None of it was planned.’ 

‘You don’t believe me?’ Alex came up to his knees, pleading. 

‘No, I don’t believe you. I was there.’ 

‘You were always there.’ 

‘I’d never’ve let them hurt you.’ 

‘Don’t let them take me away from you.’ 

‘All right. All right, Old Bud.’ 

 

They calmed down. The breeze leapt about in the long grass. Tom squatted down on his haunches 

beside Alex. 

‘I don’t know, Tom,’ said Alex. ‘There will be a time when I reach a point I can’t go beyond, 

and I don’t know what I’ll do then. I can see it coming.’ He stubbed out his cigarette on the ground 

next to him. ‘It’s like when I knew Gladys and I couldn’t carry on after the War, and then knowing I 

would have to see her. It’s an impossible thing, which I know I will reach, but can’t truly imagine or 

prepare for. Not truly. I’m frightened, but I will get there.’ 

Tom’s fire was doused. He pulled at the end of his cigarette until it had burnt down to his 
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fingernails. The pigeon was still calling away, like a singing drunkard. 

‘I am trying to help you,’ said Tom. 

‘It’s not only the bad things we did over there that I remember,’ said Alex. He reached out 

and let his hand rest on Tom’s shoulder. 

‘We are all trying to help,’ said Tom, as if he hadn’t heard Alex. ‘I know that there’s this 

impossible thing to pass, but I also know it simply can’t be passed, unless it’s passed-by. You can’t 

bring it all back here, because different rules apply now. Everything changed when we went over 

there. War is different, like you said, and now we’re in something different again – home. Not the 

home we left, because that has gone, but a home with all the parts of itself that survived. We’re 

different people now we’ve come back, of course we are. But you were a damn good farm hand, 

you were a damn good soldier, Alex, and that’s not to be ashamed of, and now you can be a damn 

good hunt servant. You just need a bit of help to make the transition. I know you try to hide it all 

from yourself, but you’re not quite able to, are you? There is help though. Don’t take the offer now, 

but think about how it could help you live the rest of your life, just think about it, and then make 

your decision. And Alex, next time you go to see Pushly at Clevesly Manor, if you need to go again, 

talk about something else. Talk about motorcars, or the banks. Better still, talk about hunting. And 

don’t try to drag poor Christabel into this.’ 

‘Thanks, Tom,’ said Alex, blushing. He wanted to ask whether Tom had to force himself 

away from thoughts, and whether they ever overtook him. 

‘I made sandwiches, too. They’re on the cart. Would you like one?’ 

‘What’s in them?’  

‘Jam.’ 

‘Thanks, Tom.’ 

 

 

 

 

December 1919 

 

He visited the same places – the Rovers’ farm, Clevesly Manor, his cottage. He cleared everything 

he owned bar the furniture out of Drywell Cottage and took it to his room above the stables – 
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there wasn’t much. 

He visited Anthony Pushly about the proposition he had mentioned and found that it was a 

job with a road-freight company based in Oxford. A friend of Anthony’s, who had lost two sons 

early in the War, had thrown himself into business and bought as many of the surplus trucks as he 

could, some of them with Anthony’s money. The big idea was to get the current Oxford depot 

running on its own, then open up another. Anthony suggested that Alex might, after six-months 

learning the ropes, be the man to manage the Oxford operation. 

‘Why ask me?’ said Alex. 

‘More than one reason,’ said Anthony. ‘I think the hunt is beginning to struggle. We’ve seen 

numbers start to drop, and I’m not sure if anything can be done to make them climb again. People 

around here simply do not have the luxury of time these days, not to mention finding the horses.’ 

He stopped himself with a cough, drew through his pipe, and smoothed his moustache. ‘There are, 

of course, other reasons; Christabel will be taking her entrance exams come the spring. I think you 

could be a friend to her. And perhaps you’d keep an eye out for her too.’ 

‘Do you mean you want me to spy on her?’ Alex noticed his leg was bouncing. He put a 

hand to his knee. Anthony was fidgeting too. It was as if he was keeping something back, or 

perhaps as if he had said something he hadn’t meant to and was almost embarrassed by it. 

‘No, not at all. Nothing of the sort. I think that you could represent something of a bridge 

between that world and this. It’s something I wouldn’t want her to lose – I shouldn’t have 

mentioned it. The job that I offer to you, I offer for your merits as a man who is young, strong, and 

intelligent beyond his education - if you think that’s fair to say?’ 

‘I would hope it is.’ Something seemed wrong with the offer. Alex felt like he was being sent 

back into No-Man’s-Land. 

‘And you are someone I can trust – I know this about people; who I can trust and who I 

can’t – you are the right kind of person, and I know that you would trust me in return. You would 

make sure that the place is run the way I want it to be.’ 

‘Of course.’ 

‘Of course.’ Anthony picked up his pipe from its pipe-rest. ‘I’ve seen something in you. I told 

you once before that I would have attempted to get you your commission had I known you before. 

You can think of this offer as standing for promotion.’ 

‘I’m not sure I have the right background for –’ 
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‘Background be damned. That’s what I’m trying to tell you. Think about this,’ said Anthony. 

‘Don’t throw it away.’ 

 

Alex wasn’t sure that road freight was a beast he could understand. Everything was turning 

mechanised. The new motor-bus service ran people into the towns. In turn, people from the towns 

came walking or driving through the country. People were leaving the villages for work and coming 

back just to look at them, as if the landscape was some rare museum piece. 

 

He wanted to talk to Tom, but after Lady’s Monument he didn’t quite feel that he could. He cleared 

a field of frozen muck and pushed his final barrow-load to the muck-heap. The droppings tumbled 

down like stones over those that still steamed from the stables. Jennifer was washing leg bandages 

with cold water. 

 ‘Come in for a minute and I’ll boil a kettle to drop in the bucket.’ 

‘Good thought,’ said Jennifer. ‘I’ve lost the feeling right back to my elbows.’ She draped a 

bandage over a wall and towelled off her hands and arms. Alex winced at how raw they looked, 

turned red by the cold. 

The stove had been lit in the drying-room. They held their hands towards it while they 

waited for the kettle to boil. 

Jennifer sucked through her teeth and pinched at her fingers. Alex imagined what he was 

going to say as he watched the steam rise from the sleeves of his coat. 

‘I’ve been offered another job,’ said Alex. 

‘You’re not leaving us?’ said Jennifer. 

‘No. I don’t think I am.’ He could hear a horse rolling in the stable next door. ‘It’s not a 

hunting job, it’s in Oxford. I’m not sure I could do it.’ 

‘Of course you could, otherwise they wouldn’t have offered. But why would you want to 

leave?’ 

‘I don’t, I don’t.’ 

‘But were you looking for other jobs?’ Jennifer pulled a stool forwards and sat on her 

hands. 

‘No.’ Alex put his hand over the kettle to test how much heat was rising from it. ‘If I tell you 

something, will you promise to keep it to yourself?’ 
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‘I promise.’ 

‘Sergeant Major Pushly offered me the job. He has interest in a road-freight company. He 

thinks the hunt is in trouble, and he’s offering me a way out.’ 

‘But the hunt runs mostly on his money.’ 

‘Exactly,’ said Alex. ‘So if he warns me, as a friend, that it might fail –’ 

‘- Then maybe he thinks he’s flogging a dead horse.’ 

‘So how can I refuse?’ 

‘Should I be looking for something else?’ 

Alex’s breath caught. ‘God, I’m sorry. I’ve been so selfish. I don’t think so. Well, not before 

the end of the season, I’m sure. I haven’t really thought it through. Maybe keep an eye on the 

horizon.’ 

‘What do you think will happen to The Hettlebourne?’ 

‘I can’t imagine it vanishing. Not after it survived the War.’ 

‘I don’t know.’ Jennifer took her hands from under her legs and tested her fingers, splaying 

them then clenching. ‘I feel as though people resent it.’ 

‘I hadn’t noticed.’ 

‘It’s only a feeling.’ 

‘When I first came, Carwyn warned me not to talk about the War because people would 

resent complaints from a survivor.’ 

‘Sounds close to the mark.’ She stood up and pushed the stool back against the wall. ‘What 

do you want to do?’ 

Alex thought of Tom. He thought of his life, which seemed to have started again so many 

times since he’d gone to war. ‘I’d like to stay, to be honest.’ 

‘Then take your own advice. See it out until the end of the season with a view to stay, but 

keep an eye on the horizon.’ 

 

In the second week of December the mild weather broke, and snow fell. Alex had an accident with 

Granny on the road to Clevesly manor that both were lucky to come away from uninjured. 

 

Todd, the old batman, brought hot rum and chocolate through for Anthony and Alex. Anthony was 

wearing his false leg. His briar-root pipe was in a pipe-rest beside his chair. 
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A fire was roaring in the huge hearth, fed by a coal base under hefty, gnarled logs. Alex 

caught the faintest scent of burnt toast. He thought of Tom and asked, ‘I wonder, will Christabel be 

joining us today?’ 

‘I dare say she might be,’ said Anthony, then went quiet, as if waiting for the real 

conversation to begin. 

‘How is Byron?’ Alex asked. 

‘He’s well enough, but I don’t think we’ll be hunting over this next week or so – not if the 

snow stays as it is.’ The snow had pulled all the sound out of the world. Alex had come in silence, 

save for the sound of the cart wheels and Granny’s muted, crunching paces on the thickly covered 

road. 

‘Do you think it will last?’ 

The image of Byron above the fireplace appeared to ripple from the heat, making him 

ethereal, spirit-like. Alex drank from his rum and chocolate. He looked out of the window at the 

white world. It looked as if it was waiting to start again, as if something new might emerge from 

the blank, soft-curved landscape. Anthony must have seen him looking. 

‘It was too much – the second summer we had,’ said Anthony. ‘This snow looks set to stay 

to me, and this winter could last well into the spring now, mark my words. The years always seem 

to try to even themselves out. If there’s too much heat, the cold will hit hard until an average is 

restored.’ 

Through the window, Alex could just make out the tracks he’d made on the way from the 

gates to the house. ‘Do you think the years even themselves out against man-made influence?’ 

‘I’m not sure I know what you mean.’ 

‘I was having a similar conversation with Tom. It seems to stand to reason that the world 

around us reacts to how we behave.’ Alex swelled at the chance to revisit the subject. ‘Farming 

being the perfect example – when we nurture our land and our crops, they look after us in return. 

Keeping a garden is the same. I was saying to Tom how the bombed ground during the War 

became treacherous. There was always disease around battlefields. Wherever we’ve treated the 

ground badly, it’s treated us badly in return. And the rain.’ Alex thought of the end of July in 1917. 

‘The rain.’ 

Anthony lifted his pipe to his lips then brought it down again, unlit. 

‘But that’s a more direct cause and effect,’ he said. ‘The crops don’t have any choice in how 
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they treat us. We grow them. We make good crops. We create dead bodies that spread disease. 

I’m not sure I’d agree that the world reacts like an animal – mistreated or otherwise – I certainly 

don’t think that we have any influence over the weather. It’s more like mathematics – the 

equations of a year want to balance.’ 

‘You’re right, of course. It did seem uncanny though – the endless rain. It left nothing left of 

the true landscape. Just as we became. Well, we all know what we became.’ Alex felt a pulse of 

guilt. He had promised Tom not to talk to Anthony like this. But he couldn’t hide it all from himself. 

And there was the job. 

‘The only point I was making was that a long summer always seems to be followed by a 

hard winter. The weather has always been uncanny, but only because we prescribe moods to it.’ He 

lifted his pipe again, but another thought took him before he lit it. ‘The Ancient Greeks believed 

that their actions towards the gods had a direct effect on their crops, or how they fared in war. The 

uncanny is a constant which we, as men, will attempt to understand by whatever means we can 

discover or invent. I told you before that I was thinking about Eostre – the Pagan goddess of rebirth 

and regeneration, but she was only a superstition, a way to make sense of things. There are 

patterns in the world – even down to sunrise and sunset. It’s obvious when you think of it.’  

‘Isn’t it the breaks in the patterns that set us looking for reasons, though?’ 

‘Perhaps it is. But it’s often human things that break the patterns, not natural or animal 

things.’ He put the pipe back in his mouth, struck a match, and lit it slowly and deliberately, making 

widening circular motions with the flame as he drew the thick smoke. ‘Cities break all the patterns 

of nature. The motor will be the death of far more foxes than hunting. It might already be. And it 

will never have anything to answer to.’ 

‘And I think,’ said Alex, ‘that is why I can’t accept your terrifically generous offer of work 

with the freight company. I care too much about,’ he stopped to think, and swirled the last of his 

drink. ‘about all of this – too much.’ 

Anthony smoked his pipe and watched Alex, then he looked to the window and the outside 

world again. ‘Very well – I have to respect that, but if you should find that all of this that you love 

so much is breaking too, then you can still come to me. I’m not ready to write you off just yet. No 

need for a final answer until the season’s out.’ 

The snow had developed into thick, heavy flakes. They filled the air with white and fell like a 

flurry of pale autumn leaves. 
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‘I appreciate it,’ said Alex. ‘I truly do.’ He looked back to the fire. A few sparks rose. Anthony 

was still looking past him, to the window and the snowfall. ‘I feel I need to ask though, and stop 

me if I’m being rude, but –’ 

Christabel stepped in before he could finish. 

‘You wanted to see me?’ she said. She smoked a cigarette in a long holder. 

‘It was only that Alex has come all this way in the snow and the cold to see you,’ said 

Anthony. 

‘Actually, I -’ Alex attempted. 

‘Oh God,’ said Christabel. ‘What an awful thing to have attempted.’ She took her place by 

the fire. ‘What was it you wanted?’ 

‘Well, I.’ Alex stuttered, ‘I had come to see your uncle, really. But I hope you’re well.’ 

‘Bored, but well,’ she said. ‘I think I’ve interrupted your conversation. I can leave.’ 

‘No,’ said Anthony. ‘Come and sit down.’ He turned back to Alex. ‘What did you want to 

ask?’ 

‘I’m not sure I should,’ said Alex. 

‘Nonsense. There’s nothing you couldn’t say in front of Christabel.’ 

Christabel sat in a chair slightly removed from them, as if she were a solitary audience 

member at some play of their devising. 

‘No. It’s no matter.’ Alex sank down into his chair. 

‘You must ask,’ said Christabel. ‘You have me intrigued.’ 

‘Well I wanted to ask – I’m so sorry, this seems awful now – I was going to ask whether you 

were going to withdraw your support for The Hettlebourne.’ He looked over to Christabel, who 

gave no expression. He remembered her warning – that people had tried to prey on Anthony, that 

she would fight against it happening again. He is not an asset for the hunt, she had said. ‘Not that I 

would ever ask you not to. I mean – if that’s your decision, then that’s how it must be. It’s only – if 

the hunt needs to cut back, I could help them by taking myself out of the equation, so someone 

else can keep their employment.’ 

Anthony shuffled forwards on his chair. Alex blushed. He felt he had gone beyond what was 

acceptable. 

‘So bold,’ said Christabel. 

‘What you have to understand,’ said Anthony, ‘is that I want The Hettlebourne to succeed 
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as much as, possibly more than, anyone.’ He took a moment to smoke and to study Alex. ‘I have 

taken, as I’m sure you are aware, a great amount of responsibility for its continuation. That is not 

something I would abandon lightly. There are other factors, though. If people do not wish to hunt, 

or haven’t the means, then it doesn’t matter how much financial support is given.’ Anthony tapped 

his pipe, then set it on its pipe-rest. 

‘Please accept my apology. I really didn’t mean to ask,’ said Alex. 

‘It was a fair question. I hope that the Christmas party will bring people out of the 

woodwork and give a little life back to the hunt. But that’s as good as my answer gets, I’m afraid.’ A 

log spat in the grate. ‘Does that change how you think about your future work?’ 

‘I think I would like to be part of what gives a future to the hunt.’ 

‘That could mean either yes or no.’ 

‘I suppose it could.’ 

‘You don’t owe him, or them, anything, Uncle,’ said Christabel. She raised her cigarette in 

its holder. 

 

 

 

 

December 1919 

 

Alex had seen little of the preparation for the Christmas Party, but somehow it had all come 

together. 

The pillars at the entrance to Clevesly Manor were decorated with candles, holly, and ivy.  

The church choir, mostly hunting people, were singing carols, and most of those who’d arrived 

were outside, in coats, watching and singing. Alex walked to the entrance with Tom. 

‘People will think we’re husband and wife, coming in together like this,’ said Tom. 

‘You could do worse,’ said Alex. 

‘The awful thing is,’ Tom laughed, ‘I probably have.’ He was speaking differently. Now that 

he was in his scarlet evening dress with polished brass hunt-buttons he spoke to Alex like he spoke 

to Anthony Pushly. Alex’s suit was borrowed, but it wasn’t the worst fit. 

Golden paper-chains hung down over the doors. The house glowed. 
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‘Gladys is coming, isn’t she?’ said Tom. 

‘Yes.’ 

‘None of them have hunted this season.’ 

‘We hunt over their land though. Jennifer’s coming tonight, as well.’ 

‘Don’t change the subject.’ Tom fiddled with his bowtie, turning to Alex who nodded his 

approval. ‘Saying that, if you see trouble brewing, you’ll come and lend a hand, won’t you?’ 

‘You’re terrible.’ 

Tom hummed his agreement. 

‘How many extra staff were hired in here?’ 

‘Only a dozen I should think. It won’t cost the earth. And the auction will make back the 

funds spent.’ 

Inside, a tree had been brought in and was hung with costume-pearls. Candles were 

everywhere. The spots of light picked out pattern and decoration on dresses and found the angles 

of tailoring. Everything looked beautiful, but artificial.  

 

A waiter handed them champagne. Anthony welcomed them with Christabel beside him. He wore 

a false-leg, with his carved crutch to support him. Christabel’s black dress, fronted with long 

necklaces, turned to thinly beaten metal scales at her hips, layered skirts flowed in pleats 

underneath. A decoration like frozen flames arced over her left shoulder. Her turban and ostrich 

feather fan were unlike anything Alex had seen outside of posters in France. It was as though she 

had her pick of all the world’s fashions to choose from. 

They made their greetings and drank to the success of the evening. The noise of chatter 

was building already and was starting to outweigh the carols from outside. Anthony excused 

himself to greet another guest. He crutched to the doorway and shook hands with someone else. 

‘Here’s to happy hunting,’ said Christabel. She raised her glass, but only looked to Tom. 

‘To happy hunting.’ 

It seemed sinister to Alex, as if she meant to find her sport among her guests. 

‘And may all of these people –’ Christabel went on, ‘who haven’t been seen or heard of 

since opening meet, but who feel it’s their rightful place to drink our champagne – bolster the 

numbers for the rest of the season, and pay their bloody cap!’ 

‘I think people just like to be inquisitive,’ said Alex, then wished he hadn’t. 
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‘Did I say people?’ said Christabel. ‘I meant to say magpies. My mistake, obviously.’ 

‘One for sorrow,’ said Tom, then he drank as though he’d made a joke and needed to keep a 

straight face. 

‘And fifty more for sorrow.’ Christabel gestured with her fan. ‘Come on, let’s get out of the 

hall before people try to greet me, or thank me. I’ll show you where you can put your over-coats.’ 

 

‘When do you leave for Oxford?’ asked Tom. The singing of the carollers carried through the closed 

window. 

Christabel picked up a candle and balanced her fan on the windowsill. ‘After Easter.’ 

Alex shuffled a foot backwards. ‘I remember,’ he said. ‘Your uncle once spoke of Easter as 

an old pagan festival.’ 

‘He does that.’ Christabel lit her cigarette in its holder from the candle. 

Coloured fabrics had been used to shade the lights. This room was blue, the front room, 

Alex had seen through the open door, was green. The candles picked out patches of natural light, 

the coloured shades domed the rooms and tinted the shadows. This room felt moonlit – a study, 

small enough that no one had come in, except to use it as a cloak-room. There was such attention 

to detail, even here. Little stars had been painted in gold and silver on the blue paper-chains that 

hung across the ceiling and down the walls. 

‘What happens after Easter?’ asked Tom. 

‘A squalid dormitory to live in, and the whole of the world and all its history to dissect.’ 

‘I thought you studied mathematics,’ said Alex. 

‘I do.’ 

A surge in the noise from outside came from the horse-drawn charabanc service that had 

been put on for the villages. Alex looked out of the window and saw the Rovers climbing down 

from it. The hunt motor pulled in behind it with Carwyn Thomas, his wife, and Jennifer, driven by 

Mr Gosherd. 

‘Would you mind fetching some champagne before the magpies devour it all?’ said 

Christabel. She leaned against the wall, thumbing the pearls of her long necklaces. ‘Get your hands 

on a bottle and you’ll have saved my life.’ 

‘Of course,’ said Tom.  

Alex left with him. As he turned to close the door behind them, Christabel was blowing out 
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the windowsill candles, and drawing the curtains. 

 

‘Did you see that Jennifer’s here?’ Alex kept his voice low as they went through to a door beside 

the stairs at the back of the entrance hall. 

‘With my father and mother as well. Can you hold them up if I take champagne through?’ 

‘I’ve seen you like this before. Don’t do anything stupid. Please.’ 

‘When’ve I ever?’ 

They followed steps down and found a room with bottles in crates. 

‘Nothing’s going on with Christabel, is it? I spoke to her out hunting – she was very guarded 

about you. I didn’t want to say.’ 

‘You’ve nothing to worry about. Promise.’ Tom took a bottle of champagne. ‘Aren’t you 

taking one?’ 

‘And what, stand in the entrance hall with it while I play the distraction? People would think 

I was serving drinks.’ 

‘Good point.’ Tom took a second bottle by the neck and went back up the stairs, two at a 

time. 

 

Gladys was wearing the mauve cloche that Alex had seen on the hat-stand in her kitchen. Her dress 

matched it in colour – she must have made it herself – mauve with a gold-coloured panel in the 

shape of an Arabic arch from her waist to the hem-line at her calf. She only wore a shawl over it 

against the cold. She was candle-lit outside, smiling at the choir as she passed. 

‘If in doubt, bud, lock her in a cupboard.’ He slipped away through the open doors beside 

the pearl-hung-tree and vanished into the party as Gladys and the Rovers came up the steps at the 

head of a tide from the village in their homemade dresses and Sunday suits. Alex breathed a sigh. 

He had a feeling of something like déjà-vu. He plucked a glass of champagne from the ever-

replenished table in the entrance hall. The maid he had seen before watched him and went 

through the door that he and Tom had used on their hunt for a bottle. 

He said his good evenings to all. Carwyn asked after the ‘Gallant Host,’ but Anthony Pushly 

had disappeared somewhere – probably to sit and smoke for a while, Alex thought. Carwyn went 

off in search of him. Alex ended up stepping back outside, with Gladys and Jennifer, to listen to the 

carollers. Gladys joined in quietly with Silent Night. 
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‘You’ve a beautiful voice,’ said Jennifer, once the song was over. 

‘I didn’t even notice I was singing,’ said Gladys. ‘But thank you.’ 

The choir sang Hark! The Herald Angels Sing. 

‘How are you managing with the cold at the kennels?’ asked Gladys. 

‘We’ve lost a few hunting days,’ said Alex. 

‘And almost lost our fingers,’ Jennifer added. 

‘But we’re getting along all right. We’ve put extra straw down for the horses and hounds, 

and we’re giving them hot feed. The brook hasn’t frozen all the way through, so water isn’t too 

much of a problem.’ 

‘Breaking through the ice with a spade at six in the morning isn’t the best fun though, I 

have to say. How about you? It’s a dairy farm, isn’t it?’ 

‘The herd’s all in the open barn at the moment. Not much is working. The chickens are 

living in a run in the pantry. It’s quite fun, I suppose, if you think about it.’ 

‘I can imagine trying to milk a cow and having snow-flakes come out.’ Jennifer laughed and 

put a hand on Gladys’s shoulder. There were pearls, or costume-pearls on her headband, they 

were matched on a bracelet, and necklace. Against the white of the pearls, Jennifer’s hands still 

looked yellow from the picric acid at the munitions factory. Her fingernails, like Gladys’s, were 

pared short, her hands were dry and cracked, but strong. 

‘How’s the new tenant of Drywell Cottage?’ asked Alex. 

‘Didn’t you hear?’ said Gladys. ‘He got into an argument with his girl’s father. I think he’d 

told us a few lies too. Anyway, they’ve run away.’ 

‘I’m so sorry,’ said Jennifer. 

‘It’s rotten timing when we’ve this cold to deal with.’ She folded her hands across her 

stomach. ‘So Drywell is still empty.’ 

 

When the choir sang Wassail! Wassail! All Over the Town, they turned to face the house. The 

guests started to join in, heartily. Alex, along with several others gathered, cheered as the choir 

reached, 

‘Here’s to our horse, and to his right ear.’ 

Gladys started a cheer at, 

‘Here’s to our cow and to her long tail.’ 
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And everyone cheered at, 

‘Let these jolly Wassailers in.’ 

The choir finished with a roar, and made their way up the steps to find that mulled wine 

and bottles of whisky had just been set out in the entrance hall to warm them. David, the whipper-

in was amongst them, and they hoisted him up, paying no attention to his cast leg, and carried his 

crutches behind him. 

The curtains were still drawn in the room that Christabel had taken Alex and Tom to. It 

dawned on him that it might have seemed ill-advised to have blue-light coming from a front 

window, and he wondered where the red-room might be. Something about the coloured rooms 

made him feel uneasy, he was reminded of someone, but who it was exactly was just out of reach 

of his mind. 

Jennifer took off her coat, her dress was layered white silk, hemmed with lace and cream-

coloured teardrop beads. She took her long silk scarf and draped it behind her and over her 

elbows. The maid took her coat. She thanked her. 

‘Is Tom here?’ she asked Alex. 

‘He was around somewhere. He went to look for the champagne to be topped up just 

before you arrived.’ 

‘Perhaps Carwyn found him on his way to look for the Pushlys,’ suggested Gladys. 

 

Soon after eight o’clock, the auction was in full swing in the old dining hall. The tables and chairs 

had all been cleared out. Someone had just bid three pounds for a Christmas Cake. 

‘Incredible,’ said Alex to Gladys. Then the auctioneer turned and pointed directly at him, 

adding 6 shillings to the bidding. 

Gladys laughed in disbelief. Alex nearly choked, but it was Tom, raising a hand from behind 

him, who had made the bid. He stepped in between Alex and Jennifer. 

‘Did I have you frit?’ he asked. The auctioneer was looking for another bid from him, but he 

waved a hand to decline. 

‘Where have you been?’ asked Jennifer. 

‘You know – smoking, drinking, talking.’ 

‘I see. You didn’t think to change your habits for the party then?’ 

‘Excuse me?’ said Tom. ‘How much have you had?’ But Jennifer was already laughing. The 
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auctioneer asked if she wished to bid, but she declined, and pursed her lips to keep herself from 

laughing again. 

The auctioneer made his way through selling the various donations from potted-shrubs, to 

casks of beer, to three chickens, 

‘The buyer’ll have to come collect them,’ Henrietta Rover called out from the crowd. ‘We 

didn’t bring ‘em along tonight, as they had nothing to wear.’ The room filled with laughter. 

Julian McAlistair bought the chickens. Gladys said she wasn’t sure whether her mother 

would revel in having made the McAlistairs part with some money, or be steamed up that they 

would have to come to the farm and take away stock. Alex thought they would pay the money and 

conveniently forget to pick up the chickens. 

A band had set up during the auction, and the final sale was a pair of dances – one with 

Anthony Pushly, the other with Christabel, who made her way to the auctioneer’s podium and 

curtseyed, flourishing her fan. Alex was surprised he hadn’t noticed her in the room with her 

elaborate shoulder decoration. 

‘Be careful not to whisk her off her feet,’ called out Anthony. ‘It happened to me once, and I 

haven’t been the same since.’ He knocked his wooden leg with his crutch to a round of applause 

and laughter. A man and wife bought the dances, and Anthony proved himself incredibly nimble on 

his crutch and false-leg as the band struck up. 

 

Alex danced with Gladys, and Tom with Jennifer, but as the evening went on, partners changed, 

and a group developed in the middle of the dining hall with, Alex couldn’t quite count, perhaps 

twenty people all dancing together. Gladys’s locket had come open as it bounced between her 

collarbones. She squeezed it shut and tucked it inside the neckline of her dress, but Alex had 

already seen that there were no pictures inside. 

 

At eleven o’clock, three long rails of costumes were set up along the sides of the hall, and by half-

past Clevesly Manor was filled with clowns, policemen, cowboys, and any number of animals. Alex 

caught a glimpse of Mr Vincent, still in the coat that he hunted in, sipping a whisky and grumbling 

to himself as he looked in to the hall. There would be a quiet room somewhere, without bright 

colours and music, for those more like Mr Vincent to sit in and smoke. 
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Tom was dressed as a lion, with a great paper-mane and a tail pinned to the back of his suit. 

Jennifer had given him a black nose and whiskers with the makeup case she had in her bag. She, 

perhaps following Tom, became a cat with white ears. Her tail was on a belt, which she tied loosely 

to avoid creasing the silk of her dress. Gladys had chosen a court wig and gown. Alex had become a 

clown with a ruff, a false nose, and a conical paper hat. Anthony Pushly was a pirate, making a 

huge joke of his false leg. Christabel said that she thought it was a rotten idea, and that she hadn’t 

dressed like she had simply to become ridiculous. Gladys suggested she should use her fan and 

become an ostrich, then turned very quiet. By one-o’clock, Christabel had on pieces from a variety 

of costumes. She described it to Alex as ‘gypsy,’ before going back to dance, scattering feathers, 

sequins, and beads around her. 

Alex kissed Gladys under the mistletoe. When the time came to leave, Carwyn Thomas was 

still dressed as Father Christmas, and couldn’t find his hat or coat. Alex took his jacket from its 

hanger on the costume rail, feeling suddenly embarrassed. 

 

Carwyn wore his costume again on Christmas Day to hand out gifts. At the boxing day meet, it 

seemed as though hunt numbers might be revived, but they didn’t last into January. 

 

 

 

 

January 1920 

 

‘Gladys has been round,’ said Tom. 

‘What did she want?’ said Alex. 

‘Didn’t say. She left some bread, but that’s it.’ 

Alex had been up to the manor and had come back to the task of checking the fences 

around the paddocks. The horses were all in and stabled. There hadn’t been any new snow in 

three weeks, and everything else had gone to muck. The field had been churned by hooves until it 

looked like a brown sea stuck at one moment in time, whipped into waves and choppy peaks by 

some storm. Still, there was something familiar and comforting about trudging through cold mud 

with Tom. 
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A rail had come away from its post. Tom looked briefly along its length, checking for cracks. 

It must have looked sound. He took the claw hammer from his belt and knocked at the points of 

the old nails, driving them backwards to expose the heads. 

‘What did you say to her?’ asked Alex. Tom turned the hammer and began prying the nails 

from the wood. 

‘Who?’ The first nail came out with a screech. Tom passed it to Alex who put it in the empty 

pocket of a pouch that hung from his belt. The other pocket held the new nails. 

‘To Gladys. When she came here.’ 

‘Oh, I see. Sorry I thought you meant -’ Tom stopped himself short. He wrenched out the 

second nail. The wood split. He swore softly to himself. The sky was purpling, like old meat. The 

snow would come again. Tom passed the second nail to Alex, then pulled the split-away corner of 

rail free and threw it into the hedge. ‘I didn’t see her, actually. Dad did. Told her you were away at 

Clevesly Manor and to try again this afternoon.’ He checked the split, but said nothing about it. 

‘Who did you think I meant?’ asked Alex. 

‘No one,’ said Tom. ‘Have you been over there at all?’ 

‘At the Rovers’? You know I haven’t. Not since before Christmas.’ 

‘One little kiss under the mistletoe and Gunner Pebury sounds the retreat! You’re as bad as 

that lad who they had working there before Christmas.’ 

‘It’s a long way for her to walk - home to the Rovers’ and back out again. Do you think she’ll 

leave it?’ 

‘No,’ said Tom. ‘Hold this in place, will you?’ He gestured to the rail. Alex had to climb 

through the fence to hold it from the other side of the post. There was still a little of the old snow 

on this side, packed in where the sun never reached it. He took hold of the rail and held it in place, 

ready for its new nails. Tom just looked at him with a cheeky smile. He must have known that as 

Alex turned, he would see Gladys making her way across the field. 

The lanes and roads, the tracks and rails, they were all part of one long, interconnected 

spider-web. Gladys hob-nailed her way across the field towards them without looking down at her 

footing in the mud, just marching on through. There was mud up to the knees of her overalls. 

Tom raised his eyebrows. Whenever he did that, his ears tilted backwards slightly. Alex had 

forgotten until then. 

‘Alex!’ called Gladys from across the field. 
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‘I might’ve given some varied advice this last year, but you know we could do with you 

staying, don’t you?’ 

‘I know.’ Alex stood up straight and tall. ‘Who goes there?’ he called to Gladys. She marched 

onward, covering the rest of the muddy ground before replying. 

‘Afternoon, you two.’ 

‘’Afternoon,’ said Tom. He slipped his hammer back into his belt. 

‘I need to speak with Alex,’ said Gladys. 

‘Go ahead,’ said Tom. Gladys stared at him until the rims of her eyes showed red. Tom leant 

over and kissed her on the cheek before sauntering off along the fence. Gladys looked down and 

away. Alex could hear her teeth grinding together. He looked back at Tom who was miming taking 

out his hammer and throwing it at Gladys’s head. Gladys sighed, unaware, and turned back to Alex. 

He could feel her waiting for him. 

‘Is everything all right?’ Alex asked. 

‘Quite all right. The farm is coping well with the cold. We’ve had a little help from some of 

the village boys, but they’ll be back to school next week.’ She paused, looking from Alex’s left eye 

to his right, then back again. ‘I know things haven’t been quite so well for the hunt though.’ 

‘We’ve not done badly.’ 

‘You have,’ Gladys said. ‘You have done badly. You had a good start to the season. Lots of 

people wanted to support the hunt but your numbers haven’t held, not for two minutes after 

boxing day. People don’t want to go dashing about the countryside to kill things anymore. Can’t 

you see? They want to jump in a motor car and go to a club or a dance. There’s no future in it.’ 

Alex looked down at the rail – its broken end ready to be nailed back in place regardless of the 

split. Gladys shifted her weight. Mud twisted and squirmed from under her boots. 

‘Hunting will have a future for as long as there is passion behind it,’ Alex said. He glanced 

over at Tom, who was tramping along the fence, too far away to hear. Alex smiled at Gladys. He 

tried to think of something else to say. He opened his mouth. 

‘You might once have said that about our engagement,’ said Gladys. ‘And that’s the other 

thing I wanted to talk about.’ Alex kept hold of the loose rail, not wanting to drop it for fear of 

twisting the nails at the next post along. ‘You didn’t just take a future from me when you broke off 

the engagement. You threw away a good one for yourself. We were just starting to get close again 

by the party.’ She paused and took her turn in looking briefly over to Tom. ‘And then you ran and 
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hid in hunting.’ 

‘I know I did. I’m sorry.’ Alex looked at her, unblinking. ‘And I should thank you for 

everything since I’ve been home. With Drywell Cottage, and just – you’ve been a very good friend 

to me.’ 

‘Stop talking about it as if it’s over. Just think about this properly, and see the sensible 

decision. Let the old men with big moustaches hunt and drink and talk about days gone by. Come 

back to the farm. Come back to me.’ 

‘Gladys – Sweetheart – I told you before, I don’t know how to fit into that life anymore.’ The 

words seemed to come by force of recollection more than from his current self. He tried to 

decipher what he was thinking. Gladys took a step towards him. The mud sucked at her too-long-

still boots, trying to hold her from moving. She took no notice. 

‘Look at me. Look at me, and call me Sweetheart again,’ said Gladys. 

‘Sweetheart,’ said Alex. 

‘Yes, Darling?’ She put a hand to his face. The leather of her blue-grey gloves was slightly 

warm. 

‘I hadn’t realised how cold I was.’ Alex’s voice caught up with his thoughts and spoke them 

without pausing. 

‘It’s all right,’ said Gladys. ‘I forgive you. Come back to me now. Come back to our farm. 

Come and live and work and love with me.’ Gladys moved forwards, another step closer to the 

fence, to where the hooves hadn’t quite managed to churn the earth to soup. 

‘Do you love me?’ Alex asked. 

Gladys took Alex by the hands. He lost hold of the rail. He heard the squeak of twisting nails 

from the next post along. Gladys dropped to one knee. 

‘Marry me, Alex Pebury.’ 

‘Gladys, I -’ 

‘Don’t answer me now. Think about it.’ She rose again but didn’t let go of Alex’s hands. 

‘And think of the future as well. If you marry me then you stand to inherit with me too. The entire 

farm. All its lands and income. You could be the man telling the hunt where they can and can’t go. 

You could field master for them, like Julian McAlistair. Think before you give me an answer. You’ve 

got it all to gain and you needn’t lose a thing.’ Alex thought she was going to leave when she 

dropped his hands but instead of turning to go, she moved closer to him, as if to kiss him over the 
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broken fence. ‘Be careful of Tom. Please.’ 

‘I can’t marry you,’ Alex whispered. 

‘Yes you can,’ said Gladys. ‘Just think about it. I won’t take an answer from you now. I’m 

going home. I won’t ask for you to take me.’ She turned along the fence and gave a shout. ‘It’s all 

right, Tom. You can come back now.’ 

Tom scuffed his heels back to them. 

‘Thank you, Gladys,’ he said. ‘Kind of you to give me permission to come back to a spot in 

my own field.’ Alex was reminded of Christabel when he had offered her a drink in her own uncle’s 

house. He couldn’t remember if he’d told Tom about that. 

‘It’s the hunt’s field,’ said Gladys. 

‘Come on you two,’ said Alex. ‘Let’s not do this.’ Gladys scowled. Tom gave a muted 

chuckle. 

‘I will just say this.’ Gladys put her hands on the middle rail of the fence and leaned across. 

‘You would do well, Tom Thomas, to watch your behaviour. Mud sticks, and your reputation is not 

getting any cleaner.’ She pushed back and placed her hands on her hips. 

‘What do you mean?’ asked Alex. 

‘What she means is,’ said Tom, ‘she’s been gossiping over at the post-office rather than 

getting on with a day’s work, and now she would rather spread that gossip over here than let us 

get on with our day’s work.’ 

‘I’d be surprised if you’d done a day’s work in your life,’ said Gladys. ‘And what I mean, 

since I’ve been asked, is that Tom Thomas here has-’ 

‘Gladys, that’s enough,’ said Tom. 

‘Oh, so it’s true then?’ Gladys cocked an eyebrow. 

‘I obviously have no idea what you’re talking about,’ said Tom. ‘But I’ve no interest in 

gossip.’ 

Alex expected Tom to be curious about, even to seek out, any rumours about him that were 

circulating. But all people changed, even Tom. The air was quiet in the silences between words – a 

lot of birds must have died in the cold. 

‘I think you just don’t want him to know.’ Gladys didn’t look at Alex, but the him was clear 

enough. 

‘And what could I possibly want to protect Alex from? You have no idea what we’ve done 
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together, Gladys.’ Alex saw Tom’s fist clench around the hammer he had pretended to throw at her 

before. 

‘Oh, I’m sure I don’t. But do I take it that you now want me to say what it is you wanted to 

protect him from so you can endure that together too?’ 

‘Gladys,’ said Alex. ‘This isn’t helping anyone. I think you should head home now. I’ll drive 

you back if you need me to.’ Alex put a hand on the post in front of him, trying to appear calm. 

‘I’ll go if you insist,’ said Gladys. ‘But before I do, I will just say this; when it does go bad 

here, remember who kept your house for you when you came back. Remember who signed off 

your papers as an agricultural worker to get you home and safe as quickly as possible. Remember 

those who have always been a support to you. Perhaps think of being there for them too, and 

hope they’re still waiting when the time comes.’ Alex closed his eyes. The cold made him feel like 

he was turning into a marble statue from the feet up. ‘And I won’t accept your offer of taking me 

back. A ride in a dog-cart behind a raggedy pony is not quite what I need.’ When she had finished, 

she pulled her feet out from the mud that was trying to claim them again, and turned without a 

goodbye. 

  

‘That’s what you get for ignoring her for a month,’ said Tom. ‘I should think you’re glad you’re out 

of that one, aren’t you?’ Gladys was through the gate at the other end of the field. She didn’t turn 

or wave. 

‘You were going to bring the War into it.’ 

 ‘I wasn’t.’ 

‘You said she had no idea what we’d been through.’ 

Tom stayed silent. 

‘I dropped the rail,’ said Alex. ‘Sorry, Tom, I think it’s twisted the nails at the other end.’ 

‘Never mind that,’ said Tom, gesticulating with his hammer, ‘What did she come here for?’ 

‘Lots of things – to warn me about you, obviously. To ask me to leave the kennels and go 

back to the farm-’ 

‘Predictably,’ said Tom. 

‘-And to ask me to marry her.’ 

‘Jesus Christ! I saw her on one knee – I thought she might have slipped over. God, the mad 

woman! What did you say?’ Tom was beginning to shuffle with excitement. 
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‘Well, I said I couldn’t marry her.’ 

‘Of course you did.’ 

‘And she said she wouldn’t take my answer. That I would need to think about it, and that if I 

did marry her, I would inherit the farm.’ Tom stopped his shuffle. He sat on one of the remaining 

fence rails and pointed his hammer at Alex. 

‘Alex, you and I have been friends for a long time. We’ve been through some sticky 

situations and I think you trust me,’ said Tom. 

‘Absolutely,’ said Alex. 

‘If that woman feels she has to bribe you then she’s not worth it.’ 

‘But you said the same thing to me once. You said she was going to marry me so she could 

inherit the farm since her brother died, and you said that it might be good for me.’ 

‘That was when we were first home, before this season.’ 

Alex wrenched the hammer away from Tom and walked along the fence to the next post, 

where the broken rail was hanging. He began hammering it away from its place in the fence. 

‘This rail is broken. Agreed?’ said Alex. 

‘Damaged but not ruined,’ said Tom, joining him. 

‘And we can’t afford to pop a new one in and cut this one up for the fire?’ The rail came 

free with a final blow from the hammer. 

‘Not really, when this one is serviceable,’ said Tom. 

‘So, we acknowledge that it’s damaged, but we don’t set it to another task, or fix it, we just 

reposition the nails and hammer it back between the posts it came from,’ said Alex. He set to 

prying out the twisted nails. ‘This rail is just like me.’ 

‘Look, if you want to marry her, be my guest,’ said Tom. He reached into his pocket and 

brought out his cigarette case. 

‘That’s completely opposite to what I meant. Can I take a cigarette from you?’ Tom handed 

one over. One of Tom Thomas’s narrow rolls – quick to smoke and economical to make. ‘I refuse to 

be hammered back into my old position, as if I haven’t changed.’ He lit the cigarette. ‘You know I’m 

not going to leave you, don’t you?’ 

‘I’m grateful for it,’ said Tom. 

‘But I still feel –’ 

‘I know you do.’ 
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‘Broken.’ 

‘This is why I asked you about Ashurst Hospital.’ 

‘Tom,’ said Alex. ‘I don’t want to be fixed. I want to be understood. And bloody hell to 

Ashurst if we can’t even afford to mend the fence.’ 

‘There is that.’ 

‘Do you think Gladys knows about you and Jennifer?’ 

‘It would seem that way, but there’s no use in letting her try to judge my reaction to her 

gossiping.’ 

 

By the time they had finished the fencing, Alex’s fingers were numb. He and Tom stepped back 

onto the yard, Alex’s hands curled into painful, but docile, fists. Jennifer came out of a stable with 

a wheelbarrow full of muck and wet straw. She was wearing dark blue overalls, with gloves and a 

scarf in matching wool. Her thick cloth beret was marked with scuffs and stains. She nodded at 

Tom. 

‘Did I just see Gladys leave the yard?’ she said. Granny stuck her head over her stable door 

with a mouthful of hay. She whickered a greeting at Alex. He waved back, without thinking how he 

might look. ‘I didn’t get the chance to say hello.’ 

‘She was only flying in and out to propose marriage,’ said Tom. 

‘You shouldn’t do that. It’s unkind,’ said Jennifer. 

‘He’s telling the truth.’ 

‘Well in that case, you shouldn’t go spreading other people’s news.’ Jennifer looked at Alex. 

‘You don’t look as though I should be offering congratulations.’ 

‘Look,’ said Tom. ‘I should get on.’ Alex could see he was annoyed at being told off. 

Tom disappeared into the feed room. 

‘What will you do?’ asked Jennifer. 

‘I’ll stay here, of course.’ 

‘Even after what you thought about Pushly?’ 

‘I’ll see it out.’ 

Jennifer picked up her wheel-barrow, then set it down again. 

‘Do you think it might be worth me asking the Rovers for work?’ she said. 

‘We’ll be all right here.’ 
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She didn’t push the subject any further. 

 

 

 

 

 

August 1917 

 

‘I have been asked to provide volunteers,’ said Captain Houghton. ‘What that actually means is 

that some of you are going to volunteer whether you want to or not.’ 

There were seventy of them watching him, all in rain capes, all shivering. Morning stand-to 

in a brief rest after almost a month of constant shelling. Somehow the noise and shockwaves of 

the incessant firing had made their way into Alex’s throat. His airways felt as though they had a 

clamp on them, squeezing them tight. He tried to listen to his captain and to concentrate on what 

was being said but the words hit his ears in lumps and it took all his focus to decipher them. 

Alex couldn’t tell when it had happened, but colours had changed. Tom was next to him; his 

face looked blue – the colour the sky had once been. There were flecks of red and orange darting 

across his khaki tunic. 

‘You can always rely on mud,’ said Alex. He hadn’t meant to speak aloud. Captain Houghton 

snapped towards him and barked something, but Alex couldn’t tell quite what it was. 

‘Captain,’ said Alex, with an affirmative edge. It was a cover-all response. Tom stood on his 

foot. There was a lull in movement. Rain hit helmets with the same ting, ting, ting as bullets 

sometimes did. 

‘I’ll pair off with Gunner Pebury,’ said Tom. 

Alex couldn’t tell what had happened. People were watching him. 

 

‘What the hell were you thinking?’ said Tom. They were behind the guns, in a quiet part of dugout.  

‘I don’t know. What have I done?’ asked Alex. He took off his helmet and tapped his 

knuckles against it. It was beginning to come clean from the rain. 

‘You don’t even know, do you?’ The world was still exploding, bit by bit. ‘When did you last 

sleep properly?’ Alex had put his helmet under his arm and was chewing the end of his dirty 
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thumb. ‘We’ve got two hours until we’re back on. Get some sleep.’ Alex looked up into Tom’s eyes. 

The world was reflected in them. They were dark. ‘Because after that, we’re going to be behind the 

next wave going into the meat grinder, carrying a stretcher. Four stretchers from us. Four from 

each of the other seventies along this stretch. Almost half of the Royal Engineers, from what I can 

tell – they seem to think their job is done for the moment so they’re not as worried about losing 

them as they might be.’ Tom went to light a cigarette but a drip from his helmet extinguished it 

before he had a chance to smoke. He swore and threw it. Alex was vaguely aware of his own body. 

It felt like so much wax. He bit hard on his thumb then looked at the impression. ‘You know what 

you said?’ Tom asked. Alex looked up to Tom who took a deep breath in and held it. Alex waited for 

him to breathe out. He had half a sense that he wanted to catch Tom’s exhaled breath and pull it 

into his own lungs. Somehow it might heal him. ‘You said “You can always rely on me.” Everyone’ll 

think you were either being a cocky shit, or you’re ready to die.’ 

Alex breathed as Tom spoke. He leaned forwards and planted a hand against Tom’s chest. 

He closed his eyes. 

 

‘He carried you in here as if you’d just married him.’ Alex took a moment to come fully awake and 

realise where he was – in the cots where they took their breaks from duty. It was Gunner Bailey 

who had spoken. He was from their division and their gun. ‘Or maybe like a gothic heroine.’ Bailey, 

with his cot under the lamp that hung from the ceiling, had his copy of Poe’s Tales open on his lap. 

He would read them aloud sometimes – Beef Tea with a story. His favourite was Never Bet The 

Devil Your Head, even though Alex was sure it wasn’t the best. Perhaps Bailey thought it fit so well 

with what Haig was doing in Ypres – gambling his armies on his ability to leap a stile. But then, 

perhaps he just liked it. 

Tom was asleep beside Alex, flat on his back with his arms folded across his chest, like a 

knight struck in marble. The guns were still screaming against the rain. 

‘How long do we have?’ asked Alex. 

‘Another five minutes, yet,’ said Bailey. Alex hadn’t been strong. He knew that. He’d heard 

talk before about soldiers who wouldn’t last long. There had been two underage boys who joined 

up together. He might have been part of the conversation that labelled them. Everyone knew they 

would leg it if they could. They were caught by the Red Caps. People would start to talk about Alex 

now. A prophecy could be dangerous. You needed to be strong for other people to think you were 
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worth defending. 

‘Do you think we’ll make it through this next one?’ asked Alex. 

‘We either will, or we won’t,’ said Bailey. ‘And that’s some comfort. I might be seconded 

into stretcher-bearing with you two good-for-nothings yet, but don’t worry, I won’t blame you for 

it. The Welsh boy might.’ Bailey inclined his head towards Tom. 

‘I won’t,’ said Tom without opening his eyes. ‘We’re getting through this one together. If we 

can’t get our injured out after snuffing away so many other lives, then what are we good for? The 

stretchers are a chance to do a little bit of good as I see it.’ 

Alex reached into his tunic pocket and found his cigarette case. He lit a cigarette then 

placed it between Tom’s lips. When Tom breathed out, it was with a satisfied hum. He still hadn’t 

opened his eyes. 

‘And they give no-fire orders on stretcher bearers. They want to let some of the injured get 

back as a burden,’ said Tom. 

‘Bailey?’ said Alex. Holding out the cigarette case. 

‘Go on then. I’ll have one of your stingy fags,’ said Bailey. 

Alex let him take a cigarette, then lit one for himself. The smoke in the lamplight made the 

room feel warmer. It was a little world of its own, only connected to the War by the drip of water 

from the rain capes that hung by the entrance and the two feet of sandbags that failed to stop the 

water getting in. There was another man in there. Alex hadn’t noticed him before. His blanket was 

pulled right up over his head – it kept you warmest that way. Bailey looked at his watch in the oily 

light. 

‘Two minutes to go,’ he said. 

‘I don’t know how you keep that thing going,’ said Alex. Tom bent his moustache with a 

smile and blew smoke through his nose. 

‘My watch? I’m just careful with it,’ said Bailey. ‘I’ve got a piece of oil skin I wrap it in 

against the wet and the mud, and I wind it every day.’ Bailey turned in his cot. The lamp threw 

grimy shadows over his face. ‘I keep winding my watch, and time keeps winding on. We’ll soon be 

done with this.’ 

Tom moved for the first time since waking and took the cigarette out of his mouth, but he 

didn’t sit or open his eyes. 

‘I don’t know what I’ll do when the War’s over. Well, I should think I know what I’ll do for a 
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profession and the like, but I’ve learnt how to stay alive here. I’m not sure I know how to at home,’ 

he said. 

‘It’s a lot easier to survive at home,’ said Alex. 

‘I think that’s what I mean,’ said Tom. ‘If it’s easy, you never have to learn how to do it for 

yourself.’ 

‘I’m not quite sure I have learned,’ said Alex, then his earlier thoughts of not lasting long 

came back to him. ‘But I’m here now – suppose that’s good enough.’ 

Bailey snapped his pocket watch closed. 

‘That’s about us, boys,’ he said, sitting up and swinging his legs out of his cot. His cigarette 

was finished. Tom, who had an uncanny knack of making his last far longer than they should, drew 

his down to his lips. Only then did he open his eyes. 

‘Doesn’t it burn, smoking the fag that close to your lips?’ asked Alex. 

‘I reckon I’ve built up a hard spot just there,’ said Tom. 

Bailey was standing now, refastening his helmet. 

‘None of the girls will want to kiss you,’ he said. 

‘And I don’t want to go and get shot at in the rain,’ said Tom. ‘But it’s what I’m paid for.’ He 

laughed. 

‘That make a whore-soldier?’ asked Bailey. 

‘I’d say they’ve got us all by the ankles, haven’t they?’ 

Alex hurriedly put on his helmet and threw his dripping rain cape around his shoulders. The 

man from the other cot was just coming back to life. 

‘You’re a different man after a sleep,’ said Tom. Alex stepped over the sandbags and into 

the trench without looking back. The drainage had all been blown to hell. He wished there had 

been time to take off his boots and socks before he had fallen asleep. He did feel better though, 

less like a marionette being controlled from elsewhere. More like a soldier, or what he now 

thought of as a soldier, not at all like the definition he would have given before his war. 

Tom followed him out. Bailey was just behind. 

‘Enough time to shoot a few peas at these concrete bunkers then we can go and play 

doctors with a stretcher,’ said Tom. Alex looked along the trench at the mud and the darkness. 

‘Thanks for coming out with me, Tom,’ he said. ‘I never meant to speak up. I just find it all 

so strange sometimes, and I lose my senses.’ 
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‘Ever since-’ 

‘Ever since.’ Alex left the sentence unfinished. Tom, he thought, would either have said 

‘Ever since your mother died,’ or ‘Ever since you broke things off with Gladys.’ Alex didn’t want to 

hear either sentence out loud. 

‘I can pay you those cigarettes back as we walk,’ said Bailey, offering out a pair. They 

counted in and lit them all together so that no one would be the unlucky third light. Then they 

went to their gun. 

 

 

 

 

January 1920 

 

‘What is it, Tom?’ Alex asked again. Tom led the way up the stairs to the stores above the short-side 

of the stable-block. Each stair creaked its own note. Alex’s heart skipped then made a hard, cold 

beat. Sunlight came through an oculus on the long side of the stores; it picked out the dust that 

hung and swirled and darted. The dust on the floor showed footprints where someone had been 

pacing. 

Tom sat down on a long wooden feed bin. Alex took a bale of hay. As Tom looked about the 

room, rubbing his knee distractedly, Alex slid his fingers between the gaps on the hay made by the 

bale press. He eased open the join between each page of hay until he could slide his hand down. 

Then he started on the next. 

‘Father won’t be happy if he comes to move that bale and it falls apart,’ said Tom. Alex 

hadn’t realised that Tom was watching. 

‘Sorry.’ 

‘No. Don’t be. It doesn’t matter really.’ 

‘What did you want to say?’ Alex felt the same foreboding as he had at Lady’s Monument 

when Tom had asked him to go to Oxford to see the doctors. That had been easier though. That 

was a question for which Tom had taken him out to somewhere beautiful, meaningful. The 

question had still been a protection of some sort. The sort of thing asked in a dusty loft that was 

too dry to even smoke in was a very different breed of question. Tom was looking up at a beam in 
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the roof which had a twist and a knot that looked like an eye, fixed and unblinking. 

‘Tom?’ 

‘I don’t know what to do,’ said Tom. He shifted and pushed himself further up on the 

wooden bin. He looked back to the eye in the beams. Alex saw that he was waiting for another 

prompt, like a horse that knows what is asked of it but waits for a second instruction to be sure. 

‘What’s happened?’ 

‘You know all the talk of war babies?’ 

‘Oh Tom. You haven’t?’ Alex stood up. ‘Not one of those places in Cambrin?’ 

‘No. God no. If only. I’ve -’ He looked back to the eye in the wood. Alex moved across and 

sat on the bin beside him. Tom leaned over and rested his head on Alex’s shoulder. Alex put an arm 

around him and pulled him close. He wondered where Tom’s smell of burnt toast could come 

from. 

When Tom’s words came, they were soft and hot. 

‘It’s Christabel,’ he said. 

 

Alex fell backwards into the shell hole. The sky swam with reds and angry purples. The rain came 

down on his face and it was as though a vast whale or some sea monster had taken to the skies to 

watch the end of humanity. A thousand-thousand years of sea water fell from its belly as it 

vultured above the battlefields. Alex’s cold sweat, the mud caked to his face and the rain all ran 

into his eyes. He kept them open, thinking that he would die. Then Tom fell into the hole with him 

and dying was no longer an option. 

 

‘Tom?’ 

‘Hm?’ 

‘What can I do to help?’ 

‘I don’t know,’ said Tom. He started to swing his feet against the wooden bin, like a child 

might. Tom pushed himself along the bin, away from Alex’s shoulder and gripping arm. 

‘What will she do?’ asked Alex. No answer came, just the rhythm of thumping heels. ‘Will 

she go abroad? Can they afford that now? And where would she go? She couldn’t have it adopted 

here, obviously. If that’s what she wants to do?’ 

‘She’s going to keep the baby,’ said Tom. The dust in the light from the oculus carried on 
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rolling and dancing, oblivious to time or need as dust always is. Dust to dust, thought Alex. 

Beginning and end. 

‘So you’ll marry her?’ Alex wondered if Pushly would still help him with the job in Oxford 

when he found out about this to-be scandal. If he would then there could be a chance of staying 

close to Tom. That made Gladys a part that didn’t fit. And what of – 

‘I don’t know,’ said Tom. ‘I don’t suppose I have a choice. I think I hoped there would be a 

way out – there always used to be a way out of these tight fixes.’ 

‘And what of Jennifer?’ 

‘Jesus, Alex. This isn’t why I told you.’ Tom stood up and walked to the oculus. He placed his 

hand against the wall beside it and stared through the aperture as if looking through a window to 

another world. The dust disappeared in his shadow, making the room look calmer. Alex 

remembered knocking the mirror from its place at Drywell Cottage. If Tom had been there, Alex 

would have wanted him to offer a shoulder and a cigarette. Alex imagined curling his body up tight 

and small. Small enough to fit into the bowl under Tom’s collarbone. There he would breathe 

smoke and the smell of burnt toast. He would be on the left side, by Tom’s hurt arm, so he could 

see the scar and be grateful to have his Tom Thomas here and alive and all around. 

But he couldn’t offer that to Tom.  

Tom was still by the oculus, unblinking. 

‘Why the hell did I bring you somewhere we can’t smoke to tell you this?’ said Tom. 

‘You should have taken me to Lady’s Monument,’ said Alex. He didn’t say where you told 

me you think I’m mad. He wondered when he would become angry about Tom and Christabel. 

There was emptiness, but that was all. A hollow core, free from emotion. The news had crawled 

inside him and eaten away his heart and stomach just as a worm does to an apple. He was light, 

but fragile. 

‘What can I do to help you?’ Alex asked again. 

‘I don’t think Jennifer will do anything,’ said Tom, still looking out of the oculus. ‘She would 

lose her job if she did. She would be disgraced just as well as me. She would have to move away. 

The town might accept it, but the villages wouldn’t. She would have to leave her family if she tried 

anything silly. Or move them, of course.’ 

‘I’m not sure family means too much to her since her brother went missing.’ 

‘Where will I go? That’s another question. I don’t suppose Christabel would come here to 
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bring up a baby around hounds and horses. It would be a step down for her too. A big one.’ 

‘But Jennifer is still a woman – a woman scorned. She’ll be unpredictable.’ 

‘Look,’ said Tom, standing back from the glass so the sunlight caught half his face and 

picked out the shadows. ‘Who do you think I’m more afraid of - a woman who can out ride me, 

probably out shoot me, and certainly out think me, who has enough money and influence to 

absolutely destroy me, or a stable-girl?’ 

Alex closed his body in, lowering his head. Jennifer would be out there, exercising horses or 

mucking out – she would be doing it with a smile on her face because of Tom. ‘But if she does 

speak,’ said Alex, ‘then she could put a stain on Christabel too, and that would pin you between 

two very –’ 

‘Yes! I know!’ 

Tom pushed himself away from the oculus. He turned and aimed a half-hearted kick at a 

bag of bran. His hands went into his pockets then came out. He ran them through his hair then 

hugged his arms around himself. 

‘Tom,’ said Alex, getting up from his seat. ‘Let’s go out in the cart. We’ll take Granny and 

have a proper smoke.’ 

 

They were silent for a while. The sound of wheels on road hypnotised them. Granny was happy to 

trot on without a fuss. In the dog cart, Alex and Tom had pulled the blanket over their legs. The air 

was cold. They passed a few motors and a couple of grooms exercising hunters from a yard in 

Clevesly. It wasn’t until he offered Tom a third cigarette that Alex spoke. 

‘Tom,’ he said. ‘Have you looked at the positive side of this?’ 

‘Give over, Alex. Have a heart.’ Granny flicked her tail as if chiding against ill feeling. Tom 

pulled the blanket high as a wind shield to light his cigarette by. 

‘I mean it,’ said Alex. ‘It’s all rather a shock now. But a lot of men would be very happy to be 

in your position.’ Tom re-emerged, looking around and behind, as if checking that no one had 

sneaked along with them to eavesdrop. 

‘There are men who want to trap rich women, I know,’ said Tom. ‘Plenty of war widows 

have flowers arrive at their door from presumptuous little shits of officers who think they’re a 

blessing to women ever since they heard one moan in a French bordello. I don’t want people to 

think that I’m like that.’ 
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‘But you’re not, Tom. You’re not.’ Above them, the sky was a deep and clear sea. Through it 

all wound the road – grey and dark. They were heading west, over the north side of Hettle, but 

keeping to the quiet roads. Alex adjusted the reins in his hands and took a deep breath. ‘You 

weren’t after her for money,’ he said, keeping his voice and heart calm. ‘You liked her. She’s 

beautiful. She’s passionate. She’s a good hunting girl who can handle a horse. You’ve told me all 

these things because you admired her. You always did. Perhaps she would have been the right girl 

for you anyway.’ Alex closed his eyes. ‘Tom, you weren’t looking at her money when you were 

making love to her.’ 

For a while, silence hung in the air like the threat of thunder. Smoke curled up from both of 

them, leaving a trail like a car’s exhaust. 

‘I’ve got to ask,’ said Tom, and Alex could feel the tension in his friend’s chest, just as much 

as he could his own. ‘Did you love her? Do – I mean do you love her?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘That’s not why you’re saying these things about it being good to get stuck with her? It’s 

not because you would want this position? Not because you want to have her yourself?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘I know that Anthony has had ideas about the two of you. He sees you like a son, Alex. He 

doesn’t have a wife or a child. Christabel’s told me about him offering you work in Oxford when 

she goes for her exams. She’s told me all sorts. And I’m sorry, Alex, but you’re not the first. There 

was another lad, just like you who he took a shine to. He would write letters back from the front, 

making suggestions, until the lad died. You’re just the same, I’m told. Except that you don’t have a 

commission. I suppose Pushly thought he could work around that and set you up himself. You can 

tell me if you’ve thought, even for a second, that you might have liked her.’ 

The wind started to pick up. 

‘I don’t love her, Tom.’ 

‘All right then.’ 

Granny skittered forwards as if unable to work out if she had been given a command. Alex 

checked the reins. He swallowed hard. He turned his face away from Tom and let the stream of air 

cool the heat in his throat and cheeks. His face would give him away. Tom wouldn’t believe him. 

Tom wouldn’t understand. 

‘I’m scared for you,’ said Alex, starting quietly to make sure his voice wouldn’t break. ‘Can 
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you promise me that you won’t go too far away?’ Both of them were quiet for the next three turns 

in the road. ‘I suppose you can’t in good faith, can you?’ 

‘Alex?’ 

‘Tom?’ 

‘I’m going to have a baby.’ 

‘I know. Congratulations.’ 

They both laughed without knowing why. Alex put the reins in his right hand and pulled 

Tom to him with his left. ‘You’ll make a great father. Just think of how you’ve looked after me for all 

these years.’ 

They turned back soon after that. There had been no physical destination. 

 

That night Alex couldn’t sleep for the rolling, biting sensation in his stomach. In the early hours of 

the morning a fox came close to the yard and began to scream in the sickening way foxes do. It was 

as if it was issuing a challenge. The hounds made no noise in response. Perhaps they were better 

sleepers than Alex. 

In the turmoil of sleeplessness, his thoughts found their way to Gladys. He wondered if 

there was a way that they could all be happy. He suspected not. The bed clothes became tangled 

around his leg, snakelike. Gladys would marry him now. It would have to be a short engagement, 

he was sure. The engagement would be the hardest part, but there would be no war this time. Half 

dreaming, but with his eyes open and the screams of the fox in his ears, he imagined Gladys with 

his child in her arms. In his thoughts he saw her pass the baby to him. Tom was there. Tom took his 

own child from Christabel. He had a son and Alex a daughter. There was a house. It was like 

Drywell cottage, but somehow in the grounds of Clevesly Manor. He had taken the job from 

Anthony. He was working in Oxford. That’s where the manor now stood, with his cottage wrapped 

up in the grounds. He was beginning to earn money. He was working hard, but it was all worth it to 

come home and see his child’s face. To his daughter, Drywell Cottage would be nothing more than 

a play house. In years to come she would take her entrance exams at Oxford. She was in his arms. 

He pulled the cloth away from her face. She had Tom’s eyes. Tom’s mouth. He knew in a moment 

that the child wasn’t his, but was Tom’s. Tom and Gladys’s. He cried and loved his daughter all the 

more. 

Dawn was breaking outside. Alex hadn’t realised that he had been sleeping. Thoughts had 
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wondered into pictures, pictures into dreams. Dreams into a taste like tar on the back of his palate. 

The sheets were still wrapped around his legs, leaving him cold. He had cast aside his pillows as he 

slept. 

 

 

 

 

August 1917 

 

In the pre-dawn dark, the tings and pings of the cold, hard raindrops hitting helmets mixed with 

the sound of the guns. The lights, the heavies, the delivery motor on the light railway, and the rain 

all drained into one continuous mulching cacophony. 

The way the rain came in had made the previous evening’s preparations difficult. Dark 

sluicing stains cut the land and sky into pieces. Aim had been based on distance, and wind speed, 

but couldn’t account for the pressure systems that waltzed around each other, none of them 

dominant, creating a mess wherever they met. The barrage began at quarter-to-five. 

 

‘It looks like someone’s taken the dirty water from a brush-pot and poured it over a watercolour,’ 

said Tom as the sun began to rise over the battle ground. 

‘It does, doesn’t it,’ said Alex. 

Steam was rising from the hot barrel of the gun and from some of the men around them. 

Loading and firing was hard work, and rain capes kept the sweat in. Alex’s hands were numb from 

exposure to the wet, but his chest and stomach were burning. Captain Houghton came up beside 

them to look towards the enemy lines, somewhere behind the curtain of rain. It was strange, Alex 

thought, how the officers always seemed taller than the gunners. 

‘Captain,’ said Alex and Tom in unison. 

‘Thomas, Pebury,’ said Houghton. ‘It’s been a difficult one, but we’ve done as much as we 

can.’ His hands were underneath his rain cape, where he was fidgeting with something. 

‘If I might speak openly, Captain,’ said Tom. ‘We still have a bit more to do.’ They had to 

move their feet every few moments to prevent the mud from getting a grip on their boots. Alex 

thought of Gibson Reid, the Corporal he had stretchered away from harm four months previously. 
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That had been hard. This stretcher duty would be harder. 

‘Your efforts will not go unrecorded,’ said Houghton. He brought his pipe out from where 

he had been packing it, beneath his cape. He tried to strike a match, but it had got damp. ‘For 

God’s sake,’ he said, his façade falling for a moment. ‘No matter how I try!’ 

Tom produced a match from somewhere hidden and struck it. He lit the Captain’s pipe, 

circling the top of the bowl with the flame. Alex watched Tom’s face. He couldn’t quite decipher 

the expression. It was something calm, something strong. 

From now the barrage would slow to just enough to keep the heads of a German counter-

offensive down. The shells of the enemy artillery were already cutting through the sky overhead, 

but the aim was poor. Each shell went long. 

 

Alex looked up to the explosive sky. He hadn’t realised that his cheeks were numb, but as Tom’s 

cold hands cupped his face, some sort of life came back to them. A raindrop hit Alex’s tongue and 

he closed his mouth. Tom took control of Alex’s head, bringing his cheekbones gently back down. 

Alex looked forwards again. There was Tom. Always, there was Tom. 

‘You and me,’ said Tom. Then he took his hands away from Alex’s face, and the two soldiers 

gripped each other hard. Alex felt the tear sting its way out, but it was lost in the mask of rain on 

his face. 

 

 

 

 

February 1920 

 

The air around the kennels had an animal tang. Tom and Alex came from the office behind the 

hounds to find Gladys waiting. The hounds were baying. It was almost time for them to be fed. 

They misted the air with their hot voices. 

‘Good morning,’ said Gladys. She was in heavy working clothes and trousers. 

Alex put a hand to her elbow and kissed her cheek. ‘How can we help?’ 

Tom started walking. Alex didn’t want to talk with Gladys without Tom next to him. He 

started to walk past Gladys. She turned and slotted between the two of them. Her hands were 
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linked, her elbows were held out slightly, as if waiting for each of them to put a hand through and 

link arms with her. Tom’s steps were leading them to the flesh-house. Alex didn’t think that Gladys 

would be much put off by it. 

‘I had a mind to come hunting,’ said Gladys. 

‘Why?’ asked Tom. The gravel crunched under their feet. The flesh-house looked so clean 

and white from the outside. 

‘I think hunting’s in trouble – I told Alex before. I want to show my support.’ 

‘Come on,’ said Tom. ‘We’ve said not to play games.’ Gladys rounded on him with the 

obvious intention of stopping him, but Tom kept walking. 

‘You might not have seen it, Master Thomas,’ she said, having to turn again to follow him. 

‘But during the War, when you were putting wire up, we were taking it down across our land to 

make way for the measly pack that you left behind. While you were over there killing, we were 

keeping something alive for you to come back to.’ 

‘All right,’ said Tom. ‘Come hunting. Will you need to borrow a horse?’ Gladys looked at him 

with questions in her eyes. 

‘Yes, if you’re willing to offer me one. I’d be grateful not to have to find a hireling.’ She 

smiled and took a bounce into her step. 

‘And, of course,’ said Tom. ‘We wouldn’t expect to collect cap from you.’ Alex mirrored 

Gladys’s gesture of holding out her arms. She saw the opportunity and slotted a hand through the 

bend of his elbow. She leant her weight on him slightly and he felt a pleasant coolness run up the 

side of his body. He had forgotten that she could make him react like that. He could smell the flesh-

house now. Blood and disinfectant. He looked to Tom and unlinked his arm from Gladys’s. Tom was 

walking faster than they were. He was pulling away. 

‘Don’t worry, Gladys. We’ll find you a horse,’ said Tom, without turning to address her. 

‘Which day did you have a mind to come out with us?’ 

‘I thought Wednesday,’ said Gladys. ‘Is that all right? Wednesday this week?’ 

‘Whenever you like,’ said Tom. ‘You just let us know.’ He put a hand to the whitewashed 

door of the flesh-house. ‘Thank you for your support.’ He opened the door. 

‘Thank you,’ said Gladys, but Tom closed the door behind him without acknowledging her. 

She turned her attention to Alex. ‘I’ll look forward to it.’ 

‘Would you be better off on the Saturday?’ said Alex. Tom hadn’t let him follow. 
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‘Wednesdays are the quieter,’ said Gladys. ‘I thought that would be the best time to make 

up numbers.’ She brushed something from the arm of her coat. 

‘You’ve nothing to prove. Come because you want to, not to make a point. The land is bad 

on Wednesday – I never thought they’d hunt it. It’s all vulpicide and wire. Come on Saturday.’ 

‘I’m sorry, but needs must,’ said Gladys. ‘I’m with you on this one. I won’t falter. I do have a 

point to make.’ 

‘It sounds like silliness to me.’ 

Gladys looked to the door that Tom had gone through. 

‘Are you angry with me?’ she said. 

‘Not at all, why?’ 

‘You and Tom both – it’s like I’m an enemy you have to be cordial towards.’ 

‘We’re just working hard. Sorry. I don’t mean to be like that.’ 

‘You know I said that there were rumours about Tom?’ 

‘There’s no substance, Gladys. I would let it drop if I were you.’ He scratched his cheek. ‘Do 

you think that you telling him about rumours might be why he’s upset with you?’ 

‘He is upset with me then. What’s he said?’ 

‘No. Nothing. Just. Maybe let him be.’ 

‘I’m here offering help,’ said Gladys. ‘It’s all I seem to do at the moment, and there’s 

nothing but scorn in return. The two of you should have better manners, all considered.’ 

Alex watched her go. She didn’t turn around, not even at the end of the path. He pushed 

open the whitewashed door. Tom was waiting inside. 

‘Well?’ said Tom. 

‘What’s there to do in here?’ asked Alex. The smell made his skin feel oily. 

‘Nothing.’ 

‘Then why did you -?’ 

Tom blew through his nose. ‘It’s like a Captain going back into his dugout when you know 

you’re not to follow him,’ he said. ‘It was my escape route.’ 

‘Can we get out then?’  

They stepped back out. February had seen almost no rain. Most days of the month had 

been what Tom called cardigan days – no wind, no rain, but not as warm as it might be. 

‘She would be unbearable if I gave her Granny, wouldn’t she?’ said Tom. He lit two 
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cigarettes in his own mouth then passed one to Alex. 

‘I don’t think you could do that to either of them in good conscience,’ said Alex. ‘Granny 

can stick with me, if you don’t mind.’ 

Tom smiled and looked like a schoolboy about to hatch a plan. 

‘We could give her Toffee-’ 

‘Toffee’s too lazy for anyone to enjoy, surely,’ said Alex. 

‘But,’ said Tom, drawing deeply on the thin cigarette, turning the front quarter to ash. ‘It 

would keep her at the back and out of heavy jumping country. I just think we should give ourselves 

an escape route.’ 

‘Quicksticks and Anglia are both good side-saddle horses,’ said Alex. ‘Can’t she have one of 

them?’ 

‘If you like. You don’t think she’ll ride astride?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘Right you are.’ Tom started along the path that ran parallel to the flesh-house. ‘I’m going to 

put the kettle on, I think.’ 

‘You mustn’t take it out on Gladys,’ said Alex. 

‘Take what out?’ Tom stopped. ‘She can just walk up to the kennels and demand free 

hunting because we put six horses and half a pack over their fields? I have a right to think that’s 

cheeky.’ 

‘That’s not how it was.’ 

‘She was just being high-and-mighty, and she’s not going to lord power over me.’ He started 

walking again. 

‘If you go and I can’t follow,’ said Alex. ‘If that happens, then she’s my best chance.’ He 

chased after Tom. ‘Anthony won’t keep the Oxford job for me. Not now. I sometimes think I might 

have been wrong to ever break it off with Gladys.’ 

‘And what about The Hettlebourne?’ They came onto the stable yard. ‘What about what 

we’ve done for you?’ 

‘Now who’s high-and-mighty?’ They stopped outside the drying room. 

‘I’m going to put the kettle on,’ said Tom. He took the cigarette from his lips and threw it 

down where Alex would have to sweep later. ‘It’s almost time the hounds were fed. Would you 

mind? Go and find Jennifer or Mr Gosherd to help.’ He stepped into the drying room and closed 
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the door. Alex turned his back and dropped against the wall. 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Alex to the air. Then he made his way back to the flesh-house. 

 

 

 

 

August 1917 

 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Alex. He slipped again, pulling the stretcher from the back. Tom came over 

backwards. There were other pairs of stretcher bearers either side of them. Wet, heavy, khaki 

rectangles, covered in mud and old, dark stains were borne over the mud towards the ridge and 

the machine-gun bullets that came down to meet them. Tom didn’t say anything as he pulled 

himself up. Alex could feel the concentration it was taking for him to stay in control. He felt the tug 

of the stretch as Tom pulled forwards again. It was like holding the reins of a cart when only the 

horse, and not the driver, knows where to go. Alex saw a patch of blue in the sky, a washed-out 

ribbon of pale hope. Tom, he realised, was trying to survive for two. The noise of guns vibrated 

through him. The advance had made it over the first lip of the hill. He could see men pinned down, 

fighting from craters. Others falling back, regrouping, pushing on. Fighting their way through the 

wire entanglements, or sticking there. 

Ahead, a wave of bodies was dotted in an almost straight line. The enemy machine guns 

had been given their orders when the allied infantry had reached a cratered lip in the hill. That was 

a good place to have been injured. Much further on and the stretchers would never make it to you. 

If you’re going to be injured, be one of the first. Alex slipped again. He threw his weight forwards 

to stop himself from going down then bit the inside of his cheek to try to keep his mind focussed. 

The cacophony of bullets continued. 

There was a stream of blood that was fighting the flow of water and mud to retain its 

colour. It flowed down a valley that might have been the top of one of the destroyed drainage 

trenches. Tom followed it up, splashing through where it pooled, kicking up droplets of blood and 

sludge that caught and splattered the bottom of the stretcher and Alex’s puttees. At the top of the 

stream was a group of five men. Three were in a neat diagonal line across the hill, the other two 

were together, a little further up. Tom brought Alex into the dip of a half-filled shell hole beside the 
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dead soldiers, using the lip for protection. The men all lay with their heads pointing downhill, 

facing the sky. If Alex had been looking up, instead of watching his footing as he came through 

from the Allied lines, he probably would have seen them die. The first three made such a neat row, 

like a garland of paper figures. They had each been shot in the chest with heart-targets as perfect 

as any Alex had seen. On the far side, the next man had been shot in the neck and had lost most of 

his throat. He was still draining into the stream of blood. The last had been shot in the head, 

between the eyes. His sinuses had caved, and his skull had folded in on itself. 

‘Two gunners covering this patch,’ said Tom. ‘One experienced. One new.’ He looked back 

at the bodies. ‘New one was either lucky, or sadistic. We should head left from here. No one’s 

getting through the gunner to the right. He’ll shoot at stretchers if he knows he’s left none injured.’ 

Alex nodded. He looked up the gentle slope. Some men were making it through the top. 

The shelling had stopped from behind them. The powers-that-be must have thought they were 

making headway.  

‘If we’re lucky, they’ll have too much to deal with up there,’ said Tom. ‘Ready?’ 

‘I’m with you,’ said Alex. It wasn’t quite what he had meant to say, but Tom was moving on 

and Alex was pulled along with him. 

 

 

 

 

February 1920 

 

Hamlet and Haverford pulled left, away from the pack and the road, where they ducked under a 

hedge. 

‘Always up to bloody mischief,’ said Tom, before shouting a command at the pair of hounds. 

They ignored him and carried on with their game. They stayed tight to the other side of the hedge, 

following the course of the road where Carwyn was leading the rest of the hounds. Behind Carwyn 

came the hunt servants and the few members of the field who had joined the long hack from the 

kennels. Tom broke from his place beside Alex, pushing his horse, Wilbur, into a canter along the 

uneven road. He passed his father and the hounds and followed the hedge along for another few 

hundred yards where he turned a sharp left and jumped a wooden gate at a horrible angle. As 
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soon as Tom landed in the field adjacent to the road, Hamlet and Haverford bobbed down and 

came back through the hedge, leaving Tom to come back to the gate. He jumped off one stride 

onto the road, leaving long, white hoof-marks where Wilbur slid on landing. 

There had been a harsh frost the previous night. The edge of it was still hanging in the air, 

making Alex’s breath feel thin and sharp. He looked around. Jennifer was behind him, riding 

Quicksticks. She gave him a smile. Next to her, Gladys was gripping hard to the reins of Anglia, a 

tall, black thoroughbred mare. Anglia moved with a bouncing jog, keen to get on and fly over open 

country. Periodically, the mare would see something, or imagine something in the hedge, and 

skitter across the road, crashing Gladys into Jennifer, or into the portly gentleman to the other 

side. Gladys would be sore-legged by the end of the day. 

‘How are you getting along?’ asked Alex. 

Gladys tried to come up alongside him by leaning forwards and kicking, throwing her hands 

out wide past Anglia’s neck. Anglia managed to both slow down and make the transition to canter, 

rocking back and forth, pushing her quarters out, dripping sweat and foam onto the road. The 

round, leaping canter could have been elegant, had Gladys meant to ask for it, or known how to sit 

with it. She kicked again, and Anglia shot forwards, throwing Gladys back in the side-saddle. She 

used the reins to support herself and, in doing so, jabbed at Anglia’s mouth. Anglia threw up her 

head and skittered as she reached Alex, then fell in to match Granny’s pace with a series of 

stuttering, dancing paces, angling her back end out one way, then the other. 

‘Sorry,’ said Gladys, panting. ‘She’s a handful, isn’t she?’ 

‘She can be,’ said Alex. Gladys was sweating too. She’d get cold before too long. ‘She’ll relax 

as we go, but we can swap saddles and you can jump over to Granny, if you like.’ 

‘No, thank you. I’m able to manage.’ 

Alex looked back to Jennifer who nodded to him and smiled. Her lips were painted strikingly 

red, like the red of St. George’s cross. 

‘I could ask Jennifer for you,’ said Alex. ‘Quicksticks is a super horse.’ 

‘I can manage,’ said Gladys. 

Ahead of the riders, Tom had remained by the hounds. The tail of his whip was hanging 

with promise beside Hamlet. Gladys bounced into Alex’s side. Granny laid back her ears and shot a 

look at Anglia, who seemed unaware of the threat. 

‘You’ll find her easier if you can relax a bit,’ said Alex. Gladys narrowed her eyes at him. Her 
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face was heavily painted. She looked as if she was going to a dance. Alex hadn’t noticed until she 

frowned at him, clenching her jaw. Her lips were the same colour as Jennifer’s. Alex remembered 

how, by the end of the day, Jennifer’s lipstick would vanish from all but the deeper folds and cracks 

in her lips. Gladys’s lips probably wouldn’t fare well. Cigarettes had already puckered and lined 

them, young as she was. Youth, however, wasn’t as clean-cut a period as it had once seemed. Alex 

no longer knew how old he felt. 

 

They made it to the meet at Longacre Farm. Gladys remained quiet, mostly concentrating on 

keeping her horse in line. Anthony Pushly had promised to be there, but Alex hadn’t seen him yet. 

Christabel was also missing. 

Along the road line, a pair of motorcars belonging to followers were parked on the verge. A 

few grooms held horses for those who had driven to the meet to save the long hack from home. 

Still, there weren’t enough people – hardly more than twenty on horseback. Gladys had been right 

about the hunt’s problems. Alex looked over to her, turning circles on Anglia behind them. 

‘With the numbers like this,’ said Jennifer, ‘surely outgoings are higher than income by a 

stretch.’ Alex nodded. ‘I should be looking for other work, shouldn’t I? I think I’ll talk to Gladys if I 

can.’ Alex felt a little panic rise – he could lose his options at the hunt, Anthony’s Oxford freight 

company, and the Rovers’ farm all at once. 

Carwyn stood in his saddle and said a few words of thanks to the landowners. He looked 

sad to Alex. Tom had shown him the same expression – his face not quite relaxed, but empty 

except for a pinch in the corner of his eyes, and a tension in his jaw. Alex hardly heard a word of 

what Carwyn said. His other senses drifted from him until attention was directed to Julian 

McAlistair, who was field-mastering again. Julian stood in his saddle. 

‘Thank you, Carwyn,’ he said. ‘We’re going to head off towards Yorford Copse from here 

and draw along the railway line. Make sure you stay behind me and don’t go picking your own path 

through. There are gin-traps across some of the land, but I have been made aware of their 

locations. Just make sure you stay with the field. Thank you.’ 

Gladys had changed her tactics, and was now trying to sit calmly as Anglia danced clumsily 

underneath her. Alex turned his attention from her, just hearing her occasional bump and 

understated, ‘Beg your pardon.’ 

Tom was still up beside the hounds. Keeping a strict voice over them. There was a 
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commotion, probably provoked by the thought of gin-traps snapping over horses’ legs. 

‘However did it come to hunting land with traps on it?’ asked Jennifer. 

‘Bad negotiation perhaps. I don’t know,’ said Alex. 

‘But they’re doing all right elsewhere.’ Jennifer looked behind as Anglia made a leap to one 

side. ‘Do you think she’ll cope with that horse?’  

‘I thought they’d get along,’ said Alex. ‘I had to fight against Tom trying to give her Toffee.’ 

‘God, can you imagine? She’d never have made it to the meet.’ Jennifer patted Quicksticks’ 

neck. ‘I can offer her Quicksticks, so long as you don’t think she’d ruin him?’ 

‘I already offered Granny and asked if I could enquire after Quicksticks. She’s not having any 

of it.’ 

‘Not to worry then. I’ll keep an eye on her,’ said Jennifer. ‘I’ll switch on to Anglia if she 

changes her mind.’ 

‘With any luck, Sergeant Major Pushly will come out for a short day and will baby-sit her 

home after an hour or so.’ 

‘Well he’s not here yet.’ 

‘No.’ 

 

They moved away from the meet, heading north through the low lifts and falls of the Oxfordshire 

countryside. They had hacked on to the meet by road, but now the field moved across and 

followed train-tracks up towards Yorford Copse. Elderberry bushes, brambles, and the lumpy pre-

spring buddleia were interposed by ash trees along the side of the railway line. None of it looked 

particularly pretty on a February morning. The bitter brown of the tracks spread out into the world 

beside them. Further along, the plant-life branched out into a wood, mostly ash and lime, with 

thick brambles for a base. A barbed wire fence surrounded it, and made Alex shiver. 

Gladys overtook Alex. She was hanging back, leaning on her reins. She tried to shorten 

them, but panicked at having to release her grip to move her hand along the leather. Jennifer had 

been following her, but fell into stride beside Alex. 

‘I’ve been trying to help her,’ said Jennifer. ‘I think she’s scared stiff, but she won’t swap.’ 

‘She should have had Toffee,’ said Alex. 

Dark paint had dripped from one of the series of signs that hung from the barbed wire 

around the wood. Alex read aloud to Jennifer, ‘Danger. Traps.’  
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‘Bloody hell,’ said Jennifer. ‘What a day.’ 

‘Do you know where the Pushlys are?’ asked Alex. 

Someone up ahead shouted ‘Hole!’ Jennifer ducked in behind Alex, hardly seeming to 

move. Past the rabbit hole, she cantered on, and came beside him again. 

‘Goodness only knows. I hope he’s all right,’ she said. ‘People will speculate.’ 

Alex looked up-field. If rumours started circulating, Tom could be in trouble. 

‘Shall we push on?’ said Alex. 

Without answering, Jennifer eased forwards. Gladys had reached the front of the field but 

had managed to stay behind the masters. Alex and Jennifer laced through the field and joined her. 

‘How are you?’ asked Alex. If Gladys replied, he didn’t hear. 

Tom was ahead, almost floating on his tall bay, Wilbur. He had stayed to the left of the 

hounds, making sure he held pace with them. As Alex watched, a hound picked up its voice, 

feathered its stern, and ducked behind Tom. It leapt the barbed wire and vanished into the black of 

the wood. 

‘Get him out of there. Get him out, for God’s sake!’ harried Carwyn. His voice carried back 

over the volume of hooves. Alex winced in the saddle at the thought of a hound caught in a gin-

trap. 

Tom pushed on past the pack, just as he had done on the road, and picked a spot with a 

‘Danger. Traps.’ sign hanging from the wire, to jump with Wilbur, the wire on its own being almost 

invisible. As Tom disappeared, the first hound began to give tongue. His voice rippled across the 

morning. Another hound leaped through to the wood and joined the song. Alex could hear Tom 

cursing from inside the covert. 

‘It’s the same two hounds as this morning – Hamlet and Haverford,’ said Jennifer. 

‘It’s always them,’ said Alex. 

Gladys had managed to gather up her reins but was now leaning forward. She was 

obviously tired, even having hardly travelled any distance from the meet. Tom was still off in the 

darkness, between thorns and wire, with traps underfoot. Everyone seemed to need looking after 

except Jennifer, and no-doubt she would have done had Christabel been out. He cantered to the 

hounds and boxed them in on the tree-side. He looked back at Gladys. Tom had asked her why she 

wanted to come out, and Alex had ended up favouring her in her justification. But she might have 

had other motives. Alex wondered whether he would be a tool for her or, if it came to it, whether 
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they would work well together. Either way, it would be logical to work together, to marry. 

Further on, where the wood curved around to pinch back in to the railway line, a streak of 

colour flew through the wire, like a burst of flame from the shot of a heavy gun. The two hounds in 

the cover, Hamlet and Haverford, were still giving full tongue and a moment later they followed 

the fox out, leaping with grace and a sense of the unstoppable. Julian McAlistair pulled the field 

right and away from the fox’s line, giving the rest of the pack the opportunity to pick up the scent. 

Carwyn doubled the horn and the hounds lifted their voices together in response. 

Jennifer and Gladys followed Julian’s lead and pulled away to the right. Alex held back and 

looked to the wood. Tom followed the same line as the hounds. Wilbur jumped from the shade, 

but saw the wire too late. Time seemed to slow for Alex. He had felt the sensation before, 

watching men die in a blur ahead of him, seeing a cart lifted by the burst of a shell and hurled 

through the horse lines. Wilbur’s front legs hit the top strand and he tumbled, quarters over 

withers. Tom was thrown forwards. He hit the ground ahead of the horse. As the riders behind Alex 

pushed on, he lost sight of Tom. He couldn’t tell whether Wilbur had come down on top of him. He 

felt as though he should be able to speak with Tom no matter the distance, or what obstacles there 

were between them. The world turned dark and silent as he strained to hear Tom. The field of 

riders was small, but even so, there were too many around him for him to stop. Granny plunged on 

underneath him. She had caught Anglia now and was racing, pulling further away from Tom. 

 

 

 

 

August 1917 

 

The next man they reached was alive. He had taken a bullet to the leg. He was shaking with the 

shock, but had kept still enough to keep himself alive. The gun that had shot him was probably 

engaged with those further up the hill now. 

Tom dropped his end of the stretcher and took a roll of the torn bedsheets they used for 

bandages from his bag. 

‘Red cross?’ asked the soldier. 

‘Artillery,’ said Tom. 
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‘Bugger,’ said the soldier. ‘You lads have done a poor old job on that wire.’ 

Alex dropped down beside Tom. He took out his knife and cut the khaki of the soldier’s 

trousers away from the wound. The soldier whined from deep in his throat as Alex peeled the 

material away from the bullet hole. Alex performed the same routine for the exit wound. Then 

poured some water over the leg to get rid of the worst of the mud. He took another folded square 

of bedsheet that substituted for gamgee or gauze and pressed it hard onto the bullet wound. The 

man cried out, but the sound of the battle was enough to drown his noise. Tom wound the 

bandage tight around the leg. They brought the stretcher alongside and hoisted their charge on. 

As they reached the line of corpses that had made the red stream, Alex heard one gun shot 

that seemed to ring louder than the others. There was a cracking noise, and section of mud was 

thrown up. The pop-pop-pop of burst-fire into the mud changed tone as the shooter’s aim splayed 

into one of the corpses. Tom reacted quickly and pulled Alex and the stretcher forwards into the 

shell hole that was beside the five bodies. 

‘Get me out. Get me out.’ The wounded soldier started rocking in the stretcher. Alex lost his 

grip and dropped the stretcher. The soldier screamed. Tom lowered his end down. 

‘You’re all right,’ said Tom. ‘We’re nearly there. We’re hammering them all along their lines. 

We’re nearly out.’ 

The soldier made a noise in his throat like the lowing of a cow. 

‘Might have just been a stray burst,’ said Alex, looking at Tom. 

Tom raised a sympathetic half smile. 

 

 

 

 

February 1920 

 

Jennifer was looking back too. Alex tried to slow but couldn’t make Granny listen. He checked 

behind him again. Jennifer had managed to pull Quicksticks away from the small stampede of 

horses and riders and get safely along the hedge line. Gladys, on his other side, was anchoring 

herself against the leaping head of her saddle in an attempt to pull Anglia back. Alex gave Granny a 

kick. Unable to find any more speed, she fought against Alex. A line of communication opened, and 
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he managed to bring her left and out of the way. She grudgingly slowed beside the hedge that 

bordered the railway. Alex managed to get her to turn and canter on to where Tom had been. 

Jennifer was just up ahead, trotting against the flow of the last few riders in the field. As 

soon as a fox had come up, everyone’s attention had been thrown forwards. 

Tom was still back in the curve of the woods. He was standing and grappling with the end of 

the reins as Wilbur tried to follow the field. Tom kept pulling him around but wasn’t able to keep 

him still for long enough to mount. Alex began to laugh. 

As they came together, Alex jumped down from Granny. Tom was obviously angry. Alex took 

Wilbur by the bridle and held him still while Tom jumped on. 

‘Are you all right?’ asked Jennifer. 

‘Of course I’m all right,’ said Tom. He put spur to Wilbur and chased the hounds. 

The field was now quite a distance ahead. Alex had taken Tom’s place on the ground. 

Granny danced around him, keen to chase the other horses, and be part of the herd. Alex had a 

flash of the embarrassment of losing Granny on the day of the opening meet. Jennifer came 

alongside him and reached down for Granny’s reins. Alex tried to leap on, not being able to hold 

his mare still enough to get his foot into the stirrup. As soon as he left the ground, Granny bolted. 

Alex flailed with his left foot, and managed to get a toe into the stirrup. He threw himself back into 

the saddle as Jennifer caught up with him. 

‘Bloody hell,’ he said, then gave Granny a smack down the shoulder with his whip. She 

didn’t pay any attention. 

Tom had flown ahead on Wilbur. He would make light work of overtaking the field and re-

joining the staff and his father at the front. Alex knew that Tom had a job to do. Still, he couldn’t 

help but remember a time when Tom would stay by his side, or make sure they were together in 

any duty. Beside him, Jennifer looked determined. She was gripping hard at Quicksticks, letting him 

push on towards the tail-end of the field, but she must also have made a conscious effort to stick 

to Granny’s pace and stay with Alex. Quicksticks could easily have caught up by now, had Jennifer 

asked him to. 

 

The trees thinned out a way before Yorford Copse, and the rising ground was split into banks by 

the railway line. The fox turned back on itself, then dropped down the bank to the tracks a good 

long way ahead of the hounds. Alex had caught up, and could see the fox as he rode along the 
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fence that topped the bank. Jennifer and Gladys were both with him. 

‘What’s it doing?’ asked Alex. The field came to an abrupt halt as the hounds turned back 

and came down towards the lines. The fox turned and sat. 

‘Nothing,’ said Jennifer. 

‘Oh, God,’ said Gladys. ‘It’s just sitting there, waiting to die. How ghastly.’ 

People were standing in their stirrups, craning to watch. 

‘Is it trying to do something? Is it drawing them down there for a reason?’ said Jennifer. 

Alex had the urge to check his watch to see if a train was due, but the rational part of his 

mind stopped him. 

‘He had a good long lead on them,’ said Alex. ‘A strong fox like that could out run the 

hounds all day. No one’s stopped the earths around here – he would only need to make Yorford 

Copse, then he could get down a hole or up a tree and that would be that.’ 

‘He could be taunting them,’ added Jennifer. ‘I’ve heard of foxes doing that. He might start 

off again once they reach him. He’ll have his breath back now.’ 

But it didn’t move. The hounds came in quickly, covering the ground that had been made 

over them. Alex watched, still expecting the fox to run before the hounds came close enough for 

the kill. The first of the pack hit it with such force that both were bowled over. Alex held a 

photograph of a moment in his mind - of the hound with his jaws locked to the fox’s neck and the 

fox retaining his look of peaceful resignation.  

Tom was quickly off Wilbur’s back and in amongst the commotion of hounds. He took the 

tattered remains of the fox in hand and marched up the bank, drawing the hounds off the tracks. 

 

Everything had paused for a moment. Carwyn had allowed the hounds their fox, brush and all. Tom 

had returned to Wilbur, and sought Alex out. 

‘It was the strangest thing,’ said Tom. ‘The fox looked as strong and healthy as any I’ve seen, 

but under its coat it was as thin as that hare you caught in France – do you remember?’ 

‘Of course,’ said Alex. 

Gladys made to speak, but Jennifer put a hand on top of hers and they both remained 

quiet. Alex wondered whether Jennifer had stopped Gladys because Tom had mentioned the War. 

Tom might well have told Jennifer the story of the hare and the dugout collapse. Alex wondered 

whether, if he had been less frantic, Tom might have been his outlet. 
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‘It was wretched, really,’ Tom went on. ‘Usually the coat’s the first thing to go.’ 

‘A gentleman’s coat, well cut,’ said Alex, remembering some of Anthony Pushly’s words, 

‘will hide all manner of corruption.’ 

There was blood on Tom’s white breeches. 

‘I meant to thank you before,’ said Tom. ‘You too, Jennifer, for coming back and lending a 

hand when Wilbur came down.’ 

‘Not at all,’ said Jennifer. 

‘Has Anglia calmed at all?’ Tom asked Gladys. 

‘We’re all right,’ said Gladys. 

‘Well done,’ said Tom. He cleared his throat. ‘Actually, I might owe you an apology there.’ 

The rest of the staff were starting to rally into movement again. ‘I’m not sure that I didn’t give her a 

better feed than I might have done this morning.’ 

‘No apology needed,’ said Gladys. ‘I’m not the one who had to be thrown back into the 

saddle today.’ 

‘Well said.’ Tom smiled. ‘Well bloody said.’ 

He touched his cap and moved off to join his father and the hounds. Anglia was still 

dancing, but Gladys had either learned to let her get on with it, or was too tired to argue any more. 

Either way, she was smiling broadly. Her lipstick hadn’t yet started to fade. 

 

 

 

 

August 1917 

 

‘Don’t let me die,’ said the soldier on the stretcher. 

‘Wouldn’t dream of it,’ said Tom. ‘Not when you’ve just got a good Blighty like that. No, 

you’ll be fine.’ 

The hole in the leg was a bad one. The torn bed-sheets used to bandage it were already 

saturated and weeping. The Field Ambulance had a bearer-post close-by. Close enough to be 

almost within firing range. Tom looked down the hill. 

‘It’s a short run to Number One Relay. You can get direct to the dressing station from there,’ 
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said Tom. ‘Are you ready, Alex?’ 

‘Ready,’ said Alex. He looked up the hill towards the hidden guns, and thought for a 

moment that it would be easier to present a target and take a quick death than to try to make 

Number One Relay. He turned back to Tom. 

They nodded a count to three together, then hoisted the soldier up. They kept their heads 

low as they manoeuvred out of the shell hole. 

‘I never asked your name,’ said Tom. His voice was light and amiable. 

When the bullet hit Alex’s helmet, he thought he had died. 

He tumbled forwards. The sound of gunfire from the top of the hill drifted into echoes and 

whines. He was aware of rolling and falling, but as the world spun and blurred around him, he 

couldn’t tell whether he was plunging down, or the earth surging up. 

He hit the bottom of another shell-hole and a foot of cold water, thick with mud. The taste 

of it told him he was alive. He took off his helmet and found the scar of the ricochet skimmed into 

its side. He looked over the top of the crater. Tom was dragging the stretcher with the injured 

soldier down towards the shell-hole. Mud burst up either side of the injured soldier’s head. 

‘Jesus,’ said Tom. ‘If they’ve got time to play games, we’re all in trouble.’ 

‘Tom,’ called Alex. Now with his head back below the protective edge of the crater. ‘I’m all 

right. My helmet took the hit.’ 

‘Well then shut up and stay down.’ 

Tom must have turned to judge the slope when he had spoken. The entry wound was on 

the back of his shoulder. He turned as he fell down to join Alex in the shell-hole so that he landed 

on his right-hand side. Alex saw the blood and threw himself on top of Tom. 

Above them, the soldier from the stretcher screamed out, ‘Don’t let me die.’ There was the 

thump of a bullet, and he was silent for a long moment, then he began to roar with pain. Alex 

wished the man had been killed outright. He didn’t have much of a chance left, and Tom was still 

breathing. He shut out the shouts and wails of the other man. He cradled Tom’s head. 

‘It’s my fault,’ said Alex. 

‘I’m all right,’ said Tom, though his eyes were drifting off, taking his vision into the clouds. 

Alex pulled him in close. He inhaled Tom’s indelible burnt-toast smell. 

‘It’s your shoulder,’ said Alex. ‘You’ll be fine. I just have to think of how to get you and him 

down.’ Alex was waiting for the next gunshot to silence the man above and to ease the burden on 
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him. 

‘Get him down here,’ said Tom. His voice was strained, his face was pale already, but it was 

only the everyday pallid sickness that came over men who’d been shot, rather than anything 

dangerous. 

The lack of a further shot suggested to Alex that the German shooter was waiting for them 

to take their turn in the game. He breathed in deeply, then leapt. He was outside of the crater from 

his waist up. He strained out until he could get both hands onto the stretcher. He anchored his feet 

against the crater-side and heaved with every piece of strength he could force out of his exhausted 

body. The injured soldier was quieter now, whimpering. The second bullet had hit him in the left 

bicep. It hadn’t come out, so it was probably in the bone. He would most likely lose the arm at the 

shoulder. The leg might be done-for as well. They could easily do that on site at the Casualty 

Clearing Station, so long as they weren’t yet overwhelmed by wounded. 

A series of bullets hit the top of the crater. The shooter was just toying. 

‘What the hell are they doing up there?’ said Tom. ‘They shouldn’t have time to play games 

like this.’ 

Tom had already taken out his knife and cut the sleeves away from his tunic and his shirt 

underneath. The wound was messy, but the bullet had hit wide on the point of his shoulder. It 

would have injured the muscle badly, but the joint and bones were safe. Alex walked on his knees 

back to Tom and put a hand on his friend’s good arm. 

 

 

 

 

February 1920 

 

The kill had broken the day. Having built up the excitement of the chase, then the relief of Tom’s 

being unhurt from his fall, it had seemed like the sort of day where troubles might disappear. The 

fox though - sitting and waiting to be killed quickly when life had been killing it slowly. Alex thought 

it a very human thing to have done. 

They were moving on to draw Yorford Copse. 

The horses cut through the green-grey-brown of the land beside the railway line, leaving 
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their mark. Alex missed Anthony Pushly. The fox, letting the hounds take it before it wasted, had 

put him in mind of a story Anthony had told him. A favourite horse, Fahdah, had sunk in quicksand, 

had gone down to drown, yet Anthony couldn’t make himself shoot her. People were strange in 

their attachments – in their inability to do best by those they love, simply because the matter of 

loving them was too much of a barrier. 

Tom was up ahead. Alex was hanging back with Granny. Somewhere between them were 

Gladys and Jennifer. Alex could only suppose that Christabel had remained at home. That didn’t do 

to think about. He took one hand away from the reins and placed it on Granny’s neck, feeling the 

rhythm of her stride. She didn’t react in any way, but she would know his hand was there. The field 

slowed all together in a bunch. Granny came back softly. Alex patted her with his free hand. 

‘There’s a-girl,’ he said. 

 

Alex caught up with Gladys and Jennifer as they made their way around Yorford Copse. The field 

had slowed to a walk and was stretching out around the perimeter of the covert. The way the 

riders moved along the track, two-by-two, was like a cavalry regiment on the move. There was 

always so much moving. Travelling was something that infiltrated all areas of life. At war it broke up 

periods of boredom, Alex thought. Strange, how he so often forgot the boredom of the War. 

Everything had appeared so important, especially after the dugout collapse. But all of that – the 

trenches – they had only been a tiny part of it, really. 

Anglia was one horse ahead. Granny made a throaty grumble to let her know who was 

behind, but Anglia didn’t seem to acknowledge. From what Alex could hear, Gladys was telling 

Jennifer about the farm. He couldn’t help feeling that he didn’t want a competitor for a place 

there. 

 

The hounds caught and killed in the copse. The commotion this time went on unseen. From there 

the hunt dried up. The following hour seemed more of a jolly around farmland for no more 

purpose than jumping hedges. 

‘Is there any way I might get back?’ asked Gladys. She was taking a moment to wait for 

straggling members of the field alongside Jennifer and Alex. Anglia started marching backwards. 

Gladys pulled her around in a few circles, but didn’t manage to hold her still. The sweat was 

coming heavily from both of them. 
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‘I’ll take you home,’ said Alex. ‘Granny won’t want much more anyway, and it’s a long old 

hack back to the kennels.’ Alex scratched the top of Granny’s shoulder and her head started to 

droop. ‘Will you be all right?’ Alex asked Jennifer. 

Other horses were around them, on high ground with a good view of the route they had 

taken. Julian McAlistair would be half-inspecting a way home. 

‘I’ll be fine,’ said Jennifer. She was looking towards where the hounds must now be. ‘I won’t 

come away before Tom. I’ll let him know you’ve gone back.’ 

 

Gladys said that she enjoyed her day, despite her difficulties with Anglia. 

‘You should come and ride more often,’ said Alex. 

‘My legs are going to be useless tomorrow as it is. Let alone my back.’ 

The horses walked contentedly. Anglia had stopped jogging and had fallen in with Granny. A 

car passed without the driver seeming to notice them. 

‘This was nice,’ said Alex. 

‘It was.’ 

‘I can’t think that we’ve spent a day together since I’ve been back. Only the odd bit of time 

here and there to talk.’ 

‘Which is entirely your fault.’ 

They came into Clevesly from the north and passed the Manor. The unlit house gave no 

clues as to where Anthony and Christabel might be. 

‘I’ve been meaning to say,’ said Alex. ‘About the Christmas Party.’ 

‘When you were a clown.’ 

‘Not as much as I have been since. I’m sorry.’ He was quiet for a moment. The hoofbeats of 

Granny and Anglia were like the ticking of a feral clock. ‘I didn’t want you to think the wrong thing. 

I know we kissed.’ 

‘It was a little kiss under the mistletoe at Christmas,’ said Gladys. ‘I’ve given up on you in 

that way, I think. I haven’t given up believing I can help you, or hoping you’ll come back. And I 

remember it being good, but –’ 

Someone was playing a piano in one of the houses. It was just on the edge of hearing. 

‘I’ve tried to be honest,’ said Alex. 

‘I don’t know you anymore.’ 
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‘I don’t think that’s your fault.’ 

‘Neither do I.’ 

‘Is there still time to – for me to – think?’ 

‘Less than there was.’ Gladys smiled. It was like a nurse’s smile. 

 

It was turning from dim to dark by the time they reached the kennels. Mr Gosherd, the kennelman, 

could be seen waiting for them in the stable-yard. He was a silhouette, animated by the bright-red 

point of a cigarette. 

‘This looks like trouble,’ said Alex. 

‘Well then,’ said Gladys. ‘Let me say thank you now. Thank you, Alex, for everything.’ 

The hoofbeats of their horses echoed back from whitewashed walls. A thin, hungry cold 

was setting in with the evening. Mr Gosherd stepped out from under the arch that led to the yard. 

‘Evening,’ he said. ‘Mr Thomas has sent ahead a telegram from the office in Yorford.’ He put 

his cigarette in his mouth and took the reins of the two horses as a cue for Alex and Gladys to 

dismount. ‘They’ll be coming back now,’ he continued, ‘but they’re short of two hounds.’ 

‘Bugger,’ said Alex. 

‘And so I’m sorry to ask, Miss Rover,’ Mr Gosherd addressed Gladys, ‘But might I leave 

these two with you? If we whip these saddles off, then could you give them a brush? A proper 

wash will wait. Then Anglia has a rug over her door, but Granny doesn’t want one. Their feeds are 

the same and are all made up - just waiting for a bit of hot water. They can have them in an hour.’ 

‘Of course,’ said Gladys with the confidence of the farm. 

‘And Mr Pebury, we’re to head back in the motor. I’ve got a pair of bicycles for you and Mr 

Thomas. Lamps too, and heavy over-coats. He’ll be waiting at Yorford for us.’ 

‘Right you are,’ said Alex to Mr Gosherd. ‘Are you sure you’ll manage?’ he asked Gladys. 

‘I’ll be fine.’ 

Alex raised his eyebrows in inquisition. 

‘I will be,’ she said, putting a hand on his shoulder. ‘I’m very good at this.’ 

‘Thank you.’ 

 

Mr Gosherd was driving away from where he had dropped Alex. He had complained that there was 

too much for him to be getting on with to wait for Alex and Tom to find the hounds. Alex suggested 
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that he should have driven himself and saved everyone time, but Mr Gosherd seemed affronted by 

that. 

‘Hamlet and Haverford,’ said Tom. 

‘I thought as much,’ said Alex. 

There was enough moonlight to see by on the road, but it was going to be a struggle to find 

Hamlet and Haverford before morning. Tom fastened his overcoat and slid his horn between the 

middle buttons. 

‘More trouble than they’re worth,’ he said. 

‘Could they have got caught in the gin-traps?’ asked Alex. 

‘Not without raising hell. We’d’ve heard them. More likely gone chasing something. They’ll 

have got another hare up and gone off sneaking this time. They’re too clever, the pair of them.’ 

‘Might have been for the best if they had hit a trap,’ Alex said. He blushed – regretting 

wishing harm on the pair. 

‘Maybe.’ Tom put his scarlet coat in the basket of his bicycle. ‘We’ll go along the top of the 

railway line. They might have gone back to the first kill along there with any luck.’ 

Alex fixed a lamp in front of his handle-bars, kicked a leg over his bicycle and peddled down 

to the first gate. Tom was close behind him. It felt good to be out in the night, away from choices, 

away from scandal. It was as things should be. The smell of pigs drifted through the dark from a 

neighbouring farm. 

‘Does this remind you at all of going through No-Man’s-Land to plant a flare?’ asked Alex. 

‘Not exactly,’ said Tom. 

‘Well, no. Perhaps not quite, but being out in the dark with a job to do, you and I.’ 

‘There is that.’ Tom stopped at the gate with a screech of brakes. ‘There’re things we can do 

now that we couldn’t have done then, though.’ He dug down through his overcoat and found his 

case of pre-rolled cigarettes. He lit two, passing the second to Alex. 

‘Thank you,’ said Alex. 

 

They cycled along the bank beside the railway line for nearly half-an-hour with no sight or sound of 

Hamlet and Haverford. Tom was ahead. He raised his hand, and they both stopped. 

‘I’ll blow for them here, and we can wait,’ said Tom. ‘If there’s no sign of them, I’ll leave my 

coat and we can come back at first light. God willing, we’ll find them curled up on it. Though with 
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these two, I’m not sure.’ He spread his coat out on the bank. 

‘What had you given to Anglia this morning?’ asked Alex. 

‘Nothing much. Just enough good feed to give Gladys something to think about.’ 

‘It wasn’t kind of you.’ 

Tom raised his horn and began the slow, forlorn, rolling note used to call the hounds. Alex 

felt a wave of cold come over him. Tom ended the call. 

‘It was only a joke.’ He began on the horn again. 

‘Was it for what she said about hunting being set to fail?’ asked Alex. 

The call reached out into the darkness in waves. 

‘No,’ said Tom, lowering the horn. ‘But she doesn’t know what she’s talking about. 

Farming’s in just as much trouble.’ He raised the horn, but paused. ‘You shouldn’t take her offer 

seriously.’ He closed his eyes. ‘Except, I don’t mean that. I’m being selfish. You’d be a landowner 

before too long. Take it seriously as you like.’ 

‘I don’t want to go back to her. I want to stay with you.’ 

‘Well then, that’s that.’ Tom began to call again. 

‘But where are you going to be?’ 

The call lost its tune, went sour and failed. 

‘I couldn’t say.’ He tucked the horn away, raised his hat and pushed his hair back on his 

head. Alex held his breath. ‘I don’t know what’s going to happen with Christabel,’ Tom went on. 

‘But I’ll have to do the honourable thing and marry the poor girl. I’m sure she wants that even less 

than I do.’ 

‘They weren’t out today – the Pushlys,’ said Alex. 

‘No, I know. And what do you think that means? There’s gossip, but I think she’s kept quiet 

about the…’ Tom couldn’t quite say the word child. ‘I’ve only told you. And, of course, you wouldn’t 

say anything to anyone, would you?’ 

‘Of course not.’ 

‘Well.’ Tom retrieved his horn and blew for his hounds again. Alex felt the grief of the note. 

He felt that, more than in what had been said, Tom’s feeling of bereavement was in his wordless 

call for his lost hounds. 

‘Whatever happens,’ said Alex, the cold weaving its way into his voice, ‘there’s no one 

who’s more important to me than you. I won’t say anything to Gladys until I know where you and I 
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stand. I promise.’ 

‘Alex,’ said Tom. ‘You’ve been a far better friend to me than I deserve. For what it’s worth, I 

wish I’d been more of a help to you when you needed it.’ He tucked the horn away again. ‘We’d 

better just stop and listen for a bit. See if we can pick up any sound of them.’ 

As they stood, side by side, staring deep into the dark, Alex could feel something of a 

change in Tom. Something in the way he stood – straighter than when he had been on parade. 

There was nothing cocky or mischievous about him tonight. Perhaps, Alex thought, his playing a 

trick on Gladys was an attempt at a final youthful prank. His last huzzah, if that’s what it had been, 

hadn’t quite lived up to his usual style. It had been merely unkind. Now he was – Alex wasn’t quite 

sure – he was possibly preparing for responsibility. The sadness of finishing a chapter of life 

radiated from Tom. He was like a soldier realising that wars were no longer games for children, or a 

mother who, in giving life, recognises her own mortality. 

The air was cold in his sinuses. It made Alex’s eyes hurt. In his mind he went back to the 

night in July 1917, when they had crawled through No-Man’s-Land. He was aware that, somehow, 

he had reversed their roles. Rather than Alex being blind and panicking, it was Tom. Alex watched 

the vision of himself unbutton one of his braces and fix it on to Tom’s waistband. 

There, he said. Now you can’t lose me. We’ll be just fine. 

In the silvered-dark of the night, alongside the railway line, Alex silently mouthed the words 

of his vision. He felt the pressure of Tom’s forehead against his own, even as he watched his friend, 

through the fading ghosts of the past, stare out over the land and the life that would, if he were to 

take up life with Christabel, soon be lost to him. 

 

After a long silence, Tom let out a sigh. 

‘I think that’s it,’ he said. I’ll call them once more, but they aren’t coming just now. They 

should know to stay by this coat until morning though, if they do come.’ 

From somewhere distant along the line, there came the owlish hoot of a train carrying 

night-freight from the north. 

When the train whistle had fallen silent, Tom blew for a final time, a call with all the weight 

of his unanswerable hope. He breathed in deeply, and looked once more over the land they had 

covered that day, before coming away and picking up his bicycle. 

‘No,’ he said. ‘They won’t come back to me.’ 
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Alex picked up his own bicycle. They made their way back down to the railway lines to 

follow the moonlit tracks back towards Longacre Farm. 

 

There was the sound of a train behind them. Tom looked over his shoulder, turning his front wheel 

as he did so. The wheel caught on a sleeper and he was thrown around and sideways.  

Alex stopped. An image flashed in his mind of the whipper-in, David, who had fallen at the 

start of the season, was hit by a motor car and had broken his leg. A couple of years ago, Tom had 

said, he would have loved an injury like that. 

Tom made to stand, but clutched his knee as he did so. He tried again but his knee twisted. 

His foot had managed to slide underneath a rail and was stuck fast. 

Alex was frozen. An image of Anthony Pushly’s old war horse, Fahdah, overlaid his vision. 

The image was his own mind’s construction of the mare trapped in quicksand. The image moved 

and buckled. 

The mare screamed with a voice like his mother’s. Then he saw his father fall from the roof 

of Drywell Cottage, landing in a trench. The horses on the front of the Sawyer Cooker had gone 

down as the soldiers and cooks dug troops out of the trench collapse. Tom pulled the quick releases 

of the harness. The horse was only winded. The vision broke. 

Alex stepped from his bike and took the lamp off the front. He threw both his and Tom’s 

bikes away from the track with strength he had forgotten was his. 

‘Fuck!’ cried Tom. He tried to jerk himself up. Alex expected to see the track move. 

‘Pull your foot out of the boot,’ said Alex, trying to keep calm, putting a hand on Tom’s 

shoulder. 

‘Out of these fucking boots?’ 

‘Try!’ 

Alex slid down so he sat almost underneath Tom. He braced his feet against the track either 

side of his friend’s trapped foot. He put his hands under Tom’s armpits and heaved. 

He looked down into a long basin. He strained himself against the wheel of the gun. He 

pushed hard. The gun came over the lip of the crater. 

Tom screamed. 

‘I’ve broken my ankle.’ 

The sound of the train grew louder. It didn’t whistle, it just rumbled on, growing louder. 
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Growing louder. 

The postcard only had a few words on the back. It was the sort they had collected when 

they had a mind to. Lumbres La Gare, was etched on the front. A train puffed happily into the 

station. 

Alex pulled again. 

‘Stop!’ screamed Tom. ‘Stop, stop, stop, fucking stop!’ Alex pulled harder. There was a 

crack. Tom rolled and aimed a punch at him. Alex stopped. 

Tom the Lion danced and threw his paper-mane at the Christmas Party. 

Alex laid Tom back and took him in his arms. He pushed his lips to Tom’s forehead. He 

clutched his friend to him, hard. 

Alex thumped the wall. The mirror fell to the ground, but didn’t break. 

The track was vibrating. Alex could feel it. Tom didn’t scream. 

The whipper-in, David had been chasing Hamlet. The car had hit him, but he’d only broken 

his leg.  

‘Tom.’ 

Tom fell into the crater beside him. The bullet had hit his shoulder. Alex had the presence of 

mind to throw himself on top of his friend. The injured soldier became invisible. Tom was 

everything. 

‘What can I do?’ 

‘Get up the bank,’ said Tom. ‘It’s all right – it’s all right. It’s coming fast. I might lose my foot. 

I can’t have you risk it as well. I’ll be fine. Think of Anthony without a leg. I’ll be fine. 

Beside Lady’s Monument, Tom offered him a jam sandwich. His thin moustache was like a 

second smile. 

The train was there. It was there. 

 ‘No, but I -’ 

‘Get up the bank, Pebury!’ 

Alex responded, without control of his limbs. 

The train would pass. There was a phone he could use back at Longacre Farm. He planned 

his route. 

The train was there. 

Alex watched. Tom cried out, but Alex couldn’t tell if there were words, or just noise. 
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When the train hit him, it cut cleanly through his leg, just as he had said it would. 

Then it whipped him around, like a hound with a fox, and cast him against the wheels and 

the track, before hurling him out. He pin-wheeled away. The train carried on. 

A hare got up from the long grass where Tom had fallen. It ran alongside the train, then 

moved up along the bank and leapt. 

Alex sank down into the bath, playing a game with himself, keeping his cigarette just above 

the water. The warmth closed over him. Engulfed him. 

 

 

 

 

February 1920 

 

Their lamps were out but the moon was beaming when Alex became aware of himself again. His 

skin was cold, his legs and the backs of his arms ached from the chill. Tom’s eyelids, which had 

closed when he died, were slowly reopening. Alex knew enough about death not to try to keep 

them closed. The back of Tom’s head had taken the biggest hit. Alex stroked his friend’s hair. 

Shards of bone scratched his fingers. A blood stain spread across his lap. The blood was turning 

cold now. It was still draining from where the leg had been cut. Tom had grown so pale that he 

seemed to glow in the moonlight. His opening eyes reflected the moon and stars in their dilated 

darkness. Alex remembered a time when he had believed in God and angels. 

 

He had drifted away again. He knew because the lamp approaching from the track beside the 

railway line hadn’t been there a moment before and now it was nearly upon them. Tom’s neck had 

stiffened, as had his cheeks. His face was drawn back into a smile. His moustache had lost its 

movement and character. 

‘Is someone down there?’ 

Alex felt a burning shock at hearing Jennifer’s voice. He carefully placed Tom’s head on the 

bank. He tried to cover the bloodstains on his lap with his coat. He stood, shaking, and made his 

way up to her. 

‘I can see there’s someone down there,’ said Jennifer. ‘I’m not afraid.’ 
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‘Jennifer.’ Alex didn’t know what else to say. She stepped off her bicycle and wheeled it 

closer along the track. 

‘God,’ she said. ‘What have you been doing? I was worried sick. Carwyn thought you’d just 

holed up with the hounds at some yard or other where you knew people, but I had to come and 

look in case -’ 

‘There’s been an accident.’ The cold air pinched the corners of his eyes. Jennifer stopped 

wheeling her bicycle. 

‘What’ve you done? Where’s Tom?’ 

Alex felt as if he didn’t know. 

‘It must have taken you hours to get out here,’ he said. 

‘Hours. Where’s Tom?’ 

Alex tried to hold the sick feeling under his lungs. He tried to remember how he’d dealt 

with death as a soldier but wasn’t sure he’d ever dealt with it very well. 

‘Jennifer,’ he said. ‘Something awful has happened. There was a train and…’ Alex choked on 

whatever blocked the words in his throat. The same thing opened the way for his tears. 

‘No,’ said Jennifer. ‘You can’t tell me that. You can’t.’ 

Alex was sobbing. Jennifer threw down the bicycle, lamp and all. She tried to run past Alex. 

When he caught her, she saw the blood on his clothes. They fell to the ground and she screamed, 

so loud in the still night. She shook and screamed and hit him for a long time. Alex let her, without 

daring to touch her or comfort her for fear that the blood on his hands would stain her blonde hair. 

 

Eventually, she stopped. She lay with her head against the dampening grass. 

‘I’ve a bottle of brandy in the basket of my bike,’ she said, just above a whisper. 

‘Would you fetch it? Bring it back to this spot. Don’t come any further.’ Alex was 

remembering something of how other people had dealt with death. Jennifer went back to her 

bicycle. Alex went to Tom. He took his knife and cut the rags of Tom’s breeches so that they could 

be tied in a neat knot below where the leg had been severed. He then took off his own coat and 

shirt. Shivering, he tore strips from the bottom of the shirt and bandaged Tom’s head to keep it 

together. He re-dressed, tucking the remains of his shirt back in as well as he could. Then he 

carried Tom up the bank. He laid him softly down then rethought and pulled the jacket from Tom’s 

stiff back and arms, so that it could be laid over him, like a blanket. Alex pulled the bottom of it far 
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enough down that it covered the broken leg. At some point, he thought, he would have to go and 

search for the missing limb to save it from being discovered by a child or a dog. Not quite yet 

though. That could wait until morning. 

 

‘I had to move him,’ Alex said to Jennifer. ‘The trains will start coming past again soon.’ Alex 

couldn’t remember if he’d seen any since the accident. His mind kept the memory kindly hidden. It 

couldn’t do anything about the present. The brandy bottle was a quarter empty. 

‘Can I see him?’ asked Jennifer. Alex looked towards the spot where Tom now lay. He had 

more dignity there. And it would be best for Jennifer to see him before the sun rose. Alex held out 

his hand. She took it. She didn’t let go until they were back in their spot with the bottle. 

‘We’ll be able to call down a train when it starts to get light,’ said Alex. ‘The freight trains 

will run early morning. I’ll make a flag of my coat.’ 

‘I loved him,’ said Jennifer. 

‘Yes.’ 

‘I won’t stay at the stables. I know that already.’ 

‘No.’ 

 

 

 

 

February 1920 

 

The following evening there was a request for Alex to go to Clevesly Manor. He breathed deeply. 

He couldn’t get warm. He had found another bottle of brandy in the house. He hadn’t slept. He 

avoided Carwyn. Tom was lying on a table in a stone room. One of the hounds had got out of the 

kennels to sit by the door. Alex let him. 

 

Todd didn’t announce Alex at the door. He had shrunk and scuttled on the precipice of the room, 

speaking in a voice too quiet for Alex to hear. He was still huddled as he walked away from Alex like 

a beaten dog. 
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Anthony Pushly’s face was tombish. Alex saw his own loss reflected as he sat in his usual chair 

opposite. The fire was unlit. The painting of Byron above the mantelpiece had lost the glint and 

gleam of coat and eye that it normally took from the living hearth. 

There was ash in the fire. Todd had neglected it. 

Anthony’s leg was on its side on the floor, beside his remaining foot. There was comfort in 

his obvious sorrow. He must have heard. 

The silence was deepened by the lack of the singing, clapping fire. Alex waited, watching 

Anthony study his expression. He let him delve and explore, leaving himself open to scrutiny. He 

could smell the chimney soot. 

Floorboards creaked from the room above. Anthony said nothing. There was something 

else, other than grief. Alex sat down in his usual chair. Still, Anthony was silent. Alex couldn’t 

understand what it was supposed to provoke. 

‘I feel,’ said Alex, faltering, ‘as though I was a strut revolving around an axis, but the axis 

has...’ He stopped himself; it sounded silly out loud. ‘I thought we were supposed to be safe now,’ 

he said. 

Anthony didn’t move or react. Alex’s head became heavier. He let the weight of it pull him 

down. He thought of the War. He tried to pin the feeling of loss on it, pushing for the feeling to 

swell through him, just as he had before when memories had swept him away. He waited for the 

smell of mud and cordite to hit his senses. He gritted his teeth. He tried to breathe in, but his 

throat seemed to close against the air before it could penetrate his body. This was where the War 

should come to free him. He felt impotent. 

The rug below him refused to turn to duck boards. The wind still whipped the lime trees 

outside. It was too English a wind; no shells tore through it. The world had a rigid grip on him. 

‘You know that Christabel is pregnant,’ said Anthony. It was a statement, not a question. 

Alex’s airways opened. Oxygen flooded his lungs, making his head spin. He tried to sense whether 

Anthony was confiding or accusing. 

 

Alex closed his eyes. He saw the railway lines. He saw Tom and the train. He felt himself pulling at 

Tom, trying to free him. He saw a bundle in the middle of the tracks, across the sleepers. He 

opened his eyes. 
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‘Yes,’ said Alex. He swallowed, waiting for Anthony’s next move. A string of cold tied its way along 

his spine. 

‘She won’t tell me who-’ 

‘Me,’ said Alex. ‘It’s mine.’ 

Anthony visibly gripped against the arms of his chair. His eyes darted. He pinched them, as 

if trying to clear a vision, then he sat back. He scraped his fingers through his hair. ‘Yours,’ he said. 

Alex’s heart was beating hard enough to make him feel nauseous. He wished he had slept. 

Anthony was quiet again. It lasted too long. Alex realised he was holding his breath. 

‘Sir, I –’ he said, but didn’t know what he meant to say. 

‘Be quiet, will you!’ said Anthony as if to halt a barking dog. He paused for a moment and 

seemed almost calm except for his eyes and brows. He pointed his finger at Alex, but was unable 

to speak. He pushed back his hair with his hand again. 

‘You have stolen from her,’ he said. Anthony seemed as though he was about to rise out of 

his chair, but he stopped himself. His gaze darted between Alex’s eyes and the door, but was never 

lowered. He didn’t blink. Alex tried to hold his focus, as if he could use it to barricade the doors of 

his lie and keep Tom safe. ‘What right did you ever have to take her future?’ said Anthony. ‘You 

have no idea how hard she has worked, what she has cultivated within herself.’ 

‘I love her,’ said Alex. The lie was unstrained. 

‘And what is she supposed to do with that?’ said Anthony. ‘You’re intelligent, but you’re not 

from intelligence, you’re not from an educated family, you have no money.’ 

‘Let me show you,’ said Alex. ‘Let me marry her. Nothing will be lost to her. I will never hold 

her back –’ 

‘How can you say that, when –’ 

‘I will love and support her through the best and worst of days. I will never allow her harm, 

or let our family be her failure.’ Alex stopped, realising what he had said. 

‘Are you asking me for her hand?’ Anthony was sweating. 

‘I am.’ 

‘She can choose not to. She can go abroad. This could take less than a year from her.’ 

‘Of course.’ 

‘When do you propose to be wed?’ 

‘If she agrees, then as soon as I can. Tom’s funeral will have to come first. Then I will make 
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arrangements.’ He felt cold. 

‘What do you mean to say?’ said Anthony. ‘Tom Thomas?’ 

‘Yes,’ said Alex. ‘I thought you knew.’ 

‘No. No, I didn’t. And that’s what you meant when you said... I’m sorry I called you a – I’m 

not sure I know what I called you. How? How did it –?’ Anthony found his brown handkerchief 

from somewhere and blew his nose. 

‘An accident. Looking for lost hounds.’ 

‘Since I found out about Christabel, I haven’t had much of an ear for news,’ said Anthony. ‘I 

wouldn’t have spoken so harshly so soon if I had known.’ He cleared his throat and gripped his 

eyes once again with forefinger and thumb. ‘But those words still needed saying, you understand.’ 

‘I do,’ said Alex. 

‘I know how much he meant to you.’ Alex sat back down. ‘I know what it’s like to survive 

with someone, only to have them fall when you think them safe.’ 

‘I couldn’t. He shouldn’t have,’ said Alex, unable to form a sentence. 

‘Well he’s safe now. I know you’ll keep him that way.’ Anthony raised himself slowly up, 

using the carved wooden crutch that he kept beside his chair. He looked at Alex’s face. Alex 

wondered whether he knew the truth. He looked up, strong and unblinking. Anthony rang the 

servants’ bell. Todd appeared after a moment in the dark doorway. 

‘Bring Christabel down,’ said Anthony. 

Alex’s heart was beating as hard enough to hurt his throat. 

 

Christabel entered the room with her jaw visibly clenched. She blinked at tears that came in waves 

with fitful breathing. She wore a dressing gown in black silk with a Chinese-style embroidery of a 

bird diving from the waist. She held a glass of whisky. 

‘Is it true about Tom?’ she asked as she came into the room. 

‘Who told you, Todd or the maid?’ said Anthony. Her face cracked and twisted. A mascara-

black tear flowed down her cheek. ‘Put down that whisky – it’s not good for you.’ 

‘Is it fucking true?’ Her mouth was pulled, as if hooked from all angles. She looked at the 

men staring at her. Anthony sat back and waited, just as he had for Alex. Alex grappled for 

something to say, but Christabel – he had never known a terror like it at war. He was winded. 

Anthony glanced down at her glass. She looked at it herself, took a few steps forwards, then tossed 
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it, underhand, at the fireplace. Shards of glass leapt like the ghosts of sparks. Christabel dropped to 

her knees on the floor. Alex found his breath. He went over to her. He sat and lifted her head onto 

his chest. He stroked her hair. She put a hand there, as if to push him away, but he didn’t grip hard 

enough to make a fight of it.  

‘I said it was mine,’ whispered Alex. ‘I didn’t know what else to do.’ His face hidden from 

Anthony. Christabel looked up, then she kissed him with her hot, sour mouth. She held the backs 

of his arms, as if she would drown if she let go. She searched his face. She shook him slightly. 

‘This is what I was afraid of,’ said Anthony. The window panes rattled. ‘We will discuss this 

now.’ Gusts chased each other down the chimney, whooping and holloaing as they went, sending 

little stabs and scents of whisky through the room. 

‘Uncle, you wouldn’t dare,’ said Christabel. Her voice was strained, breaking under the 

effort of speech. She spoke in sounds like wire being cut. Alex lifted her up. She was so light and 

fragile under the silk of her dressing gown. She didn’t fight him as he took her to the empty chair 

by the fire place. She crossed one leg over the other, and seemed natural, but she was shaking – or 

shivering; Alex couldn’t tell. He stood at the shoulder of the chair. He felt aware of his image; he 

was standing like the soldier who posed with his wife for a photograph. He had seen so many of 

those pictures, but in his own photo-portrait he stood next to a plinth. 

Anthony rang the servants’ bell again. Todd stepped swiftly in from where he had been 

waiting on the other side of the door. Alex pulled his shoulders back and down. 

Todd walked to the middle of the room and stood perfectly still. He stood as if reporting to 

a superior officer, and Alex became aware of them all as chess pieces, manoeuvring around an 

opposition king. 

‘Coffee,’ said Anthony. 

Alex kept his eyes on Anthony. He thought of how short a time he had known his own 

father. Christabel had lost hers early, too. She remained unmoving in the chair. 

Todd nodded and left the room. 

‘There’s no time to pussyfoot about for a moment,’ said Anthony. ‘Alex has told me that the 

two of you are in love. Is that right?’ 

Christabel said nothing. She looked up at Alex. For him, having his choices taken away was 

almost relieving. 

‘He wants to marry you,’ Anthony went on. ‘But you must know that there are other 
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options.’ 

‘I won’t be dictated to,’ said Christabel. ‘I know full-well that I can disappear for a while and 

have it adopted.’ Alex considered putting a hand on her shoulder, but it seemed wrong. ‘I won’t 

have it killed,’ she said. 

‘What will you do?’ said Anthony. 

‘I’m going to Oxford, Uncle. It’s my choice. I’m going to Oxford.’ 

‘You’ll marry?’ 

‘Yes.’ She looked up and back at Alex again. He nodded. 

‘The freight company in Oxford,’ said Anthony, looking to Alex now. ‘That was supposed to 

be a way to help you, to allow you to raise your own position. I admired you, and I admired you for 

turning it down. Now it seems as though the offer might have better fitted a more honest man 

than you.’ He reached for his pipe and rolled the bowl around in his hands without trying to light it. 

‘Fortunately, given the situation, I have not yet found anyone who matches what I thought of as 

your merits. You will take the job.’ 

‘Yes, Sergeant-Major,’ said Alex. He relaxed slightly. 

‘You’re lucky. I hope you realise.’ Anthony tapped his pipe against his lower teeth. 

‘I do.’ 

‘I expect you to work hard and earn the esteem of the business owners. In respect of your 

having a child on the way, I have no doubt that they will give you the opportunity to progress. Your 

connection to me won’t carry you on its own. Eventually you will earn enough to keep Christabel in 

the manner to which she has become accustomed. Until then, you will have the support of both 

myself and my sister-in-law. I expect you to become the man I thought you were.’ 

Christabel cleared her throat, but said nothing.  

‘I’ll do everything possible,’ said Alex. 

‘Of course. Then I expect the next stage is to make a phone call to Christabel’s mother and 

uncle. If the two of you need a moment to yourselves, you may retire to the drawing room. I don’t 

see that you can cause any more trouble than you already have if left unattended.’ 

‘Thank you,’ said Alex. 

‘And congratulations, I suppose,’ said Anthony. 

Alex offered a hand to Christabel and she took it. As they left the room, Todd was on his 

way back in with coffee. 
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‘We will be in the drawing room for ours. Thank you, Todd,’ said Christabel. 

 

In the drawing room, Christabel took an armchair. Alex wondered if she had decided against a two-

seater to prevent him joining her. He took an armchair on the other side of a small coffee table. 

‘What are you doing?’ she said. Her voice was rasping, half-whispered. 

‘I couldn’t see another choice,’ said Alex. Christabel twisted in her chair to face Alex head 

on. She dug her nails in to the arm. 

‘But why?’ She clenched her teeth, ‘What are you doing to me? You can’t have me in the 

conventional way, so you leap on the opportunity to marry me by force, is that it? I can still change 

my mind.’ 

‘Christabel,’ said Alex. ‘I have no personal interest in marrying you.’ The world seemed to 

lose its rigidity. The straight lines of the door and the panelling around the wall seemed to buckle 

under the weight of his stare. He tried to blink. ‘Not financially, or romantically.’ 

‘So what the hell are you doing this for?’ She ignored the insult. She had stopped crying 

some time ago, but she was still red and swollen around her eyes. 

‘For the same reason you are,’ said Alex. 

‘I’m doing it because I –’ She threw her hands in the air as if tossing away the last cares for 

her dignity. ‘Because I slept with Tom, and an idiot has tried to take advantage of the situation. 

Fortunately for him, he has also provided an opportunity to rescue me from most of my disgrace.’ 

‘Tom saved my life in a thousand ways every day of the War. I loved him more than you 

could know.’ 

‘I never loved him.’ 

‘Then why the tears?’ 

‘Good God! I’m pregnant and alone. Don’t be a fool.’ 

‘We needn’t be alone.’ He felt Tom at his shoulder. He clenched his fists. Stay beside me, 

Tom, he thought. Christabel let a tear trail down her face without wiping it. 

‘I’m pregnant. I’m alone,’ she said. ‘And I saw a chance. I wasn’t thinking. It seemed better 

in that second to play along in front of uncle, but I can’t do that forever. I can’t. I’m sorry, Alex. I 

know you care about me-’ 

‘I don’t care about you,’ said Alex. ‘I don’t care about myself. I don’t care about my home, 

my life. I don’t care about your uncle. I don’t care. I don’t care. I only care for Tom and that 
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includes his child. I will not be separated from him. If we are married, I will not stand in your way in 

any aspect. I will not expect you to look after me in any way, and will not presume to make any 

concessions of my own for you. I will not sleep in the same room. I will not go to parties or dinners 

unless you wish me to. I will stay with that child and love it forever. I will not allow it to grow up 

without a father. There’s no longer the excuse of a war baby with a dead soldier parent.’ 

‘But he is,’ said Christabel. And Alex broke. His whole body reverberated with pain. 

‘And he will be remembered with love. Without disgrace,’ he said. 

‘It’s really not because of me?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘I’ll do it.’ 

 

 

 

 

February 1920 

 

Granny went from pulling away to shying left and right between the shafts of the cart, to stopping 

outright, to pulling away again. 

‘Come on, Sweetie,’ said Alex. ‘It’s just you and me. We’re all right. We’re all right.’ He was 

gripping the reins too firmly, but he didn’t know how to relax them when Granny was acting so 

unpredictably. He pictured the little piece of paper in his breast pocket. His tribute, ready for the 

next day’s funeral – the first day of March 1920. Granny made a little leap against her harness. Alex 

tried his best to make calming noises, but they all sounded ridiculous to him now. The reins were 

merely strips of leather in his hands. They had always felt like a part of him and a part of her 

before. They had once been alive with unspoken communication. Now he struggled and fumbled 

with them. They slipped through his cold fingers when Granny threw her head. He dropped them 

as he tried to regain them and had to make a snatching leap forwards to save from losing them 

altogether. He knew that most of what he did when he drove her was sitting still and doing 

nothing, but he couldn’t quite work out how. Still, the road was eaten away, piece by piece, under 

their irregular, jerking pace. They eventually came to the side-track that Alex had been looking for. 
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The track that led away from the road was muddy and slippery on top but still frozen underneath. 

There was a web of frost on the padlock of a storage building beside the path. White thorns of cold 

retreated back into the shade. 

The clouds seemed higher above Alex’s head than they had done the last time he was here. 

The grass was short and yellowing around the path. Alex climbed down from the cart and 

managed to unhitch Granny without too much trouble. He led her by the bridle over to the 

monolith that dominated the field. 

‘Lady is down there,’ said Alex to Granny. ‘Sir Thomas Mostyn’s favourite.’ Granny lowered 

her head to the grass but changed her mind after a brief inspection. She turned her attention to 

Alex’s pockets, sniffing and nuzzling them. ‘Her body is deep under the earth. Almost in another 

world. But her name and her memory stay above the ground, so all the world can see she was 

loved.’ Granny bit and pulled at Alex’s pocket. He let her. He tried to remember if there had been 

more to Tom’s taking him to that place than just to ask about the hospital. He remembered birds, 

jam sandwiches and cigarettes, always cigarettes. Sharing them had been communication in itself. 

He didn’t know whether Tom had heard all, or any, of the unspoken words he had spelled out in 

breath and smoke. Probably not. 

A few fields over, Alex could see the farmer walking out on inspection. His dogs led the way, 

a dozen or so yards ahead of him. He could hear birds somewhere distant. The animals had a 

strange presence around the monument. Alex had no idea what Sir Thomas Mostyn’s own grave 

looked like. He looked again to the dogs leading the farmer on his excursion, scenting out the 

preliminary checks of the land. Granny, not finding anything satisfactory in Alex’s pocket, lowered 

her head and gave him a shove. He patted her gently in response. 

‘You too, Granny,’ he said. ‘Where will I be without you, my girl?’ 

There would be no place for her in Oxford. 

Ashurst would feel close. Alex wasn’t sure he minded that thought anymore. It brought 

some of Tom’s words back to him. He had spoken with Tom about reaching a point that he couldn’t 

go beyond. He wasn’t sure quite what he had meant. The visions and memories of war had gone. 

Any difficult though of Reid, or the dugout collapse had gone. That was what Tom would have 

wanted for him, that’s why the hospital had been proposed. Now Alex grieved for the reality of the 

memories, the physical sense of having Tom there. Tom as he was when they had fought alongside 

each other. Tom as his protector. The War had taken over life. It had made the world smaller. More 
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than that, it had created a fresh world where they could make themselves new and honest again. 

Alex wished he had known that at the time. 

He half covered his mouth with his hand. He didn’t mind Granny seeing him like this. He still 

had twenty or more of Tom’s cigarettes. They had been rolled in mass-batches. He made a 

resolution to keep them for special occasions only. He opened his cigarette case, his hands shaking, 

to look at them. Then he decided that standing next to Lady’s Monument with Granny grazing 

away and the taste of jam sandwiches on the tip of his memory counted as a special occasion. 

He felt a vibration of nerves as he lit the cigarette. He linked his arm through Granny’s reins 

and squatted with his back to the monolith, in the same place he had been with Tom, but keeping 

just above the wet grass. Granny brought her head down beside Alex’s, smelling the smoke, and 

the heat of his face. 

Alex put the back of his hand to Granny’s nose. He thought of Gladys, at home in her 

kitchen. There was a complete other life that had been offered to him. He let his head tip back 

against the stone. 

‘All she’s ever done is try to protect me,’ he said aloud. He looked for a reaction from 

Granny but saw none. ‘And now it’s too late.’ Granny thought about eating the grass again, turned 

a patch of turf over with a hoof and pushed it about. ‘We’ll stop at the Rovers’ farm on the way 

back. I owe her that.’ 

Alex took the piece of paper from his breast pocket and looked over his tribute. He read 

silently. He let the shape and feeling of each word and phrase pass into him. It took some time 

before he could read the speech aloud to Granny and the empty field. 

 

Across the table from Alex, Gladys was sitting in silence. Behind him, Henrietta Rover was hovering 

around the kettle, waiting for the whistle. Gladys projected a numbness that was familiar to Alex. 

He had felt it from soldiers over and over again. He could sense the cloying vibration of it over her 

eyes. 

The day had become full of odd winter sunshine and squally showers. Heavy clouds 

tumbled and tossed about the sky but mostly couldn’t muster the courage to drop. Alex and 

Granny had been caught in one little burst. She was now in an empty stable across the farmyard. 

Alex was speckled with patches of sharp, wet cold that bullied his neck. 

After a few long minutes, the kettle whistled. Its cry broke something in the air. 
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‘I’m sorry that hunting’s been cancelled,’ said Gladys. 

‘I’m not,’ said Alex. ‘It wouldn’t be right to carry on. I’m not sure what’ll happen to the 

Hettlebourne but Carwyn doesn’t much want to keep it on now. They’ll maybe find a new 

huntsman for next season. One of the McAlistairs, perhaps. They’ve a lot of funds to find though.’ 

‘Would you like me to walk with you tomorrow?’ asked Gladys. ‘I could accompany you to 

the funeral if you’d like.’ The words seemed difficult for her to say. Henrietta was clinking cups as 

she made the tea. 

‘Thank you,’ said Alex, ‘but I couldn’t. There will be things I have to do.’ 

‘Will you read?’ 

‘Only my own tribute. Not a lesson – that’s something else I would feel wrong doing.’ 

Gladys flinched. Alex bowed his head. ‘Not that walking with you would feel wrong, I just… I don’t 

know. I just don’t know.’ The coal-like lump of words he needed to say clogged his throat. 

‘Not to worry,’ said Gladys. ‘I understand.’ 

Henrietta brought the teapot to the table, followed by three cups and saucers. 

‘Alex,’ said Henrietta, ‘he wasn’t a bad lad. We shall all be sorry to have lost him.’ 

‘Thank you,’ said Alex, unsure what to take from Henrietta’s attempt at comfort. 

‘You should walk with our Gladys to the funeral though,’ Henrietta said. ‘If she’s still fool 

enough to look after you then you’d be more fool still to turn her away.’ Then she poured the tea. 

‘Sometimes you get into a position where you find you need someone very much, and it should 

neither be for the one person to see the need of the other and abandon them regardless, nor for 

the person in need to turn away and shun help.’ Alex looked at Henrietta, trying to decipher 

whether he had understood her. ‘What I mean,’ said Henrietta, sighing at Alex’s confusion, ‘is that 

you’ve been wrong about how to treat a woman before. When you broke off the engagement 

Gladys was -’ 

‘Mother!’ said Gladys. 

‘-No, I’ll say it,’ said Henrietta. ‘Gladys was torn to pieces. And we all three of us know that 

whatever you had to bear was harder without her to share it. Don’t force yourself to do it again.’ 

Alex poured milk from a jug into his tea. He didn’t know what to say, other than what he 

had to tell Gladys. Henrietta muted him. He held his hands around his tea. It was in a teacup, 

rather than a mug. He couldn’t make himself grip the thin china. 

‘Mother,’ said Gladys. ‘Would you let us have a moment to ourselves?’ 
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Henrietta shrugged, spilling tea onto her saucer. 

‘Just don’t you two get in the way of yourselves,’ she said. She left the kitchen for the 

depths of the house. 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Gladys. ‘It wasn’t the time for that.’ 

‘But she was right,’ said Alex. He forced himself to grip the scalding cup. ‘I was wrong 

before.’ 

‘Were you?’ 

‘Yes,’ said Alex, ‘but wait. Please, I have to say this.’ Gladys pushed her tea away from her. 

Alex breathed deeply. ‘I was wrong then, and I think I’m doing the wrong thing now, but I don’t 

know how to change it. Things have gone too far.’ He moved around the table until he was beside 

her. He tried to think of comforting words to soften the news, but failed. 

‘Let me help you,’ said Gladys. 

‘I don’t think you can now. Something has happened.’ 

‘I know, Darling.’ She touched his hand. ‘I know, and I am so, so sorry.’ 

‘It’s not that. That’s not what I mean.’ Alex looked to the window. The outside world was 

still plodding along as it always did. It looked as though there had been another shower, though 

Alex hadn’t noticed it when it had come. ‘Sweetheart, I’m to be married.’ 

‘No, Alex,’ Gladys said. He could see her beginning to tense all over. ‘No, you’re not. That’s a 

cruel thing to say.’ She stood. He rose to meet her. ‘How? Who? Surely this is –’ 

‘It’s true.’ Cautiously, he put his arms around her. The kitchen smelled of tea and the 

morning’s sausages. Alex imagined living in this house. Waking up to this kitchen and these smells. 

Gladys was shaking a little. A quiet tear broke free and rolled down her cheek. She gripped 

him tight, her arms underneath his. Alex had become used to the strange heat of a body in grief. 

She took a shaking breath in and loosened her grip. She looked up at him and, for a moment, he 

thought she was going to kiss him. He held himself still, longing for her to push against him and 

bring her mouth to his. But she was waiting for him. It was her he had stolen from. He had 

sacrificed the inheritance she’d thought he would allow her for the sake of Tom, for Christabel, for 

himself. 

‘I’m sorry,’ he said. 

‘Alex,’ said Gladys. ‘I hate you.’ Her eyes were closed. ‘I wish you had died. I wish I had lost 

you the hard way.’ 
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‘I feel sick with myself.’ 

‘Do you love this girl?’ She hadn’t opened her eyes yet. 

‘I’m marrying her.’ 

Gladys took a step back. She opened her eyes and cast them around the room. 

Another unobtrusive patter of rain was starting up against the window. Without Tom there, 

he wanted to take Gladys back in to his arms. He imagined himself running his fingers through her 

hair and winced when his imagination brought the feeling of ruptured bone to his fingertips. Tom’s 

child, Tom himself – the last of him – was part of Christabel. 

‘I love her,’ said Alex. 

‘It’s Christabel?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Is it money?’ asked Gladys. She went back to her seat as she asked. 

‘No.’ 

‘Because I said to you that we could look after you, find you work again. All of this was 

there to be...’ She gestured to the window and to the undulating earth and sky beyond. Alex 

followed her back to the table where he poured more tea. ‘But I suppose it’s a lucky escape for me, 

really. I never knew you were such a coward.’ 

Alex sat down and drank his tea slowly. Christabel wasn’t showing yet. Even when she did, 

no one would be able to tell through her clothing for a while, but it was only a matter of time until 

that changed. 

‘There’s going to be a baby,’ he said. Gladys looked like she was going to choke. 

‘God, I wish you’d died. I wish you had gone away and died.’ Her face was turning pale, 

bloodless. 

‘I,’ said Alex, but that was as much as he could manage before his throat closed. Some 

gurgled noise came through, but his voice had left him. 

Alex sipped at his tea, trying not to shake. He felt he was beginning to understand what he 

had to portray for Gladys. 

‘I knew it,’ she said. ‘They told me you accompanied her home from opening meet. I should 

have trusted my gut instinct. I knew. You sod. You shit! You made me wait. I waited so you could 

have your filthy way with her, then you thought you would take what you could from me. Now 

you’re in trouble and you’re going to have to marry that horrid woman to fix it. Well that serves 
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you right.’ She picked up her tea cup but couldn’t hold it steady so put it down again with a rattle. 

‘You let me think you could love me again. You liar.’ She snorted at him. ‘I hope you’ve fucked 

yourself into a loveless marriage.’ She raised her cup and slammed it back down on the table 

where the delicate handle broke away. 

Alex stood up from his chair. ‘You truly hate me?’ he asked. 

‘Yes,’ said Gladys. 

‘All right.’ Everything after that was faintly easier – collecting his hat and coat, turning the 

handle of the door, saying a cold goodbye to an unmoving girl who he felt wouldn’t want to speak 

to him again. She was shaking, waiting until he had gone so she could cry, he knew. It was far 

easier than the embrace had been. 

 

He fumbled for a cigarette but only had Tom’s in his case. He wouldn’t allow himself one. Not at 

that moment. 

He drove away clumsily. 

 

Back at the kennels he found Jennifer sitting and sobbing openly on the front lawns. There was 

blood on her hands and in her blonde hair where she had run her fingers through. Alex pulled 

Granny back to a halt. 

‘Jennifer,’ he said. He didn’t ask her what had happened. 

She looked up. Her eyes were wide and red. 

‘I couldn’t stop him,’ she said through stiff lips. Alex felt his pulse quicken in the skin of his 

face. 

‘What?’ he asked. ‘Who? What’s happened?’ 

The side of Jennifer’s face was coming out in a bruise. ‘He’s taken Roman, Anglia, 

Quicksticks, Wilbur, Toffee. God, I thought Granny as well, but she’s with you.’ 

‘Taken them where? Come on Jennifer. What’s going on?’ 

‘Carwyn’s rounded up the horses.’ The report of a gunshot echoed from redbrick walls. ‘I 

told him I would stay and look after them, but he wouldn’t stop.’ Jennifer pushed her fingernails 

into her forehead. 

‘Where’s Mr Gosherd?’ 

‘At the McAlistair’s farm.’ 
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‘Damn.’ 

Alex set off at a run. He stopped and shouted, ‘If trouble comes this way, get Granny to the 

Rovers’ farm.’ 

He ran again, kicking up gravel and pebbles from the drive. Granny had remained still and 

calm. She would look after Jennifer, Alex was sure. The horses in the back fields were screaming. 

 

Alex ran under the arch and into the yard. He was briefly aware of the open stable doors on either 

side, and the emptiness within them. He ran over the cart-tracked stone at the other end of the 

yard, and came out in the back fields. Another report. His heart was beating hard. His throat was 

skinned and raw from rough breath over grief. He vaulted the gate, taking it in his stride. Carwyn 

must have closed it in case any horses got loose, but Alex could see them now, tied along the fence 

line at the far end of the field. Each of them hobbled, but still fighting against their ropes; wide 

eyed, panicking. He had repaired all the fences with Tom – they weren’t going to break. Toffee and 

Wilbur were already lying on stained grass. The blood spread around them. 

Anglia, the horse who had been loaned to Gladys on that final day of hunting, was on the 

ground. Carwyn had a Webley, a service revolver. Alex saw the flash of an image – Captain 

Houghton proposing to shoot Gibson Reid to save him being found by the Germans. The image 

only lasted a stride. Carwyn glanced up at Alex, still with a knee on Anglia’s face, keeping her 

pinned down. The revolver was over her head. Tears and anger stained Carwyn’s face. He pulled 

the trigger, and there was a small burst from Anglia’s skull. The horse kicked back in the same 

moment and took on an instant stiffness. 

Alex swallowed hard against the vomit in his mouth. Carwyn looked up at him again. Alex 

could see him shake. With a jerk, the revolver was up. Alex burned all over from running, but 

something like battle-instinct had taken over. There was another jerk, Carwyn aimed up at the sky 

and fired another shot. Somewhere in Alex’s mind there was the flicker of a thought that he would 

happily die, if death came to him. His strides thumped the earth now. Time felt slow as he neared 

Carwyn. He saw Tom’s father put the gun to his own head. Alex hit Carwyn hard. He gripped the 

gun, and let the full force of his speed and weight carry his shoulder into Carwyn’s chest. The gun 

went off again, but this time it was only fired as it was released. Alex pulled back his fist and threw 

a punch into Carwyn’s cheek. 

Carwyn collapsed back. Blood was soaking into both his and Alex’s trousers. He was shaking 
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violently. 

Alex pulled him up and held him tightly. He could feel the tears that soaked into his 

shoulder. Carwyn was gasping. He tried to speak, but the only sound he could make was a 

drowning roar of grief. He sucked in air, rasping and croaking. His hand made claws, gripping at 

Alex’s back. He cried loudly and in horror. Eventually the shake and the noise began to subside. 

Carwyn opened his mouth silently, then swallowed and tried again. 

‘My son,’ he said. 

Alex hardly heard the panic of the horses. It didn’t matter what state they were in for a 

moment – their being alive was enough. 

 

After some time, the shaking and rocking against Alex’s shoulder calmed. 

‘Carwyn?’ said Alex. 

Tom’s father didn’t reply.  

Alex hooked an arm under his shoulder and tested Carwyn’s weight. He managed to lift him 

to his feet and they began to hobble back to the yard. 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Carwyn, ‘I’m so sorry. I’m so sorry. I’m so sorry.’ 

Alex thought, once again, of Gibson Reid. He was stronger now than he had been those 

years ago, he was sure. He had carried Gibson after the stretcher had broken. He should have been 

able to make it to the house easily with Carwyn leaning against him. Still he felt weak. There had 

been too much to drain him. The ground he had covered in seconds to reach the site of the 

shootings took long minutes to re-cover with the huntsman’s weight spread over his shoulders. 

Once back at the house, he let himself in, took Carwyn up the stairs to his bedroom and set him 

down on the bed. He took away the boots, but left the blood-stained trousers. Carwyn was still 

muttering his endless apology. 

‘Carwyn,’ said Alex. ‘I’m going to lock the door for a little while. Do you understand why?’ 

Carwyn looked at him and gave a small nod. 

 Alex took the key from the inside of the door, and locked the room from the outside. He 

left it with Mrs Thomas, after coaxing her out from the bathroom where she had locked herself. He 

told her that Carwyn was calm now, but that she should call for a doctor, and call back Mr Gosherd 

from the McAlistair’s farm. 
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Alex went back to find the revolver, leaving the horses hobbled for a little longer. He opened the 

gun and emptied out the bullets – all but two were spent cases – he put them in his left pocket, 

and the revolver in his right. Toffee, Wilbur and Anglia were lying dead – their legs tied, without 

dignity. Alex swore. Gas escaped from the body of Toffee. In his pocket, Alex pulled back the 

hammer of the Webley, then pulled the trigger. He clicked through each empty chamber, half-

hoping that he had left one bullet in its place – it would have seemed easier somehow, or at least 

have given some form of perspective. 

The remaining horses had calmed well. Probably from exhaustion, thought Alex. He climbed 

to the other side of the fence, just in case the horses were still upset enough to kick him. He stood 

between their heads, which were bowed over the rails. 

‘I’m so sorry,’ he said to Roman and to Quicksticks, the last surviving horses, not thinking 

that his words were an echo of Carwyn’s. He patted their necks, but received no response. The 

hobbles were only lengths of twisted rope. He took out his knife and cut the hobbles away, 

throwing the ropes across the field. The horses remained still. He took them by their lead ropes 

and went a few fields over. He tied them loosely near the hounds, where the smell of the kennels 

and the flesh-house should overpower that of fresh blood, and where they could break away if 

they needed to panic, or if Carwyn relapsed. It would be a job for Mr Gosherd if they got free and 

needed catching. 

Alex ran up to his room above the stables. He stowed the gun and bullets in a drawer, then 

changed out of his bloodstained trousers. 

 

‘I didn’t know if you’d have made off when there were gunshots,’ said Alex. 

‘I wanted to come through,’ said Jennifer, ‘but I couldn’t leave Granny in case she bolted. I 

was worried he might have shot you.’ 

‘No. He would never do anything like that.’ Alex thought of Carwyn jerking the revolver up, 

aiming at him, before firing at the sky. He would never speak of it. He hoped that Carwyn wouldn’t 

remember. He took a step away from the cart. 

‘Oh God,’ said Jennifer. ‘Oh God. Oh God. Alex, there’s blood all down your arm.’ She put 

her hands up to her mouth, as if in prayer. ‘Did he -? Are they all gone?’ 

‘No. No. Quicksticks and Roman are all right. But, I’m sorry.’ Alex put out a hand for Jennifer 

to hold. She gripped it hard, drew a long breath, and let it out in sobs. 
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‘We’ll have to take them away. The Rovers’ farm is closest. You can stay with me after that, 

if you don’t mind walking back.’ 

‘Thank you. I think the walk would do me good.’ 

Alex brought Quicksticks and Roman through in bridles, but without saddles. Jennifer had 

unharnessed Granny, and Alex passed her a set of reins to replace the long driving reins. They led 

the horses for a long, slow walk towards the Rovers’ Farm. 

 

‘How are things between you and Gladys?’ asked Jennifer. 

‘Things aren’t well,’ said Alex. ‘I went to see her today.’ 

‘And does she know about -’ 

‘She does now.’ 

Jennifer looked over to Quicksticks. He had always been her favourite. Alex saw the relief in 

her stare. That would be followed by guilt at the thought of Toffee, Wilbur and Anglia, Alex knew. 

Alex pictured Tom on Wilbur, tumbling over the wire on the way to Yorford Copse. He had felt relief 

then, even at Tom’s frustration and anger, but if he’d hurt himself badly, he wouldn’t have been 

out looking for hounds along the railway line. His coat must still be out there. Alex hadn’t spared a 

thought as to where Hamlet and Haverford might be. They had never come back. 

 

‘Poor old Granny,’ said Alex. ‘She’s had a long day, come to think of it. She seems off. Of course, 

she can’t know what’s happened. I do wonder sometimes, though.’ 

‘I think she might have some idea,’ said Jennifer. The horses were all walking in time with 

one another. ‘Alex, remember that journey back from Churchwall Farm on the railway?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘You persuaded me that there was nothing going on between you and Christabel.’ 

Alex almost dropped his reins. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘I did my best.’ 

‘At the time I was worried that she might have been after Tom. Perhaps that was just me 

being jealous?’ 

‘If I was to be perfectly honest,’ Alex said. ‘I would say that the way she appeared with Tom 

was all part of her game.’ The half-truths were getting easier for Alex. Overhead the sky had 

cleared. The squally showers had moved on for the time being. 

‘This will sound an awful question.’ Jennifer’s gaze flittered around Alex’s face. ‘But do you 
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love her?’ 

‘No, I don’t love her.’ 

The blackthorn of the hedges had come into flower. The poisonous barbs were petticoated 

with white blossoms. 

‘Well then did you before?’ 

‘When?’ Alex let out a crack of a laugh. 

‘Ever?’ 

‘No.’ Then he laughed freely at the ridiculousness at the situation. Jennifer joined him, 

which he liked, though he was sure she didn’t see the entire joke. 

‘She must have woven some kind of a spell,’ said Jennifer. 

‘Either way, I’m sure it would be wrong not to marry her now. She doesn’t care at all for me. 

It’s the look of the thing. I suspect most of her motives are based on the look of the thing. I know 

I’m far from her first choice as husband.’ 

‘Oh, come on,’ said Jennifer. ‘Just look at you now. Why wouldn’t you be?’ 

‘I am what circumstance has permitted her,’ said Alex. He laughed, realising as he did that 

Jennifer’s words were his own from the train, recycled from months before. She remembered so 

sharply. Alex was unsure whether he had been too honest. 

Cow parsley lolloped and nodded in the breeze. Giant hogweed would follow, appearing 

the same as the parsley for a time, before outgrowing its twin to dominate the ditches and 

hedgerows. Then the cuckoos would come - masquerading in their eggs under the guise of some 

unborn song bird or other – naturally predisposed to maliciousness. 

He wondered whether he was creating these lies and twisted truths to protect Tom’s 

reputation, or whether it was for his own sake. Perhaps he was the fat young cuckoo in the 

abandoned nest of Tom’s life. 

‘I feel so sorry for Gladys,’ said Alex, wanting to feel the wound of truth within the soothing 

rhythm of the hoofbeats on the road. 

‘Well,’ said Jennifer. ‘Not to put too fine a point on it, you’ve treated her badly.’ 

‘I don’t know how I could have done it to her,’ said Alex. ‘How must I seem to you.’ 

Jennifer looked into his eyes. ‘You seem hurt, and you seem lost,’ she said. 

 

Gladys was in the yard, working on the borders of the lawn at the front of the farm house, when 
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Alex arrived back at the farm with Jennifer, Granny, Roman and Quicksticks. When she saw Alex 

coming back into the yard, she hefted the spade she was using over her shoulder like a club. When 

they came closer, her knitted brow smoothed. 

‘Jennifer,’ she said. ‘I thought he’d brought her over.’ She rocked the spade back over her 

shoulder and used it to point to Alex. Granny jumped. ‘If you had. If you had brought her, I’d 

resolved to beat the both of you bloody with this spade.’ 

‘Gladys,’ said Alex. ‘I’m so sorry to come back today. It’s awful of me.’ 

‘And what are all of these horses for? Parade?’ 

‘Sorry, Gladys,’ said Jennifer. ‘Something terrible has happened.’ 

Gladys waited. 

‘We need your help,’ said Alex. 

‘Well that’s a cheek if ever I heard one,’ said Gladys. 

‘Carwyn has shot the staff horses,’ said Alex. ‘We need to keep these three here, if we 

may?’ 

‘Anglia?’ said Gladys. 

‘I’m afraid so,’ said Alex. 

‘Oh God.’ She put the shovel down. 

‘I couldn’t stop him,’ said Jennifer. 

Gladys went to Granny’s head. The mare jumped back, but settled as Gladys stroked her 

face, following the line of her blaze. 

‘They’re welcome to stay,’ said Gladys. Her aggression had melted away. ‘So long as they 

don’t mind sharing a barn.’ She went to Quicksticks and Roman in turn, giving each of them a rub – 

a small show of homely affection, more for her own feelings than for those of the horses. ‘There’s 

a place for Jennifer too. We have a spare bed.’ 

‘Actually,’ said Jennifer, ‘I was going to go back.’ 

‘No,’ said Gladys. ‘You’re not walking back unescorted with a man engaged to be married, 

and you’re not to sleep on the same property as a mad-man.’ Gladys took hold of Quickstick’s reins 

and led on. ‘We’ll be going to the church tomorrow, so you can come with us. There’s no worry 

about that.’ 

Alex followed on. 

‘Thank you, Gladys,’ he said. 
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There was a cow-free barn with clean straw for the horses. Alex fetched a bale of hay, then broke it 

up for them to take. Granny made a show of chasing Roman and Quicksticks away from their share, 

so Gladys and Jennifer set about spreading the hay out into separate piles. While they worked, the 

women fell into conversation. Alex collected fresh water from the pump at the top end of the yard. 

 

‘Will you be all right?’ Alex asked Jennifer. When all was done. 

‘Just fine,’ she said. She half-fell against the barn wall and found herself a cigarette. 

‘Do you mind if I take one for the walk?’ asked Alex. 

‘Not at all.’ She passed one over. 

‘I’ll see you tomorrow,’ said Gladys. ‘I’ll make sure this one is well rested. We’ll be there in 

plenty of time.’ 

‘Thank you, Gladys,’ said Alex. 

Perhaps Gladys felt insulted. She took Jennifer by the hand, and took her back to the house. 

Alex watched them go. Perhaps he had said too much to Jennifer on the way to the farm. It had 

been easy to lose sight of the importance of things having seen Carwyn shoot the horses. Whether 

he had made a mistake or not, it was too late to correct it. 

He lit his cigarette. After the funeral, he would feel that little bit further from Tom. He 

resolved to go home and learn to roll cigarettes that looked identical to those Tom Thomas had left 

behind. That way he would never know when Tom’s had run out. That connection would never 

dwindle. 

When he arrived back at the kennels, he was told that the doctor was with Carwyn. 

He helped Mr Gosherd move Toffee, Anglia, and Wilbur to the flesh-house.  He helped 

clean up the worst of the mess. He entrusted the revolver to the kennelman, asking him to dispose 

of it. 

He boiled the kettle and made a pot of tea. Then he took it up to his room, sick of the day. 
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March 1920 

 

The sun wasn’t over the horizon yet, but the churchyard was already alive with the blue-grey light 

of morning. Frost was settling like decoration over the grass, trees, cobwebs and headstones. Most 

of the headstones were for people either old or very young. Not so many of the youthful bracket 

that Tom had fitted. The place for those of Tom’s age was on the memorial – the large stone cross 

that had been erected the previous year and now dominated the churchyard. The names on it 

were still clear and sharp. Wreaths of flowers lay around it. Candles were burnt down to stubs in 

their jam jars on its stone base. Alex wished there had been a place for Tom’s name on that cross. 

More people would tend that space. The names there would take longer to crust over with moss 

than those of the general headstones. Carwyn would go away to Wales and pick up with a new 

pack. Alex would go to Oxford and be too full of lies to let Tom’s child see the grave. There would 

be no one to keep it from crumbling. The headstone would weather back, and the lichen would 

grow forwards until Tom’s name would become no more than a smudge on the rock. Alex looked 

around at the rusted iron crosses, the fenced private graves, the new headstones and the old. 

Perhaps, he thought, he would write a record of his life with Tom, keep a written truth, and save it 

for the child one day – it could be his apology. 

He considered whether he should tell Carwyn Thomas about Tom’s child. His conscience 

told him that the family should be allowed the same solace that he took from knowing that part of 

Tom was still alive. They knew Tom’s faults well enough not to have minded the affair as much as 

some, and Alex would feel like less of an imposter father for that donation of honesty. The killing of 

the horses tough. A man capable of that was not one to shock. Apart from anything, Carwyn could 

stop the wedding if he wanted, and that would steal Alex’s last piece of Tom away from him 

forever. 

There were hours to go before the funeral. Alex was getting cold. He walked over the 

cropped grass to the War Memorial. He sat on the top stone tier that held up the cross. He picked 

one of Tom’s rolls from his cigarette case. As he smoked, he traced Tom Thomas with his finger 

onto a blank area of Portland stone. 

The night before, in his restlessness, Alex had thought of the horses that Carwyn Thomas 

had shot. Each of them a friend, in the strange way that horses could be thought of as friends. Each 

of them a personality. They were never to be remembered on a plaque, or a Blue Cross postcard 
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with Goodbye, Old Friend written underneath. No words of companionship joined their images. 

There was a photograph of Tom on Wilbur somewhere, but it was a memory to be kept by the 

Thomases. He wondered what guilt Carwyn would feel when looking at that picture. He would 

probably destroy it, Alex thought. 

Somewhere in the darkness of the night, on his own, he had thought it must have been 

easier to be one of the horses – their troubles all ended. He had pictured all the ways in which he 

could have killed himself during the War. Just standing still for a moment longer than he needed to 

might have done it, and then he wouldn’t have had to bear any of this. It was far more difficult to 

imaging dying in the dark in his bedroom. Still, he was glad to have given away the revolver. 

 

 

 

 

March 1920 

 

Alex’s last case was small. It contained three good pairs of breeches and one bad pair, some 

photographs in an album, some old books, and some knick-knacks that still held memory. 

There was a knock at the door downstairs that faced onto the yard. Alex breathed out 

heavily. He looked across the empty room. It was probably Todd getting impatient to drive him on 

to Oxford with the remainder of his old life. Alex watched the window onto the yard. The person 

outside knocked again. Alex decided it didn’t sound much like Todd. As he reached the door, it was 

knocked again. Alex managed to open the door mid-knock, which he was quite pleased with. 

Outside was a boy he didn’t recognise, wearing a postboy’s hat. The boy handed him a letter. 

‘Thank you,’ said Alex, and dug in his pocket, where he knew he had a ha’penny. 

He closed the door without looking out at the boy, or the car. Todd, in the black motor, sat 

in wait for him, waiting to take him off to prepare the house, then prepare for his wedding. The 

wedding was set to take place in the church in Bladon, where they didn’t know anyone, and where 

they had agreed not to ring the bells. Alex would meet Christabel’s mother and uncle, and then 

begin his married life. 

He wanted to say goodbye to Jennifer, but she hadn’t come back. She had stayed with 

Gladys at the funeral, then she had gone – he didn’t know how to find out where without asking 
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Gladys. Neither of them had looked at him during the funeral. Not even when he had read. He 

thought Jennifer would have told Gladys about his confession – that he didn’t love Christabel – 

dishonesty and honesty, they were both cruel. 

The letter the boy had brought had officially come from the hunt. It was signed by Julian 

McAlistair. Carwyn Thomas, MFH, was taking the remains of his family back to Wales where he 

would take up with a new pack for the coming season – a fresh start. It wished him the best of 

luck. All further dates were to be struck from the meet card. Any donations to keep the hunt afloat 

in this difficult time, when it had lost the means of providing its own income, would be gratefully 

received. 

He picked up his last case and took it through the door. He was half way across the yard 

when he remembered to go back for the blue umbrella that Gladys had bought for his return. 

 

 

 

 

April 1920 

 

Mr Gosherd, the kennelman, stayed on and looked after the pack, not seeming to know what else 

to do. There was a small retainer left behind for him by the Thomases, and donations came 

through to keep the hounds fed. The Rovers had returned the horses so that they could be kept or 

sold. A couple of the girls from Bourne village had gone up to work at the kennels but were not 

permitted to live on site. That was the story given by Anthony Pushly of how it had been running. 

No doubt the largest of the donations had come from him. He kept Alex up-to-date by telephone 

now. That was how Alex knew of the bye-day, organised between Anthony Pushly and Julian 

McAlistair. Alex wondered whether, if Tom and Christabel had never been together, and if Alex had 

gone back to Gladys and eventually become a landowner, it might have been him organising meets 

with Anthony.  

The hounds met, with Julian at the helm, for one last, unscheduled meet of the season, a 

bye-day, at Clevesly Manor. Alex and Christabel had arrived early at the manor, and no one had 

been able to convince Christabel that she shouldn’t hunt while pregnant. The Pushly’s groom, Jack, 

had prepared her horse, Nutcracker, Anthony’s Byron, and Granny. Granny had been part of deal 
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securing Anthony’s continued donations to the hunt. The old mare now lived in the stable next to 

Byron’s where, as Anthony put it, she spent most of her day trying to lean out over the door to bite 

her companion. 

Alex mounted up between his wife and Anthony. Together they made their way to the front 

of the house to play host. 

 

At the meet, with a glass of port in hand, surveying the eighty-or-so mounted followers, Julian 

stood in the saddle. 

‘I’m sure it will please some of you, and displease a great many, that I have agreed to hunt 

the Hettlebourne hounds for the coming season,’ he said, to a chorus of here-heres and scattered 

laughter. ‘Many of you will know that, without the great generosity of Sergeant-Major Pushly, we 

would surely have failed to survive. Having made it through the War, when all of England’s hunting 

was jeopardised, I think you’ll agree that would have been a particularly great wound to this area 

and community to lose this part of our heritage now. So please raise your glasses to Sergeant-

Major Pushly.’ 

Alex looked over at Anthony and thought of the first time he had seen him after the War - 

at the foggy opening meet, only five months earlier. 

‘We all know why the hunt recently came so close to falling,’ Julian continued. ‘It was the 

loss of one young man that we all felt so keenly. A young man so integral to our community that his 

loss almost became our downfall. Much of our redemption is also owed to that young man, such 

has been the inspiration that he has given to myself and, I’m sure, all of you. To that end, every 

year, the final meet of the season will be held here, at Clevesly Manor, and will be known as the 

Tom Thomas Memorial Meet. Please allow me to raise one further toast – to Tom Thomas.’ 

Alex wrapped a section of Granny’s mane tightly around one finger and squeezed so that 

the blood was cut off. Anthony nodded at him. Glasses were raised in toast, followed by a round of 

applause that scared Christabel’s Nutcracker half to death. She beat him hard down the shoulder 

with her crop. 

 

Jennifer and Gladys were out on foot. As Alex rode past her at the gates to the manor, Gladys 

managed to touch his hand and say a brief congratulation. It must have taken all the kindness she 

could muster, Alex thought. Then they were away, flying over field and hedge and ditch. The bye-
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day was blessed with a good turn-out. It felt like a boxing day – a great re-ignition of support. 

Tom’s absence was still a physical pain. He let his mind evaporate away from the field to remember 

his friend in every way he could. He came back to himself in time to dress a hedge between 

Anthony and Christabel. He imagined Tom there in the present, flying off ahead with grace and 

uncatchable speed. Christabel jumped effortlessly, and Anthony jumped with his usual passionate 

inelegance. Alex let Granny find her own stride, and she chose the long one. She leapt from far in 

front of the hedge and soared over with her ears flattened back, her whole body stretching. It was 

all Alex could do not to shout out in exhilaration. 

 

By the time they reached Bourne Woods, Alex was no longer sure that Tom would care about his 

headstone weathering away, or not being with the other soldiers on the memorial. Not when he 

was there in all their thoughts and in every spinney, coppice, and covert of the day.  

 

 

 

 

October 1920 

 

As he took Tom’s child into his arms, Alex felt a tremble in his heart. Christabel’s body looked 

empty without the baby held close, only a few weeks since the birth. A gentle autumn breeze 

touched the backs of the curtains.  Oxford felt brown, sleepy, and dusty that evening. 

‘Life,’ said Christabel with a tired, satisfied smile. 

‘It’s the strangest thing, isn’t it? Bodies and souls.’ He rocked the child instinctively, gently. 

‘Tom once told me,’ Alex began. He felt Christabel’s expression at the mention of Tom’s name. He 

looked into her eyes, trying to support her with the connection of sight. ‘He once told me that he 

thought we take our bodies, our appearance, from our parents, and that our souls are all the 

things we learn, muddled together to make a person.’ He didn’t say that he would teach the child 

all of the things he knew from Tom, that he would make as much of his friend immortal in his 

daughter as he could. That didn’t need saying. 

Alex had often thought of his child before she had been born. She had still been part of 

Christabel, riding in the bye-day that had been the first Tom Thomas Memorial Meet. Perhaps that 
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had been why Christabel had insisted on riding, and perhaps not. Either way, his wife loved their 

daughter. She had let the memory of Tom go, as far as Alex could tell. It would be his love that 

endured there. 
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Commentary 

Introduction & Background to Writing 

‘Life must be understood backwards. But with this, one forgets [that] it must be lived forwards[. 

Life] at any given moment cannot really ever be fully understood.’1 

 

My life has always been shaped by horses. Working with horses from an early age has dictated my 

waking hours, my schedule of work, my financial wellbeing, my dedication of time, and the shape 

of my body. Two generations ago, my grandfather had his life even more extraordinarily controlled: 

he lived and worked in hunt service as part of an intricate network of hundreds of horses, hounds, 

and people. My great-grandfather was further-still linked with horses; he fought in The First World 

War with the Derbyshire Yeomanry, and with the Derbyshire Regiment of Dragoons. His life 

depended on his horse, not only in the face of an opposing army, but against enemies such as 

frostbite - he slept in a stable with his horse to keep warm. After the War he spent his life as a 

groom and trainer / breaker of young horses. 

It is clear to see that, for my family at least, the animal links that have strongly influenced 

our lives for generations are weakening and being replaced. Faced with the possibility of being the 

last in a line of horsemen and women that stretches traceably back to the early 18th century, I was 

compelled to look at what was, reportedly, a pivotal time for a family whose identity has been 

forged by horses: the foxhunting society of the early-interwar period. 2 In my exploration, I found 

the period to be largely overlooked by both fiction and academia. With Bye-Day I sought to make 

an exploration of rural society in Oxfordshire against a backdrop of modernisation and changes 

driven by The First World War, informed by academic research, and presented in the form of a 

novel combined with this commentary. 

 

In this critical commentary I will use my novel and accompanying research to interrogate the 

hunting and rural life of the inter-war period, and to attempt to identify the factors that still cause 

                                                     

1 Kierkegaard, Søren, “Journalen JJ:167”, SKS Volume 18 (1843): p. 306. Translation, Prof. Palle Jorgensen, University of 
Iowa. < http://homepage.divms.uiowa.edu/~jorgen/quotes.html#kierkegaardquote> visited 15/01/2015 
2 Word of mouth reports passed through my family regarding the opinions of my great-grandfather, James Pheasey. 
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it to be regarded by my family as a pivotal moment. As part of this discussion, I will look at reasons 

for hunting being largely ignored as an important literary setting; the change of relationship with 

the land in the early-to-mid 20th century; and a study of the methods and devices I have used to 

bring these ideas to the fore within my own creative work. To extend this exploration, I would have 

liked to address imagery, folklore, and countryside oral traditions, but the word count did not allow 

for such expansions and they are only briefly touched upon in this commentary. 
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Chapter One 

 

‘It seemed a dangerous futility, an anachronism that should be ended. Yet… the village appeared 

like a delightful unfinished book.’3 

 

Foxhunting’s Withdrawal from Literature 

Foxhunting is increasingly rare in modern literature, as will be demonstrated throughout this 

chapter. Allyson May, in her book The Fox-Hunting Controversy 1781 – 2004: Class and Cruelty 

(2013), suggests that foxhunting’s literary fading had a very specific starting point: she claims that 

‘after John Masefield’s enormously popular Reynard the Fox (1919)… fox hunting gradually 

disappeared from adult literature.’4 Before the decline set in from (as May suggests) 1919, 

foxhunting had some strength as a popular literary setting – Robert Smith Surtees’ character, Mr 

Jorrocks, for example, became an enduring figure of fox-hunting-fiction.5 John Jorrocks – a 

foxhunting Cockney grocer – was first created in stories serialised for New Sporting Magazine in 

the 1830s, which were later reprinted in novel form. The enduring popularity of Jorrocks is evident 

in his revival for a stage musical by David Heneker in the 1960s, and in a bronze statue, erected in 

the 1980s, near the train station in Croydon.6 In the late 19th century, Anthony Trollope wrote 

various hunting scenes into his novels, claiming, ‘I have always felt myself deprived of a legitimate 

joy when the nature of a tale has not allowed me a hunting chapter.’7 At the turn of the century, 

Somerville and Ross’s Some Experiences of an Irish RM (1899) became hugely popular, and was 

long-lived enough to be made into a television series that ran for three seasons in the early 1980s. 

At the end of The First World War, the poet John Masefield wrote Reynard the Fox or The Ghost 

Heath Run (1919) – an epic poem that details the trials of a day in the life of fox, huntsman, and 

field (a poem which marked Dr May’s tipping point). These examples of fiction were accompanied, 

                                                     

3 Harvey, F. J., From Surtees to Sassoon, (London: Morley & Mitchell Kennerly Jr, 1931), p 198 
4 May, Allyson N, The Foxhunting Controversy 1781 – 2004: Class and Cruelty (Surrey: Ashgate, 2013), p 11 
5 ‘Jorrocks’ titles include Jorrocks’ Jaunts and Jollities (1838), Handley Cross (1843), and Hillingdon Hall (1845). Other 
Surtees novels focussing on hunting include Hawbuck Grange (1847), Mr Sponge’s Sporting Tour (1853), and Mr. Facey 
Romford’s Hounds (1865). Multiple Surtees titles are mentioned by Virginia Woolf in Mrs Dalloway (1925) – noted in 
this document under the subtitle Foxhunting Literature and the Modern. 
6 For a photograph of the statue, see Fig. 1 in the appendix. 
7 Trollop, Anthony, The Chronicles of Barsetshire & The Palliser Novels (Prague, E-Artnow: 2015) p 33 
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and succeeded, by popular non-fiction such as Siegfried Sassoon’s semi-fictionalised memoir, 

Memoirs of a Fox Hunting Man (1928), and J. Otho Paget’s Memories of the Shires (1920). In her 

essay Jack Mytton (1926), Virginia Woolf wrote: 

The great English sports are pursued almost as fiercely by sedentary men who cannot sit 
a donkey, and by quiet women who cannot drown a mouse, as by the booted and 
spurred. They hunt in imagination… Indeed the English sporting writers… make no mean 
reading. In their slapdash, gentlemanly way they have ridden their pens as boldly as 
they have ridden their horses. They have had their effect upon the language. This riding 
and tumbling, this being blown upon and rained upon and splashed from head to heels 
with mud, have worked themselves into the very texture of English prose…8 

She suggests that fox-hunting is of interest to a broad cross-section of society, that it is part of the 

foundation of English poetry (citing Shakespeare), prose, and reportage. In her references to 

fiction, however, she focuses entirely on pre-20th-century writing. For her contemporaries, she 

confines her attention to writing for papers and magazines that provide reports of actual hunts, 

rather than fiction. The same is true of the recent publication A Short History of Foxhunting (2013), 

in which Alastair Jackson and Michael Clayton, in their chapter titled Foxhunting in Words and 

Pictures, only refer to pre-20th-century prose fiction, changing their focus to reportage, painting 

and poetry after 1900. 

 

Hunting in fiction did exist after 1919, particularly in children’s books. In her paper Comrades and 

Allies: Boy Protagonists and their Ponies in British Interwar Equine Fiction, Jenny Kendrick observes 

that ‘equine novels of the [inter-war] period are likely to be concerned with issues such as 

pedagogy, the correct breaking and training of horses, hunting, a nostalgia for a rural and pre-

mechanised England and a concern for native breeds of pony and their wild habitats.’9 This genre 

remained popular until the 1970s.10 However, hunting appears to have declined in adult 

preference, in contrast to the twin arts of reportage, in which Woolf sees boldness and 

imagination, and poetry, which Alastair Jackson and Michael Clayton see as rousing, romantic and 

                                                     

8 Woolf, Virginia, ‘Jack Mytton’ in The Common Reader: Second Series (New York: Greenlight eBooks, 2012) Kindle 
edition, np, Chapter 16  
9 Kendrick, Jenny, “Comrades and Allies: Boys and their Ponies in British Inter-War Fiction”, The Journal of Children’s 
Literature Studies, 5:3: 2008), p4 
<http:www.academia.edu/197693/Comrades_and_Allies_Boy_Protagonists_and_their_Ponies_in_British_Interwar_E
quine_Fiction>, accessed 10/12/15 
10 May, p 85 
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passionate.11 

Hunting in modern fiction, where it still exists, is often used to provide a point of conflict: in 

Riders (1985), Jilly Cooper uses the pro/anti-hunt divide as something to be overcome by lovers; in 

Hound Music (2002) Rosalind Belben uses pro/anti conflict to split a family; Patricia Young uses it in 

The Season of the Hedge Gypsy (2003) to mirror gender division, as well as conflict between 

humanity and nature. Hunting in modern adult literature is almost impossible to separate from the 

political and moral arguments that are its most frequently seen public face. In post-1919 fiction, 

hunting seems to be used in only a few ways; as a tool of propaganda (on both sides of the divide), 

or, as May describes, as ‘literary shorthand,’12 which, she claims, is ‘used to signify an anachronistic 

social world and social structure.’13  

May goes further in her explanation of hunting’s disappearance from fiction, claiming that 

‘in literature, foxhunting fell victim to the twin criticisms of ‘tyranny and barbarity’ well before the 

legal ban.’14 This seems to contrast with the views of Woolf, however, who notes the interest in 

hunting of ‘quiet women who could not drown a mouse.’ Evidence certainly seems to agree with 

May when she claims that ‘Reynard the Fox can be seen as the last gasp of an adult literature that 

actively celebrated hunting’15 (as long as we restrict our view to fiction). However, I would 

challenge ‘tyranny and barbarity’ as reasons for its failure in light of Woolf’s assertion that there 

was still public appetite for non-fictional tales of foxhunting (‘That an Englishwoman should choose 

to read the sporting news rather than the political gossip need cause us no surprise.’16). May’s 

assertion that hunting embodied an anachronistic social world is also difficult to take as a reason 

for hunting’s fall in literature if we consider Chris Baldick’s view that ‘the great modernist discovery 

[of the 1920s], in effect, was the literary potential of anachronism and anachrony, variously 

exploited.’17 Baldick argues that the literature of the 1920s obsessed over the cultures and societal 

structures of the pre-war past (of which, to May, foxhunting is a living relic). ‘So little of 

[modernism’s] significant literature actually takes measure of contemporary life,’18 he asserts. 

                                                     

11 Jackson, Alistair and Clayton, Michael, A Short History of Foxhunting (Shropshire: Merlin, 2013), p 21 
12 May, p 85 
13 Ibid, p 85 
14 Ibid, p 85 
15 Ibid, p 99 
16 Woolf, np. Chapter 16 
17 Baldick, Chris, Literature of the 1920s: Writers among the Ruins (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012), pp 71 
- 72 
18 Ibid, p 7 
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Discussing Reynard the Fox, May puts forward the argument that ‘Masefield’s post-war poem is set 

in the pre-war past’19 because ‘hunting stories, to be acceptable in that genre, could no longer be 

set in the present. In literature, hunting had become a thing of the past.’20 However, within the 

wider context of 1920s literature, this seems to be consistent with the trend, to the point which 

Baldick identifies, stating that ‘the ‘20s have become an almost invisible decade in British literary 

history.’21  

Although I agree with May when she concludes that hunting all but disappeared (in any 

significant form) from literature in the 20th century, I believe that the argument she makes to 

reach that conclusion requires extension. Her discussion continues: ‘Hunting was a decidedly anti-

modern activity and even those who had loved and cherished the sport increasingly acknowledged 

it as something of an anachronism.’22 She cites the RSPCA’s adoption of an official anti-hunting 

stance in the 1990s, changes of heart of authors such as Monica Dickens - who had once written 

fondly on hunting, but in her 1970s autobiography wished she had never hunted herself23 - and 

increasing political aggression towards hunting (citing the New Labour government of 1997).24 In 

her conclusion, she asserts that ‘in the 20th-Century class and cruelty concerns increasingly 

influenced both the way in which fox-hunting was depicted in literature and public reception of 

that literature.’25 

This argument seems consistent with the loss of hunting from children’s books (a loss that 

May suggests was finalised in the 1970s. A notable exception to this is The Fox Hunt Mystery, a 

Nancy Drew Novel by Carolyn Keene).26 However, I do not see her arguments as wholly convincing 

with regard to the almost-loss of hunting as a theme in 20th century popular adult fiction. She 

identifies a social change taking place in the 1970s and later (stated above) and yet suggests the 

effect began as early as the 1920s (‘Reynard can be considered the last gasp…’), setting up an 

obvious anachronism of her own. Furthermore, she examines the relative fiction without placing 

foxhunting literature within a wider literary context, effectively blinkering her argument. 

                                                     

19 May, p 97 
20 Ibid, p 116 
21 Baldick, p 1 
22 May, p 125 
23 Ibid, p 113, (Dickens, Monica, An Open Book, was originally published in 1978 
24 Ibid, p 125, this particular aggression (or ‘continued attack’) is suggested to have begun in 1997 
25 Ibid, p 125 
26 Keene, Carolyn, The Fox Hunt Mystery, (New York: Aladdin, 1996) 
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Baldick’s ‘Literature of the 1920s…’ observes that fiction withdrew from ‘the busy world of 

controversy.’27 In his opinion, 1920s literature as a whole was less political than that which would 

follow it in the 1930s, less reforming than that of the Edwardians, and less propagandist than that 

of the war.28 These observations perhaps shed a little more light on May’s suggestion that a 

growing public dislike for the morals of foxhunting (which is reflected in the growth of 

organisations such as the League Against Cruel Sports, established in 1924) caused it to become 

side-lined in fiction, but they do not clarify the argument entirely, or allow room for Woolf’s 

reported wide-ranged interest of the mid-1920s. To gain a more complete insight, I believe it is 

necessary to consider wider contributory factors. Here I will attempt to expand on May’s ideas by 

adding another two distinct threads to her argument, placing the discussion within historical and 

theoretical contexts, titled below as ‘Foxhunting Literature and Machines,’ and ‘Foxhunting 

Literature and The Modern’ respectively.  

 

Foxhunting Literature and Machines 

Another perspective suggests that mechanisation, and a change in wider British society, must bear 

some of the blame for hunting’s loss in literature. Writing as Golden Gorse, Muriel Wace suggested 

in 1928, ‘The saddest result of the motor is the banishment of the horse from the common life of 

the people.’29 It is arguable that the decline of horses in general life was a catalyst to hunting’s 

decline in prose. The speed and skill of horse and rider, that would once have been a thrill 

potentially accessible to all when horses were a common feature of everyday life, began to fail as 

an idea in the inter-war period, becoming the reserve of a few individual communities. What 

Alison Acton describes as ‘a particular type of cospecies relationship between horse and rider 

which permeates foxhunting’30 became an isolated, rather than inclusive experience. 

In the introduction to this critical commentary I used my own family as an example of a 

gradual loss of connection to animals in everyday and working life. For many, this loss came 

suddenly in the inter-war years. The First World War put an end to ‘the days when the horse was 

                                                     

27 Baldick, p 36 
28 Ibid, p 36 
29 Gorse, Golden, The Young Rider (London: Country Life, 1928), p 143 
30 Acton, Alison, “Foxhunting Tales, The Hunter in Foxhunting Literature”, in Reading Animals Conference, (Sheffield: 

Sheffield University, 2014 (abstract available at 
<http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.385923!/file/ReadingAnimalsAbstracts.pdf > page 6, visited March 2017) 
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undisputed king of the road.’31 The war seemed to almost enforce the substitution of the horse by 

the internal combustion engine; Janet Roebuck writes, in The Making of Modern English Society 

from 1850 (1973): 

The wartime demand for rapid land transport stimulated the production and 
development of motor vehicles, which became one of the important ‘new’ post-war 
industries. The motor car, merely a rich man’s toy before the war, became a more 
common possession in the interwar years, mainly because mass production lowered 
prices.32 

Motor vehicle prices were lowered to the point where vehicles made for the military were being 

auctioned off for a loss at the war’s end, driven by a sudden drop in military demand, combined 

with the fear that a halt in production could cause even greater financial troubles than those 

already faced by the economy.33 The horse began noticeably to disappear from urban and 

suburban society, as horse-drawn cabs and charabancs were replaced. Roebuck continues: ‘More 

important in the development of public transport was the motor bus. Trams and trolley-buses 

[also] continued to increase in number and importance to the cities and towns they served.’34 

The speed of mechanisation, particularly for urban communities, was dictated largely by 

the First World War. Although, as Janet Roebuck is swift to add, ‘the horse continued to provide a 

substantial proportion of the power for road transport,’35 it would have been clear to those living 

in the inter-war period that the types of working animals they had known all their lives were being 

replaced by new technologies; an experience comparable to that of field-workers who saw 

travelling steam-driven machines replace working animals in the late 19th / early 20th Centuries. 

Simon Blow reports that ‘machines were replacing horses on farms, cars replacing the pony-trap, 

and everywhere a horse-based society seemed to be on the retreat.’36 

At the same time, mechanisation provided work in urban and suburban areas, and the 

means to reach it, in a period when financial pressures were high. Janet Roebuck continues, ‘the 

bus service also helped drain life out of the countryside by encouraging the movement of young 

people from rural to urban areas, helping push many of the villages it served to the edge of 

                                                     

31 Roebuck, Janet, The Making of Modern English Society from 1850 (London: Routledge, 1973) p 87 
32 Ibid, p 87 
33 From an interview with historian Anthony Shepherd, contributor to First World War literature titles including Salient 
Points: Cameos of the Western Front, Ypres Sector 1914 - 18 (Spagoly, Tony, and Smith, Ted, London: Leo Cooper, 
1995) 
34 Roebuck, p 88 
35 Ibid, page 87, line 26 
36 Blow, Simon, Fields Elysian: A Portrait of Hunting Society (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1983) p 79 
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extinction by draining off their young people.’37 If life was being drained by suddenly increased 

mechanisation, then the First World War is recognisable as a catalyst to the process. In Bye Day, I 

repeatedly address the idea that the mechanical is replacing the traditional – as motorcars are 

seen to kill horses, and trains to kill young men, brutally stripping them from the countryside, 

these same machines are also integrated into country life to the extent that hunt supporters arrive 

at a meet by motorcar, and the hounds themselves are transported by train. 

At the same time as accelerating mechanisation, The First World War also took away horses 

in ways more direct than simply replacing them with motor-vehicles. In A Short History of 

Foxhunting, Alistair Jackson and Michael Clayton tell us ‘it has been estimated that over 450,000 

horses left Britain during The Great War and none returned, except a few officers’ chargers 

repatriated at their own expense.’38 

This stripping of working animals from Britain must have been felt deeply. In a period that 

combined great loss with tides of invention, the changes that removed working animals from the 

country, I suggest, would have been obvious to those who experienced them. Mechanisation was 

joined by urbanisation, which was seen as a threat to the idea of British rural life. The reaction 

against such loss is evident in the formation of groups such as the Council for the Preservation of 

Rural England (now the CPRE) in 1926. 

The resistance to mechanical advances and to spreading urbanisation has been well 

documented. As early as 1928 Clough Williams-Ellis in England and the Octopus claimed, ‘since the 

war [England] has been changing with an acceleration that is catastrophic.’39 He observed a 

variation on an old idiom, stating that ‘the horse having been well and truly stolen, we are about to 

stage the great national ceremony of locking the stable door.’40 The changes brought about by the 

war, Williams-Ellis acknowledges, could not be undone, yet he professes a longing for the rural idyll 

that was, for many already, the embodiment of an ‘Englishness’ that they believed they had fought 

for in The Great War, and that he would have seen used as a basis for English regrowth. His was not 

an isolated opinion; writing about The Great War, F. W. Bateson said, in The Democratisation of 

                                                     

37 Roebuck, p 88 
38 Jackson and Clayton, p 38 
39 Williams-Ellis, Clough, England and the Octopus (Glasgow: Portmeirion Penrhyndeudraeth, 1975), p 15 
40 Ibid, p 18 
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Control (1946), ‘We awoke after the war to find that we were living in a different world.’41 He also 

reported the widespread discomfort with the urban aspects of that world: ‘There was a desire 

and/or physical necessity for [many] ex-servicemen to live outside an urban atmosphere.’42 The 

writer Golden Gorse (Muriel Wace) added her voice, criticising the progress of mechanisation: 

‘Surely the motor has come as man’s punishment for his ill-treatment of the horse.’43 Once the ties 

with a world that had animals and the land as a foundation were severed, the literature that 

celebrated such a world surely risked becoming rarefied and misunderstood. 

In 1931, F. J. Harvey wrote critically on the history of fox-hunting literature. He notes the 

19th century influence of R. S. Surtees, who, we are told, ‘wrote, in the main, about a narrow 

accepted convention, then strong, but now fading.’44 He then goes on to link this literature of 

‘convention’ with the direct societal changes explored above, ‘[animals] being every day less and 

less of a familiar object to ordinary folk.’45 But where animals were becoming less familiar to 

people at large, those within foxhunting communities were attempting to recover their pre-war 

numbers and the quality of their working animals, and were prepared to attest to this desired 

continuation. 

R. G. Verney claimed in Hunting the Fox (1921) that the First World War itself would 

guarantee hunting’s future – hunting having provided such a large number of fit, strong horsemen 

and ‘well-bred hunters to bring the Peace establishment of Army horses up to war strength.’46 This 

attitude served to separate hunting (as a section of society attempting to further ruralise itself and 

reinstate its equine foundation) from Britain as a whole (which was urbanising, and shedding its 

working animals). His line of reasoning also forces hunting to be put in direct association with the 

War; arguably a damaging association, as people across the world were attempting to recover and 

move on. It also sets the horse, in his opinion, as a clear alternative to the machine. Horses in the 

War had still been able to tackle terrain and complete tasks that machines were unable to master, 

but the advance in technology (perhaps most evident with the advent of tank and aerial warfare) 

strongly indicated that far fewer horses would be needed in any future wars. For one who was 

                                                     

41 Bateson, F. W., ‘The Democratisation of Control’ in Matless, David, Landscape and Englishness (London: Reaktion, 
1998), p 44 
42 Ibid, p 40 
43 Gorse, p 143 
44 Harvey, p 7 
45 Ibid, p 8 
46 Verney, R. G., Hunting the Fox (London: Read Books Ltd, 2013), p 1 
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surrounded by working animals, both in and out or armed service, such as R. G. Verney, this may 

have been more difficult to see than it would have been to those in other spheres, or to a modern 

reader with the benefit of hindsight. Now it can be taken as evidence of both hunting and the high 

upper classes (Verney was 19th Baron Willoughby de Broke) becoming disjointed with wider 

society. 

Harvey acknowledges, when writing in the inter-war years, ‘Our world is no longer theirs 

[pre-war hunting authors].’47 He seems to feel almost uncomfortable with hunting’s continuation, 

as he tells us that ‘with them should have disappeared such social customs as hunting – gone like 

the knightly years, but hunting is still with us.’48 Hunting, then, existed as a constant; one that was 

overshadowed, but not destroyed, by mechanisation, and which was discordant with the 

modernising world. Harvey’s acknowledgement may well have been an influence for the setting of 

Masefield’s ‘Reynard…’ in the pre-war past. Both past and contemporary foxhunting were similar – 

Masefield’s poem is only a few details away from representing a hunt of the 1920s – but the 

opportunity to escape the overshadowing march of mechanisation, and to avoid the slight discord 

between the narrative and the setting, makes the pre-war setting more pertinent for ‘such social 

customs as hunting.’49 Using the past also allowed ‘Reynard…’ to be taken as part of the stronger 

age of foxhunting literature, spearheaded by Surtees, that had preceded Masefield’s career. 

 

Foxhunting Literature and The Modern 

Masefield’s setting of ‘Reynard...’ in an idyllic pre-war period can also be read as the continuation 

of a trend towards nostalgia within post-Great-War fiction, even though the differences in fashion, 

in structure, and in the style of hunting, as I have noted, are not stark between his contemporaries 

and his predecessors. 

Although hunting had nearly vanished during the First World War, it showed, at least in 

places, a clear hope of a full recovery by the time Masefield was writing ‘Reynard…’. The full 

realisation of that hope arrived just a few years after ‘Reynard’s…’ completion, as discussed by 

Emma Griffin in Blood Sport: Hunting in Britain Since 1066 (2007) – ‘by the middle of the 1920s, 

                                                     

47 Harvey, p 32 
48 Ibid, p 32 
49 Ibid, p 32 
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many hunts were restored to their former glory and others entered a new period of expansion.’50 If 

this same period does represent, as May suggests, the ‘last gasp of a literature that actively 

celebrated hunting,’51 then even knowing the effects of mechanical modernisation, we might still 

question the setting within the wider literary context. If he wished to celebrate, then why did 

Masefield not use a contemporary setting, especially, as Emma Griffin’s comment suggests, 

hunting was on its way to recovering its ‘former glory?’52 Why did he not attempt to show English 

foxhunting’s contemporary strength, especially when Masefield states his belief in that strength in 

his introduction to the text (‘It is not easy to end a pleasure rooted in the instincts of men.’53)? 

Instead, Reynard the Fox reads as if hunting is something now vanished, but to be remembered 

gladly. As Reynard escapes at the end of the poem we are happy to have let him go, but feel 

honoured to have been part of his chase, as if he represents every fox who, being intertwined with 

this imagined version of lost hunting, is to slip away. To further understand this, it is important to 

note that for many within hunting communities (Masefield very much included), the fox is a well-

loved and well-respected figure, and is regarded with great sentimentality. 

The link suggested (between sentimentality and survival) is indicative of Masefield’s 

potential reasoning – as I have noted, there was a great trend towards nostalgia after The First 

World War that Masefield contributed to with ‘Reynard…’. By showing his audience something that 

they recognise in its pre-war form, he is not only attempting to give life to the past, but also to 

rescue it from the War. Writing about Siegfried Sassoon, Robert Hemmings tells us that ‘the 

nostalgia of Sassoon’s writing after The First World War is indelibly marked by the legacy of his 

traumatic experiences.’54 This interpretation of nostalgia could be applied to ‘Reynard…’ to suggest 

that Masefield’s part in this nostalgic trend applied war-trauma to hunting, which came close to 

completely disappearing between 1914 and 1918. Hemmings goes on to say that ‘nostalgia, like 

trauma, is a response to what is missing, except with nostalgia, what is missing is not lost, but 

absent.’55 This idea fits closely with both Masefield’s nostalgic approach, and to his protestations 

that hunting was not lost. Hunting had potential strength (again, as shown by its rise back to ‘glory’ 

                                                     

50 Griffin, Emma, Blood Sport: Hunting in Britain Since 1066 (London: Yale University Press, 2007), p 177 
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in the first half of the 1920s), but was not yet the hunting of the ‘golden age.’ (Masefield and 

Sassoon also share a link through Sassoon’s imitation of Masefield. In Goodbye to all That, Robert 

Graves tells us that Sassoon had published ‘a satire on Masefield which, half-way through, had 

forgotten to be a satire and turned into rather good Masefield.’)56 

Several critics have identified connections between this anachronistic trend and a 

Modernist approach. For a connection between nostalgia and modernism, we must return to the 

War as an ‘historical rupture that inaugurated the modern,’57 as Kate McLoughlin notes in her 

paper Experience, Storytelling and Modernity: Three Literary War Veterans, or as ‘a chasm in a 

smooth road,’58 as Woolf described it. One driving force for modernism, I would argue, was the 

loss of understood-continuity, a result of the First World War’s ‘rupture.’ The slow march of 

progress was overwhelmed as all aspects of modern life adapted to the central focus of war. Pre-

and post-war life were severed from each other, presenting a feeling of lost history. Modernism 

can also seem to embrace a sense of longing, perhaps not for a specific moment of the past, but 

for what Baldick calls ‘mythic, or otherwise timeless.’59 These ideas can be interpreted as factors in 

stream-of-consciousness writing, as well as in the non-linear psychology that modernism took as a 

central tool. When writing of Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway (1925), for example, Baldick says, ‘For 

Woolf there is in human consciousness no purely present moment that could be disentangled from 

past or future.’60 In the novel, Woolf demonstrates this, as Baldick notes, through stating at the 

very beginning ‘The War was over,’61 and then showing the living consequences of war (most 

obviously in Septimus Warren Smith, to whom she brings visions of the war dead in the form of 

Evans). The phrase ‘the War was over…’ is repeated later in the novel as Warren-Smith recalls 

waiting for its end, only to be faced with the return of the dead in the form of Evans – the War 

becomes perpetual.62 Further to this, the characters throughout Mrs Dalloway continuously 

perceive, albeit subconsciously, the past influences that inform their present decisions about their 

future action: although Big Ben continues to strike on the hour, time becomes a fluid concept. 
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There are various incarnations of the past throughout Mrs Dalloway, but it is the War that proves 

to be the most immediate and destructive. Nostalgia and anachronism, especially with regard to 

the rural, can appear to be contradictory to modernist values. In his article Broken Mirrors: The 

First World War and Modernist Literature (2016), Randal Stevenson describes (with reference to 

Woolf) how nature had ‘lost its power to console,’63 leading away from pastoral trends and 

towards the psychological. Jeffrey Mathes McCarthy in Green Modernism (2015) calls nature ‘a 

threatened alternative to modernity,’64 but subverts this initial supposition with his argument that 

modernism ‘carries a green component that has been largely overlooked.’65 He tells us that ‘nature 

matters to modernism both epistemologically and ontologically,’66 suggesting that the natural 

world can be a valid part of modernism’s exploration of both the internal and physical world. This 

concept is perhaps most apparent in the work of D. H. Lawrence. 

Baldick’s sense of the ‘mythic or otherwise timeless’ element of nostalgia is clearly 

expressed in the woods of Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928), a novel that bridges a gap between 

classical and modernist. The wood at Wragby is ‘The old England, the very heart of it.’67  It is at 

once a surviving patch of Sherwood Forest, a remnant of the English mythic complete with its own 

embodiment and protector (‘Mellors is descended from the Green Man who figures prominently in 

… British Folklore’68) and the site of anti-natural progress in the form of Clifford Chatterley’s 

collieries (of which he himself is the embodiment – ‘He simply felt life rush into him out of the 

coal.’69). The driving force behind the destruction of the natural environment is easily seen as the 

War; there are direct observations – ‘Sir Geoffrey’s cuttings during the war had given it a blow.’70 – 

and metaphorical ones: Clifford himself is a product of war; much like the land itself, he was 

broken and immobilised by the violence of the War, and was then modernised by mechanisation 

through his motor-chair. Both Clifford and nature come under physical threat from the War, which 
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clearly parallels Kate McLoughlin’s ‘rupture that inaugurated the modern’ for Lawrence. The 

modernist as a mechanical response to war becomes distasteful within the novel, filling it with 

dissatisfaction, and desire for a healing alternative. We see Clifford’s chance at reconnecting with 

the natural early in the novel – ‘One must preserve some of the old England.’71 However, he is 

destined to progress into mechanised modernisation, just as Mellors is destined to restore Wragby 

Wood to its pre-war past by bringing back the game and hence life. In making a comparison 

between the two leading men, we conclude mechanisation to be fast moving and aggressive, but 

impotent, and nature to be still and quiet, but fertile. The point at which Clifford turns 

wholeheartedly to investment in his collieries is the same point at which he turns away from 

writing – an ‘unmanly’ pursuit. In this moment, Lawrence shows us where he sides in the 

argument, especially when we consider that Lawrence was the son of a Nottinghamshire miner, 

and that he turned towards writing. He also has Connie represent the present between the future 

of Clifford and the past of Mellors (her room reveals her as this present – ‘the only gay, modern 

one in the house, the only spot in Wragby where her personality was at all revealed’72). Her choice 

is between one path that can give her a natural future (through conception) as well as pleasure, 

and one in which the natural and the living are persecuted and go into decline (for financial gain): 

‘Even an organism is bourgeois: so the ideal must be mechanical…’73 This representation of choice 

presents Lawrence’s ‘green modernism,’ as Mathes McCarthy put it, alongside Woolf’s description 

of war as a ‘chasm in a smooth road.’ Lawrence presents a version of the modern that continues 

on a pre-war (almost pre-industrial) path – the pastoral modern is Lawrence’s bridge across the 

‘chasm,’ and his attempt to reconnect with the road broken by war. 

Kingsley Widmer, in his essay on the novel, asserts that Lawrence’s ‘solution to the 

problems of the day was to ‘pastoralize’ society,’74 suggesting that the (potentially anachronistic) 

rural ideal, as well as the idea of the ‘mythic and otherwise timeless,’ can become functional 

elements in this ‘green-modernism.’ The timelessness of progressive pastoralisation is displayed by 

Connie’s pregnancy: the ideals of the past (or ‘otherwise timeless’) can be used to create a new 

future, rather than merely reimagining an old one (as, perhaps, Clifford had originally believed 
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possible). To return to Woolf, we can see another version of this belief in the construction of an 

informed future in the narrator of Jacob’s Room (1922) – ‘For example, there is Mr. Masefield, 

there is Mr. Bennett. Stuff them into the flame of Marlowe and burn them to cinders. Let not a 

shred remain. Don’t palter with the second rate. Detest your own age. Build a better one.’75 For 

Woolf and her fellow writers, mere continuation was not satisfactory. At the same time, there is 

little joy to be found within the industrial, mechanised version of modernisation that came out of 

the War. The incitement to ‘build a better age’ and to ‘detest your own’ suggests that Woolf did 

not believe that a better age could develop from her surroundings without conscious alteration of 

the foundations of her ‘age,’ a view that follows the idea that her age was built on the foundations 

of conflict. Past ages had given rise to the war, so any investigation of them must inevitably find 

them wanting. ‘It [had] appeared as though traditional and specialist rural skills would be lost 

[around the turn of the century,]’ 76 nevertheless, the War became the whipping boy for their loss, 

just as the continued long-term destruction of Sherwood Forest was concentrated down into the 

clearings and the colliery in Wragby Wood in Lady Chatterley’s Lover.  

 

That hunting withdrew from fiction as it began to recover in real life as a ‘continuing anachronism’ 

could be taken to suggest that its survival made it unfit for the developing trends of 1920s fiction, 

particularly those of the modernist movement. The modernist novel allowed a fluidity of time (not 

only ‘real’ time, but also cultural time) and perspective that drew focus to the impact of change. 

There could be no place for fox-hunting, even within the realms of nature that allow Connie 

Chatterley’s ‘archers and stags’: hunting’s continued existence resisted moulding or idealisation. 

Foxhunting lacked the linear progression from past to present state, or any suggestion of a future 

change, in which the psychologically investigative nature of modernism took interest. It was left 

only with its sense of thrill, of danger, and of adventure. However, as Baldick points out: modernist 

investigation of psychology was a reaction against such a ‘life of adventures’ literature.77 Hunting 

retained its traditions, it rebuilt on its old foundations, and to its original blueprints and so, at the 

‘inauguration of the modern,’ it was outgrown by literature. 

Hunting, through the nature of its survival discussed in this chapter, alongside its separation 
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from greater society through England’s mechanisation, and through the rise of moral opponents, 

failed to maintain a significant hold within literature. Hunting, as I have argued, survived the war, 

but refused to be altered by it. It lived into the 1920s, but refused to adapt to the period. 

Considering this, it may perhaps not be surprising that Woolf chose to recognise the ‘quiet’ and 

‘sedentary’ readers of 1926 with their passion for hunting news – to her, they were the modern 

conduits through which England’s hunting past became interesting, in a way that hunting itself 

could never be. 

 

 

The Withdrawal of Foxhunting from Literature as an Influence in Bye-

Day 

With Bye-Day I have attempted to create a version of hunting not put forward in any form that I 

have found, one that draws from a range of sources as well as my own experience. I wanted my 

version to recognise and include a balance of hunting’s strengths and failings, and to attempt an 

infiltration of the mind-set of the hunting community whilst allowing it its vulnerabilities.  

In making this attempt, it became clear that the potential reasons for hunting’s withdrawal 

from literature in the 1920s, as explored above, are some of the same factors that make it a 

compelling setting for me as a writer in the 2010s, especially as modern society transitions away 

from the internal-combustion engine and towards electricity in our vehicles, and as horses are 

more and more often replaced by computer-generated versions of themselves within my own line 

of work as an equine specialist and performer for TV, film and live shows. 

The influence of machines and urban sprawl, and how they can potentially stand in 

opposition to working animals, was a strong influential factor, both in the overarching plot, and in 

individual scenes throughout Bye-Day. Further to this, that the modernist writers of the 1920s had 

seemed not to tackle the psychological aspects of the hunting man and woman provided a unique 

opportunity. 

Both of the above ideas (mechanisation and the psychoanalyst influences in early 1920s 

modernism) have the War at their foundation, making it an essential part of any novel that wishes 

to deal with issues that arise from them. Writers of the 1920s could assume the War was rooted in 

the psyche of every reader and could summon reactions with very small references. For modern 
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readers, however, long departed from the influence of the Great War, a more strongly evoked past 

is required. 

 

The divisive nature of the hunting narrative, usually split into the ‘pro’ and ‘anti’ categories, I 

believe to have been well covered in both fiction and academia.78 This divisiveness, having become 

almost inseparable from modern hunting fiction, has, I believe, negated its usefulness within my 

novel. I also had no interest in making Bye-Day into a political argument, or a propagandistic 

document. Although it follows a group of characters who are all involved with and engaged in 

foxhunting, they have no want or need to make argument in its favour. Instead, hunting is treated 

as a way of life, designed for an audience to take interest in, rather than take sides on. This can be 

juxtaposed with David Rook’s The Ballad of the Belstone Fox (1970), which shows a diverse and 

complex hunting community, but takes education and pro-hunting propaganda as a key 

motivation, and assumes a position as an instructional text (as with the ‘pony books’ discussed 

above), and as pro-hunting propaganda – ‘As far as the naturalist is concerned [hunting] is the best 

method [of control], for it keeps foxes down to a sensible level without threatening to wipe them 

out… Strong young foxes get away, while the weaker foxes are killed… The best specimens survive 

and go on to breed.’ 79 

With a distancing from propaganda in mind, I present the main hunt of my novel, The 

Hettlebourne, in a form that existed only briefly. It represents a middle ground between the hunts 

that recovered to full strength after the war, and those that failed to continue. The ominous 

appearances of motor-cars and trains, alongside Alex’s eventual departure from the countryside to 

work in freight, point to the coming of a mechanical age that proved to be poison for working 

animals and, to an extent, to foxhunting. Anthony Pushly acknowledges a potentially difficult 

future when he notices Blakely, stating ‘It’s boys like Blakely we’ll need when the time comes.’80 

This is later followed by the comment ‘I fancy taking the path back through Church Woods rather 

than using the lanes today. I feel somehow that the roads aren’t ours any more, don’t you?’81 This 

is the only day on which we see Blakely. After the opening meet, he is only noted for his absence. 
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He represents a possible future for foxhunting – we know that he has lost his father, and 

foxhunting is initially put in terms of a foster parent; one that will look after him and teach him 

about horses, nature, the countryside, and country people, but one that, in return, requires his 

support once he has his independence. His other choice is becoming one of those to whom the 

roads belong – a man, perhaps, more of his own time. There is an inevitability to his choice of the 

latter, which is later compounded when we discover the hypocrisy of Anthony’s statement: he is a 

major investor in road freight and is selling off land that he previously leased to tenant farmers. 

Even he is unable to resist the lure of the mechanical modern. 

Foxhunting also needs the support of Alex and Tom, who both take what they can from 

their erstwhile foster parent, but are ultimately unable to give back. By the time we reach the bye-

day at the end of the novel, Tom is dead, and Alex has moved to the city. When Tom’s child is born, 

we can clearly see that, whereas people can move and evolve with changing situations, foxhunting 

cannot – it requires changes and concessions to be made for it, and it is always perceived as being 

‘of a time,’ rather than being representative of Baldick’s timelessness. 

In The Rural Economy of England, Joan Thirsk asserts that ‘English society is no monolith,’82 

suggesting that the countryside, as a concept at any given time, contains a variety of possibilities. 

For Alex, the society he returns to is broken into three distinct areas, each designated their own 

specific space: he has the prospect of going back to Gladys, for which he has his house and the 

Rovers’ farm; he has the hunt, represented by the kennels, the areas of countryside they cover and 

the extant Lady’s Monument; finally there is the world that Anthony Pushly offers to Alex – that of 

a position in a freight company in Oxford, an area never seen by the reader even when Alex is 

there with his wife and child. The last choice represents rural-urban migration, and something that 

foxhunting, as I interpret it through Bye-Day, wishes to be blind to. 

The novel’s root in reality is Lady’s Monument. Although representative of a broad cross-

section of society, it is (in a literal sense) a monolith. 83 It is illustrative of a living past, especially 

when it is noted by Tom that Lady’s bloodlines have survived the War. It is the place within the 

novel that Alex is drawn to when he needs to ‘feel’ reality. He is first taken there by Tom after 

confessing to seeing visions of Gibson Reid. This visit provides him with comfort and raises the idea 
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that acts as a foreshadowing - ‘There will be a time when I reach a point I can’t go beyond, and I 

don’t know what I’ll do then. I can see it coming.’84 When he has reached this point – Tom’s death 

– his being forced to act without the support of his friend prompts his return to the monolith. He 

(the Alex who is rooted in rural life and a reliance on Tom) cannot go beyond that point, and so he 

is reborn into his own age. Of all the places he has spent time with Tom, this is the one that offers 

him comfort. It is representative of the unchanging and of memory; it is the place he chooses to 

visit when leaving an old life behind. It is also drawn in comparison to both Tom’s headstone, and 

the war memorial. Alex knows that Tom’s headstone will become weathered and lichen-covered, 

and that his name will not survive as the names on the memorial will. However, as he traces Tom’s 

name with a finger onto the memorial, he also traces it into himself. His intention is to make his 

friend live through his daughter too. There is the flowing through time of the generations, and the 

static embodiment of a specific time of our monuments. Alex is not a monolith, yet the act of 

tracing out Tom’s name also labels Tom as a soldier in Alex’s memory. This gives him the perceived 

dignity of a soldier’s death, unlike Gladys’s brother who died before the War -  ‘His was a nothing 

death to most of the people here.’85 The suicide of Tristan Sadler in John Boyne’s The Absolutist 

(2011) who, in his old age, shoots himself and replicates the death of his former lover who he 

killed as part of a firing squad, also shows part of the inner-self as unable to escape from the 

person created by the War. Similarly to Alex’s relationship with Tom, there are elements of Will 

Bancroft that Tristan wants to instil within himself and, in mirroring Will’s death, he both remakes 

himself as a soldier and inherits what was seen publicly as Will’s most shameful characteristic – 

‘My punishment earned, self-inflicted like this gunshot wound, and the world will finally know that 

I was the greatest feather man of them all.’86 

In From Surtees to Sassoon, F J Harvey notes ‘When one reads Nyren, or Surtees, Peter 

Beckford, or Tom Jones, it seems as if the English country, in its humours, has never changed, and 

can never change.’87 Being a monolith within society is both foxhunting’s salvation and its 

downfall. Its continuation, as I noted above, made it appear strong, but its strength was like that of 

a curiosity or museum piece. Unable to change, it was forced to ply its trade in undesirable 
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territory – in my novel this takes physical form amongst the gin-traps of Longacre Farm, and along 

the railway lines that cut through the countryside. Christabel Pushly, who has spent most of her life 

within the city, or at a girls’ school, provides a perspective unsaturated by hunting attitudes, as she 

argues with her uncle – ‘You say “Time is the key,” but you, and every other hunting man of your 

generation, wishes every New Year would be 1908 again. It’s damning for packs to have three 

hundred mounted followers – they’ll think it’ll be fine to just carry on, and it won’t be.’ 

As the modernist writers cited above noted, there are at least two distinct ways in which 

old ideas can survive. The first is to be unchanging, to be the monolith, as foxhunting was seen to 

be, and as Anthony argues in his conversation with Christabel. The other is to be an idea that 

inspires continuation, like the life of Wragby Woods in Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Through his death, 

Tom displays both forms – firstly he gains a headstone to be remembered by (one that Alex 

acknowledges will become weathered and lichened, but which will survive nonetheless); secondly 

the memory of him lives on in Alex, who bears it with the intention to pass on Tom’s learning to his 

daughter (who we know will be at least partially a copy of Tom in form). This manor of 

continuation lets him travel, allows him to become part of a future, and to put his name to a day 

that (Alex believes, at the end of the novel) will be long remembered and re-enacted. 

From a 21st century perspective, the world of art and creativity seemed to be threatened by 

the ‘chasm’ of the War. In Regeneration, Pat Barker’s rendition of Wilfred Owen describes how he 

had thought of poetry as being the ‘opposite of all that. The ugliness… Something to take refuge 

in.’88 To Sassoon, however, Owen’s ‘refuge’ is comparable to ‘having a faith that daren’t face the 

facts.’89 To both men, poetry is like a faith in itself – it is the form through which they understand 

themselves, make sense of the world, and make confession. Poetry as beauty (or the opposite of 

ugliness), has been compromised by the War’s revelation of man’s potential to destroy. Barker’s 

Sassoon describes the pivotal moment that inaugurated this change within him – ‘He’d careered 

along a German trench, slinging Mills bombs to left and right, shouting, “View halloa!” That was 

[…] when the old Sassoon had cracked wide open and something new had stepped out of the 

shell.’90 The ‘new’ Sassoon’s changed view of the War and change in writing is enough to have him 

sent to Craiglockhart War Hospital as a mental patient, but his ‘hunting-self’ remains unchanged, 
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as he explains – ‘Hunting had always been serious. Every bit as serious as war.’91 Here, Barker 

neatly captures the changes in art and literature that drove it forwards through and after the War, 

whilst also identifying the unchangeability of foxhunting which both allows it continuation, but is a 

weighty factor in its withdrawal from literature. 

 

I have already noted several significant social changes brought about by the War. Similar changes 

for the communities within Bye-Day are stated, but not repeatedly discussed. They are simply part 

of the representation of life in flux. Significant changes noted in Bye-Day include – ponies being 

used by hunt staff; young whippers-in; old huntsmen; hunting with half-packs; wire being taken 

down across farms; financial compensation not being sought for lost livestock; donations 

becoming essential for hunting’s survival. These alterations to a well-established way of life 

created, I believe, communities of particular interest – adapting to enforced change and 

simultaneously clinging doggedly to the ‘golden age’ form of Victorian and Edwardian hunting. The 

changes in the novel represent, to varying extents, difficulty or awkwardness. 

Not all changes in the novel are negative however – it is noted that Julian McAlistair’s sister 

mastered for the Hettlebourne during the war, initiating the hunt into a more female-friendly age. 

This itself is a reflection of women becoming more involved in the upper circles of hunt hierarchy. 

Emma Griffin tells us that, during the War, ‘the number of female masters of foxhounds doubled;’92 

until ‘70 percent of the riders with the New Forest Hunt Club… were women;’93 and that ‘both of 

these developments survived the social readjustments occasioned by the return to peace.’94 The 

real hunt on which the fictional Hettlebourne is modelled, saw significantly increasing numbers of 

women through the interwar years, and then was run almost exclusively by women during The 

Second World War. This unconventional social world created the opportunity to bring together 

characters such as Alex and Christabel, who would otherwise be more restrained by their own 

class groups. Again, the influence of Connie Chatterley and Mellors can be seen in Bye-Day, but the 

inter-social relationship of Alex and Christabel comes from within a mix of class and gender, rather 

than the more segregated landowner / gamekeeper connection in Lady Chatterly’s Lover. To 
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Connie, Mellors is something strange and new, but for Christabel, Alex and Tom are part of her 

accepted social world. It interested me that the secret affair in Bye-Day could make for a far more 

complicated relationship than the secret affair experienced by Lady Chatterley. Later in my novel, 

for Alex and Christabel, a physical love affair becomes the cover, rather than being the secret itself. 

Similar pretences are given new meanings and outcomes from the alternative social circumstances 

provided by the hunting world. Whereas Lawrence may have thought that the answer to the 

problems of the world lay in pastoralising it, Bye-Day, by its use of a more mixed and pastorally-

linked society (and with the benefit of hindsight) gives the feeling that there is no answer to the 

march of modernisation, and that we will be swept with its tides throughout generations. 

 

What is commonly referred to as foxhunting’s ‘Golden Age’ was a relatively short period, from 

around 1870 to 1910. Having such a specific and recent period of success has not, however, 

prevented hunting from being transformed in the popular imagination into something like Baldick’s 

‘mythic or otherwise timeless.’ Indeed, huntsmen themselves can sometimes embody the 

‘mythic,’ perhaps through a link with nature, and a perception of control over it; perhaps through 

the way they lead, almost as if at the head of the type of army that was of another time; or 

perhaps through their community influence and high-standing that can be in direct conflict with 

ideas of class. As Alex mentions in Bye-Day, hunting has been described by many as taking the 

thrill of a cavalry charge without the danger. This line of thinking can suggest some of the mystique 

of bygone military commanders and tacticians within the masters of field and foxhound, the 

cavalry charge itself being all but done away with during the War. The names of famous huntsmen 

are remembered through generations, and their feats can become legendary; the above-

mentioned essay by Woolf takes its title from the name of a famous huntsman, ‘Mad Jack’ Mytton, 

who was reported to have hunted naked in hot weather, and to have ridden a bear into Halton Hall 

in the 1830s. In a less extreme example, my grandfather’s final day of hunting hounds was his 

eightieth birthday – the last covert he ever drew with hounds was named Bryan’s Spinney after 

him, ensuring his name will stay alive in a small, hillside covert, skirting sheep-fields near the 

village where I grew up. His ashes are also scattered there, where the remains of his body will now 

be part of foxes’ earths. This offers an idea of the potential immortality of, if not the soul, then 

perhaps the idea of a huntsman – I have quoted, in this document, Fields Elysian by Simon Blow. 

He was not alone in linking the fields and hunts of England to the paradise granted to Greek heroes 
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after death; Sassoon in his Memoirs of a Foxhunting Man also uses the term Elysian, and Elysium 

to describe his countryside.95 

Kay Gardner’s A Short Cast Back (2000) also explores the memories of huntsmen, offering a 

series of interviews with some of foxhunting’s modern-day ‘heroes’ (Including my grandfather. 

Stories of him include counting hounds out of a covert and finding three missing. He discovered 

them, fallen through a rotten wooden cover and into a mineshaft. He rigged up a rope and pulley 

system to lower himself in and get them out. All came home uninjured). One obvious mark of a 

great huntsman is his link to his hounds – ‘To be a good huntsman I think you have to be naturally 

“doggy,” the sort of person hounds go to readily.’96 This quote from an interview with Sidney Bailey 

is illustrated by a recollection regarding Sidney’s grandfather – one of the brood bitches from the 

pack of hounds left her whelps to find her huntsman in hospital. She passed unseen through the 

wards and lay under his bed until he died that evening.97 This type of occurrence fuels ideas of the 

mystical in hunting communities. As do the various reports of ‘ghost-hunts,’ in which some, who 

have claimed to have witnessed such events, have also said they were able to identify the 

legendary huntsmen who still give chase in spirit form. Such hunts are reflected in David 

Henneker’s musical reimagining of the tales of John Jorrocks who tells us that when he dies, he 

shall ask ‘Where do the hounds of heaven meet today?’98 carrying his hunting career through to 

the afterlife. 

Any mythological status that foxhunting acquires, however, is associable with what Baldick 

calls the ‘life of adventures’ literature. Its characters are stoic, instinctively bold and steadfast, and 

do not succumb to the probing psychological investigation that modernist writers made their own. 

Even when such fiction strays towards ideas of the uncanny, foxhunting is more easily associated 

with the mysteries of fin de siècle literature, rather than the probing novels of the 1920s. Kay 

Gardner’s A Short Cast Back reveals men and women who wish to be judged on actions, rather 

than psychology, and who would not naturally expose the depths of their thoughts or processes to 

public scrutiny. In the 1920s this view of the hunt as a straight-forward physical encounter may 

well have been a deterrent for modernist writers seeking interesting subject matter. The 
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huntsman’s psyche did not obviously lend itself to the literature of the period. However, in 

reflecting from an early 21st century perspective, I am inclined to feel that the psychology of the 

hunt was far more multifaceted than contemporaries may have assumed. As, I’m sure, was David 

Rook, author of The Ballad of the Belstone Fox (1970), when he created the enigmatic huntsman 

Asher from his mid-to-late 20th century perspective. At his most conflicted, Asher’s inability to kill 

Tag – The Belstone Fox – leads to tragedy and the death of several hounds. The earth-stopper, Tod, 

is even more extraordinarily affected: early in the novel, Rook describes the earth-stopper’s task of 

preventing a fox from getting underground so that ‘when hounds arrive, the fox can be hunted, for 

it is unable to take refuge.’99 By the end of the novel, however, Tod begs to be able to recast his 

skills and to stop Tag within his earth on hunting days to save the fox’s life, ‘Don’t do it, Asher, 

please… I’m an old man and that fox and you are the only two things I’ve got. Don’t take ‘em both 

away from me. Please…’100 Within his plea, it is suggested that the lives of the fox and the 

huntsman are intertwined, and that to lose one, is to lose both. This idea of intertwining is a 

common theme through hunting literature, and in the superstitions of the hunting community. 

Elements of the supernatural, or superstitious, were important to me throughout my 

composition of Bye-Day. The rise of superstition amongst soldiers during the First World War has 

been well addressed through fiction. Sebastian Faulks’ Birdsong (1993), for example, includes 

various trench and tunnelling rituals (particularly in the lower ranks), and Stephen’s ‘voodoo’ – 

dissecting rats and pretending to read the future in their entrails to comfort those around him, and 

give a sense of a tamable otherworldly power. In The Lie (2014), Helen Dunmore hints that a 

change in superstitions was part of a change to the self – returned soldier Daniel explains to a girl 

that ‘in France we had different superstitions’101 when whistling at night, contravening the 

traditional Cornish fishing superstitions – in superstitious terms, he remains more soldier than 

Cornishman. Superstition, in the case of The Lie, can be taken as a representation of how home 

life, and life at war can shape a person, highlighting a concept that remains the foundation of Bye-

Day. 

I wanted to allow for uncanny interpretations to aspects of Bye-Day without creating an 

unnatural world. I also found that ritualistic superstitions failed to help the narrative. A brief view 
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of them is offered in events such as Christabel’s comparison of party guests with magpies – usually 

saluted and addressed politely as part of superstition, but crowding, and with a reputation for 

theft. Tom begins the rhyme ‘one for sorrow,’ which Christabel quickly adapts to ‘and fifty more for 

sorrow.’ She displays a rationality that supports her arguments elsewhere in the novel, but partially 

separates her from the spirit of the society of which she is a part. She goes on to dismiss the pagan 

idea of Easter, earlier described by her uncle as a superstition. This takes place in a party that 

contains references (in the room colouring and the masquerade) to Edgar Allan Poe’s The Masque 

of the Red Death, allowing links to the two war sections that mention Poe’s Tales. The Masque… is 

a story in which superstition is a driving factor – its reference here suggests that the party is an 

attempt to escape the inescapable. 

Freud’s definition of the uncanny as ‘that class of the frightening which leads back to what 

is known of old and long familiar’102 links to the description of hunting as anachronistic, or as 

existing outside of its proper time. The sense of uncanniness, a feeling difficult to describe, and yet 

familiar, becomes important as hunting, like F. J. Harvey’s village noted in Chapter One, takes on 

elements of the ghostly, of having broken free from its proper time and place to an unlikely 

persistence. The first of the hunting ‘scenes’ in Bye-Day opens with a fog through which the voices 

of hounds twist and mix, disembodied and spectral, until the pack, the hunt servants, and the 

subscribers are revealed by the fog’s rising. 

In an additional uncanny aspect of Bye-Day, I link my main characters with animals. The 

most obvious of these is the hare. At the opening of the novel, a hare is killed by Alex and, in dying, 

draws Alex and Tom out of the dugouts before enemy shelling starts, protecting their lives. Before 

the events of the day cause him to forget about the animal, Alex intends to take its foot for luck. A 

later incarnation of the hare is chased by the rioting hounds, Hamlet and Haverford, who are the 

cause of more than one disaster in the novel. Alex manages to save this hare, getting ahead of Tom 

and turning the hounds. Then, finally, we see a hare leap from the bank where Tom is killed, but 

we never see it land. The initial hare dies, arguably causing Alex and Tom to survive. The final hare 

lives, after having witnessed Tom’s death. Both the deceased are killed by a blow to the back of the 

head: Alex kills the first with a root – something natural, and of the hare’s world; Tom is hit by a 

train – something mechanical, and of the human world. To continue the mirroring: where 
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forgetting the first hare prevented Alex from taking its foot, Tom’s inability to release his foot, and 

his assumption that the train will, at worst, cut the foot away, is the final part of his ultimate ‘bad 

luck.’ 

In many tales of hunting it has been the fox with whom the huntsman makes his 

connection. Various accounts of this are given in Strange Stories of the Chase (1972), a collection of 

remembrances and stories that are often supernatural.  It reports variously that a fox was 

interpreted by Stephen Player to carry the soul and final message of Maurice Kingscote, his friend 

and keen hunting man;103 a fox waited on the lawn when Mr Lane-Fox Snr died, then returned 

after Edward Lane-Fox broke his neck;104 foxes are said to keep vigil in the grounds of the 

Gormanston family home when a member of the family faces ‘death or disaster,’ notably Eileen 

Vicountess Gormanston found the room where her father-in-law had been laid out filled with foxes 

on the night of his death in 1907; the huntsman Robin Hill professed that he would like to return 

after death as a fox to challenge his own hounds. Two days after his burial, a fox outran his old 

pack of hounds, and was later seen climbing into the churchyard where he was buried. There are 

many stories, usually sustained only through word of mouth, of foxes visiting huntsmen’s graves, 

which are widely believed today – Kay Gardner records one of the best-known instances, in which 

signs of foxes are consistently found at the graves of the Barclay family, four generations of whom 

were masters with the Puckeridge.105 The idea of there being aspects of foxes beyond our 

understanding is important, not only to hunting communities, but to hunting literature, and to my 

own work. David Rook’s huntsman, Ash, mirrors the emotions and exhaustion of the fox he hunts. 

Rook’s descriptions of fox and huntsman become interchangeable in the final pages of the book. 

When Tod finds Ash’s body, he discovers to his shock that the ‘fine golden-red hairs…all down the 

front of Asher’s hunting coat… were Tag’s.’106 The earth stopper, who is consistently linked to the 

natural world (and who has an ‘ancient, pagan soul’107) discovers that, at the end of the hunt, 

huntsman, hound and fox had been intertwined on the precipice between life and death. 

Prophetically, it was the huntsman who succumbed to cold and exhaustion in what was arguably 

Rook’s portrayal of the slow death-by-fatigue of foxhunting. 
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In Bye-Day, Alex finds his connection to foxes when he returns to his home to discover a 

fox’s stalking route in his garden – the route the fox has taken reflects the trench-systems that Alex 

has, until recently, been a part of. At war, Alex was defined by what he has made of his immediate 

environment – this is a constant state of being for the fox. Alex is linked to foxes at several points in 

the novel, in particular to the one that he comes to call ‘his fox,’ the vixen from his garden, who 

follows him as he leaves Drywell Cottage to live at the kennels. At the kennels, shortly after Tom 

tells Alex about Christabel’s pregnancy, he falls asleep to the cries of a fox that seemingly only he 

hears, conjuring a partially prophetic dream that reveals something of Alex’s understanding of his 

own ability to love. 

Like the dreams attributed to Rivers, Prior, and, to an extent, Sassoon and Burns in Pat 

Barker’s Regeneration (1991), Alex’s dream can be partly analysed, as Barker puts it, under ‘Freud’s 

contention that all dreams [are] wish fulfilment.’108 Alex experiences the three futures that have 

been offered to him all together. He is together with Gladys, working for Anthony, and has Tom 

with him in the form of a child. Although the dream could be interpreted as fulfilling Alex’s wish to 

please everyone, it also unveils the conflict at the heart of his character. That his child is the 

representation of Tom allows Alex to take charge and guide the decisions of their life together with 

the representation of Tom relying on him, rather than the other way around. He also believes this 

to be the case after Tom’s death, as revealed by his hallucination – ‘He was aware that, somehow, 

he had reversed their roles. Rather than Alex being blind and panicking, it was Tom. Alex watched 

the vision of himself unbutton one of his braces and fix it on to Tom’s waistband.’109 Tom’s child in 

the dream, however, requires Tom to have trespassed, sexually, into Alex’s imagined marriage. Alex 

is made almost sexless: when he sees that Gladys’s daughter has Tom’s eyes, any evidence of a 

physical sexual act is removed from him. In his essay on the uncanny, Freud associates the eyes 

with male genitalia, and their removal with castration – ‘Anxiety about one’s eyes… is often 

enough a substitute for the dread of being castrated.’110 In applying Tom’s eyes to the child, Alex 

also gifts his masculine sexuality to Tom. In the waking vision that immediately precedes Tom’s 

death, however, Alex again repurposes eyes and vision, this time imagining Tom as blind in No-

Man’s-Land, and substituting himself for a guide. By doing this, he takes surrogate masculinity back 
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from Tom, linking the vision to his dream, and revealing this as the moment he makes the decision 

to take on Tom’s child. 

In the initial dream, Alex experienced no negative feelings about his loss of parenthood and 

masculinity, and instead ‘loved his daughter all the more.’111 The word ‘his’ becomes ambiguous 

and can be applied to either Tom, or Alex. For Alex, the ultimate wish fulfilment represented by the 

dream is to have a child that is both his and Tom’s, revealing Tom as Alex’s greatest love. The 

events of the novel partially grant this wish, but at the cost of Tom’s life. 

Through their links to Alex, and through their unexpected actions, the foxes in Bye-Day take 

on a sense of mysterious, taking some of the influence from both A Short Cast Back, and Strange 

Stories of the Chase. Each of the uncanny reports in these books, mostly passed on by word-of-

mouth before publication, could certainly be given an alternative, rational explanation, but they 

remain examples of the unique, rural-bound superstitions of the foxhunting community. They also 

give a greater insight as to how members of that community associate themselves with the world 

around them. My novel can be read without taking any of the Tom/hare, or Alex/fox parallels into 

account, but it was important to me that they should be available for, not only the reader, but the 

characters to pick up on and interpret. They represent the depths of change forced on both the 

individual, and society, by extreme events. 

 

Foxhunting’s decline as a setting in literature coinciding with the popularity of hunting itself rising 

‘inexorably,’112 as Emma Griffin puts it, seems like an improbable occurrence. At the same time as 

this rise in participation, however, opponents of foxhunting were becoming more vocal, and more 

unified. Griffin goes on to point out that ‘politicians considered nearly thirty bills to prohibit 

[blood] sports in this half century [the early Twentieth]: all failed.’113 Hunting had journalistic 

support, as noted in my earlier discussion of Woolf, and a nostalgic appeal. It provided a form of 

escapism, and a suggestion that something traditionally British, and intertwined with the notion of 

countryside that men had fought to protect, had been saved. The counter argument, however, 

held that hunting was cruel and barbaric, and that it had only been protected, when sports such as 
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bull-baiting and cock-fighting had been banned, because it was a sport of the upper-classes.114 My 

great grandfather’s opinion that hunting was a poor choice of profession (even as a hunt 

supporter) was conceived during an escalation in both pro, and anti-hunt feeling, which he 

believed would ultimately go in favour of the anti. 

Hunting saw changes in technology, as well a decline in men, horses and finances, that may 

well have seemed to be insurmountable. Staghounds were reduced to four packs during the War, 

the almost complete loss of staghunting must have been seen by some as foreshadowing of 

foxhunting’s fate. Foxhunting’s unlikely survival made it into May’s ‘dangerous anachronism.’ The 

early interwar years lost their need for idealised hunting, or for harking back - the War had taught 

communities that ideals were easily destroyed, and that much of what they had believed their 

country to be could not survive mechanical modernisation. Hunting needed action and community 

more than it needed words. It didn’t need a sad celebration of survival in the context of such 

horrific losses. Its continuation in reportage allowed it a simple public face that appealed beyond 

those who were actively involved with hunting, to those who sought reassurance of an older 

Britain’s survival, without the propagandistic agenda, false idealisation, or separation from reality 

embodied by fiction. Despite this journalistic support, however, interwar hunting was left like the 

abandoned village in F. J. Harvey’s From Surtees to Sassoon (1931) - ‘It seemed a dangerous futility, 

an anachronism that should be ended. Yet… [it] appeared like a delightful unfinished book.’115 The 

juxtaposition of ‘futility that should be ended,’ and ‘delightfulness,’ hints towards the emotional 

conflict that was potentially a reason for foxhunting’s fall from literature. The quote also deals with 

a landscape, one that has been broken in a different way to the landscape of the Western Front. It 

is the relationship between the land, landscapes, and the people who inhabit them, to which I will 

now turn my attention. 
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Chapter Two 

 

‘A soldier stands in his trench, surrounded by a darkened, shelled landscape which is his 

nightmare, while in a corner his dream: a huntsman cheers his hounds on, and a fox runs, just as it 

once was.’116 

 

A Soldiers’ Landscape 

I have already discussed the effects of mechanisation on rural life and landscape, as well as the 

hope expressed by some commentators of the early 20th century to return to a traditional sense of 

England by pastoralising it, or by rerooting it in rural principles. Despite these hopes, however, and 

the public spread of pastoral ideals, very few elements of the landscape remained unchanged by 

modernisation and mechanisation. In this chapter I will look at the nature of the changes that the 

land underwent, the classifications of different landscapes, and how the human relationship with 

the land was altered during the time I depict in Bye-Day. 

 

The inclusion of scenes of war in my novel allowed me to show some of the extreme environments 

that many endured during The Great War. It is noted in the opening chapter that: 

The trenches gouged any choice out of the landscape. Further back, behind the town, in 
the sprawling wild-mustard, a man could choose where to step. He could look out all 
around him and choose where to go. But here direction was pre-ordained. There was no 
choice – not even the illusion of it, which was all there had ever been for the hare.117 

The ‘illusion of choice,’ when used in the context of Alex’s relationship with the landscape, sets up 

the idea that it is the land, and man-made changes imposed upon the land, that guide Alex’s life 

and influence his circumstances throughout the novel. The land itself has already become gender-

biased; ‘A man could choose,’ suggests that war is subject to gendering. The hare that Alex has 

caught is female and only ever had ‘the illusion of choice.’ The immediate world does not allow a 

woman to take control of land, or her actions within it. The link with the hare, and through her to 

the land is deepened through the novel. At the point of Tom’s death (the moment that influences 

Alex the most in terms of control of his own future) ‘a hare got up from the long grass where Tom 
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had fallen. It ran alongside the train, then moved up along the bank and leapt.’118 This hare, as well 

as linking Tom to the landscape, highlights the railway line as a man-made construct within a 

human-influenced setting, just as the trenches were in the war. The raised banks of the railway line 

further emphasise the parallels between it and the ‘gouged’ trenches. Furthermore, the fox that 

creates a stalking route through Alex’s garden gives the concept its mirror in nature. 

In the belief that the greatest impact on control and choice that the Great War made was 

upon the lowest ranks of soldiers, I kept both Alex and Tom from rising through the ranks. Initially, I 

thought that this would heighten the juxtaposition of their war and home lives and, in turn, 

emphasise the influence that they have on home land, as opposed to the influence that the 

mutated land of war has over them. At home, they hunt, cultivate, and traverse across the land. 

They appear to have freedom within, if not mastery over, their surroundings. My initial intention 

collapses however, when we consider that they are subject to orders both at home, and at war, 

and the relationship they have with the land is rarely something they have a choice over. 

Interestingly, once this collapse has taken place, Alex and Tom become constants, and the 

juxtaposition between home and war is emphasised through the parallel experiences of the two 

men, who remain in their relatively low positions. The locations affected by war became a No-

Man’s-Land in terms of habitability; both the rural and urban come under pressure as war draws 

physically closer, and are often destroyed completely in terms of being recognisable, or easily 

classified landscapes, as I hope to display in this chapter. 

It becomes increasingly difficult to live (particularly for Alex) in the surroundings of war – he 

struggles at several moments in the ‘war sections’ of the novel, even with consciousness at times, 

and (towards the end of his service) with lucidity. The imagined version of Gibson Reid in Alex’s 

home village underlines the mental and physical trauma of the war against the backdrop of rural 

beauty. War is then shown as an internal landscape, as well as an external, and the rural idyll which 

is supposed to offer respite, if not rescue, from the horrors of the past cannot offer relief from the 

elements of war that have become rooted in returning soldiers.  

The popular perception of the immediate post-war era was that rural landscapes 

represented a freedom that was both a relief from, and an antithesis to, war.119 When he claims 
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that ‘many [servicemen moved] from urban areas to escape crowds, or ridicule,’120 Alun Howkins 

demonstrates the freedom of individuality that the rural was seen to provide (despite the 

‘backwards looking’ aspects of the traditional countryside), and shows a contrast with the urban, 

suggesting that cities and towns were restrictive, prejudiced atmospheres. For more abstract 

notions of this rural freedom, it is necessary to turn to fiction. In The Return of Captain John 

Emmett (2010), Elizabeth Speller marks the transition between urban and rural landscapes for 

Lawrence Bartram, her returned soldier: 

As the train gathered speed leaving London behind, he felt a wonderful sense of 
liberation despite the probable awkwardness of the day ahead. The fields spread away 
to the horizon, all bleached stubble and hayricks, and occasionally a line of elms marking 
a road going from one small village to another.121 

Here fiction captures the internal landscape. Although the fields are themselves man-made 

structures, they are uninhibiting – the crops have all been cut down to stubble, leaving the sun-

bleached golden fields invitingly open. Cultivation of nature provides protection from human 

infrastructure – planted elms line the small roads, hemming them in with the green and natural. 

This view is almost immediately juxtaposed by the urban – when in Cambridge, Lawrence sees the 

botanical gardens as ‘A dark-green jungle, behind tidy railings.’122 The green and natural is now 

imprisoned by metal and the view of his surroundings is blocked by stone buildings on either side, 

the word ‘jungle’ lending it a sense of otherness, or danger. As nature is penned in by human 

constructs, so are people. Lawrence, like the flora of the botanical gardens, becomes penned, and 

the internalised urban is shown as restrictive when compared to the freeing rural. Captain John 

Emmett himself is unsaved by the rural, however. Ultimately, for him, freedom comes at a higher 

price – Holmwood, the place to which he is sent to be cured of his neurosis, fails to provide relief 

or cure. However, landscape remains incredibly important to the novel; John Emmett is seen, in 

the epilogue, to place himself very deliberately at the foot of a folly on a wooded hill. The folly is 

simultaneously beautiful and a useless human imposition on the land. The countryside itself is 

freeing, and provides Emmett with notions of the infinite in the stars he can see. The location 

becomes an ‘unreal world’123 which is restorative in all the ways that the rural is supposed to be, 
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but which fails to prevent John Emmett’s suicide. His final hope of freedom lies in leaving all 

landscapes and all of society. 

In My Dear, I Wanted To Tell You (2011), Louisa Young’s injured soldier, Riley Purefoy, finds 

the internal landscape of war inescapable, his facial injuries marking him as a product of fighting – 

‘I am always going to remind them of the war, and they will thus always remind me, and I am never 

going to be able to forget anything.’124 Though she does not state it explicitly, for Young, it is the 

density of population that marks the difference between the rural and urban atmospheres. This 

can be seen, however, as negative for both the rural and the urban: when Riley makes it his 

mission to find Peter Locke, his old C.O., in London, he is faced with the difficulties of everyday city 

life and, to him, ‘I have killed,’125 becomes equivalent to ‘now I must… walk through a crowd.’126 

This being the case, throughout his mission to find Locke he encounters very little difficulty, and 

almost no judgement; a soldier (even an obviously injured one) does not seem to be unusual or 

noteworthy in London. Conversely, Julia Locke encounters a solitary injured soldier in the woods 

near her home and, even having mentally prepared herself, ‘utter[ed] a tiny squawk.’127 The 

isolation of their situation forces them to connect with each other – ‘He’s seen me. Seen me 

seeing him. I have hurt him.’128 Her fears reflect Riley’s, but from the perspective of the civilian 

population. For Young, it seems that the rural, instead of being freeing, can be isolating for the 

returning soldier. 

The landscape of war on the scale of The First World War can be seen as distinct from 

either rural or urban through its destruction of any landscape it encounters. Examples of this can 

be found in War Letters of Fallen Englishmen (2002), which provides copies of real letters written 

during The War by soldiers who did not survive. In one, Cpt. Theodore Wilson (signed as Jimmy, 

written in April 1916) gives an account of his surroundings, demonstrating the freedom implicit in 

nature, as well as the appropriation of the landscape by war:  

Behind, there is a French town… a mere husk of a town. Nearer, between the town and 
us is a village, which is quite a ruin… Then comes a great blazing belt of yellow flowers – 
a sort of mustard or sherlock – smelling to heaven like incense, in the sun – and about it 
all are larks. Then a bare field, strewn with barbed wire – rusted to a sort of Titian red – 
out of which a hare came just now and sat up with fear in his eyes and the sun shining 
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red through his ears. Then the trench. An indescribable mingling of the artificial with the 
natural.129 

The landscape of war has engulfed both the urban and the rural. Where the war has taken hold, 

the features of the landscape become tainted with destruction and emptiness – the town is ‘a 

mere husk,’ the village is ‘a ruin,’ the wire-strewn field is ‘bare,’ none of it fit for its intended 

purpose. However, when the influence of nature breaks through, the letter shows images of hope 

and freedom – the flowers ‘smell to heaven like incense.’ He may well have simply thought this 

was a good comparison for the smell, but it is also possible that he thought there was something 

genuinely holy within the natural. Above them, there are larks, musical and angelic, unimpeded in 

the sky. Then the hare - synonymous with Easter and rebirth – comes out of the wire. Again, 

Captain Wilson could simply be describing a scene he witnessed, or he could be instilling deeper 

meaning. The hare comes through the barbed wire, afraid, but unharmed – wire entanglements 

turned vast amounts of land into areas of potential suffering and death, and for something as alive 

and evocative as the hare to emerge, I believe invites deeper interpretation. If we are to take this 

even further then, as the sun shines through the hare’s ears, the animal gains a halo, and becomes 

another messenger for holiness. Whether Captain Wilson thought at all about the meaning I read 

into his words or not, is impossible to know. However, as well as showing town, village and 

countryside, within the engulfing state of war, this letter clearly shows the freedom implicit in 

nature, as well as the potential for nature to escape complete destruction through the War by its 

inherently sacred state. 

In fiction, A. S. Byatt addresses the necessary conflict between landscapes of home and war 

in The Children’s Book (2009) – ‘What was being attacked was the English pastoral […], the woods 

and fields, the wild things, the cows, the sheep, the shepherds to a certain extent.’130 Her use of 

‘pastoral’ suggests something of the fictional, or of the representative in English soldiers’ 

perceptions of their own landscapes. At war ‘the landscape grew more and more to resemble the 

primal chaos.’131 To look deeper into the novel, the fictionalised landscape created by Olive 

Wellwood in her story (and later, theatrical production) Tom Underground, gives a fairy-tale magic 

to tunnels in the earth. Once the novel has followed Julian Cain to war, tunnels in the earth 
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become full of horror where ‘there were trenches whose parapets were reinforced with the 

deliberately built-in bodies of the dead.’132 The War, as well as killing many of the book’s 

characters, represents a killing of imagination. Julian’s poetry puts Lewis Carol’s ‘Alice’ in the 

brutalised woods at Thiepval, and ends with the bloody and undignified death of a fellow soldier. 

Julian himself, overcome by pain, loses his memory, self-knowledge, and creativity through the 

War. 

 

In another report from War Letters of Fallen Englishmen, Lieutenant Christian Creswell Carver 

writes ‘Perhaps you imagine it [the landscape of war] as a place of broken trees and ruined houses 

– as a fact there is nothing – NO thing. We live in that desolate belt… where no trees remain… and 

the chateaux and churches [are] all pounded to mounds of red and white dust.’133 Lieutenant 

Creswell Carver never returned to England, but it is clear in his writing that he felt that the 

destruction of one landscape would be the salvation of another – ‘I suppose I always feel that I am 

fighting for England, English fields, lanes, trees, English atmosphere, and good old days in 

England.’134 It seems as though this feeling was not an isolated one - in The Death of Rural 

England: A Social History of the Countryside Since 1900 (2003), Alun Howkins tells us that, during 

The War, ‘postcards from the front as often show soldiers dreaming of a ‘rural’ home as they show 

patriotic motifs.’135 This idea of a traditional rural home, however, was something close to the 

hare’s ‘illusion of choice’. When soldiers did return, it was to ‘the peak period of urban sprawl and 

mass production. Cheap semi-detached houses spread quickly over an economically depressed 

countryside… an ancient culture was engulfed.’136 Fig. 4 in the appendix shows a cartoon from 

England and the Octopus (1928) demonstrating contemporary feeling towards this urban sprawl. 

Howkins claims that ‘the rural was a necessary part of the immediate post-war world. For 

many who had fought on all sides nature ‘healed’ the land by restoring it.’137 Additionally, he 

reports F. W. Bateson’s view that ‘there was a desire and/or physical necessity for [many] ex-
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servicemen to live outside an urban atmosphere.’138 As Britain regenerated, the expansion of 

cities, towns and transport systems was also seen as a ‘necessity’ for re-establishing a working 

country and economy, but they were set in direct opposition to the healing of the land and of 

individuals to whom the natural or rural were ‘necessities.’ The contrast of soldiers fighting for 

‘English fields,’ only to have them replaced by ‘urban sprawl,’ suggests the creation of internal 

conflicts – a love for one’s home country (in terms of the imagined rural) combined with a 

resentment of the same (for the destruction of the imagined rural). Our landscapes are linked to 

ourselves, meaning that the loss of a landscape can be felt personally.139 At the same time, 

however, soldiers could not help but be altered by the landscapes of war. In Dunmore’s The Lie, 

Daniel maintains a sensory link to the land from his time at war through hallucinations of his fellow 

soldier and former lover, Frederick, who brings the mud of war with him, ‘It was the smell of earth. 

Not clean earth, turned up by the spade or fork, to be sunned and watered. This earth had nothing 

to do with growth. It was raw […] liquid mud that sucked down men or horses.’140 For Dunmore’s 

protagonist the War destroys earth in the same way that it destroys life. Instead of plants and 

crops springing up into life, men and horses are sucked down to their death. His post-war life on a 

small plot (inherited through the lie of the title) requires him to overcome this inversion of 

relationship with the land. By secretly burying the plot’s former owner, Daniel gives himself a 

chance at life cultivated from the earth, but this choice ultimately leads to his death. As he runs 

from a mob at the novel’s conclusion, the landscape begins to mirror that of war – his perception 

of it comes from its reflection of his inner self as the brambles become ‘entanglements,’ as he 

wriggles on his belly, and as he runs into ‘no-man’s-land.’141 The final lines of the novel show that 

the only way Daniel can free himself from his war-forged internal landscape, is through death. As 

he steps off a cliff, it is to join an hallucination of Frederick, now out of uniform and free from mud, 

as if to represent an amalgamation of past and present that escapes the War. 

 

In Goodbye to All That (1957), Robert Graves tells us that ‘patriotism, in the trenches, was too 
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remote a sentiment, at once rejected as fit only for civilians.’142 Yet, as Howkins notes, those in the 

trenches would still have lived alongside the images of ‘a rural home,’ and ‘patriotic motifs.’ This 

raises the question of whether the patriotic image of the rural, to those at war (and to whom 

Graves refers), became a point of resentment, apathy, or whether it contained something of the 

personal freedom, and freedom of choice, discussed in this chapter, with the element of patriotism 

removed. It seems likely that all three answers are correct with regard to various individuals in the 

trenches. Throughout his memoir, Graves provides examples of the demise of patriotism, as he 

perceives it. When he is at home, he escapes to the countryside and finds great respite walking the 

hills of Harlech.143 He has no interest in girls, clubs, or parties, and he is distressed by the prevailing 

attitudes to war. This feeling is overturned when, returning to war from medical leave much earlier 

than expected, he tells his doctor that he ‘couldn’t stand England any longer.’144 Paradoxically, 

earlier in his memoir he talks of patrols as the best way to get wounded and therefore being sent 

home to survive the war – ‘My best way of lasting through to the end of the war would be to get 

wounded. The best time to get wounded would be at night and in the open.’145 At times he feels 

pulled towards home, at others, pushed away from it, even though ‘away from home’ means back 

to the horror of The War (in which he has no belief) and the risk of death. In reading Graves, it 

becomes evident that a soldier’s mind is necessarily conflicted. 

In some ways, as we have seen, the rural was a representation of old England, and a 

foundation for patriotic feeling and propaganda. Graves’ writing, however, demonstrates that such 

loyalty and nostalgia could, in the space of a thought, become something that is either too remote 

to contemplate, something waiting for destruction,146 or a part of a misunderstanding, 

overpatriotic home that has no mercy for those who are fighting and dying in its name. The switch 

from one representation of the rural to another is common with Graves. His first attempt at 

grasping rural life, by opening a village shop, quickly fails (‘The shop lasted six months.’147). He 

does better in Islip, an Oxfordshire Village, but speaking at a War Memorial he manages to 

‘scandalise’ the rector.148 His opinion of the war, and its effect on him, damages his relationship 
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with the social-rural. He seems to have a desire for the freedom that the rural represents, but finds 

that particular concept of freedom to be discordant with reality. England itself becomes less 

desirable, and he moves away, first to Egypt, and then to Majorca, having made the resolve ‘never 

to make England my home again.’149 For Graves, the concept of the British rural idyll was not saved 

by the war, but broken by it. Goodbye to All That is a detailed example of how a landscape 

commonly represented as freeing and restorative can also be contradicting and uncertain. 

 

There is also conflict between a perceived generic home and a personal home, not only between 

accounts of different soldiers and historians, but also within individuals themselves. The home 

they are fighting for has also subjected them to the war that they are fighting in. It was important 

for me to attempt to capture something of this conflict in Bye-Day, not only between characters 

(particularly Alex and Tom), but also within the novel’s individual characters. 

Bye-Day is made up of a continued layering of the internal and external landscapes of the 

urban, the rural, and of the War. Alex, in particular, feels the push and pull between self and duty, 

both at home, and at war: 

He reached the edge of town and turned onto Porro Road. He glanced periodically at 
the blackthorn hedges that walled the road. Their long thorns were like so much natural 
wire. He reached out to the hedge, his hand trembling. He took hold of a thorn and 
snapped it from its parent limb. A coal tit flew out, crossed the road, and dived over the 
opposite blackthorn, where it sat and sang. Alex listened – over the bird he could hear a 
motor-bus in the town, the wind in the poplars, his own breathing as it slowed and 
calmed. He looked behind at the road he had come down.150 

Here the road represents each layer of internal landscape to Alex. As he looks behind, ‘the road he 

had come down’ stretches back to the Western Front. The War is superimposed onto the ‘free’ 

rural because he carries it with him. The blackthorn hedge, instead of being like the protective 

elms of The Return of Captain John Emmett, blocks him on either side, keeping him on the road 

that reminds him of his past and of all the internal landscapes that are part of him. The singing of 

coal-tits, the noise of a motorbus, and the pre-established aural hiss as his ears strain 

unconsciously to hear guns, layer too, making a sound collage that condenses scenes together 

inside Alex. This moment follows Alex buying a new suit with his army-voucher, in a half-hearted 

and failed regeneration that only leaves him childlike and afraid. For Alex to truly regenerate, he 
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needs to be separated from all landscapes of his past – in adapting to different landscapes, the 

‘self’ has become several entangled and conflicting ‘selves’ that cannot undergo the change 

towards something purer, or less conflicted, without a strong catalyst. Tom’s death acts as that 

catalyst for Alex. Once he has suffered the loss of his closest companion (who is also a strong 

representative of The War and its aftermath), and he has accepted that he will have no future with 

Gladys (who represents his rural life before The War, and a potential rural continuation), he is able 

to face a new life in an urban landscape, where even Granny will have no place. At this point, the 

blackthorn ceases to hold connotations of war: when he acknowledges to Jennifer that he does not 

love Christabel, he notices that ‘the blackthorn of the hedges had come into flower. The poisonous 

barbs were petticoated with white blossoms.’151  

Tom demonstrates a far more straight-forward acknowledgement of the dilemma of the 

home and war selves: 

‘I don’t know what I’ll do when The War’s over. Well, I should think I know what 
I’ll do for a profession and the like, but I’ve learnt how to stay alive here. I’m not sure I 
know how to at home,’ he said. 

‘It’s a lot easier to survive at home,’ said Alex. 

‘I think that’s what I mean,’ said Tom. ‘If it’s easy, you never have to learn how 
to do it for yourself.’152 

For Tom, this becomes prophetic – he is not long home and established before he is killed by 

something as everyday as a train. Tom’s view, however, is shown to contain a misunderstanding 

concerning the changes that those at home have been forced to undergo in order to survive, and 

the changes that they must continue to make. He fails to see that those left at home felt 

something of a mirror to his own experience, having to learn to survive in new ways. When Gladys 

tells Alex ‘I’ve had to kill things,’153 she does not only refer to livestock, but to parts of herself that 

could not survive the changes that the War forced upon her. For her, and many like her, the 

‘soldiers’ landscape’ had an equally upheaving parallel at home. 
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A Woman’s Landscape 

The War, by stripping young men from communities, offered women new social, industrial, and 

agricultural opportunities. Women began to form a manual relationship with their surroundings, 

be those urban or rural. The return of the soldiers, however, saw women’s opportunities torn 

away. 

 

The First World War removed a great number of people from the land but, in doing so, it 

also removed a number of human-imposed restrictions on others. In Reshaping Rural England: A 

Social History 1850 – 1925 (1991), Howkins tells us that ‘opportunity began to reverse the 

dominant ideology’s insistence that a woman’s place, whatever her class, was in the home.’154 

However, the dominant ideology could not be easily overcome - Lord Ernle (Roland Prothero, 

President of the Board of Agriculture in Lloyd George’s Government) felt, even in 1925 that ‘rural 

feeling regard[ed] agricultural employment as something improper for women.’155 He suggests 

that rural life had, in the early 20th century, ‘stagnated,’156 which I interpret as being locked in an 

antiquated system of opinions and judgements. This opinion conflicts with the idea of the 

countryside as freeing, and unjudgmental, in opposition to the above argument made with regard 

to soldiers. It suggests that either the physical, or ideological, rural is gender-divisive, representing 

one set of opportunities for men (soldiers in particular), and a completely different set for its 

female inhabitants. 

Lord Ernle validates his interpretation by explaining how the ‘stagnation’ can start to be 

cleared with reference to The Women’s Land Army, which he tells us was ‘a necessary preliminary 

to any successful attempt to revive rural life.’157 This revival, and the introduction of women into 

agriculture on a large scale, changed the human relationship with the land instantly, or at least 

changed the perception of this relationship for many, transforming the ideological rural into 

something that provided more freedom and opportunity to the more restricted side of the gender 

divide, to the joy of some, and the abhorrence of others. The idea of the woman as homemaker 

was deeply ingrained in society, despite the lessons of history. The translation of wife, mother, and 
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housekeeper to farmhand and field-worker, and the proof that women were as capable as their 

male counterparts, was liberating to some, but distasteful to others. Furthermore, if women 

coming into work caused a divide in opinion, then so did their being forced out of it. The centuries-

long rise and fall of women in agriculture reoccurred in microcosmic form during the War. Women 

had been very much part of the early agricultural revolution until their jobs were increasingly 

taken by men, such as when the scythe (a man’s tool) overtook the sickle (a skilled woman’s 

tool).158 Women were also mechanically displaced by inventions such as the plough.159 They made 

a resurgence as field women and bondagers, but were once again displaced in the 19th century. 

Alongside the events, the opinions of previous rise-and-falls were also recycled. 

In the latter years of the War, agricultural work was subject to the cautious beginnings of 

unsexing. However, to return to Howkins, ‘for 50 years, countrywomen had been told by their 

betters that fieldwork was unwomanly and demeaning, and that could not simply be reversed 

overnight.’160 The battle for women who wanted to work on the land was not only against men 

who sought to keep them in the home, but against women who thought that fieldwork and 

manual labour were ‘unwomanly.’ In Back to Home and Duty, Beddoe explores how ‘the education 

given to working class girls was designed to turn them into wives and mothers.’161 The 

entrenchment of marriage and motherhood as the ultimate working-class feminine goal suggests 

an installation of the idea that manual work was something less worthy, something to be looked 

down upon and discouraged. In The Land Girl (2018) Allie Burns is quick to establish an aversion to 

the position of land girl from both men and women. For Emily’s mother ‘a good marriage and 

being a dutiful daughter’162 are the ultimate demands of womanhood. For the farm manager, Mr 

Tipton, ‘she could be as highly trained as any man, but [he] would never view her as anything 

other than the owner’s daughter.’163 

The most common role for women, both before and after the Great War, was domestic 

service, which ‘continued to be the largest employer of women in inter-war England;’164 an area in 
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which women workers were expected to be subservient and to be hidden when not needed. The 

home protects and separates from nature, whereas agriculture seeks, to an extent, to work with 

nature, allowing itself to be dictated to by seasons, weather, and the behaviour of animals. Once 

again, entering into a more rural way of life was representative of greater choice for women, but 

lay in antithesis of what was expected of them. 

The position of women here resonates back to Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles. Birgit 

Plietzsch reminds us that ‘urban society considered female fieldwork inappropriate at the time of 

Hardy’s writing.’165 Tess herself is portrayed as a very able dairymaid, but she suffers when she 

moves to Flintcomb Ash and has to work on field machinery – ‘it was the ceaselessness of the work 

which tried her so severely and began to make her wish she had never come to Flintcomb Ash.’166 

Hardy shows quite clearly, however, that it is the machinery, and not agriculture, that is to blame 

for a woman’s difficulty in coping with the work – the threshing machine vibrates so harshly that it 

prevents speech or refreshment, and it demands quick work without respite, clogs the air with 

heat and smoke. Many of the workers seem to despise it and its engineer: ‘He was in the 

agricultural world, but not of it. He served fire and smoke; these denizens of the fields served 

vegetation, weather, frost and sun.’167 If we are to believe John Short, then Hardy’s Tess represents 

a true transitionary period into the mechanical age, and farming since then has been a mechanical 

pursuit without notable separation from urban industries.168 However, the rise of the combustion 

engine over steam made a huge impact on agriculture in the early 20th century, and combined with 

the war’s need of agricultural women, created its own, condensed, revolution. As I argue above, I 

believe the phenomenon described by Short to be a recurring one, and therefore that the 

experience of Tess and her contemporaries recurs in the experience of the Women’s Land Army. 

Field work, in both cases, is seen as demeaning and unwomanly, and in both cases, we see the rise 

in popularity (and availability) of new types of machine (‘The dehumanisation of labour was seen 

as the price of progress.’)169 Also in both cases, women are accepted in some of their roles working 

with livestock – Tess’s first agricultural role is looking after hens, and she progresses happily to 
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milking cows; similar roles are still socially acceptable during the period of Bye-Day, but, when 

women are stripped from the land at the end of The War, all opportunities available to them shrink 

rapidly. 

In Regeneration, Pat Barker juxtaposes the wartime life of Billy Prior, a patient at 

Craiglockhart War Hospital battling with the idea of his own bravery and masculinity, with Sarah 

Lumb, a munitionette. The War gives Sarah the freedom to work and to earn – ‘She worked in a 

factory, she said, making detonators. Twelve-hour shifts, six days a week, but she liked the work, 

she said, and it was well paid. “Fifty bob a week… I was earning ten bob before the war.”’170 

Whereas for Billy it strips freedoms, removing his ability to speak, and to sleep without 

nightmares. Through their coupling, Barker shows us the great prices paid for small freedoms, and 

hints at the coming post-war recoil. 

In ‘Back to Home and Duty,’ Beddoe describes the end of the War for women in military 

terms: ‘Demobilisation of women [from agriculture] began in early 1918.’171 The idea of 

demobilisation suggests a parallel between the Women’s Land Army and the British Expeditionary 

Force, as does the use of the word ‘Army’ in their title. ‘Demobilisation’ also suggests something 

enforced about their leaving the land, as if they enjoyed no liberation, but were merely drafted 

into, and then away from, agriculture.172 

For both women and soldiers, the War had established new relationships with the land and 

landscape, the one productive, and the other destructive. This raises a question which I do not 

believe to have been satisfactorily answered, of how these new roles affected the post-war land-

relationships for both groups with relation to each other.  

As men fought for an ideal in which countryside was representative of Country, it fell 

increasingly on the shoulders of women to cultivate both the countryside and the ideal. It is clear, 

in fiction, in contemporary accounts and in historical studies, that the ideal was not something wild 

– it certainly concerned nature and wilderness – but almost always humankind’s modelling of the 

natural. The ideal required land to be farmed, routes to be maintained, country sports to be 

pursued, and communities to be active. A Soldiers’ Landscape above, however, shows the rural as 
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an image – something to imagine and remember; far more a part of the postcards than a physical 

reality. The physical landscape with which they dealt was mostly one of war, where the rural had 

been destroyed. Leaving the countryside in order to fight for it had left it open to degeneration. As 

destructive roles were put in the hands of men, those of production, of maintenance, and of 

rejuvenation came to the hands of women (I do not mean to ignore the roles of women in 

factories, in hospitals, or on transport, who also saw huge changes during the War, especially the 

factory girls, who became part of the destruction, but for this section, I wish to focus on 

maintenance of the physical agricultural landscape). I would, with these considerations, add 

‘necessity’ alongside Howkins’ factor of ‘opportunity’ that led to women being far more involved 

with the land. It was not only culturally that women embodied Lord Ernle’s ‘necessary 

preliminary,’173 but practically as well. Young women with a desire and opportunity to work in 

agriculture became to the generation that had preceded them what Tess became to her mother in 

Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles – ‘Between the mother, with her fast-perishing lumber of 

superstitions… and the daughter, with her trained National teachings… there was a gap of two 

hundred years as ordinarily understood.’174 

As younger women discovered new opportunities available to their generation, a divide 

was opened - ‘women under 25 constituted 50% of the female workforce in inter-war England.’175 

Women over that age had a higher likelihood of being mothers, adding further restrictions to their 

perceived employability, as well as having grown through working age in a society that frowned on 

almost all work except domesticity. As well as under-25-year-olds making up the majority of the 

workforce, ‘the average age of first marriage never fell below 24 [during this time].’176 This 

suggests a potential correlation between marriage and the expectation of domesticity. Divorce 

rates also rose sharply. Though each case must have its own individual reasoning, the raise in 

numbers suggests that there was a greater desire (and/or opportunity) for individual freedom, at 

least some of which, I believe, was linked to war-time emancipation, including the freedom to 

work and support oneself. Roderick Phillips in Untying the Knot: A Short History of Divorce, tells us 
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that ‘a burst of legislating activity […] gave women greater access to divorce.’177 He also notes a 

desire for freedom (for both men and women), who wished to distance themselves from any 

further conflict, having been through the War, labelling it ‘Matrimonial Demobilisation.’178 

When the soldiers returned, many of the women who had tended land and livestock 

disappeared, large numbers of them into domestic service. Lord Ernle’s choice of words is funereal 

when discussing the members of the Women’s Land Army who ‘passed away, regretted by their 

employers, and carrying with them the gratitude of the nation.’179 That he describes them as 

having passed away, and leaves them anonymous is evocative of the unknown warrior, further 

emphasising the parallels between working women and returning soldiers. Exactly where the 

members of the Women’s Land Army disappeared to is not explored further by Lord Ernle 

however, and the gratitude of the nation did not extend so far as to allow women to stay in the 

jobs that they had sustained through (at least) the latter years of the war, or leave opportunities 

open to them once the men returned.180 Nicola Verdon, in The Modern Countrywoman: Farm 

Women, Domesticity and Social Change in Interwar Britain (2010), explains that ‘the interwar years 

have traditionally been seen as ones characterised by a backlash against women’s wartime 

emancipation.’181 Validly so, if we agree with Alun Howkins when he tells us that ‘what seemed like 

earth-shattering changes in women’s position turned out, in the short term at least, to be 

meaningless.’182 Even outside of production and employment, pursuits that were seen as too 

masculine were taken away from women – ‘Women were banned from playing football in league 

grounds in 1921’183 reports Amanda Mason, who has written widely on women’s experience 

during war for, amongst others, the Imperial War Museum. The enforced restriction of recreational 

activities, though related to the restrictions of jobs for women, is an example of an imposed lower 

female status. In fiction, it is interesting that Helen Dunmore’s returning soldier, Daniel, acquires 
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land to tend through the death of Mary Pascoe – a woman disappears to make way for him upon 

his return.184 

There is no one answer to why these brief freedoms were stripped from women. The return 

of men and a desire to put soldiers back into work where possible has been widely explored, as has 

the idea that there was mere hibernation of the concept that a woman’s place was in the home. I 

would like to add to those the possibility that the freedoms of women were associated with a 

period from which people wished to emotionally distance themselves – a concept explored 

through Alex in Bye-Day (Alex searches for ‘closure’ through discussion of the War, as well as 

distancing himself from his pre-war past, not able to recover either the state that he held during 

the War, or his pre-war state). Paul Fussell tells us that there was the potential terrifying notion 

during The War that ‘peace would [n]ever come again;’185 the belief existed that ‘The War would 

literally never end, and would become the permanent condition of mankind.’186 When the end did 

come, the remembered possibility of an eternal war meant that the backlash (to use Nichola 

Verdon’s term) was not simply against women’s emancipation, but against a social state 

necessitated by, and therefore associated with, the War. The positive effects on women’s freedom 

were yoked to the terrible state of war and, in the relief of peace, became distasteful. 

It seems that some of the sacrifices of the War (from both genders) were made in the belief that 

they either protected or established various rural ideas that revealed themselves to be illusory in 

the 1920s. Alison Lincoln writes, in Ecology and Utility: The Philosophical Dilemmas of Planetary 

Management (1991): ‘It is difficult to think of English writers of this period who were not Green, in 

the sense both of being bleakly critical of contemporary society and of harking back to ancient 

rural ideas.’187 But, as we have already seen, there was no solution in ‘harking back.’ Indeed, part 

of the sexist attitude in rural areas is blamed on backward-looking farming communities.188 If there 

had been a revolution, it was quickly overturned, failing to recapture what popular consciousness 

thought to be its old strengths (tranquil and blissful countryside, self-sufficient, and unrestricted by 

modernisation), and failing women in its potential new ones, just as they had been failed in the 
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past. To use the example of Tess of the d’Urbervilles again, a woman’s fate, even when working in 

agriculture and earning enough for herself and her family, was tied to the will of a man. When Tess 

works for the widowed Mrs d’Urberville, her independence and her femininity are both strong. 

The fact of her being a woman, however, means that when she is raped by Alec, she is disgraced. It 

is the fact of her being a wronged woman and having had a child that disgrace her for Angel too, 

and his decision to physically abandon her leads her to a miserable life, and ultimately to her 

death. 

The backlash was so strong that its effects are still felt almost a century later. Apart from in 

times of war, agriculture has failed to build upon the initial ‘opportunity’ and necessity that 

allowed it the advantage of a female workforce.189 The argument can be made, however, that 

foxhunting made far more of the opportunity.  

The initial wartime involvement of women in hunting reflected the world of agriculture – 

into which women were encouraged during the War, but were asked, in the 1920s, to quietly, and 

without a fuss, leave, allowing men to take back the work on the land. A major difference that 

comes between the worlds of hunting and agriculture, however, is that hunting involved a broader 

cross-section of society – ‘It is a sport loved and followed by both sexes, all ages and all classes. At 

a fox hunt, and nowhere else in England, except perhaps at a funeral, can you see the whole of the 

land's society brought together, focused for the observer, as the Canterbury pilgrims were for 

Chaucer.’190 In hunting, especially once women were accepted riding astride, it was clear that they 

were the equals of their male counterparts. There must also be other factors beyond its being 

viewed by many, and beyond its recreational aspects, as it fails to compare with women’s football, 

which was entirely recreational, and became very popular in the war years, but was later banned 

in stadiums. It is arguable that this combination of factors, coupled with a cross-class aspect that 

could potentially have prevented men from criticising a woman of higher class, and the availability 

of space for as many subscribers as could be drawn in, created an almost unique atmosphere for 

women. Add to this that positions within hunts are more often based on individual merit, and the 

interpretation of aspects such as ‘dogginess’ and ‘horse-sense’ (see notes from A Short Cast Back 
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on the following page) than on gender or class preconceptions – demonstrated in fiction in The 

Ballad of the Belstone Fox, with its new, working class Master and, on a personal level, through my 

grandfather, who made the journey from apprentice electrician to Master of Foxhounds. It should 

also be considered that the interplay of different social classes in the hunt restricted the public 

judgement of women who bore a higher social rank. Dierdre Beddoe suggests that ‘the single most 

arresting feature of the inter-war years was the notion that women’s place is in the home.’191 

Certainly for women of the upper class, this notion was less appropriate. Further to class issues, I 

believe that hunting’s tradition of extravagance, and of non-conformity, became a positive 

influence on areas of gender equality that may have appeared more extraordinary in other areas 

of life. The war years (for both The First and Second World Wars) certainly saw more women 

working in hunting than the years either side, but their successes, contrary to more hidden 

successes in agriculture, were recognised. To use the example of the Bicester Hunt (the hunt 

closest to The Hettlebourne geographically), it was run almost entirely by women during The 

Second World War, having been bolstered by the success of women during The First World War, 

and retained women in positions of control and influence throughout the rest of the 20th century. 

From 2000 to 2015, 4 of the 10 hunt masters have been women, and it has been obvious that they 

have no restrictions when compared to their male counterparts in any terms. Compare this to a 

broader view of agriculture: Fig. 6 of the appendix (although missing much of the gender-relative 

information) shows women as a tiny proportion of the workforce as both full and part-time 

workers.  

However, as modern-day farming discovers new difficulties, it is interesting to note the type 

of language used with regard to women in agriculture, as demonstrated by this interview extract 

from Farmer’s Weekly: ‘I don’t think there is as much pressure/expectation on boys to stay in 

farming. Perhaps freeing the boys has created opportunity for the girls.’192  This suggestion from 

2014 mirrors the conclusions of historian Alun Howkins observing the farming practices of The 

Great War.193 Other than a perception that men have greater strength with which to handle the 
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more extreme physical side of farming, it is difficult to find a reason for the relative lack of women 

within farming (I would argue that the fault is not a lack of interest from women as a rise in 

opportunities seems to almost instantly led to a rise in female workforce numbers, as has been 

displayed in this document). The same article from Farmers Weekly offers various survey results, 

one of which gives the finding that ‘the single biggest factor cited as holding back people [from] 

having more influence on a farm was “parent”, prompting some to suggest that there was a 

“generation rather than a gender divide”.’194 This supports the idea of an ingrained backward-

looking ideology that is, in some cases, taking generations to be recognised as detrimental and 

harmful. It also shows that modern farming has parallels with farming in the early inter-war period, 

which suggests to me that there is particular relevance to investigating this part of our cultural 

history to better understand current courses of action. 

Within Bye-Day, the primary agricultural image comes in the form of the Rovers’ farm. The 

farm has a strong matriarch in the form of Henrietta, and a well-proven female worker in the form 

of Gladys. However, Gladys’s goal is suggested (by Tom) to be finding a husband. The reasons for 

her attempts to bring Alex back to her are variously given, but the suggestion that she needs him in 

order to inherit is put forward a number of times. It is clear to Gladys that, no matter her actual 

ability or cleverness, her society will judge her on her gender. Rather than submit to this, she seeks 

to take control of it, and to use Alex as a surrogate to her ambition – accepting a union to take the 

place of equality. Gladys loves her agricultural work – it shapes her body and is part of every one of 

her actions. She is also very aware of the alternative: should the option of farming be taken away 

from her, she would probably end up relying on an unknown man, or potentially in domestic 

service. The Land-Army girls who assisted the Rovers during The War have all gone by the time 

Alex arrives home, ‘two in domestic service, one in a shop.’195 To Gladys, this sort of change for her 

would be an attack on her identity. When Alex suggests that they would all have to adapt, her 

attention turns to her locket, which we later discover to be empty – adaptation away from the land 

is in direct conflict with Gladys’s concept of herself, nevertheless, she only has the restricted 

options allowed to her gender. 

For other women in Bye-Day, life is moulded by the changes war brings. As Beddoe has 

shown us already, there was an inescapable image of the female ideal being a homemaker in the 
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interwar years. This singular representation seemed to mirror the depictions of men’s experience 

of war: images of men from all walks of life were used on recruiting posters that showed them 

turning into soldiers – condensing the concept of masculinity down to a single image – just as 

women were advertised and depicted as purely domestic creatures, turning away from their 

masculine, war-time roles. It was as if, for both genders, the War had offered a temporary 

transformation that could not be sustained beyond the end of hostilities.  Shortly after The War, 

Time and Tide Magazine contained an advert for ‘Oatine Hand Cream’ for women who were 

‘Naturally desirous of regaining their good complexions and soft white hands freely sacrificed to 

the national need.’196 At around the same time, the women’s pages of the Agricultural Gazette 

became titled Indoors.  

However, having experienced choice, some women were unhappy at its removal. One study 

cited by Beddoe tells us that, in an inter-war employment exchange, when asked ‘only one woman 

out of three thousand entered her name as willing to enter [domestic] service.’197 But for those to 

whom domestic service was one of few viable options, the town proved to be more attractive than 

the countryside. Nicola Verdon quotes from a 1934 letter to Farmers Weekly, telling us that, 

‘Farmhouse work is regarded as rough; a girl only goes on a farm to learn to scrub and light fires – 

then she tries a nice town place, to acquire the niceties of answering doors and waiting at table.’198 

Though this quote is taken from the decade after Bye-Day takes place, I believe it is nevertheless 

representative of the feeling of the early interwar period. Nicola Verdon also asserts: ‘The supply 

and quality of [rural domestic] servants was unpredictable by the 1920s, with country girls 

increasingly rejecting rural domestic service in favour of shop and office-based work in local 

towns.’199 With the loss of the relative variety of work undertaken by women in the latter years of 

The War, the young women of Bye-Day reject the reintroduction of the old established idea that a 

woman’s place was in the home. 

In my novel the first depiction of Alex with a woman (shortly after his return from the 

continent) shows him entering the Rovers’ house and falling naturally into the routine of making 

tea while his ex-fiancée sits. Gladys’s clothes are ‘masculine’ and the gently rocking handle of a 
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cream separator shows that she has been engaged in manual work. Alex, on the other hand, 

blushes and battles his emotions. Stereotypical roles of men and women are reversed, and the 

fresh strength of femininity, expanded to include traditionally male roles, is only undermined by 

the idea that the strength may be short-lived – Gladys gives the example of the Land Army Girls, 

mentioned above. Henrietta also emphasises the short-lived nature of the changes when she tells 

Alex, ‘You’re done playing at soldiers. Gladys is done playing at farm boy. Things can go back to 

being proper.’200 Nevertheless, she still calls Alex a ‘returning soldier,’ and calls his leaving a 

‘retreat,’ showing her in the turmoil of transition. 

A similar transition can be seen in D. H. Lawrence’s short story The Fox (1922), in which the 

androgynously named March is balanced between life with her friend Banford, in which they 

struggle to get by on their small farm, dressed in masculine clothes, fulfilling traditionally male 

gender-roles, and surviving as two women together; and a potential life with Henry, a returned 

soldier who wants to take her to Canada. The life in which women rely on each other, and take on 

gender-free roles is killed by the returning soldier, as Henry calculates Banford’s death by felling a 

tree in such a way that she is crushed by it. Henry, though he is only young, takes ownership of 

March, ‘But though she belonged to him […] she did not feel free with him.’201 Enforced changes 

here are the destruction of individuality as March is dragged away from self-sufficiency and 

responsibility, away from the landscape and nature that she has been a part of, and is enlisted into 

the role of wife; belonging to and following her husband. 

In the final scene of my novel, Alex appears with his new wife, holding her child in a far 

more typical domestic scene. Now, in an urban atmosphere, and with Alex as a breadwinner, the 

idea of womanhood is more restricted (whether Alex realises it or not, as he notes that 

‘Christabel’s body looked empty without the baby held close.’202) This comes as interwar British 

gender culture entered a period of countermovement against emancipation that I have begun to 

explore above. Alex is awarded power by another man – Anthony Pushly – in the form of work and 

a home in Oxford. Christabel, though she is intelligent, talented, and strong (more so than Alex, it 

is suggested), is restricted to more traditional roles, and forced to marry by virtue of her gender. 

There is hope, however, as Alex sees the potential in the baby girl to inherit aspects of her father, 
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Tom, a figure of masculinity within the novel, and gain the possible benefits of both masculinity 

and femininity in an unknown future. The final note of Bye-Day is one of love, and of hope that 

wants to pull away once more from the traditions of narrow gender-roles. 

 

The Fictionalising of Landscape 

The opening chapter of Bye-Day sets a precedent for the rest of the novel; the section of trenches 

(in which my characters first appear) has been placed in a non-existent stretch of land created by 

taking war maps of the area on which I wanted to focus, splitting open once-existing trench 

systems and inserting new, fictional land within the split, like opening the seams of a garment to 

enlarge it with new material.203 These new trenches were created to remove my work from direct 

historical accounts, whilst simultaneously using the bordering reality to give a sense of legitimacy 

and palpability to my work. Not having anything new to add, I did not feel it necessary to use 

specific historical events in my war sections. I believe that having done so would have opened up 

the possibility of infringement on the works of others, or, by focussing on character, might have 

done a disservice to the history of wartime Europe. That is not to say that I was not factually 

influenced, however. The location of the initial War section of Bye-Day was strongly influenced by 

the above mentioned Goodbye to All That, which provides evocative descriptions of the area 

around Cuinchy and Cambrin (albeit in the years prior to Alex and Tom’s arrival).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

I used this technique throughout Bye-Day, creating what became an immensely personal 

landscape – particularly in the rural sections around Bourne. Part of this process included making 

maps, sketches and photo-collages of areas I wanted to bring to life. I created my own imagined 

countryside; one that represented my own interpretation of the threatened rural idyll discussed at 

length in this commentary.  Into this, I incorporated my views of the returning soldiers’ landscape, 

and that of those who remained at home, whose lives in general, but particularly their working 

lives, were greatly changed. Some of the areas I used – fields, spinnies and covers, and locations 

such as the bake-house pond, are based upon real places from my own life that have seen little 

change in the last century. The use of them in what became a topographical collage of the real and 

imagined, led me through a similar mental process to that of my imagined soldiers – the real, the 

ideal, and the imagined become intertwined and inextricable from each other. Alex’s home 
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(Drywell Cottage) mirrors the location of a house in Fringford, Oxfordshire, but the house itself is 

based on one in Kirtlington, 10 miles away. I chose sites and locations for the emotional response 

that they provoked in me, and came to love the fictional locations that I set down. Knowing them 

to be a combination of the real, the imagined, and the lost gave me a foundation from which to 

build the emotional connections of my characters to the land. I wanted to feel a sense of the 

‘English atmosphere,’ that Lieutenant Christian Creswell Carver wrote that he fought for.204 The use 

of my past experience and my present imagination combined to create a landscape of fiction about 

which I (alongside my characters) feel deeply nostalgic, recognise threats to, but also am able to 

see as potentially lost before I ever experienced it – something which I will continue to explore 

through the critical work of John Short. 

In fiction, the part-remembered, part created landscape is a popular foundation to setting. 

One that (to me) shares a particularly similar feel and theme is A Whispered Name (2008), in which 

William Broderick intelligently builds layers that begin with the foundation of fictional landscapes, 

bordered by reality. The novel tackles the concept of the ‘ancient culture [that was] engulfed,’205 as 

reported from Alison Lincoln above. In an author’s note to the novel, Broderick clarifies to the 

reader that his representation of the simple rural is a creation - ‘there are no islands facing 

Brandon Bay on the west coast of Ireland: Inisdúr and Inismín are inventions.’206 Further to this, 

and potentially for similar reasons to those I have chosen, Broderick’s ‘battalion does not track the 

movement or experience of any that actually fought[.]’207 It does, however, move across real-world 

topography, highlighting (in the author’s note) the divide between the immediate reality of war, 

and the potentially misremembered, or created rural ideal of home. 

William Broderick’s Irish soldier, Seosamh Flanagan recounts his reasons for leaving his 

isolated rural home for war, citing his old teacher who, ‘having travelled wide and far, [had] 

discovered Ireland – as an abstract haven […] the Ireland loved by the Diaspora, the Ireland of 

merry wars and sad songs, had never quite existed in the first place, at least not in living 

memory.’208 Even in acknowledging that the idea of a perfect rural home is an illusion, Flanagan 

presents his hope that it could once have existed. The use of ‘at least not in living memory’, leaves 
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the potential for a lost perfection. The plane that flies over the island where Seosamh lived (where 

‘man and soil were one’209), dropping leaflets that called for men to ‘join up,’ (provoking his 

thoughts of the lost ‘abstract haven’) seems to suggest that it is the imposition of man on nature, 

and the spread of the mechanical, much as I have shown in chapter one that has caused the loss of 

the once-perfect. Flanagan’s acknowledgement of the loss of the rural idyll is arguably a reason for 

him risking a Court Martial in his attempt to rescue the lives of others – he was fighting, not in the 

belief that there was something sacred to be protected on home soil, but in the knowledge that 

this concept of the sacred was still a potential human value, even if it had been stripped from the 

land. Flanagan’s death is tied to hope for the cultivation of goodness in the soul. More tangibly, his 

death is linked to the poetic dream of the innocent countryside home. 

A similar (though non-fictional) assertion to Flanagan’s is made by John Short in Imagined 

Country: Environment, Culture, and Society (1991). Short tells us that ‘urbanisation and 

industrialisation of British society decanted the rural population, leaving a vacuum to be filled by 

imaginative reconstructions of rurality.’210 He suggests that this was a late 19th century 

phenomenon. I believe, however, that it was a recurring one – I have shown evidence of the 

increase in rural-urban migration, as well as a desire for a potentially imagined country during the 

period in which Bye-Day is set. It seems as though rural societies had tides, and that imagined 

constructs would always have the potential to follow their ebb and flow. I see Short’s suggestion as 

not only a late 19th century phenomenon, but one that can be observed and discussed in the years 

of, and following, the First World War.  

I began this chapter with a description of a post-card image showing a soldier dreaming of 

his rural home. If we follow Short’s argument, then this image becomes even more telling – the 

home of his imagination is just that: an imagined home. Short does not deny the power of this 

potentially imagined countryside, however, telling us that ‘the countryside became, and still is, the 

most important landscape in the national environmental ideology.’211 Within Short’s argument 

there is no suggestion that the love for the (real or otherwise) rural was any less strong, that it was 

any less motivating as an ideal to fight for, or that it was any less part of a national identity. 

Whether real or imagined, the countryside and its protection was a powerful incentive for soldiers. 
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In Bye-Day the difference between the real and the imagined is clear in Alex. His first 

thought of home that we experience is of blossom falling ‘like scented snow.’212 Upon his arrival 

back home, however, he finds the local town has expanded ‘like a burst-banked river,’ and the road 

is thorned and threatening. He turns to an idealised version of hunting – it is hunting’s perceived 

obliviousness to the passing of time (as discussed in Chapter One, part two: Foxhunting Literature 

and Machines) that draws him towards it, as well as his love of Tom Thomas, who, much like 

hunting, ‘seemed to Alex like something from another time, or perhaps like something timeless.’213 

However, the landscapes that hunting moves into contain the old threat of gin-traps (even in the 

1920s, an outdated and generally disapproved-of method of trapping that hunts, unless desperate, 

would not go near), and the new threat of the railway line. In terms of internal landscapes, it is 

Tom who is more closely representative of the countryside. His view of the body as coming from 

parents, and soul coming from experience dissociates him from religion, and makes him firmly part 

of the world. The natural landscape acknowledges him in the narrative – as he dies, a hare rises 

and leaps, binding him with the animal that began the story, and with Anthony Pushly’s ideas of 

Eostre (a potentially Victorian invention, thought to be a pagan goddess of rebirth with a hare 

familiar). He becomes pagan, almost like J. B. Humma’s ‘green man’ vision of Mellors in Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover,214 and through this, he becomes my interpretation of Baldick’s ‘mythic, or 

otherwise timeless.’215 

As part of my research, I have used a diary previously unknown to academia. It was the 

trench diary of Jack Goodall – the grandfather of a family friend. It had been copied out into a 

hardback notebook, but still contained some pages of sketches torn from the original, as well as 

the menu for Christmas dinner 1918, alongside a budget and shopping list, a typewritten 

programme for a New-Year Concert (performed by the men themselves), and a large collection of 

postcards. The contents of the diary have provided great insight into the sense of humour of 

private-class soldiers, as well as an idea of what they were comfortable for those at home to know. 

The diary contains what appears to be a description of war that Jack would not mind his family 

sharing. In this regard it shows a semi-fictionalised landscape, and a semi-fictionalised self. 
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Jack Goodall was a school teacher by profession. His gun-team was made up of two English 

teachers, and two Scottish chemists. Though they were teachers and scientists, the team come 

across, in the pages of the diary, as being more like school children - the first thirty-three of the 

diary pages deal with his training, which is mostly a repetitive process of parades, fatigues, 

musketry, lectures, and drills (usually gas, or bayonet drill). He dodges lectures by complaining of 

bad teeth (and admits it to be a scheme); he skips tidying duties to see exhibitions; and seems to 

find himself a weekend pass to miss church parade almost every week for the five-months of 

training he undergoes before leaving for France with No. 3 Company, Special Brigade, Royal 

Engineers. Once there, he uses the ‘schoolboy trick’ of peeping through cracks in doors to watch 

shows at the theatre. His notes on the New Year’s Concert programme state either ‘good’, or 

‘excellent’ next to every performance bar that of Lance-Corporal Thomas, about whom he writes 

‘Not bad… encore rotten.’ Reading Jack’s diary, the War can appear almost as a Blyton-esque 

adventure (On the subject of air-raids – ‘Jerry was a nuisance. We used to go out after tea.’). For 

much of it, his greatest upset is the quality of food. This ‘life of adventures’ side of Jack sometimes 

shows cracks however. Sections of the diary can contrast greatly in detail – the more light-hearted 

the event, the more detail Jack seems to go into. At one point, Jack’s Stokes Gun team is 

requested to build bivouacs (bivvys) for NCOs because, as he puts it, they are the best 

‘scroungers.’ Elsewhere, he notes a few deaths matter-of-factly. His summary of line-work from 

May to November 1918 (see Fig. 7 in the appendix), includes notes such as ‘machine guns,’ ‘whizz-

bangs,’ and ‘hot for a while,’ without expansion or detail. He finishes the section with the note 

‘Awful.’ The description of tasks that day is given as ‘Carrying shells. Guns fired smoke. 1 officer 

killed. 5 men wounded.’ The next entry shows that someone had stayed in his team’s bivvy – ‘We 

let our ‘bivvy’ furnished! While away, and took it over again, table missing, all firewood gone.’ He 

then makes souvenirs from mine-fuses and German bullets. 

Compared to the writing of officers, it is rare to find accounts from the private-class of 

soldiers. The website www.1914-1918.net gives several war-diary extracts from private-class 

soldiers, but they seldom contain much more than locations of posting, and the duties 

performed.216 Jack Goodall’s humoured, cheeky, and sometimes sarcastic approach to The War 

does not match with most of the men of this class described in officer memoirs. In Goodbye to All 
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That (1957), Robert Graves describes the men as devoid of inspiration, dreaming only of a ‘cushy’ 

wound that would get them sent home – ‘They all talk about getting a cushy one to send them 

back to Blitey.’217 It seems likely that the good humour and comfort of Jack Goodall are, rather 

than what he felt, what he felt comfortable in exposing, suggesting a potential conflict between 

the internalised and the perceived returning soldier. 

In writing the characters of Alex and Tom, I kept in mind the way that Jack enlivened his 

diary with his sense of humour, and the brevity of any section that contained hurt or extreme 

difficulty. There was a feeling of two sides of Jack’s personality working separately – the side that 

contained his humour buoying up the other side, and getting it to the end of the War. As the War 

concluded, the ‘other’ side was restrained, unable to tell its story. It is only once the humour 

vanishes, as Jack finishes his diary (‘Arrived at Davenport and settled down once more.’) that his 

more traumatised self can look to a future and a continuation. In this way, the soldier Jack Goodall 

was a great influence on the primary characters of my narrative. 

 

As part of his latest website, Anthony Shepherd reports the diary of an RFC officer as a daily blog 

post, 100 years on. In an email to me, he included a short passage from the airman’s brother, 

which sheds some light on the attitude of Jack Goodall’s diary. ‘There is an absence of the ‘horror 

element’; as those of us who experienced war at the ‘sharp end’ well know, that was too horrible 

to be recorded in writing and is absent in Jack’s diary.’218 He also notes the absence of a story, the 

words never being meant for publication. The difference in the ‘horror element’ between personal 

diaries and memoirs provided a great insight into a soldier’s mindset when focussing either on the 

War, or on his family’s perception. Bye-Day’s interpretation of this allows Tom Thomas to 

experience horrors on the Western Front, but for him to ignore them, or even laugh about them 

when at home. In contrast, Alex remains internally conflicted both in and out of the context of war. 
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Chapter Three 

 

‘Thoughts had wondered into pictures, pictures into dreams. Dreams into a taste like tar on the 

back of his palate.’219 

 

Conclusion 

When conceiving Bye-Day in its original form, I held an idea which I have also set down within the 

pages of this critical commentary – that the rural ideal of England was alive and had truth in my 

own experience. I had always felt a link to my ancestry through my work with horses (as suggested 

by my introduction) which is mirrored by Tom’s ideas of continuity of body and soul through 

generations. In his history of English culture, Daniel R. Woolf notes that ‘pride in one’s ancestors is, 

in some form or other, a characteristic of most cultures.’220 I felt that my roots were part of 

something quite natural and almost pastoral. The process of Bye-Day has, however, led me to 

question whether I had merely picked and chosen romantic elements of my heritage and strung 

them together to form what appeared to be a complete model. It also became clear to me that I 

mourned the loss of the working animal from daily life whilst ignoring the conditions that the 

animals themselves endured. I took pride in my continuing to work with horses in film, without 

consideration of the misuse that is often inescapable in the industry, and the subject of much 

scrutiny. 

This journey of thought is reflected in the novel. The conceived ‘new’ at its conclusion 

comes in the form of Christabel’s child. Alex will attempt to prove Tom’s theory of continuity 

through her, whereas Christabel prefers to move on without the legacy of Tom. She is more 

interested in looking to the future than the past – the past holds its ideals, but the child itself is 

living proof that the ideals are far from being a complete picture. Christabel’s memory of Tom is 

one that includes deceit and abandonment, revealing Alex’s ideal (and, to an extent, Alex’s love) to 

contain elements of the mythical. 

 

                                                     

219 Bye-Day, p 137 
220 Woolf, Daniel R., The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture, 1500 – 1730 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2003), p 73 
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When Alex dreams of the fox that stalks his garden, and when he imagines Gibson Reid, he 

demonstrates a subconscious link between his wartime self and his post-war, hunting self. The 

narrative of his war experience can be interpreted as the experience of the hunted fox. He begins 

in his dugout, like the fox’s earth, and performs a routine along his trenches, or stalking routes, 

occasionally breaking out to open ground. When his dugouts are shelled, like a fox’s stopped earth, 

he is forced to run from his enemy, and relocate. He goes on scavenging, as demonstrated with his 

escapade into No-Man’s-Land with Tom, but eventually is worn down through being repeatedly 

dogged from place to place. We share our final war-section with him pinned in a crater – reflecting 

a fox that has ‘gone-to-ground,’ pinned in by terriers and spades. We don’t see the end of his 

soldier-self until it is unearthed and torn from his home-self in the moment that Tom is hit by the 

train. From that point on, the hunt is over. Alex the soldier, the fox-like, dies with his friend and 

wartime companion. 

The post-war Alex, like the rural society he is part of, has found himself detached from his 

ancestry. His father died in the early 1900s, unable to survive the turn of the century, much like the 

style of agriculture he would have been part of through the establishing years of his working life.221 

This death coincided with the birth of mass mechanisation that came towards fruition with the 

generation that followed him – Alex’s generation. Alex’s mother, his final living link to the past, dies 

during the war (the loss of his parents makes Alex an anomaly in Tom’s idea of what makes a 

person who they are. The belief that we are made up of our parent’s influences leaves Alex 

searching for a sense of identity, both in and out of the War). Not only is she, like the rural history 

she represents, unable to cope with the strain of war, she is also isolated from many of those she 

has known, those who are taken away to the various fronts to fight. She is nursed to her end by an 

emerging style of femininity, one that arguably harks back to Tess, or to bondagers, in the form of 

Gladys. Later, Gladys takes the mother’s place, to an extent, in Alex’s life – providing him with a 

home, with care, and with guidance, and it is ultimately from Gladys’s surrogate nest that Alex 

flies. 

Alex himself is curiously classless and comes to stand for a broad cross section of positions 

in society, and of ages. The way that he rides and behaves around horses is arguably more childlike 

than Blakely (the child seen galloping through the field on the day of opening meet). He is clumsy – 

                                                     

221 See argument made by John Short, and followed in A Woman’s Landscape (above). See page 44 of this document, 
and Imagined Country: Environment, Culture, and Society (footnote 178) 
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rarely meeting without some form of accident, he is taken advantage of by Granny, and he rides as 

if in constant argument with his horse. Compared to Tom, Christabel, or Jennifer, he seems 

amateurish and naïve. The horse he chooses is also reflective of a child’s pony, especially in 

comparison with the sharper horses of Tom and Christabel. This reflects the naivety I brought to 

the original thought process of Bye-Day. My interpretation of the past had an almost child-like 

simplicity – like the airman’s diary, my ideas lacked the ‘horror element.’ Through research and 

writing, the war elements became less of a ‘horror’ to contrast with the rural narrative, and simply 

a different kind of difficulty, with highs and lows that are reflected, and even amplified, in the 

home sections. 

The greatest extremes of emotion come after the close of the war sections: Tom’s death; 

the deaths of the hunt horses; the final destruction of Alex’s relationship with Gladys, all have a 

greater effect on Alex than the individual events of the War, but his adoption of Tom’s child is his 

most emotionally moving episode – focussing and strengthening him in ways that nothing could 

when he had Tom to lean on, and to protect him. 

The close of the novel, when Alex has the child in his arms, is the only time we truly see 

him with purpose. The generations that came before him have been lost – the idealised form of 

the past in the form of Anthony Pushly has been corrupted by the urban and the mechanical, even 

when it seems to represent the rural idyll. It is only in looking to create a future for the generation 

to come that Alex finds hope and purpose. Like my idea of the perfect rural, there is good to come 

from our flawed loves, and what Alex passes onto his daughter from his idea of Tom, may be of 

great benefit to her. Our ideals may be unreliable, but while we hold them as still ideal they can 

drive us to great strength of will and of mind, and even when we perceive their loss we can stand 

to gain from them, and to benefit future generations with the (albeit imperfect) idea of perfection. 
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Appendix 

Fig. 1 
The statue of John Jorrocks near the train station in Croydon (photograph ©SilverTiger 
<https://tigergrowl.wordpress.com/2011/12/07/one-of-those-weeks/>)  
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Fig. 2 
Lady’s Monument with Bicester hounds from Lady’s bloodline (photograph by the author). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3  
A 20th century hunting saddle adapted for an amputee, currently owned by The Devils Horsemen 
Stunt Team, Mursely, Buckinghamshire (photograph by the author) 
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Fig. 4 
Cartoon taken from England and the Octopus, originally printed in Punch magazine (taken from 
Williams-Ellis, C., England and the Octopus (1928)) 
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Fig. 5 
Proportions of male and female workers in agriculture, 2008 – 2012 (reproduced from DEFRA Farm 
Labour and Wage Statistics 2012 Booklet 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130125190634/http:/www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/fil
es/defra-stats-foodfarm-farmmanage-earnings-labour2012-120627.pdf  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130125190634/http:/www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/files/defra-stats-foodfarm-farmmanage-earnings-labour2012-120627.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130125190634/http:/www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/files/defra-stats-foodfarm-farmmanage-earnings-labour2012-120627.pdf
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Fig. 6 
Trench map of the region in which Alex and Tom are first seen. 
<https://maps.nls.uk/view/101464717> visited 28/09/2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 
Jack Goodall’s summary of line-work from May to November 1918. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8 
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Fig. 8 
A sketch of the outfits worn by Jennifer, Christabel, and Gladys to the Hunt Christmas Party at 
Clevesly Manor (image by the author). 
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